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Charity and the Creation of the Church
Irene SanPietro
Despite the long-recognized connection between poverty and charity, and the scholarly attention
paid to the culture of charity, there have been very few studies that have yielded the kind of quantita-
tive results that would enable scholars of antiquity to assess the sources and impact of church wealth
gained from non-elites. I ask three questions: (1) Who was asked to give? (2) Who could afford
to give? (3) Who did, in fact, give? Three bodies of evidence offer answers: (1) The the patristic
corpus suggests targets of solicitation as well as a rhetorical strategy for encouraging donation, (2)
household economic models give a sense of how potential donors could generate disposable in-
come through ascetic practice, and (3) a selection of small donations, specifically Christian small
silvers, can be valued in a way that permits conjecture regarding the social profile of donors in
late antiquity. Pursuing charity in this way offers the opportunity to get past ecclesiastical self-
representation and gaps in evidence by looking at the underlying structures of the phenomenon.
This in turn promises a clearer idea of the relationship between charity and philanthropy, placing
church institutions back in their social context.
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Chapter 1
The Importance of Charity
Jesus said to him, ‘If you wish to be perfect, go, sell your possessions, and give the money
to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; then come, follow me.’ When the young
man heard this word, he went away grieving, for he had many possessions. Then Jesus said to
his disciples, ‘Truly I tell you, it will be hard for a rich person to enter the kingdom of heaven.
Again I tell you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for someone who
is rich to enter the kingdom of God,’ (Matt. 19:21–24).1
He sat down opposite the treasury, and watched the crowd putting money into the treasury.
Many rich people put in large sums. A poor widow came and put in two small copper coins,
which are worth a penny. Then he called his disciples and said to them, ‘Truly I tell you, this
poor widow has put in more than all those who are contributing to the treasury. For all of them
have contributed out of their abundance; but she out of her poverty has put in everything she
had, all she had to live on.’ (Mark 12:41-44).2
In the highly unequal society of the late Roman Empire, both rich and poor sought heaven. The
parable of the Camel speaks to the rich, the Widow’s Mite to the poor. Each opens up a potential
identification for the members of the disputed middle. Who, if anyone, were these mesoi and how
did they influence the growth of the church?3 The terminology of the middle class has many incar-
1 Also Mark 10, Luke 18. Biblical quotations follow the New Revised Standard Version, patristic sources use the
standard editions as indicated. Abbreviations follow SBL Style for patristic material, Liddell & Scott for Greek,
and Lewis & Short for Latin texts.
2 Also Luke 21:3–4.
3 For Aristotle, the mesoi of a city were both an economic and status middle (Pol. 4.1295b).
1
nations—as the middle class, middling persons, little big men, and mediocri, for example. Both in
antiquity and in modern scholarship about the formation of the Church, these have been the site of
acute contention. For some scholars, the church was an elite institution grown by the deliberate ac-
tions of bishop-politicians.4 Others prefer a historiography of the church that emphasizes its social
mission or psychological value.5
Though explanations differ—some relying on, others excluding the middle—the fact that re-
mains to be contended with is the transformation of Christianity from an apocalyptic cult to a world
religion with the Roman state at its service.6 Over the course of late antiquity, Christianity ‘went
public:’ Christians increasingly organized their practice around churches rather than private houses,
and worshipped through priests rather than elders; many churches became one Church. This is not
to imply progress through a series of stable states. The reality is anything but: the church oecumene
was continually consolidated and fragmented.7
I focus on the period roughly between Constantine and Justinian, during which the Church
was a jurisprudential concept but not yet a fact of life. During this critical period, bishops con-
structed their office as a necessary feature of Christianity and churches as the appropriate venues for
Christian practice. Many scholars have recognized that the beginnings of church institutions—the
emergence of ritual and hierarchy, the creation of a Christian public sphere bounded by commu-
nal norms—require an understanding of whom churchmen managed to invest in their project. The
growth of the Church was not necessary or natural, but depended on infusions of cash and assets,
and in the symbolic investment of believers in the idea of the Church as the best way to practice
4 E.g. De Ste. Croix 1983:497, following Jones 1964:933; Smith 1978:1. On Augustine in this role; Chadwick
2009:131.
5 For the use of economic, sociological and personal lenses in furtherance of a mass narrative, see: Ekelund et al.
2006:60; Stark 1996:189; Pagels 2003:146 and Pagels 2011b:xv, respectively.
6 MacMullen 1974:89 and Atkins and Osborne 2006:97 deny the existence of an appreciable middle class,
imagining Roman society to be divided between rentiers and proletariat; Brown 2002:56-7 relies on it.
7 As shown by the history of schism; Cameron 1993:66.
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Christianity and to interface with the Christian god. The institutions of the Church were deliberately
assembled over a long period of time. The discourse and practice of charity suggests how.
In the following chapters I trace the development and effects of charity, and attempt to char-
acterize the engagement of non-elite Christians with it. I begin with the theology and philosophy
of charity (ch. 2), followed by a consideration of the economies of charity (ch. 3), I then provide
a catalogue of representative donations (ch. 4) and an analysis of it (ch. 5). Finally, I suggest
reasons for the abandonment of charity for tithing as the preferred template for pious donation in
the post-Roman period (ch. 6) even as the moral cachet of charity was increasing in other ways.
1.1 Charity and Church Growth
It is a truism that there are many Christianities, and there are nearly as many accounts of how
Christianity was forged from them. Students of late antiquity and early Christianity still strug-
gle with the long legacy of triumphalism.8 There are ongoing attempts to reconcile histories of
conscience—based in what Brown has called the ‘sincere otherworldliness’ of Christian devo-
tion—with the history of power.9 In accounting for the transformation of a loose network of cult
groups into a powerful and unified public institution, we must account for both theoretical and
material components of change.
Bishops promoted charity as the highest human virtue, and a specifically Christian virtue. Char-
ity absorbed and instrumentalized other goods and participation in systems of charity marked the
believer as orthodox. Charity changed the symbolic economy of ancient moral discourse. Ideally,
the message of charity was supposed to affect the way people managed their religious commit-
ments. In real terms, it produced institutions under the control of bishops, as well as the sacraments




and collective rituals that constituted Christian community.
Recent scholarship has emphasized the middle class roots of the church in ways that imply a
broad basis of popular support, yet there is reason to believe that bishops did not reliably incorporate
non-traditional, that is, non-elite donors into their revenue streams. Among the working classes
votive giving seems never to have stopped, and the vast majority of donations into Christian context
are more expensive than working people could afford. The ideal of charity seems not to have
resulted in substantial transfers of wealth from non-elites to churches. Nevertheless, the systems
and symbolic language of charity should be assessed separately.10 When rhetoric and practice of
charity are decoupled, it becomes clear that they symbology of charity did contribute significantly
to the idea of the Church. Over a period of centuries, it was invoked to justify clerical hierarchy,
ad hoc demands on the laity, and systems of ritual as necessary features of orthodoxy. Quite apart
from its material returns, charity offered an understanding of Christian identity that was communal
and ‘churched.’11
Charity is key to understanding the growth of the Church. The theology of charity made spe-
cific claims on Christians that created an orderly microcosm, a Christian public sphere. Bishops
encouraged householders to fast, pray and give alms and then turn the proceeds over to them for dis-
tribution. They also created the systems and norms of distribution. Their success in this endeavor
depended on several factors, including the laity’s ability and willingness to give. The socioeco-
nomic location where the incentives to participate coincide tells us something about who donors
were. This, in turn, tells us something about the church’s power base in late antiquity. We have to
account for a level of investment that ultimately allowed the Church to become a quasi-successor-
10 See below §5.1 and 5.2.




1.1.1 The Episcopal Agenda
Bishops embarked on the administrative and ideological unification of the Church rather late, in
part because they came to exist rather late in the history of Christianity. The earliest Christians
supported elders and presbyters, but not on a full-time basis.13 When apocalyptic chronologies
collapsed in the third century, Christians began to reimagine the church as a temporal institution.14
This included the appointment of salaried full-time bishops to manage hospitality and charity.15
The church’s need to persist in the world for a potentially indefinite period of time colored the
development of the episcopate. In the first and second centuries, bishops were primarily admin-
istrative officers responsible for practical matters such as the accounting of resources. From the
third, they increasingly took on community organization as a whole.
Clergy and church developed in tandem, but the clergy only began to become a clerisy, a distinct
class, with the intervention of Constantine. The emperor interfaced with the ‘the Church’ through
what he took to be her representatives, ‘the bishops.’ 16 It was Constantine who made this bishops
bureaucrats.17 He gave bishops a kind of legislative authority through the councils and infused
massive amounts of wealth into their churches. In doing so, he ratified their existing role and
accelerated the growth of their office by treating them as the official arbiters of orthodoxy and
caretakers of the poor.18
12 That is, an institution able, for example, to take over large scale infrastructural obligations such as the




16 Eusebius tells us that Constantine came to think of himself as part of a pontifical college, himself ‘bishop in




Though some bishops had been making these claims since the late first century, only after Con-
stantine’s convocation of Nicaea did they gain the administrative apparatus to begin to enforce
church-wide norms.19 Bishops rapidly indexed orthodoxy to a specific set of beliefs. Though the
content of those authorized beliefs was never stable, the idea of the Creed illustrates that very soon
after Constantine, orthodoxy became an issue of display, and, increasingly, a qualification for basic
rights.20
Perhaps in the service of imperial unity, Constantine granted the bishops a status that was po-
tentially vastly powerful, but in the early fourth century it still needed considerable backfilling.21
The bureaucratic episcopate with which Constantine perhaps expected to forge a Roman—Catholic
identity was, throughout his tenure, itself in need of shoring up.22 Bishops could not yet enforce
unity amongst themselves, let alone the population of the empire, though this would come.
The episcopate consolidated several pre-existing but less formal community organizing roles.
The earliest Christian community leaders were defined by function rather than office, and the pri-
mary function of early presbyters was to provide hospitality.23 The episcopate therefore grew out
of an administrative office. Though bishops claimed the mantles of Peter and Paul in fleshing it
out, the charisma of sanctity was itself insufficient in a world full of sources of legitimate authority.
Those bishops who were not persecuted or martyred before Constantine still had to carve out a po-
sition for themselves between the great patrons, philosophers, holy men, and rival Christian sects.24
19 Hopkins 1998:217 considered Ignatius of Antioch the earliest proponent of an ecclesiastical hierarchy “revolving
around the singular authority of a bishop.”
20 Van Dam insists on a distinction between Christian identity and subscription to a creed when treating
Constantine’s Christianity, but such a position was less and less available to ordinary Christians after
Constantine; Van Dam 2007:13. As Constantelos 1964:373 put it, “from Justin down to the last emperor of the
sixth century, the religious policy of the Empire was based upon orthodoxy.”
21 See Drake 2002:189 for the thesis that Constantine intended the Church to unify the Empire.
22 According to Barnes 1993:14, the dynastic politics of the later fourth century meant that episcopal power
remained unstable even as it grew overall.
23 Meeks 2003:134, 109.
24 See Lendon 1997:3 on the relationship between legitimacy and patronage in Roman culture. Cf. Dossey
2010:129, estimating that two thirds of bishops were installed on private estates by landowners rather than by
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Eric Jay called this process the transition between ‘presbyter-bishops to bishops and presbyters.’25
The development of the episcopate in relation to the development of the Church in late antiquity
has been studied from a variety of perspectives. For example, Schöllgen linked the professional-
ization of the clergy to the administration of systems of charity in the third century; Rapp traced the
ways in which episcopal office was assimilated to the ideology of municipal service and became
a prestige object in the fourth century; and Sessa has shown how the metaphor of the household
was used to justify papal authority over bishops.26 Weber imagined that the episcopate developed
under the constraint of competition. For him, “the necessity that the ethical achievement of the
priestly incumbents of ecclesiastical office not lag behind that of the ascetic virtuosi, the monks,”
directly affected their doctrinal positions.27 According to Rapp, this argument was already present
in late antiquity: bishops already claimed to have “superior spiritual qualifications as justification
of their elite status…in competition with holy men and monks.”28 Because of their unique access to
a reading and hearing public, we see evidence of their strategy of self promotion in their writings.
Patristic sources are extremely valuable for exploring the relation of episcopal office to the
emerging structure of the church precisely because they were arguable in their own time; the argu-
ments these sources record represent what bishops struggled with and what they sought to create
rather that a Church in a stable final form. As Bowes has observed, the late antique literature
of Christianity—the ‘treatises, hymns and moral tales for ordinary Christians’—in fact portray “a
church straining to enforce minimum observance.”29 This is not a ‘church triumphant’ but a cult
straining to become a church. Bishops actively worked to construct an idea of the Church and justify
their role in it both before and after Constantine. For this reason, Sessa considered bishops “among
election to urban seats even after Constantine.
25 Jay 1981.
26 Schöllgen 1998, Rapp 2005 and Sessa 2011. See also Gilliard 1966 and Doleac 2013.




the most important (and infamous) agents of Christianization.”30 The sources they produced, in-
cluding sermons, rituals and written regulations, should be seen as texts “aimed at transforming
how people perceived and practiced many aspects of their lives.”31
1.1.2 Theology, Ideology, and the History of Institutions
It is fair to say that bishops, as historical agents, deployed doctrines for their own ends. This need
not set up a functionalist narrative of church history: it is clear that the history of the structures
of religion does not get at the nature of spirituality.32 Recognizing the contingency of episcopal
institutions and norms the level of history need not impeach or even address their antecedent theol-
ogy, since refusing functionalism sets up no causal relation between the two. Nevertheless, when
attempting to understand the bishops’ plans for the Church in late antiquity, it would be strange to
reserve for theology a neutral space of contemplation. In other words, one can study theology as
ideology without impeaching the spirituality of the theologians or the faithful.
But what is ideology in that case? It has a seemingly unshakable pejorative sense. Caroline
Walker Bynum, for example, expressed the “hope never to reduce an argument to its function or
its social context, or treat theology as ideology.”33 I only see a necessary conflict between the two
in the strongest versions of ideology. An understanding of Bynum’s point in the strong sense, for
example, warns one off of ideology in the Marxist superstructural sense because of its potential to
collapse the distinctions between the sociology, psychology and spirituality of religion.34 A weaker
30 Sessa 2011:281.
31 Ibid.
32 For Penner 1971:95, the failure of functionalism to explain religion ‘releases the historian of religions,’ while for
Demerath III 1996:339, the disembedding of ‘culture’ from ‘structure’ does that work. On the problem of
(spiritual) interiority; Thomas 2000:41.
33 Bynum 1988:xvi.
34 As Gramsci does: “the ecclesiastics…held a monopoly of a number of important services: religious ideology,
that is the philosophy and science of the age, together with schools, education, morality, justice, charity, good
works, etc.,” Hobsbaum 2000:302.
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version is eminently defensible: on this level one might see ideology as the materialist counterpart
to theology—motivations defined by theological commitments and understandings that govern the
actions of historical agents with respect to practical or political ends. This need not imply that
religious doctrines are adjusted to ‘religious needs,’ but it does suggest that the needs of religious
institutions are pursued in terms of the language of religion.35 The directionality of the causal
relation is important: we need not grant protected status to theology as long as we maintain the
distinction.
It seems essential to be clear about my understanding of ideology in the context of Church his-
tory precisely because of the recognition that “the history of doctrine is no longer narrated by the
triumph of orthodoxy, but rather as the construction of the concept of orthodoxy, hammered out
by competing churchmen who used labels of heresy and orthodox[y] to bolster their own status
claims.”36 That is to say, we no longer treat religious truths as effective in the world in the manner
of a Geist, but we understand them to be effected by human agents. In the case of Christianity,
the bishops were the primary institutional theorists; they developed redistributive systems, canons
of communal discipline, and philosophically intelligible theological doctrines as their spheres of
influence. We should not be reluctant to study these projects in terms of ideology. The concepts the-
ologians developed in response to the realities of Christian communal and intellectual life—church,
clergy, and laity, for example—became the templates for durable religious institutions and norms
by means of the structures and systems they authorized or enacted.
There is no agreed-upon narrative of the ‘Christianization’ of the Roman Empire even for those
who accept the term. The work of Peter Brown represents the closest thing to a consensus. He has
envisioned the church as a locus of social mobility and class consciousness, and these as sources
35 “Values and ideas retain an autonomous capacity, [but] they must be located in strong carrier groups in order to
be effective,” Weber 2012:liii.
36 Bowes 2008b:11.
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of the institution’s wide appeal. The claim is twofold: first that traditional donors received more
of a social return on their investments in the church, and second, that new social groups were
co-opted into the institutional structure of the church as a result of its attention to social justice
issues. As Harper summarizes, Brown “argues that Christian  leaders  deliberately  carved  out  an
 alternative  model  of  obligation,  in  which ‘the  poor’ rather  than  ‘the  citizens’ would  become,
 materially  and  ideologically,  the  object of  economic  solicitude.”37 This view imagines that the
church had widespread appeal based on a combination of newly articulated spiritual priorities and
real material benefits. It implicitly relies on the lower and middle classes, specifically, engagement
with the poor and the middle class to bear the weight of organizing and justifying Christianity. The
merit gained either by either being poor or ministering to the poor is asked to account for the growth
and differentiation of church structures by demonstrating people’s willingness to subsidize them.38
In particular, it requires euergetic behavior to be sublimated into a ministry of the poor.39
The linkages of charity and poverty have been studied much more than the linkages between
charity, class, ideology and power. Without assessing bishops’ ability to recruit donors from below
the traditional philanthropic classes into the church’s revenue structure, we cannot know whether
it is fair to suggest, as Brown has, that the church was ‘built upon the middle classes’ and in con-
sequence ‘more responsive and responsible to them’ than existing social structures.40 Zuiderhoek
has urged skepticism of Brown’s positive feedback model of church growth pending the provision
of empirical evidence that the Christian church provided “a rival socio-ideological model along
the lines proposed by Brown.”41 If we cannot establish that non-elites were co-opted on material
a well as symbolic levels, then we cannot support a narrative of church growth in which popular
37 Harper 2013.
38 E.g. Patlagean 1977, Pietri 1983, Holman 2001, Brown 2002, and Holman 2009.
39 E.g. Pietri 1978, Countryman 1980, Osiek 1983, and Lunn-Rockliffe 2006.
40 Brown 2002:57. See p. 12 below. Cf. Stark 1996:189 for an extreme form of the responsiveness argument,
suggesting that “Christians had longer life expectancies than pagans.”
41 E.g. Zuiderhoek 2009:158.
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participation is a controlling variable.
The majority of Romans worked for a living, and any vision of the Church as a popular in-
stitution equires more than the populist rhetoric of the clergy: it requires evidence of the material
support of working Christians. If we cannot find this coincidence in the material evidence of do-
nation, then what remains is the already well-attested participation of the rich and a universalist
rhetoric that nevertheless cannot support a majoritarian historiography of ecclesiastical growth.
There is a growing backlash against narratives of religious transition, assimilation and accom-
modation in late antiquity because they tend to minimize the rupture involved in the creation of a
Christian public sphere and the modes of coercion likely involved in bringing it about.42 Transition
narratives risk advancing a weak version of triumphalism insofar as they appeal to the desirability,
popularity, and even rationality of late antique Christianity to explain its growth.43 The transition
of Christianity from a thin and unhierarchic network of house-cult groups to a mainstream profes-
sionalized institution is a historical watershed and demands an empirically grounded assessment of
historiographic claims.
1.2 The Search for a Middle Class Church
1.2.1 The Problem with Sub-elites
Charles Pietri’s donor corps were rich elites. Based on his reading of the Liber Pontificalis, Pietri
concluded that large-scale bequests of private property were more important to church budgets than
either imperial largesse or offertory.44 Peter Brown follows Pietri on the importance of privati, but
42 Reactions include Ward-Perkins 2006, with an apocalyptic view of barbarian invasions; Cameron 2011 against
pagan revival, and Ratti 2012 and Salzman 2012 arguing for a pagan subaltern.
43 For a particularly blunt exercise of this method, see Ekelund et al. 2006:54 and Blomberg 2006; both analyze
religion as an afterlife good.
44 Pietri 1978:328.
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considers the participation of ‘sub-elites’ even more important that of the rich. Who might they
be? The terminology of class and status is notoriously fraught, and there is no consensus on the
definition of the ‘elite,’ but Brown’s claim is clear enough. For Brown, Christianity was a ‘sub-elite’
phenomenon in the sense that it found support below the political power set. Instead it created:
…a world characterized by the slow but steady piling up of wealth for religious purposes
that was very different from the ‘explosive rhythm’ of the civic occasions on which urban
benefactors of the belle époque had dispersed their surplus wealth as euergetai…Given these re-
sources, gathered doggedly from relatively humble persons, the natural reaction of the bishops
and clergy was to look after their own…For the distress of fellow-believers of the ‘middling’
classes directly affected the workings of the church.45
Brown’s terminology is relative. It targets a level below the Roman ‘ruling class’—the “property-
owners, city senators, [and] imperial agents” who memorialized themselves by inscription in the
high empire—but does not commit to a class or status identity for their Christian successors.46
Without going deeply into the nature of ‘relative humility’ for example, he implies that the church
was a grassroots effort indebted to some kind of middle class. Is this possible? Where should we
expect to find such people in Roman society?47
Precisely identifying the ‘middling classes’ is important because for Brown they were instru-
mental to the formation of the church. We know what role they must perform, but this does not
tell us who they are or how to find them. Brown admits that there is skepticism over whether they
exist at all: “We are told that to seek for a Roman middle class in the higher empire is a sufficiently
absurd undertaking; to do so in the later Roman empire would be yet more perverse.”48 He assures
us they do exist, albeit in oblique terms:
45 Brown 2002:56-7.
46 MacMullen 1982:244.
47 See note 3 above.
48 Brown 2000b:338.
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…to fudge over the social diffusion of luxury is to miss something important both about
the structure of Roman society and the way in which culture operated within that society. If
for ‘luxury’ we substitute the word ‘religion,’ then I think that we may be on the trail of a
‘sub-elite’ that lay beneath the elites of late antiquity.49
Brown seems to say that we should be able to track religion like a commodity, tracing the contours
of the market from the good’s consumers; that we might be able to infer the sources of Christianity’s
power by linking it to who ‘got religion.’ ‘Religion’ is too general a test, but charity might be more
amenable: the theory and practice of charity was developed to provide just this sort of trace or
index of religion in the form of donations.50 If we read donors according to the rubric of charity,
then, we get ‘proof’ of a group that was materially and symbolically invested in Christianity. It is
less clear that this is the middle class that Brown would need, the kind of group whose participation
could constrain the formation of church institutions.
Altogether, Brown’s formulation does not avoid the caveat of MacMullen, who distinguished
strongly between class and status middles. MacMullen writes, “we should be on guard against a
blind insistence that there must be a middle class and that it must be sought where we are used
to finding it today, in the urban commercial and industrial segments of the population.”51 Brown’s
category of ‘sub-elite’ leads to ‘middling,’ a relative term, but not necessarily ‘middle’ in any
absolute sense. It does not, therefore, provide a means-test for his sub-elites, that is, it fails to
distinguish between low-grade elites (still a ‘ruling lass’) and sub-elites who are in-fact non-elites.
Recognizing the possibility of status in addition to class difference complicates things: we can
have poor elites, disgraced elites, rich non-elites, and co-opted non-elites: all might plausibly be
described as ‘middling,’ making middle an issue not of class but perspective. It makes all the
historiography of the church which, if any of these, we mean. For the purposes of this study, I refer
to Friesen and Longenecker’s ‘Poverty Scale for the Roman Empire’ (below), which attempts to
49 Ibid., citing Wallace-Hadrill 1990:147.
50 See p. 249.
51 MacMullen 1974:89ff.
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reconcile relative and absolute scales of class while taking into account status considerations. In
this schema, the several varieties of elites are represented roughly by the PS1, PS2 and PS3 levels.
‘Middling persons’ are very broadly defined as between elites and the poor (PS4, PS5), with a
variety of social statuses. Below them are the structural and contingent poor (PS6–7).
Level Characteristics Members
PS1 Imperial Elites imperial dynasty, Roman senatorial families, a few retain-
ers, local royalty, a few freedpersons
PS2 Regional or Provincial Elites equestrian  families, provincial  officials, some  retainers,
some decurial families, some freedpersons, some retired
military officers
PS3 Municipal Elites most decurial families, wealthy men and women who do
not hold office, some freedpersons, some retainers, some
veterans, some merchants
PS4 Moderate surplus resources some merchants, some traders, some freedpersons, some ar-
tisans (especially those who employ others), and military
veterans
PS5 Stable near subsistence level (with
reasonable  hope  of  remaining
above the minimum level to sustain
life)
many merchants and traders, regular wage earners, artisans,
large shop owners, freedpersons, some farm families
PS6 At subsistence level (and often be-
low minimum level to sustain life)
small farm families, laborers (skilled and unskilled), arti-
sans (esp. those employed by others), wage earners, most
merchants and traders, small shop/tavern owners
PS7 Below subsistence level some farm families, unattached widows, orphans, beggars,
disabled, unskilled day laborers, prisoners
Table 1.1: Poverty scale for the Roman empire.52
Brown’s long-held position is that the church was based on “the vigor and diversity of the
middling classes.”53 He is less clear on who these ‘middle classes’ or ‘sub-elites’ were, or whether
the rank and status designations can refer to the same group, that is, what mix of economic, social or
political this middle might display.54 I refer to this scale because it is useful in clarifying the stakes
of defining the middle class precisely. If the PS4–5s exist, they may or many not fulfill the role
52 Friesen 2004:341, modified to ‘control’ for status by Longenecker 2009.
53 Brown 2012b:xxvii.
54 The middle-class aetiology of Christianity’s success is a common one; see Green 2010:31 for lower-middle and
Ekelund Jr. and Tollison 2011:48 for upper-middle variants.
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Brown imagines for them. If they do not, that is, if, as MacMullen argued, traders and wage-earners
were (PS4s and PS5s) did not enjoy qualitatively different household economies than the poor (the
PS6s and PS7s), then we have to imagine that Christian institutions are the result of interactions
between elite and mass.
The term ‘sub-elite’ comes originally from Bourdieu, who used it to describe groups that “imi-
tated elite lifestyles in order to set themselves apart from the even less fortunate.”55 Mayer rightly
concludes that, understood in this sense, the terminology of sub-elites “has no analytical use…as an
assumption,” though it “may be useful in framing conclusions.”56 The reason Mayer prefers sub-
elites to be concluded rather than assumed is that the term assumes what must be proven: nothing
about the term ‘sub-elite’ explains “how sub-elites could afford their new ‘status symbols.’”57 Stud-
ies that do not assume an economic middle tend to exclude it; Dominic Rathbone summarizes L.E.
Tacoma’s findings in this vein: “the very wealthy overlapped with the regional elite,” and “each
metropolite elite was dominated by a few very wealthy families.”58 To the extent that they open up
a ‘middle,’ it is a status category located among what they refer to as the ‘medium landowners.’
While these were not a hereditary elite, and would have cycled into social and political prominence,
this was a group capable of maintaining a store of economic wealth “from business, primarily lend-
ing, also leasing out residential property.”59
Brown’s ‘middling classes’ contain such people; he cites the Harvester of Mactar as a self-made
man and member of the middle, someone “very low on the scale of the rich.”60 True, he began life
as a laborer (PS7), but by the time he enters the historical record through his tomb inscription, he
55 Mayer 2012:23, citing Bourdieu 1979.
56 Ibid.
57 Ibid., referring specifically to Wallace-Hadrill 1994.
58 Rathbone 2009:224–5.
59 Ibid. These are the PS3s of Friesen 2004:341; they represent the level of regional to municipal elites below
imperial and regional elites (the PS1–PS2s).
60 Brown 2012b:8; ILS 7457.
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has been censor and senator of his city (PS3).61 The Harvester of Mactar is ‘relatively humble’
in that he was of peasant origin, but he died a member of the local elite. Wickham describes such
‘rich peasants’ or ‘medium landowners’ as a village elite who, once they attained prosperity, were
“in a structurally dominant position that could often last across generations.”62 In the Roman case,
this group was both socially mobile and prosperous enough to be subject to liturgies. They were
a political middle precisely because they were a local elite: they could mediate between between
metropole and periphery.63
If we cannot get below the medium landowners, we can only call the church ‘middle class’
in a tendentious sense.64 Brown seeks to implicate artisans and other skilled workers, and finds
evidence that they did in fact donate to churches:
Altogether, what we have here is a social profile of Christian congregations not as different
as we had once thought from the bustling and touchingly self-important plebeii of the higher
empire.65
What he does not do is test whether these people were influencers by means of their donations, that
is, whether their donations “directly affected the workings of the church.”66 PS4–5s would have
been truly modest givers: they were people who might have been able to save up to donate, but
would not have had the standing wealth available to PS3s and above. In what sense might bishops
and clergy have felt obligated to ‘look after’ such people?
61 ?:85. In the terms laid out in Garnsey and Saller 1987:125, he would be an example of controlled entry into an
urban property-owning aristocracy.
62 Wickham 2005:386.
63 Hopkins 1983:186, referring specifically to the decurionate. Cf. Mattingly 2010:34, seeing civic euergetism as
evidence for the Roman co-option of local elites in ways that come very close to the comprador bourgeoisie of
Sobhan 1979:25. Andreau 1977:175 calls the decurions ‘les oligarques municipaux.’
64 See p. 17 further.
65 Brown 2000b:342.
66 See p. 12.
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The sub-elite hypothesis has not been tested before. It is harder than it seems because, as Brown
notes, the rhetoric of donation deployed by the Church Fathers “claimed a cultural continuity be-
tween Christianity and elite culture.”67 Though they treat donation to the Church under a different
rubric of values than civic euergetism, theologians tended to ennoble donation in ways that inten-
tionally obscure the real economic circumstances of donors.68 Theologians deployed a rhetoric of
the middle class, allowing them to treat all hearers as ideal listeners capable of responding to their
solicitation.69
Preachers might make demands that were objectively impossible for the majority of their lis-
teners for a variety of reasons. Ennobling rhetoric need not imply anything about the material
capabilities of the preacher’s audience. If a majoritarian vision of church formation is correct,
however, we should expect to see audience involvement below the level of the local elite (PS3); we
should see donations by working people (PS4 and below). Brown cites, for example, the activity
of the philoponoi, including donations by “a carpenter, a weaver, some local farmers, a cantor, and
a stuffer of cushions.”70 These are the kinds of people we should see much more often in donor
roles if the mediocritas of the church is not to collapse under the weight of the demands placed on
the ‘middle.’71
We have to entertain a third possibility, which is that while working people might have given
to the church, they did so from personal rather than class motives. Brown alludes to a class-
consciousness when he compares workers to euergetai and guilds, but their gifts are individual
votive offerings; they do not add up to something like the Arch of the Argentarii. Hopkins draws
67 Brown 2000b:358–9.
68 MacMullen 2009:xii. They might also popularize when in fact talking to elites; see MacMullen 1989.
69 On the ‘plébe moyenne’ as ‘John Q. Public,’ see Veyne 2000b:1181. Cf. Stewart-Sykes 1998:45–6, maintaining
that “the poor must be outside the congregation since no words are addressed directly to them.”
70 Brown 2000b:339, citing Sijpesteijn 1989.
71 In fact, we often see the confraternities not as donor collectives but in the context of communal violence; see
Bowersock 2010 on the the parabalani, Haas 2006:235 on the philoponoi, and Sizgorich 2012:108ff on the
violence of religious confraternities in general.
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attention to our modern urge to class antiquity in recognizable ways in insisting that ‘middleness’
is our concept:
In between the elite and the mass, there was a sub-elite (inevitably a shadowy, but still a
useful concept) of unknown size, which comprised middling land-owners, merchants, profes-
sionals, such as lawyers, doctors, architects, professors of rhetoric and philosophy, middling
and lesser administrators, army officers, scribes, school-teachers, and eventually Christian ide-
ologues.72
For us, middle becomes a shorthand for the list of occupations and social positions it aggregates, but
it is too broad a formula to describe ancient society usefully; Hopkins’ ‘middle’ spans PS3–PS5s,
implying deep and undoubtedly significant differences between the members of such a large group.
Brown’s middle is similarly broad, ranging from a local senator to a stuffer of cushions. Church
mediocritas requires a middle that excludes the ‘fortunate decile,’ that is, “the landowners, the
government servants, and the holders of imperial privileges.”73 Such people (PS3s) represent a
status that working people might aspire to over the course of a lifetime or the life of a family, as
did Augustine’s father Patricius, but their linkages with the lower 90% in their towns are in no way
clear.74 Up to 80% of the people below them were agrarian laborers, which suggests a very thin
slice of the population qualify for PS4–5 status.75 Their impact needs to be argued for.
A.H.M Jones did not think the Roman middle class robust enough to support a majoritarian
narrative of church growth, so he broadened the institution’s base: “the main strength of Christianity
lay in the lower and middle classes of the towns, the manual workers and clerks, the shopkeepers
and merchants.”76 This expansion may capture some of the 90% of the ancient population that
the decurionate fails to encompass, but at the cost of proletarizing the middle. Like Pietri, Jones
72 Hopkins 1998:208.
73 Brown 2012b:25, citing Scheidel and Friesen 2009:32.




considered elite private bequests a more important source of church income than either imperial
largess or the offerings of the masses. He did so because it was from endowments that ecclesiastical
stipends were paid, which he took to mean that real estate was a steadier source of income than
offertory.77 At the same time, Jones excludes the working classes from the middle: “The working
classes in the towns seem to have been as poor [as rural peasants], to judge by the difficulty they
had in paying a solidus or two every four or five years for the collatio lustralis.”78 This results in a
contradiction: if the donations of the middle and lower classes together were not such that churches
could budget based on them, then their ‘strength’ seems not to have been financial. To account for
the wealth of the Church, we are thrown back on the elite privati.
Recent scholarship has suggested, however, that the destitution of the late Roman lower classes
has been overstated, and it is in the context of this work that Brown has sought to rehabilitate the
lower classes’ participation in the middle and material interest in the institutional Church.79 Ba-
naji, for example, sees the peasantry as “a deeply differentiated group,” making PS4–5s a possible
middle class. At the same time, he imagines that most towns would not have ‘more than a handful
of well-to-do peasants’ capable of bouletic service, effectively excluding the PS3s from the mid-
dle.80 Bucking MacMullen, Mayer suggests that in cities we might expect a ‘middle’ of artisans
and merchants between the landed local elite and the poor, and that these people would have been
characterized by a “broad spectrum of domestic wealth.”81 With the PS3s excluded, it remains to
ask what a PS4-5 middle might look like.
77 Jones 1960:94.
78 Jones 1964:2.847.
79 Brown 1971:356 summarizes the evidence for a prosperous late Roman peasantry. Brown 2012b:8 follows
Banaji 2007 in seeing “little evidence that the rural population became ‘steadily poorer and more destitute’ in the
course of the fourth century.”
80 Banaji 2007:188, 192–3.
81 Mayer 2012:22. Cf. p. 13.
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We have seen that the decurions (PS3s) are generally thought to reside among the not more
than 10% of the Roman population that were elite (rentiers/PS3+).82 Beneath the decurions was a
qualitatively different and numerically far superior world of work. Scheidel imagines up to 80% of
people were laborers (PS6–7), leaving just 10% of people potentially in the middle (PS4–5). High
inequality need not preclude a middle class, however; the ancient world of work was deeply strati-
fied, with the highest paid skilled workers making multiples of the wages of unskilled workers (day
laborers).83 Some estimates have indicated high stratification even among the non-literate trades
and even the possibility of personal savings.84 MacMullen has suggested a rate of indigence (PS7)
of not less than 30%, leaving perhaps 50% of workers unaccounted for.85 Many scholars see this
group as a tenable middle class consisting of “well-to-do businesspeople and professionals,” the
“free artisans and landowning peasants.”86 W.V. Harris locates a ‘middling sort’ of person, someone
‘with the resources to live a secure life without ever falling below subsistence,’ precisely in Mac-
Mullen’s excluded group.87 Tacoma describes this middle as enjoying a ‘continuous intermediate
spectrum’ of property ownership.88
MacMullen envisions an economy in which the PS4–5s suffer from the chronic instability of a
stagnant economy, atomized industries, and productive entities subdivided to unprofitability.89 It
is hard to see how anyone would survive this worst-case scenario. Conceding the existence of a
middle class seems to be a matter of disposition with respect to the evidence: it is an open issue. But
82 p. 18 above.
83 “It is perfectly possible to reconcile the presence of a disproportionately affluent elite with the presence of a
substantial middle,” Scheidel 2006:54.
84 On stratification, Corcoran 1996:228n.128, Frézouls 1978, 1977; non-elite savings, Corbier 2005:353, citing
P.Oxy. XLVI.3307, recording a savings of 8 aurei and 199.5 bronze talents.
85 MacMullen 1974:93, modeled on 14th–15th century Europe.
86 Mayer 2012:xi and Harris 2010:29, 22, respectively.
87 Harris 2010:32, paraphrased.
88 “Of the landowners in a fourth-century register from Hermopolis, 10% owned over 100 arouras (25 ha.) and
50% under 10 arouras, while the other 40% formed a continuous intermediate spectrum,” Rathbone 2009:224.
89 MacMullen 1974:99-101.
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if we do not exclude the middle, then we have to locate it among the mesoi, those between rentiers
and subsistence, in a meaningful way. We find ourselves back in Hopkins’ ‘shadowy world:’ but
with real candidates (the PS4–5s) whose means we can test for the presence of ‘moderate surplus
resources.’90
1.2.2 Bishops and the Middle Class
It is easy to imagine the impact of the conversion of the ‘fortunate decile’ for the prospects of
the Church. It is harder to capture the impact of the PS4–5s. Brown imagines that these ‘lesser
townfolk’ rallied to the cause of the poor (the care of PS7s):
The success of churches cannot be explained only by their outreach to the very poor…But
nor can it be explained only by a switch in giving on the part of the class of rich urban bene-
factors. It is best understood as a result of the zest with which the lesser townsfolk rallied to
the church by taking on themselves the role of the poor of Israel.91
Brown follows Jones in seeing the ‘strength of Christianity’ in the working classes.92 This is a
dangerous claim in that it assumes the existence of a group of people with a moderate surplus of
resources who gave some proportion of their surplus to the church, and that the proportion donated
was sufficient to fund a system of charity. This claim has so far been substantiated only by anecdotal
evidence. If we are to imagine that the Church had financial support from a critical mass of middle
people, that supported a significant number of poor people, to all of whom the clergy then felt
responsible, we must establish that they indeed ‘doggedly’ gathered resources from the ‘lesser
folk.’93
90 See ch. 3 below.
91 Brown 2012b:81.
92 Cf. p. 18.
93 See p. 12.
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The ideology of charity, the development of the episcopate and the organization of church in-
stitutions are all, therefore, intimately linked. But are they linked in such a way that it is fair to say
that the ‘lesser townfolk’ drove change? Either:
Ultimately, the Christian bishops rose to prominence neither through fostering the very poor
nor through persuading the very rich to switch their generosity from the circus to the churches.
It was through winning the middle.94
Or, if their participation was not worth enough, we might imagine churches responsible more to
their local gentry. These Brown calls the “little big men.” These are “the urban notables, the
lesser nobility, and the gentry of the provinces…a particularly tenacious class of administrator-
landowners” who are responsible for the donation of most of the church plate that survives.95
Given their demonstrated involvement in churches, it is hard to accept, given the current state
of interpretation, that the Church was an institution that “stood squarely in the middle of Roman
society…despite its official privileges and its occasional ability to recruit members of the upper
classes.”96 It is singularly important, then, to show the involvement of the ‘lesser folk’ if we are to
escape the conclusion that the Church, that is, Christianity under the bishops, was an elite institu-
tion.
Brown has acknowledged that there is work to be done in noticing that “the profile and the
aims of lay donors are [still] strangely muted.”97 Harris gives us a sense of the group of lesser
folk we must seek: “those who possessed, with some degree of security, the minimum amount
of land and family labour, or the skill and the shop, that were necessary for independent survival,







had in common the possession of some property, using which they made an adequate living,” and
would have numbered in the thousands in the metropoleis, or up to half the population below the
decurionate in towns.99 These are the ‘lesser townsfolk’ that are asked to support a ‘sub-elite’
understanding of church growth.
Much remains to be understood. The Church grew by donation—“generation after generation,
pious givers molded the Latin Christianity of their time into their own image, as a church that
deserved to receive their gifts”—yet we know little about the class of the givers.100 We have no
reason to believe that bishops were particularly responsive to the pressure of moderate donors, or
that there were enough of them to represent a plurality of the population. Brown envisions an
institution beholden to its donors and shaped by them. If this can not be proven, we are left with
an elite institution masking its social position with populist rhetoric.
For Brown, the trope of the middle class work does real historiographic work: it explains the
development of church institutions based on the consent of the laity. The professionalization of
the clergy, we are told, was a direct response to the demands of donors: “givers…came to insist
that the clergy should be clearly other to themselves. If they were not, gifts to the churches would
not work for the relief of the sins of the givers.”101 But in late antiquity there were not yet stable
dogmas of the laity or Church oecumene. These realities were being created and were eminently
arguable. Bishops’ attempts to make these propositions reality—to create a single orderly public
sphere of the church—were prolonged and acrimonious, as Brent Shaw has shown at length.102 It
seems backwards to claim that the priesthood was formalized by popular demand—by the demand
of the laity in their donor role—when there was not yet a controlling idea of ‘laity’ and no pre-






and many Christianities from whom bishops forged the laity over a period of centuries. Bishops
were extremely active self-fashioners, recognizing which, we should not be so quick to rely on the
explanatory power of the middle.
The creation of the Church as a propertied institution was a transformative moment in the history
of early Christianity that demands explanation. As Brown has noted, in the first century, ‘the wealth
of the Church’ did not exist, only that of individual churches.103 By the sixth century, church
wealth was a legally enforceable reality. Between the first and sixth centuries, bishops amassed
wealth and power through their administration of hospitality and charity.104 Defenders of Church
wealth called it a patrimonium pauperum, while bishops explained the powers of their office as
a paterfamiliate.105 Into the post-Roman period, the church’s economic and political power was
based upon its claim to represent and minister to the poor, i.e., on charity.106
If bishops created and justified church institutions as interventions in almsgiving, then we need
to study the path of alms to charity, and the institutions of charity that emerged under episcopal
direction. Further, any understanding of the basis of that power depends on the identification of the
class of donors who contributed to the formation of these systems in material ways. It is not enough
to posit a ‘middle’ and explain church growth as a consequence of its support. The fundamental
question that must be asked of the homiletics and of the material evidence of donation is whether
the wealthy predominate or a donor role can be recovered for the working classes. If we bracket
the assumption of a middle class church and revisit the evidence of donation, we can separate out
the rhetoric of charity, ancient and modern, from the reality and perhaps come closer to the true
basis of the growth of the Church in late antiquity.
103 Brown 2012b:493.
104 See p. 7.
105 E.g. “The goods of the church are nothing other than the fruit of vows made by the faithful, the various prices
they offer for their sins,” Julianis Pomerius DVC 2.9 trans. Brown 2012b:485.
106 See Devisse 1970:294 n.68 on the continued force of this justification of church property under the Carolingians.
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1.3 The Rhetoric of Rich and Poor
For you always have the poor with you, but you will not always have me.107
It is commonly held that Christians ‘put the poor on the map.’ Laiou has described this shift as
the development of an “eleemosynary culture.”108 For Hopkins, this was a culture that transvalued
classical values through the recognition of “how savagely the rich oppress the poor and how difficult
it would therefore be for the rich to gain salvation.”109 This is supposed to be part of what was
compelling about ancient Christianity, and to account for some of its success. For Hopkins, the
consequences were revolutionary: “at least in their ideals, and to some extent also in practice, early
Christians turned Roman social order and perceptions upside down: equality instead of hierarchy,
charity instead of greed.”110 Harris suggests a more limited but still real social impact: “on balance
we should probably suppose that, from Constantine’s time onwards, wealthy churches, for instance
in Rome itself, provided a serious safety net for the faithful if they were very poor.”111
The existence of parish-level charity need not, however, amount to an inchoate program of so-
cial justice. The dispensation of charity was never comprehensive, nor was it ever intended to be.112
Aquinas, for example, drew a thick line between (distributive) justice—a duty or obligation that
can be claimed—and charity, which is gratuitous, hence not a right.113 It may be more appropriate
to see charitable gifts in antiquity as a conspicuous consumption by donors than an early form of





111 Harris 2010:53. Whereas in “Roman philanthropy…the poor benefitted incidentally,” Ibid. 51.
112 See p. 69.
113 This is a still volatile distinction for religious non-profits, discussed in Hehir 2009 and Pope 2007.
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it addressed poverty, created the poor.114
Roman class concepts were a moralizing mix of social and economic criteria governed broadly
by dichotomies such as nobilitas—novitas and landed and landless.115 They are not descriptive, and
in pursuing their polemics, they tend to neglect large swaths of the population.116 Cicero, for exam-
ple, based class difference on access to a particular kind of leisure, otium.117 Such tunnel vision was
characteristic of ancient schemata, and Christianity was no more objective. Patlagean has shown
that the ancient Christian vocabulary of poverty was in some ways ‘profoundly faithful’ to classi-
cal common sense, which based generosity on the worthiness of the recipient. Consequently, the
Christian distinction between the ‘active’ or working poor (penetes) and the ‘passive’ poor/destitute
(ptochoi) represents a continued interest in delineating a set of worthy poor.118 The terminology
of poverty tells us nothing about the proportion of the population that was in need: “pauper, as we
know, can stretch from the relative poverty of a smallholder…to the near-total destitution of the
beggar.”119 Determining who was entitled to be poor was all the more important because the wor-
thy poor, as ‘altars of god,’ legitimated the systems of charity created to care for them.120 Bishops
ultimately claimed the right to formally license the worthy poor.121
Gildas Hamel, in his study on charity in ancient Palestine, has argued that the late antique
Church’s embrace of Roman moral common sense was its definitive ideological break with early
Christianity. For Hamel, earliest Christianity had a real interest in achieving social justice through
114 “As the church consolidated its power the practice of charity undercut any rationale for broader social reform,”
Stainton 2008:393. The classic study is Patlagean 1977. Cf. Rathbone 2006.
115 On nobilitas, Burckhardt 1990; on landholding as the primary division in Roman society, Syme 2002:31, 216,
521 and Alföldy 1984:126.
116 Such as artisans and small freeholders; Harris 1988:603.
117 MacMullen 1974:117.
118 Patlagean 1977:24, followed up systematically by Freu 2007.
119 Finn 2006:135. That is, from PS3–7.
120 Contra Anderson 2013:150, 192, who treats this sort of evaluation as more a feature of Jewish than Christian
charity.
121 Using ‘letters of peace,’ discussed in Chalcedon (451) Can. 11, below p.72. Sometimes they licensed not paupers,
but declassés; Salzman 2002:357, citing Ambrose Exp. in Ps. 119. Cf. John Moschus, Pratum Spirituale 193.
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the redistribution of income and status; the institutional church moved away from identification
with the poor to a stance of avowed social neutrality and homiletics consequently moved away from
polarizing wealth and poverty.122 This rhetorical and doctrinal shift coincides with the development
of the Church as a response to the failure of early Christianity’s original apocalyptic hopes.123 The
institutional church not only ceased its impeachment of literal wealth but planned the participation
of the rich as such.124 With certain kinds of wealth legitimized as spiritual goods, charity and
asceticism became spectacular sideshows, ideals to inspire rather than real thoroughgoing demands.
1.3.1 Poverty and Power
For Brown, the parable of the Camel, also known as the parable of the Rich Young Man, is the ideal
of Christian charity. Yet this passage coexisted with multiple dissonant teachings on wealth in a
homiletical program that intentionally segmented the faithful into wealth-based demographics.125
The parable of the Camel spoke to the particular anxieties of the rich about the morality of standing
wealth. As important was the parable of the Widow’s Mite, which placed under equal obligation the
small change of people who have no saved wealth, that is, workers and the poor. Together, the two
parables reinforce each other, requiring every listener in the audience to give the maximum they
could afford. The audience is never asked for specific amounts or kinds of wealth; instead, they are
offered models that speak to their circumstances combined with economically rational strategies for
generating offerings. Homiletics suggested a moral standard of ‘the maximum possible donation’
for each individual, but ultimately, each person was left to determine how to respond given their
122 Hamel 1990:232–234.
123 What von Harnack 1962:86 called the end of the ‘mission-preaching’ phase. See Markus 1991:14–15 on the
‘problems of secularity’ that followed.
124 Patlagean 1977:203; Countryman 1980; Christie 2006:85.
125 “Differentiation [of a message] can increase per capita organizational resources by exploiting switching costs
across subcultures. Hence, a strategy of focused differentiation may result in more loyal participation, with
loyalty expressed in terms of longevity of involvement as well as resource commitments,” Ekelund et al.
2006:29, citing Miller 2002.
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circumstances.126
Christians were encouraged to think of donation was a gesture of voluntary poverty, “chosen in
order that during the pilgrimage of this life he may walk the more disencumbered on the way which
leads to the country where the true riches are.”127 As Patlagean and Hamel show, however, rhetor-
ical poverty does not denote a specific state: but for a “life-threatening insufficiency of goods,”
poverty is relative.128 Because ‘poverty’ and ‘the poor’ are categories that are substantially so-
cially constructed and defined, spiritually meritorious states of poverty can be achieved not merely
through objective material destitution, but by suffering a decline from a notionally respectable state.
The objects of charity were as important as its subjects. ‘Voluntary poverty’ was not achievable
merely by dispersing one’s goods directly among the less fortunate. Worthy recipients came to in-
clude church foundations, indeed, church buildings: “giving panels of mosaic to the church…was
just as much a gift to God as was giving alms to the poor.”129
How was this equivalence between the animate altars of god—the poor—and inanimate or
abstract objects—the Church—forged?130 I would argue that bishops worked very hard to broaden
the significance of the almsdeed, specifically to conflate gifts of alms to the poor with other types
of donation. Charity became an umbrella concept. In patristic sources, charity aggregates all kinds
of gifts under according to a rubric of cost, correct intention and worthy recipient. Giving the gift
in a way that fulfills the criteria becomes more important than what the gift actually is. As charity
comes to describe this expanded view of donation, almsdeeds are subsumed, and ‘alms’ takes on a
reduced meaning denoting the just thing given. This project is intentionally confusing, and will be
126 Treated in ch. 2.
127 Aug. Civ. 5.18 (NPNF1 5.100).
128 Hamel 1990:3.
129 Brown 2012b:42. He continues, “We moderns might see a difference between Christian charity to the poor and
Christian support for the infrastructure of their local churches. Fourth-century Christians seldom made this
distinction; all pious gifts were treated as equally significant.”
130 On the rhetoric of the poor as altars of God, see p. 26. On the treatment of monuments as agents capable of
engendering duties, see Chin 2013.
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treated in the next chapter. For now, it is enough to recognize that alms pre-existed the concept of
charity, and that bishops made the obligation to give alms much more robust and complicated by
subsuming it under charity.
In order to understand the significance of charity to the growth of late antique Christian insti-
tutions, we need to distance ourselves from what we think we know about poverty and the poor,
bishops and alms, and the middle class: each of these terms is a proposition rather than a descrip-
tion of reality. Charity attempted to relate these already complex ideas in very specific ways that
contributed both to the institutional growth of the Church and the creation of a specifically Chris-
tian moral vocabulary. The material and symbolic returns of the concept should be kept separate,
which is to say that the extent to which charity yielded budgetable assets is a separate issue from
the the success of the concept in organizing the symbolic language of Christian power. But the end
of both processes was the same: over the course of late antiquity the Church as we know it came
into existence and “the laity had to become a laity in the strict sense—a laos, a people of the church
in the church…[who] had to relate to their clergy within the walls of a specific building that was
associated fist and foremost with the clergy.”131
Bishops were the theorists and agents of this change. For them, charity was a more powerful
concept than alms; it was a comprehensive theory of church organization that mapped redistribu-
tive systems onto a diocesan template. As a result, we see the growth of centralized systems of
distribution rather than piecemeal patronage. A common sight in late antique North Africa were
churches “ringed by storehouses.”132 These aggregated real value generated through donation and
were simultaneously the “the symbol of the role of the bishop as the only true distributor of food to





to systems of charity linked to the office of the bishop?
1.3.2 Charity and Power
Bishop was to See as pater familias to domus: bishops dealt in symbolic and real capital, and
at times violently fended off encroachments.134 The episcopate represented a very different way
of organizing Christian community than the early presbyter and his house-church. The domus
model required the active development of the prerogatives and power of the episcopate, and a vast
expansion of its purview, especially in financial matters.135
The establishment of clerical hierarchies took centuries. Throughout late antiquity, high-profile
patrons resisted the control of bishops by endowing private religious foundations, and many ordi-
nary Christians continued to worship primarily at home rather than in church.136 It was never obvi-
ous that churches should be the center of the Christian community or bishops the leaders and rep-
resentatives of the Church in any universal sense. It is not clear that the prerogatives they claimed
for their office met with popular buy-in, even in areas under their direct control, and it is less clear
how far outside those areas their authority reached at any given time. Since most “bishops were
still based in cities, most people were poorly served by Christian leaders,” and had little reason
to accept their authority.137 As late as the sixth century Martin of Braga lamented “the failure to
attend church on Sundays, or playing dice and talking through the service, as well as consulting
soothsayers and diviners.”138
Given the ubiquity of what Herrin calls ‘skin-deep Christianity,’ we can see why the privacy
134 Bowes 2008b:13; p. 268 below. E.g. Donatist cogregations resisted the distribution of imperial charity in 347
CE; Dossey 2010:20.
135 Cyprian and Chrysostom are highly visible examples of bishops who tried, with very mixed results, to funnel all
donation through their office; see Brown 2012b:43, 118.




of the real domus was considered a site of inertia and potential resistance to orthodoxy. Bishops
had to re-concentrate their power continually against the centrifugal forces of apathy, idiosyncrasy
and sectarianism.139 The ethos, practice, and institutions of charity were of great help in this effort.
Charity offered bishops the opportunity to finance their vision of the Church and enforce adherence
to it. The concept has been very little studied in light of power.140
Even before, and especially after Constantine, bishops worked to shift the classical philan-
thropic paradigm to a vision of charity that contributed in real ways to Church formation. The
history of this shift tells is something about how the Church became an institution, both materially
and in the collective imaginary. To the extent that charitable giving supports the co-option of a non-
elite donor pool, there are broad implications for the historiography of the ‘middle class church.’
To the extent that charity was an elite phenomenon, it behooves us to explore the symbolic econ-
omy of the concept. Charity did not merely fill church coffers, it constructed episcopal authority
through the creation of an idea of Christianity that could be enforced on individual Christians. This
is an extremely important development because it is anti-pluralistic: it detaches Christian norms
from the habits of practicing Christians and indexes them instead to the decision-making processes
of a well-defined clerical hierarchy.
The ideal of charity came to rule the moral universe of ancient Christians for several centuries,
but as a system it was never stable. This is because, though much rode on the practice of charity and
bishops developed the concept intensely as a moral imperative, it was always essentially voluntary.
In the late sixth or early seventh century, possibly as early as Gregory the Great (d. 604), tithe began
to replace charity as the norm for donation.141 Tithe, as a positive duty of all Christians, allowed
“the creation of independent ecclesiastical resources that could guarantee the city’s survival” in the
139 See Rapp 2000:391 for laws that restricted bishops’ movement and private property rights in response to their
organizing activity across dioceses.
140 See Rathbone 2006:100 n.1 lamenting the lack of studies of charity.






Paradigms of Virtue: What Was Asked
Prayer with fasting is good, but better than both is almsgiving with righteousness.1
The first work of the Catechumenate which he accomplishes is fasting—praying—and—alms.2
Therefore our Lord in the Gospel…declared in his exposition of righteousness itself that
there is none except there be these three—fasting, alms, prayers. Now in the fasting He indi-
cates the entire subjugation of the body; in the alms, all kindness of will and deed, either by
giving or forgiving; and in prayers He implies all the rules of a holy desire.3
Charity is the Christian virtue par excellence, but there was no consistent doctrine of charity
from Jesus to Paul to the papacy. Rather, the concept evolved through centuries of argument.
Though Christians drew on aspects of the practice of their host culture, they rejected the ritual
and moral frameworks of paganism and Judaism cycled through various controlling ideals.4 Paul’s
‘Cheerful Giver’ left too much to discretion.5 Agapē had equally good pedigree (1 Cor. 13) but
failed in other ways.6 For most of late antiquity, it was charity that organized Christian under-
1 Tobit 12:8.
2 Kephalaia of the Teacher (4th C.) trans. Wimbush 1990:190.
3 Augustine On Man’s Perfection in Righteousness 18 (NPNF1 5.164).
4 See Castelli 2004:50 on the appropriation of the vocabulary of sacrifice for martyrdom, and p. 38 on the
appropriation of the vocabulary of martyrdom for charity.
5 The trope of the Cheerful Giver refers to the giving practice described in 2 Cor. 6.7: “each of you must give as
you have made up your mind, not reluctantly or under compulsion.”
6 Treated in §2.1.
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standings of virtue. By this I do not just mean the Latin translation of agapē, caritas, rather, I am
referring to charity as a system theorized to subsume and focalize the whole of virtue.7 So under-
stood, charity became both a source of moral normativity and an administrative tool of bishops.
Charity organized virtue syntactically. Faced with an array of pre-existing acknowledged ‘goods,’
such as fasting, prayer, alms, mercy, humility, and love, patristic treated these concepts as frag-
ments that only made sense in the context of a well-formed proposition. Charity was the sum of
these parts, virtue the grammar of the relation. We might also understand charity in terms of Rus-
sell’s logical atomism, as a complex concept made out of simples but not reducible to them.8 This
is not to say that there is anything simple about fasting, prayer, alms, mercy, humility, or love, but
that charity treats them as atoms, of which it is the compound. Since charity is the desired sub-
stance, it provides a teleological justification for its component parts, which are seen to signify, to
make sense, and perhaps to exist, only in relation to each other.
The framework of charity sets up a reflexive moral understanding: it is both the cause and
emergent property of its component parts. This extremely complex concept will be explored in the
following sections, but for now it is enough to recognize that fulfilling the demands of a super-
ordinate virtue (charity) makes virtue itself more difficult to achieve because it requires the other
newly instrumentalized virtues (fasting, prayer, alms, etc.) to be performed in specific relations
to each other, without which they are not considered well-formed. The performance of these ac-
tions must also take place in controlled circumstances, within a newly bounded ‘market’ of virtue
governed by moral rules of entry (the Church).9
Charity did several kinds of work that the virtues it subsumed could not do individually. First,
7 On the intertranslatability of agapē and caritas, see p. 48. On the development of charity as an independent
system of virtue, see p. 53.
8 Klement 2011.
9 Cf. Saussure’s ‘economic subject’ obeying ‘rules of the common code’ of communicativity; summarized in
Bourdieu 1991:56.
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it structured the duties of Christians in relation to the ideal of orthodoxy. Second, because bishops
controlled the institutions of charity, it related the individual Christian to emerging clerical hier-
archies. When bishops exhorted Christians to practice charity, they were not simply asking them
to practice lovingkindness or give alms on their own. Instead, the discourse of charity triggered
a constellation of associations and suggested a range of responses; preachers, not their lay audi-
ences, selected the most appropriate. The laity were required only to have a “dependable moral
disposition,” that is, to be pliable.10 Charity organized human nature, habit and reason within a
strikingly Aristotelian architectonics. It created an idiom within which episcopal solicitation could
be legitimate because it aligned individual and institutional goals.
Charity subjected virtue to the expertise of clergy and donation to the authority of bishops.
The success of the two projects—ideal and material—is related, but each should be independently
assessed. Though the success of the material project—charity’s success in creating a stable and
substantial source of income from offertory—is doubtful, the concept still reconfigured Christian
moral rubrics. With charity, the simple act of almsgiving was subjected to a complex theological
program that took behaviors as evidence of internal states. This ideal project proved more im-
portant in the long term; the homiletics of charity greatly strengthened the moral authority of the
Church. Charity made orthodoxy and orthopraxy reciprocal so that a restricted set of correct be-
haviors—fasting, prayer and alms—could be taken as evidence of correct states of mind. Failure
to engage in charity was punishable because it implied heterodoxy.11
According to the letters of Paul, the earliest Christians solicited donations as the need arose;
the bishops that followed him created systems of predictable giving and treated participation in
them as a test of faith.12 Fasting, prayer and alms were not the only virtuous behaviors available to
10 Malikail 2003:9, discussing Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics.
11 On the legal enforcement of orthodoxy, see Freeman 2008:xix.
12 On Paul’s fundraising practices, see Hack-Polaski 1999:30–31.
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Christians, but together they had a synergy meriting the appellation ‘charitable.’13 So comprised,
bishops advertised charity as the best strategy for fulfilling biblical injunctions to love: it was a
way for the rich man to be saved and the widow to produce her mite. But donations has to be given
in the right way, at the right times, and to the right people. The balance, such as it was, was only
achieved through experiments in the terminology of agapē.
2.1 From Agapē to Caritas
The love of gospels is different from the love of Paul’s letters, and again from the love of the
patristic writers. The paradigmatic love of Jesus was reinterpreted each generation. The love of
the gospels equates love of self, neighbor and God. Its sign was a willingness to suffer in order to
“love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind” and
“your neighbor as yourself.”14 In consequence, the original duty of Christians was not to donate,
but to “love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you.”15 How to fulfill this mandate
specifically was a matter of individual conscience.
The Biblical teaching of Jesus locates virtue in a very specific self-negation: one should not
seek persecution—and Jesus warned of charlatans to come after him who will do so for their own
aggrandizement (Matt. 7:15)—but one should welcome it if it comes. This type of love opened
the bearer to a hostile world, and to the opportunity for a passio, but did not specifically provoke
it. Still, it created the believer as a witness; the martyr’s acceptance of this hostility is supposed to
be its transcendence; love.16
The vocabulary of moral exhortation in the texts of earliest Christianity plays on the metaphor
13 Anderson 2013:142 suggests an Old Testament aetiology for this type of equation in the form of what he calls the
‘Biblical Triad’ of fasting, praying and sacrifice.
14 Matt. 22:37–30.
15 Matt. 5:43–44.
16 The agent of martyrdom is in fact the persecutor; Musirillo 1954:263.
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of martyrdom, and is immensely telling of an imagined Christian habitus. Jesus detailed the ideal
indirectly, in parables and praise speech: ‘blessed are’ the possessors of virtue X.17 Similarly, Paul
spoke of love personified rather than the loving person: “It bears all things, believes all things,
hopes all things, endures all things.”18 Love is a virtue oriented by faith. Immediately before this
purple passage, Paul addresses the problem of the human agent directly by talking of (or to) himself:
“If I give away all my possessions, and if I hand over my body so that I may boast, but do not have
love, I gain nothing.”19 Paul’s treats love as an accidental attribute–something coupled to the human
agent but not essential to him, setting up an essential tension between mindstate and action: which
causes which?
Love provides some check on the hubris of action by leveling all gestures—from martyrdom
to alms—in the eyes of faith. Love therefore suggests both a broader occasion for sacrifice—the
availability of metaphorical sacrifice—and a narrower scope for pious action, which is constrained
by the need for correct motives.20 Paul de-coupled love from literal martyrdom. In doing so he
suggested the availability of meritorious action even in times of peace, but makes the attitude with
which lesser sacrifices were made correspondingly more important.
2.1.1 A Martyrdom of Alms
The Christian of the generation after Christ was expected to welcome suffering when it came, and
to engage in pious donation when it did not: property became a substitute for the body.21 Pious do-
17 There is an immense amount of scholarship on the purpose and meaning of Jesus’ parabolic and plain speech;
e.g. Crossan 1972, Herzog 1994 and Brakke 1999.
18 1 Cor. 13:7.
19 1 Cor. 13:3.
20 The occasions for literal martyrdom were especially narrow since the Romans were surprisingly unreliable
persecutors; see the case of C. Arrius Antoninus refusing would-be martyrs under Commodus in Bowersock
2002:1. Cf. Moss 2013:16 on the lack of evidence for persecution outside of hagiography.
21 “The practices of prayer, fasting, almsgiving and the phenomenon of martyrdom are closely interconnected;”
Osiek 2006a:291.
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nation became a legitimate form of ‘righteous suffering’ suitable to the fulfillment of martyrdom.22
While the love preached by Jesus did not require believers to do anything so much as be something,
with Paul, love began to organize a specifically Christian lifestyle in peacetime.
Paul’s understanding of love drew heavily on the figure of Jesus even where he innovated: virtue
suffers, and the righteous sufferer responds with meritorious states of mind (forgiveness, forbear-
ance, continence, and vigilance). Taking psyche quite literally, this type of virtue is character-
training in eschatological time. No specific actions are mandated, but correct behavior is treated as
precipitating from the states of mind that believers are encouraged to cultivate.23
The problem of the Pauline ‘body of death’ (Rom. 7:24) is similar to the Aristotelian problem
of continence. Long before Augustine’s formulation of the fallen will, Paul severed the connection
between knowledge and motivation which had led Plato to link evil and error. That is, for Plato it
was fair to say that everyone wants what is right so that doing right “is a matter of skill” rather than
will.24 For Paul, the thesis of a native will to do good did not stand up to embodied experience:
I delight in the law of God in my inmost self but I see in my members another law at war
with the law of my mind, making me captive to the law of sin that dwells in my members.25
Paul suggested that there was no direct relationship between knowledge of the Good and doing
good, and, more troublingly, no prescription for coming to know the good. This goes beyond
Aristotelian incontinence (akrasia) because it sees the problem of the good will as a feature of the
incarnate state rather than just a defective state of character.26 The Pauline thesis of the sin-ravaged
soul treated both the mind and flesh as weak. In this state, one has to strive constantly, and success
22 Which “was still the goal of a Christian’s life;” Frend 1967:411–12.
23 On the constitution of Christian identity by opposing belief to ritual(ism); Taylor 1995:129.
24 Gosling 1999:71.
25 Rom. 7:22–23.
26 On the akratēs; Arist. NE 1147a10–24.
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is a matter of grace.27
For Paul, martyrdom provided a metaphor for pious action more broadly. This formulation
leaves open what an acceptable sacrifice might be so that sacrifice can be viewed from a plural
vantage point. Alms, for example, refers simultaneously to the almsdeed, the gift of alms itself, or
the canceling of a debt, the credit of which can be construed as alms. For Polycarp, the bishop and
martyr (d.155), agapē was still the standard of sacrifice. To fast or give alms properly, one needed
to know how to apply agapē to the act. To do so well was imitatio Christi:
Now ‘he who raised him’ from the dead ‘will also raise us up’ if we do his will, and walk
in his commandments and love the things which he loved [agapōmen ha ēgapēsen], refraining
from all unrighteousness, covetousness, love of money, evil speaking, false witness, ‘rendering
not evil for evil, or railing for railing,’ or blow for blow, or curse for curse.28
Justin Martyr, a near contemporary, spoke in similar terms. In his Dialogue with Trypho he
develops the Great Commandment and the Golden Rule (Matt. 22:36–40) as the source of “all
righteousness and piety,” that is, as the basis for both evaluating and motivating positive action. For
Justin, love can be reified unproblematically: “the man who loves his neighbor as himself…would
pray and labour that his neighbor may be possessed of the same benefits as himself.”29 Tertullian (d.
220) would have us believe that Christians acted on this interpretation of love and in consequence
developed a reputation for generosity and reciprocity: “It is mainly the deeds of a love so noble that
lead many to put a brand upon us. See, they say, how they love one another, for they themselves
are animated by mutual hatred.”30
Alms are not merely the offering of someone better off to someone less well off, but were
27 E.g. Reversing Paul (p. 38), Augustine criticized ‘mere goodness’ without meritorious action: “For what would
mere goodness avail, where there was not bread with which to feed the hungry crowd?” Aug. Hom. in Jon. 24.3
(NPNF1 7.158).
28 Ep. Phil. 2.2 (ANF 1.33).
29 Justin Dial. 93 (ANF 1.246).
30 Tert. Apol. 39 (ANF 3.46). Cf. Elvira Canon 49 (303-14) prohibiting charitable benefactions to Jews.
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supposed to be a sacrifice on many levels. One might offer something or nothing as alms.31 The
equivalence of giving and forgiving, bearing and forbearing allow alms to describe anything from
a material gift to a crediting a debt, to a mental state of indulgence. According to Augustine, alms
potentially describe “every useful act that a man does in mercy.”32
Giving is theoretically simple relative to forgiving, which might encompass a whole spectrum of
states and actions. This open-ended quality of agapē—its referencing positive and negative actions
as well as mindstates—made it broadly applicable to morality but correspondingly unsystematic.
It was not amenable to the surveillance of morals because it allowed the satisfaction of the standard
on an internal level. Monks spent years on the project of self-perfection, and monastic communities
provided an environment where internal progress was more measurable.33 Bishops left the deep
work was left to the ascetic heroes. For the laity, they reduced the psychological load of love by
generating rules that householders could follow: churches provided an environment where virtue
could be externalized and surveilled. When homilists solicit specific behaviors such as fasting an
alms, then, they make love a command that can be obeyed concretely.
The growing complexity of Christian psychology increasingly undercut the possibility of self-
knowledge even as it magnified the scope of self-discipline. From the second century, the condition
of the soul is increasingly assessed through action rather than introspection. This shift in empha-
sis suggested that virtue could be inferred directly from pious acts. Alexander of Lycopolis, for
example, explicitly rejected the need for a cognitive framework to assess virtue:
Christians leaving to ethical students matters more toilsome and difficult, as, for instance,
what is virtue, moral and intellectual…make great progress in modesty, and a character of piety
is imprinted on their manners, quickening the moral disposition which from such usages are
31 The equivalence is already explicit in the Shepherd of Hermas (1st C.); p. 52 below.
32 Aug. Enchir. 71–2 (NPNF1 3.260ff). Cf. “Speak nothing filthy, and it hath become an offering…we must have
good works also: let the hand do alms,” Chrysost. Hom. Rom. 20.12 (NPNF1 11.496).
33 See Chitty 1995:56 on monastic regimes.
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formed, and leading them by degrees to the desire of what is honourable and good.34
According to Alexander, the old problem of knowing the Good is overrated compared to doing
good, especially since pious actions can generate correct dispositions. The causal relationship
between dispositions and acts runs the Pauline problem in reverse, using discipline to tame the
unruly body, and thence the mind.35
2.1.2 Orthodoxy and Orthopraxy
The post-Pauline shift from an interior to an exterior standard of virtue represents an essential shift
in perspective. As a theological position, it in some ways gives up on faith in favor of works:
the almsgiver no longer needs to examine him- or herself in a confessional manner (e.g. ‘have
I given/forgiven?’) because the gift can be verified externally. But this is still not enough: the
circumstances of action must be controlled in order for their significance to be controlled. This re-
lationship is explicit in the earliest writings on fasting, notably the Shepherd of Hermas (first/second
century), in which a divine Good Shepherd instructs Hermas on the proper way to fast:
While fasting and sitting on a certain mountain, and giving thanks to the Lord for all His
dealings with me, I see the Shepherd sitting down beside me…‘You do not know,’ he says,
‘how to fast unto the Lord: this useless fasting which you observe to Him is of no value…But
I will teach you what is a full and acceptable fasting to the Lord…offer to God a fasting of
the following kind: Do no evil in your life, and serve the Lord with a pure heart: keep His
commandments, walking in His precepts, and let no evil desire arise in your heart; and believe
in God. If you do these things…you will keep a great fast, and one acceptable before God.’36
34 Alexander of Lycopolis (late second/early third century), Of the Manichaeans 1 (ANF 6.241).
35 Methodius, bishop of Olympus (d. c.311), took the possibility of body-mind reciprocity to rehabilitate the senses
as pathways to virtue (Symposium §4 (ANF 6.309ff)), while Augustine made knowledge and charity inverses
(Aug. Enchir. 67 (NPNF1 3.259)).
36 Shep. Herm Sim. 5.1 (ANF 2.33).
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Mindset (intention) and (observable) behavior correspond, and a divine figure steps in to offer a
God’s-eye-view.37 A little later in the text, the Shepherd promises that only by following his way of
fasting from the mind, “shall you observe the fasting which you intend to keep.”38 Bishops offered
themselves as expert human observers able to represent this God’s-eye-view within the context of
the church, and their involvement changed the nature of the virtuous act: fasting and alms become
not just the visible consequences of a correct orientation in love, but discrete episodes of donation,
the merit of which could be accumulated.
Bishops argued widely for this responsibility throughout late antiquity in theological writings,
homilies, letters and the canons of church councils. As theorists of the concept of charity and ad-
ministrators of its systems and institutions, bishops interposed themselves as guarantors of virtue
with the unique ability to verify its accomplishment, provided their conditions were met. When
they did not claim this territory explicitly, they relied on a set of indirect justifications such as per-
sonal exemplarity or the gift of pedagogy. Cyprian (d.258 CE) wrote, “It is a useful and helpful
thing when a bishop, by the firmness of his faith, sets himself forth to his brethren as an object of
imitation.”39 The Apostolic Constitutions, a fourth-century pastoral manual that pretends to apos-
tolic authorship, describes the bishop as “one who discourages sin by his exhortations, and sets a
pattern of righteousness.”40
Not only bishops claimed the role of guarantor of virtue modeled by the Shepherd; the laity had
their bishops, monks their abbots, and certain very wealthy Christians retained personal priests.
Jerome is an extreme example of the last type of supervision: by his own admission he corre-
sponded with Paula and Eustochium on matters of lay piety every day.41 The need for supervision
37 Though not canonical, the Shepherd enjoyed a wide readership in antiquity and was considered ‘useful’ to
catechumens until at least fifth century; Jerome Vir. ill. 10.
38 Shep. Herm. Sim. 5.3 (ANF 2.34); see below p. 52.
39 Ep. 3 (ANF 5.281).
40 Apos. Con. 2.3.7 (ANF 7.403).
41 Jerome Vir. ill. 135.
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came from the fact that the road to virtue is difficult but can be traveled in stages. Drawing on an
architectural metaphor, Jerome recommended fasting and chastity to another of his clients, Deme-
trias as “a foundation on which other virtues may be built.”42 John Cassian (d. 435), summarizing
conversations he had with the monks of Scetis, describes full virtue as a staircase: “we know that
we ought to submit to fastings, vigils, toils, bodily nakedness, reading…and resting on these steps
to mount to the perfection of charity.”43 In none of these expositions are the individual stages,
bricks or steps capable of ‘bringing rest:’ they are parts or means but not the whole or end. The
practitioner is meant to understand that “fastings, vigils, meditation on the Scriptures, self-denial,
and the abnegation of all possessions are not perfection, but aids to perfection.”44 Cyprian, writing
for a general audience, takes a less minatory tone than Cassian, but the content of his admonition
does not vary significantly: “our prayers and fastings are of less avail, unless they are aided by
almsgiving; that entreaties alone are of little force to obtain what they seek, unless they be made
sufficient by the addition of deeds and good works.”45
Clergy were not exempt from the regime of charity, and though they spoke with greater expertise
than their lay wards, charity was notionally the standard to which they were also held in God’s eyes.
Jerome writes to Paulinus of Nola, for example, dissuading him from the expense of a journey
to the Holy Land as follows: “do not…by an error of judgment give the property of the poor
to those who are not poor; lest, as a wise man has told us, charity prove the death of charity.46
Lack of expertise at morality is a real danger, and the difficulty of virtue combined with human
frailty suggest that the well-intentioned individual is no longer morally self-sufficient. Charity,
subjectively interpreted, can be the death of true charity, which required discipline. In Paulinus’
42 Ep. 130 to Demetrias (NPNF2 7.267).
43 Cassian, Conlat. 7 (NPNF2 11.298).
44 Ibid.
45 Cyprian, Eleem. 20 (ANF 5.477). Holman 2001:54 notes that “the treatise was delivered during plague and acute
destitution in Carthage around 252–254.”
46 Ep. 58.7 (NPNF2 6.122).
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case it amounts to questioning the wisdom of spending on travel rather than the poor. As Cassian
shows, these tradeoffs exist on every level, not just for big decisions: the lesser virtues not only
compete, but can cancel each other out: “the gain from fasting will not balance the loss from anger,
nor is the profit from reading so great as the harm which results from despising a brother.”47
Bishops and priests recommended their services to the laity based on the unacceptable risks of
attempting virtue using faulty instruments. When they talked to the laity, in homilies and letters,
for example, they made much of the difference between appearances and reality and illustrated
the specific ways virtue could fail with abundant examples.48 These episodes were stories with a
moral for listeners to follow in their own lives: offerings were made acceptable by a symmetry
of motives and acts. Bishops’ warned that without giving alms through churches, there was no
guarantee of the perfection of virtue because there was no mechanism for guaranteeing that the
giver was not selfishly motivated. Only through the intentional, structural frustration of patronage
could right action to be treated as evidence of right mind. Without the Church, charity collapsed into
euergetism and donors into patrons, with virtue lost in the process: “Charity feeds the hungry, and
so does pride: charity, that God may be praised; pride, that itself may be praised. Charity clothes
the naked, so does pride: charity fasts, so does pride: charity buries the dead, so does pride.”49
Dire warnings might recommend the bishops as arbiters of correct love, but they do not alone
make institutions. Agapē retained a broad valance that referred to everything from the ‘love feasts’
(agapai) much misunderstood by second-century pagans to the conspicuous acts of mutual aid
rendered by Christians that so disconcerted Julian.50 Some modern scholars maintain that the ef-
fectiveness of agapē as an ideal and practice was precisely that direct aid grew Christian social
47 Conlat. 7 (NPNF2 11.298). Cf. “Again: what is indeed the marvellous part of love; all the other good things
have their evils yoked with them,” Chrysost. Hom. 32 on 1 Cor. 10–12 (NPNF1 12.191).
48 See below §refcorrectmeans.
49 Aug. Hom. in Jon. 8.9 (NPNF1 7.510). Cf Chrysostom p. 71.
50 See Tert. Apol. 2 and the Ep. to Arsacius, High Priest of Galatia (362); LCL Julian 3.22.
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networks among the lower classes.51 Yet in the eyes of some Christian moralists, the directness of
alms also brought it dangerously close to traditional patronage relationships such as clientela and
amicitia, making it difficult to tell whether givers were cultivating imperial or divine condescen-
sion. We can see evidence of the tendency to condescension in the Didache (a first/second century
pastoral manual incorporated into the Apostolic Constitutions), which distinguishes between the
‘guiltless poor’ and the ‘unworthy recipient.’ The text advises donors to exercise discretion in
giving: “Let your alms sweat in your hands, until you know to whom you should give.”52
Because almsgiving forced giver to confront the recipient, early Christians continually faced the
very accusations of hypocrisy and empty ritualism they leveled against pagan and Jewish givers.53
As long as both hands could be used for giving and both for supplication—that is, as long as do-
nation happened between two parties and in public—almsgiving did not uniquely mark Christian
virtue. Existing social hierarchies and patronage relations would not only be preserved but poten-
tially reinforced under divine auspices.
The concept of charity responded to the problems of agapē by formalizing the dialectical rela-
tion between correct belief and practice. Charity becomes the emergent property of a combination
of stipulated states and actions which had to be carried out in the right way and under the right
circumstances in order to be correct. “The duty of fasting is then rendered acceptable to God [for
example], when it is made perfect by the fruits of charity.”54 The failure of any part of charity is a
failure of charity as a whole, and moreover a failure of virtue wholesale. The creation of charity as
a super-virtue is an exegetical move of utmost importance because it moved Christian virtue theory
beyond theology and into the realm of moral philosophy and (non-profit) administration. Charity
51 See Stark 1996:161.
52 Did. 1 (ANF 7.377). The source of the quotation is unknown, though it also appears in Aug. Enarr Ps. 147
(below p. 100).
53 E.g. “God did not seek sacrifices and holocausts…but faith, and obedience, and righteousness,” Irenaeus Adv.
Haer 4.17.3–4 (ANF 1.484).
54 Cassian Inst. 35 (NPNF2 11.246).
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allowed donation to churches to count as proofs of virtue.
2.1.3 The Beginnings of a Technical Vocabulary
As Justin Martyr saw in the second century, the problem of Christian virtue is that it is the emergent
property of a combination of effort, opportunity and grace: “virtue must be neither a natural gift,
nor what one can receive by teaching.”55 While the variables might differ between theorists, the
trajectory of patristic thought was towards treating virtue as multivariate and therefore quite difficult
to achieve. For Christians who would be good, virtue becomes virtuosity, involving mastery of a
set of practical skills and techniques. The more expert are licensed to guide novices, further eroding
the individual agent’s discretion in pursuing proper objects of love.
Because the amateur almsgiver risks his soul, we begin to see bishops set conditions for giving
and take on the role of confessor. As bishops bring the determinants of virtuous action under their
purview charity begins to look substantially different than agapē. Ambrose provides the requisite
genealogy in a letter to one Irenaeus:
The good is well-pleasing to the Father. That which is well-pleasing is perfect, as you read
in the Gospel where the Lord says: ‘Love your enemies, so that you may imitate your Father,
who sends rain on the just and the unjust.’ This proves what constitutes goodness. Later He
concludes, saying: ‘Be perfect, as your Father who is in heaven is perfect.’ Charity is perfect;
it is the fulfilling of the law. ‘For what is so good’ as charity which thinks no evil?56
Ambrose claims that what is good is perfect, charity is perfect and the fulfillment of the law.57 In
a slightly earlier letter to his sister, he refers to certain charities or acts of charity that supported an
unemployed butcher, Severus.58 The matrix he sets up makes charity both an ideal and a practice,
55 Justin, Hortatory Address to the Greeks 32 (ANF 1.287).
56 Ep. 29 (c. 387) trans. Beyenka 1954:444.
57 Ambrose duly provides Old Testament exemplars to replace the Platonic forms as the source of the legitimacy of
the virtues he accepts: Ambr. Off. 24.110ff (NPNF2 10.19).
58 Ep. 22 (c. 386) trans. Beyenka 1954:382.
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and the source and target of earlier virtue concepts. It is a tendentious lineage, as it does not
follow that charity is love unless one accepts the hidden premise that all perfect things are identical.
Augustine, as if engaging in a collective project, furnishes this premise exactly: “As to virtue
leading us to a happy life, I hold virtue to be nothing else than perfect love of God. For the fourfold
division of virtue I regard as taken from four forms of love.”59
The equivalence of all types of love, and caritas and agapē specifically, does not follow from
any direct translation between Greek and Latin, but from a Platonic sense of the equivalence of
perfect things as argued by Ambrose and Augustine. The effort to align the terminologies of love
took place, then, in the context of the construction of a larger equivalence between virtue systems:
pistis—elpis–agapē and fides—spes—caritas. Not all members of these sets were equal: already
in 1 Cor. 13:13 the triad of “faith, hope and love” had an unequal partner—“the greatest of these
is love.” This is a surprising choice since faith more closely corresponds to Platonic intellection
as the preferred mode of access to higher knowledge of the causes of virtue. But in Paul, love
is functioning in a very different way from faith and hope, and its elevation shifts the gravity of
Christian virtue away from the noetic frame of Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy.60
The displacement of sophia by agapē in the Christian moral universe is critical because it de-
nies the importance of cognitive access to the ultimate goal of virtue. Formulas for virtue, though
patently reductionist, become best practice. Patristic writers theorize the metaphysics of virtue at
great length, but for practical purposes, virtue need not apprehend the Good so much as love cor-
rectly. Even this is enormously problematic: Paul’s unruly body added discipline to the Platonic
problem of aptitude and questioned humans’ ability to love without grace (Gr. charis or Lat. gra-
tia). This was an administrative as much a a moral problem, and Osiek argues that Paul used the
59 Aug. De moribus eccl. 15:25 (PL 32.1322). The four forms of love become the Cardinal Virtues; p. 48 below.
The corresponding vices are nascent in Evagrius (d. 399), and Prudentius responds directly with a catalogue of
seven virtues which Gregory the Great codified in 590. Sorabji 2002 treats this history in detail.
60 For this shift in Augustine; see Kent 2001.
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semantic field of charis to shift notions of favor, graciousness and benefaction to Christian context,
specifically to the control the elders who would become bishops.61
Jerome rendered the pistis, elpis and agapē of 1 Cor. 13:13 as fides, spes and caritas in his
Vulgate. In doing so, he implicitly argues that they are synonyms; the vast majority of the time
he chooses caritas over amor or dilectio to render agapē. What is the significance of this choice?
And why is the caritas sense of love so interesting to fourth century patristic writers? Agapē had a
spiritual or disinterested valence (as opposed to eros or philia).62 Caritas, on the other hand, has an
evaluative or interested sense: it is a substantivization of carus, meaning ‘dearness’ in opposition
to vilitas, or ‘negligibility.’ It is something in fact or opined to be dear, and by extension loved.63
Augustine punned on this sense:
And do not count charity a thing cheap. How, indeed, can it be cheap, when all things that
are said to be not cheap are called dear (cara)? Therefore, if what is not cheap is dear, what is
dearer than dearness itself (caritas)?”64
Though the Greek and Latin terminologies of love were not strictly correspondent, agapē and car-
itas both come to refer to Christian love by the fourth century. This equivalence permits the oth-
erwise strange use of the terminology of love to describe acts of donation, as in PGen.I.14, which
refers to a gift of alms with the word agapē. Because of the perfection of love, charity comes to
denote both individual pious acts such as alms, as well as the goal of those acts, virtue.
Those who challenged the difficult model of Christian virtue tended to be branded as heretics.
Pelagius, for example, was a fifth century Roman ascetic who defended pious works as a means to
grace. He was answered by Jerome and Augustine and taken up by the synod of Diospolis (415)
61 Osiek 2006b:212–13.
62 E.g. LSJ agapē A.2 and agapē A.1–2 in Lampe 1961.
63 Carus in Lubotsky 2013; indicating first magnum pretium rerum, then amor or dilectio, Lommatzsch 1907.
64 Aug. Hom. in Jon. 9.8 (NPNF1 7.65).
65 1 Cor 13; Plat. Rep. 427dff; Ambrose, Expos. in Luc. 5.6 (PL 15.131), Ambrose De Off. 24.115 (NPNF2
10.19), and Aug. De moribus eccl. 15 (PL 32.1317), respectively.
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Table 2.1: Theological, Platonic and Cardinal Virtues
and the Second Council of Orange (529), where Pelagianism was opposed to an Augustinian posi-
tion which required grace to inspire good works.66 This debate is unsurprisingly foundational for
Protestant theology. It was important in antiquity more because in endorsing the Augustinian posi-
tion at Orange, the bishops settled on the Church as the means to grace. The danger of Pelagianism
was that it did not need the bishops because it rested on the Platonic proposition that the individual
could train his will to be virtuous, that individuals could freely choose to love the right things and
‘activate’ grace for themselves. For the Council, convened under Caesarius of Arles, the notion
that grace might be earned was a radically liberated and unjustifiably optimistic view of the human
condition. They answered with the blunt assertion grace was necessary: “God loves us for what we
shall be by his gift, and not by our own deserving.”67 As importantly, they held that on a practical
level the sacraments administered by clergy, not one’s own independent efforts, were the means to
this grace:
We also believe and confess to our benefit that in every good work it is not we who take
the initiative and are then assisted through the mercy of God, but God himself first inspires in
us both faith in him and love for him without any previous good works of our own that deserve
reward, so that we may both faithfully seek the sacrament of baptism, and after baptism be able
by his help to do what is pleasing to him. 68
The position taken at Orange in 529 in some ways merely codified the longstanding argument
66 See Bonner 2010.
67 Council of Orange, Can. 12 trans. Leith 1982:44.
68 Council of Orange, Conclusion, trans. Leith 1982:44.
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that since salvation requires virtue, and virtue requires a precarious balance of motives and actions,
the laity require the clergy. In defense of the guarantor position, Augustine had argued that bishops
saved Christians from “dangerous temptations of pride,” and that “the condition of our race would
have been much more degraded if God had not chosen to make use of men as the ministers of His
word to their fellow-men.”69 But the Council went further than this: it also confirmed one of the
major strategies by which bishops accrued power by endorsing their administration of sacraments.70
For Augustine, episcopal surveillance was both a best case scenario and an unfortunate symp-
tom of the fallen condition: “The good works which conduct us thither, will not be needed there [in
heaven]…works of charity [sic] there will be none, where there will be no misery.”71 In the post-
lapsarian world, however, sinners were disqualified from the privilege of moral discretion, which
justified turning over matters of conscience to trained experts. The fifth century church councils
therefore cared very much to delineate proper clerical discipline. The Council of Orange merely
confirmed a moral perspective in which Pelagian individualism was struck down in favor of Au-
gustinian systems. The result was to place the legitimate pursuit of virtue outside of the purview
of individual discretion and firmly into the hands of a professional class. So long as charity was
the orthodox position, the penalty for miscalculations was not only the failure of virtue, but heresy
or schism (heresy for errors of belief; schism for practice) and the loss of salvation. This theo-
logical raising of the stakes was decisive for the transformation of love into the acts, attitude and
institutional structures of charity.
While the terminology of love never dropped out of the patristic lexicon, over the course of
69 Aug. De Doct. Crist. Pref. 6 (397 CE: NPNF1 2.520).
70 For Foucault 1978:58, the codification of the care of the soul culminated in the sacrament of penance, codified by
the Lateran Council in 1215.
71 Aug. Enarr. in Ps. 86 (NPNF1 8.419). In the original, Augustine goes for the pun: non ibi erunt opera
misericordiae, ubi nulla erit miseria (PL 37.1107). Cf. Chrysostom Hom. 6 on Gal. 9.10, treating charity as
dowry due the divine bridegroom upon entry to heaven; and Nicholas I Ep. 99.101 to the Bulgars (866 CE) trans.
Perels 1925, explicitly equating eleēmosynē and misericordia as terms referring to alms given for the benefit of
the poor.
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late antiquity patristic writers increasingly defined correct love in terms of charity. The formulas at
the beginning of this chapter offer a few instances, but there are many more. As early as Cyprian,
bishops considered it important to emphasize that charity left material traces of virtue in the form
of alms: “our prayers and fastings are of less avail, unless they are aided by almsgiving…[that is]
unless they be made sufficient by the addition of deeds and good works.”72 Pseudo-Clement argued
similarly: “fasting is better than prayer, but almsgiving better than both.”73 Chrysostom was clear
that alms in cash were better than offerings in kind: “Honor Him with this honor, spending thy
wealth on poor people…I say this, not forbidding such offerings; but requiring you, together with
them, and before them, to give alms.”74 Augustine reiterates that when cash is short, offerings in
kind are still necessary: “If charity be destitute of means, so that it cannot find what to bestow
upon the poor, let it love: let it give ‘one cup of cold water’; as much shall be laid to its account,
as to Zaccheus who gave half his patrimony to the poor.”75 For Chrysostom, too, destitution was
no excuse: “almsgiving especially needs money, but even it shines forth in greater degree through
poverty.”76 These quotes imply, if not a formal collective project of charity, a widespread preoc-
cupation on the part of the bishops with advertising charity to their congregations and instructing
them in the fundamentals of donation.
By the fifth century, Christian bishops had a working definition of charity: it was neither alms,
nor fasting, nor praying alone, but all of these things in proper order; that is, alms from fasting
rendered prayerfully to the poor by way of the clergy. Only this formula merited salvation, and
bishops were able to enforce it in place of other conceptions of virtue. To see what a change
in sensibility this represents, one need only compare Shepherd of Hermas (late first/early second
72 Cyprian Eleem. 5 (ANF 5.476).
73 2 Clem. 16 (ANF 7.522).
74 Chrysostom Hom. in Matt. 50.4 (NPNF1 10.303). Also Hom. 2 Tim. 6.26; Hom. Heb. 9.
75 Aug. Enarr. Ps. 122.10 (NPNF1 8.595). Also Enarr. in Ps. 126.8, Aug. Serm. 40 on the NT, 6.
76 Chrysostom, Catech. illum. 1.4 (NPNF1 9.169). Cf. “poverty is no bar to almsgiving,” Chrysostom, Laed. 6
(NPNF1 9.275).
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century) with Pseudo-Athanasius’ commentary on the Shepherd (late sixth/early seventh century).
In the original, the pious Christian is left alone to discern how best to behave virtuously. The
Shepherd advises:
First of all, be on your guard against every evil word, and every evil desire, and purify your
heart from all the vanities of this world. If you guard against these things, your fasting will
be perfect. And you will do also as follows: Having fulfilled what is written, in the day on
which you fast you will taste nothing but bread and water; and having reckoned up the price
of the dishes of that day which you intended to have eaten, you will give it to a widow, or an
orphan, or to some person in want, and thus you will exhibit humility of mind, so that he who
has received benefit from your humility may fill his own soul, and pray for you to the Lord.
If you observe fasting, as I have commanded you, your sacrifice will be acceptable to God,
and this fasting will be written down; and the service thus performed is noble, and sacred, and
acceptable to the Lord77
The text recommends a mindset of vigilance and humility—his own pure heart—to guide Hermas in
deciding what to do and what to avoid. Fasting is just one consequence of a faithful way of moving
in the world, and Hermas is urged in the same vision not to get too hung up on the mechanics of
fasting.
Pseudo-Athanasius, presumably writing after Second Orange, reverses the order of priority in
the same passage:
First of all be on your guard to fast from every evil word and evil report, and purify your
heart from every defilement and revenge, and base covetousness. And on the day on which you
fast, be content with bread, and herbs, and water, giving thanks to God. And having calculated
the amount of the cost of the meal which you intended to have eaten on that day, give it to a
widow, or an orphan, or to some one in want, so that, having clearly filled his own soul, he
shall pray to the Lord on your behalf. If you therefore perform your fasting as I enjoined you,
your sacrifice will be acceptable before the Lord, and inscribed in the heavens in the day of the
requital of the good things that have been prepared for the righteous.78
77 Shep. Herm. Sim. 5.3 (ANF 2.33).
78 Pseudo-Athanasius (ANF 2.383 n.8).
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By omitting the second sentence of the original, which affirmed that God watches the heart of the
faster rather than the fast itself, Pseudo-Athanasius reverses the moral of the second century text.
In the original, the Shepherd evokes Isaiah’s criticism of empty sacrifices when he says to Hermas,
“you do not know how to fast unto the Lord: this useless fasting which you observe to Him is of no
value.”79 The first century text is very clear that true fasting merely is the consequence of a desirable
interior state, not an end in itself. The seventh-century commentator, by his omission, places the
weight of virtue on the fast instead. In doing so, he shifts the force of the moral imperative from
cultivating states of mind from which correct action may come to the recommending specific actions
that constitute piety and imply the right mindset. Where the source text derives behaviors from
psychological states, the later commentator builds righteousness up out of a particular collection of
acts. This is a post-charitable interpretation. Charity codified moral behavior under the surveillance
of the bishops. The specific ways in which the concept prescribed and administered the pious acts
that made up virtue follow below.
2.2 A Christian Way of Alms
Do you see that a failure in almsgiving is enough to cast a man into hell fire? For where
will he avail who does not give alms? Do you fast every day? So also did those virgins, but
it availed them nothing. Do you pray? What of that? Prayer without almsgiving is unfruitful,
without that all things are unclean and unprofitable. The better part of virtue is destroyed.80
In early Christianity almsgiving was a pious act simpliciter, but by the second century patristic
writers were beginning to break down its face-to-face aspect. Charity offered an interpretation of the
imperative to love that justified the regulation of alms as a protection from the morally corrupting
effects of patronage. Alms, in this context, refer specifically to the material of donation, that is, any
79 Shep. Herm. Sim. 5.1 (ANF 2.33). On Isaiah, see p. 78 further.
80 Chrysostom Hom. 2 Tim. 6 (NPNF1 13.498).
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gift given with redemption in mind.81 Because alms were considered the material traces of virtue,
the circumstances of their production were of great interest to bishops. Because charity required
appropriate means, motivations and objects, neither alms nor fasting or prayer could be virtuous
in themselves, but only under the circumstances stipulated by the bishops. With charity as a proxy
for the Good, virtuous conduct could be reduced to a formula.
2.2.1 Correct Means: Successful and Failed Almsgivers
Charity was incumbent upon every Christian in a way that patronal roles never were. Patristic
rhetoric outlines the choice starkly as a decision between orthodoxy and a variety of heresies, the
stakes of which were elaborated by example. Alms were seen to purge or clean the individual, and
bishops treated the practice of penance through fasting, prayer and almsgiving as the only means
to secure the remission of sins after baptism. According to Cyprian, “by almsgiving we may wash
away whatever foulness we subsequently contract.”82 This relationship holds only when alms are
charitable; then “charity covers a multitude of sins.”83 The sought-for relationship is one in which
correct love results in “alms and acts of faith [by which] sins are purged away.”84 Chrysostom
preached that alms were a poultice for the wound of sin, recommending to his Antiochene congre-
gation the “application of the countervailing remedies: alms, prayers, compunction, repentance,
humility, a contrite heart, contempt of possessions.”85 There were occasional protests that severe
sins would not respond to such treatment, but bishops more usually imagined sin as a balance sheet
to which the credit of works could always be applied.86
81 “There are many kinds of alms, by giving of which we assist to procure the pardon of our sins,” Enchir.
82.72.145 (NPNF1 3.261).
82 Cyprian Eleem. 1 (ANF 5.476).
83 Ps.-Clem. Ep. 2.16 (ANF 9.255).
84 Apos. Con. 7.1.12 (ANF 7.468).
85 Chrysostom Hom. in Matt. 41 (NPNF1 10.262).
86 Cf. Aug. Enchir. 67 (NPNF1 3.260), which offers the caveat that alms can only redeem petty sins.
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Preachers were not shy of mixing metaphors when explicating charity; they imagine alms as
a loan both to and from God, and a savings or investment in heaven which would bear interest
in the life to come. Many preachers seem to have enjoyed the image of God the debtor. Cyprian
linked the debt to alms: “by almsgiving to the poor we are lending to God.”87 Chrysostom made
prayer conditional upon incurring the debt of alms, “Make God your debtor, and then offer your
prayers.”88 Gregory the Great explicated the nature of the debt in terms of charity: “make the Lord
your debtor and bind us to you the more in the bonds of charity.”89
The rhetoric of debt was just one of many tropes used in the exegesis of alms, in the service
of finding a specifically Christian way of doing alms. The metaphor of debt was also sacrificial,
drawing on the rhetoric of the Temple and Jewish tradition as well as that of Roman law. The Liturgy
of St. Mark (4th C.) had officiants pray, “as You accepted the sacrifice of our father Abraham, the
incense of Zacharias, the alms of Cornelius, and the widow’s two mites, accept also the thank-
offerings of these, and give them for the things of time the things of eternity, and for the things of
earth the things of heaven.”90 Alms were often also discussed in votive aspect, as a thanksgiving
for wealth and well-being. It was evidently not a problem for the gift to be overdetermined, as
the sacrificial, votive and financial metaphors did not contraindicate each other. Chrysostom, for
example, preached alms as both a thanksgiving (debt to God) and a way of indebting God.91
Augustine took the votive aspect of alms in a very different direction. For him, giving accessed
a world of intercession in terms that are nearly pagan:
When, then, sacrifices either of the altar or of alms are offered on behalf of all the baptized
dead, they are thank-offerings for the very good, they are propitiatory offerings for the not
87 Eleem. 16 (ANF 5.480). Cf. Tertullian Pat. 3.4, 15 (ANF 3.709ff).
88 Chrysostom Hom. 1 on 2 Tim (NPNF1 13.479).
89 Ep. 62 (NPNF2 12.96b).
90 §15 (ANF 7.556).
91 “And largeness in giving…works through us thanksgiving to God,” Chrysostom Hom. 20 on 2 Cor. 9:11
(NPNF1 12.124). Cf. Chrysostom Hom. 16 on Matt. 5 (NPNF1 10.97ff). See further p. 94 below.
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very bad, and in the case of the very bad, even though they do not assist the dead, they are a
species of consolation to the living. And where they are profitable, their benefit consists either
in obtaining a full remission of sins, or at least in making the condemnation more tolerable.92
Augustine allows givers a degree of eclecticism in their motives provided they were acting as Chris-
tians. In doing so he makes a strategic overture capable of including diverse practices of giving
in the same Christian paradigm. In the long term, such an approach was capable of gradually re-
branding cultural forms as alms.
The exegesis of notable biographies was key in shaping a Christian culture of devotion. Saints
and biblical figures were paradigms of best practice.93 The biblical widow, for example, represented
an idealized poor person who still found a way of “doing good even amidst the difficulties and
straits of poverty, [by] casting two mites, which were all that she had, into the treasury.”94 Moral
exemplars do the same work as direct injunctions: they suggest that giving should be available even
to the poor, who therefore cannot hide behind their lack of means but should weigh their religious
duties against their other commitments and find a way. Stories also make good homilies: when
well chosen, they represent the listeners to themselves. Chrysostom uses the widow, for example,
to teach that “the intention is considered, and not the amount of the gift.”95 In honoring her for
giving little when others gave a lot—“she contributed not less than they”—Chrysostom means his
audience to understand that generosity is relative to one’s economic situation.96 The moral of the
story is that God’s cognizance of intentions makes everyone responsible for good works.
A wealth of negative examples were also advanced. Bishops conveyed the message that alms
were not what Pharisees, Jews, pagans, philosophers and euergetes gave. In order to attach a specif-
ically Christian significance to almsgiving, non-Christian culture-heroes and holy men must fail.
92 Enchir. 110 (NPNF1 3.273), potentially influenced by Aristotle’s notion of the ‘happy dead.’ See Gooch
1983:114 and Second Nicaea; p. 299 below.
93 See Brown 1983.
94 Cyprian Eleem. 15 (ANF 5.480).
95 Chrysostom Hom. 3 on 2 Tim. (NPNF1 13.486). Also Hom. Heb. 33 in (NPNF1 14.513).
96 Ibid.
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They do so in various ways, which theologians explicate at great length. Antitypes of charity clarify
the obligations of Christians, warning them lest they fall into the same error.
Philosophers and euergetes were singled out as defective in critical ways: Crates, Antisthenes
and Cimon all famously renounced their wealth, but lacked faith. They are defined as hard-hearted
figures who do and must lack the correct motivation to act. Their seemingly good acts are therefore
superficial and cannot be taken as the necessary indices of goodness. Lactantius takes the case of
Cimon:
But let us suppose it is possible that any one, by natural and innate goodness, should gain
true virtues, such a man as we have heard that Cimon was at Athens, who both gave alms to
the needy, and entertained the poor, and clothed the naked; yet, when that one thing which is of
the greatest importance is wanting—the acknowledgment of God—then all those good things
are superfluous and empty, so that in pursuing them he has labored in vain.97
While acknowledging that Cimon’s gifts were alms, Lactantius faults him for lack of faith. This
seems unfair, since Cimon lived and died before the incarnation, but theologians often held pa-
gan philosophers to high standards of inference and therefore the responsibility to have anticipated
Christianity.98 Jerome is explicit that lack of faith was the key failure of the philosophers: “Hea-
thens like Antisthenes and Crates the Theban have done as much before now. But to offer one’s
self to God, this is the mark of Christians and apostles.”99 Like the rich man of the parable, the
philosophers fail because, while they may have given liberally, they withheld their most precious
asset, themselves. This is a very interesting argument because insofar as Christian writers could not
deny the moral force of pagan exemplars, they accepted the philosophers’ apparent virtue. What
they denied was that their actions could actually be good if their agents were not Christians. The
philosophers did not lack the opportunity to be good: they presumably had access to truth through
97 Lactantius Of True Worship 6.9 (ANF 7.171).
98 E.g. Aug. Civ. 8.1 offers a survey of philosophies according to their proximity to Christian truth.
99 Jerome Ep. 71.3 (NPNF2 6.153). Cf. Ep. 58.2 and 66.3.
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intellection, but because they did not, as a result of their efforts, intuit the Christian faith, their acts
could not reference the right mind that makes real virtue.
Whatever other obstacles they might face, Christian audiences were to understand that had the
invaluable benefit of starting from a position of correct belief, from which point their alms could
qualify. Yet Christians could fail for the same reasons philosophers did: pride. Clement’s warning
on this point is representative: “If thou doest alms…let no one know it; and if thou fastest, anoint
thyself, that God alone may know, and not a single human being.”100 Clement here draws on the
Jesus’ teaching on alms given at the Sermon on the Mount:
Beware of practicing your piety before others in order to be seen by them; for then you have
no reward from your Father in heaven. So whenever you give alms, do not sound a trumpet
before you, as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets, so that they may be praised
by others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward. But when you give alms, do not
let your left hand know what your right hand is doing, so that your alms may be done in secret;
and your Father who sees in secret will reward you.”101
Clement codified humility and secrecy into a critique of any good act done in public. Publicity
becomes the mark of euergetes and Jews: the alms of Christians seek no recognition from men.
The requirements of a humble state of mind turn the example of philosophic liberality on its head.
Spectacular liquidations of personal wealth become evidence of a culpable claim on public atten-
tion. For this reason, Clement writes in his Who is the Rich Man who Shall be Saved? that “riches,
then, which benefit also our neighbors, are not to be thrown away,” either out in the open or in
secret.102 He does not suggest what is to be done with wealth, only that whatever is done, riches
should be treated “as material and instruments which are for good use to those who know the in-
strument.”103 Wealth is a substrate for alms, but not definitive and not sufficient without emulation
100 Clement Strom. 4.22 (ANF 2.435). Cf. Apos. Con. 3.1.14 (ANF 7.430), Tatian Diatess. 9.22 (ANF 9.58), Aug.
On the Sermon on the Mount 2.1.1 (NPNF1 6.34).
101 Matt. 6:1–4.
102 Quis div. 14 (ANF 2.596).
103 Ibid.
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of the widow’s quiet sacrifice.
Clement does not ultimately hold wealth to a literal standard. Rather, he draws on the Stoic
notion of ‘preferred indifferents’ to suggest that virtue lies in cultivating a rational relation to wealth,
even if this means keeping it.104 As evidence of this interpretation, Clement notes that Jesus himself
recommended almsdeeds that require wealth: “He so praises the use of property as to enjoin, along
with this addition, the giving a share of it, to give drink to the thirsty, bread to the hungry, to take
the houseless in, and clothe the naked.”105 Clement recognized that the renunciation of wealth can
be as emotional as its retention, and both can be symptoms of culpable attention-seeking. Salvation
becomes “the privilege of pure and passionless souls.”106 Clement’s audience is perhaps meant to
understand that the Rich Man of the parable failed not because he would not surrender his wealth,
but because he sorrowed at the thought.
Christians were meant to believe that the mere disposal of wealth was no more distinguished
than the squandering of a patrimony—the true believer used wealth wisely, spending on the right
objects through the right hands. Because of this emphasis on process, the heroes of philosophical
renunciation, in some ways models of askesis, also become its villains. The philosophers fail to
have the correct mindset when giving; they also fail to give alms to its legitimate objects, the
(worthy) poor. The combination is a perfect storm of vice:
Nor was the renunciation of wealth and the bestowment of it on the poor or needy a new
thing; for many did so before the Saviour’s advent—some because of the leisure (thereby ob-
tained) for learning, and on account of a dead wisdom; and others for empty fame and vainglory,
as the Anaxagorases, the Democriti, and the Crateses.107
Diogenes Laertius, in his Lives of Eminent Philosophers, in fact gives conflicting accounts of
104 See Reydams-Schils 2005:60.
105 Quis div. 13 (ANF 2.595).
106 Quis div. 20 (ANF 2.597). Cf. Ambrose Off. 2.14 (ANF 2.594).
107 Quis div. 11 (ANF 2.594).
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Crates’ disposal of his wealth: he may have thrown it into the sea (6.87), converted it to coin and
distributed it among the poor (6.87), or left it with a banker for his children (6.88). These differ-
ent outcomes significantly affect Christians’ ability to use the story as a cautionary tale: Christian
writers of course preferred the first option as their foil.108
Hagiography offered holy men as counterexamples to the philosophers, who are treated as ordi-
nary euergetes. In Mark the Deacon’s Life of Porphyry of Gaza, the future bishop not only refuses
to accept his inheritance but sends an agent to claim it and dispense it among the poor so that he
can continue his austerities in Jerusalem.109 It is important that he takes no interest in the dispen-
sation itself; the implied comparison is with amicitia and clientela, in which “the ‘needy’…are
respectable citizens” whom donors help out of a selfish kind of pity, a “a pathos experienced by
imagining oneself in the place of the pitied.”110 Without condescension there were no grounds for
obligation. Porphyry refuses to condescend, but not to give.
When Mark the Deacon wrote in the sixth century, he was participating in a hagiographic tra-
dition of inverting example of the philosophers that had begun at least two centuries earlier.111
Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria, wrote a Life of Antony in the fourth century that became an in-
stant classic. In it, a young Antony gives his property to the poor of his village after hearing a sermon
on the Parable of the Camel.112 Jerome’s Life of Paul, which was written soon after and competes
with Athanasius’ Life of Antony to claim Christianity’s first hermit, also has the orphaned Paul give
108 Cf. Jerome’s Ep. 58 (NPNF2 6.119) has it both ways, holding Christians to the philosophers’ standard: “When
Crates the Theban—a millionaire of days gone by—was on his way to Athens to study philosophy, he cast away
untold gold in the belief that wealth could not be compatible with virtue. What a contrast he offers to us, the
disciples of a poor Christ, who cram our pockets with gold and cling under pretext of almsgiving to our old
riches.”
109 Summarized in Rapp 2000:383.
110 Parkin 2006:62, 64.
111 The currency of the Life in antiquity was in no way diminished by the fact that Porphyry is likely a made-up
character, like Jerome’s Paul (below); Barnes 2010:271.
112 Athanasius, Vita Ant. 2 (NPNF2 4.196).
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up ‘a rich inheritance.’113 Women were not expected to act any differently: Pseudo-Athanasius’
fifth-century Life of the Desert Mother Syncletica imagines that she, “having sold everything re-
nounced her possessions and distributed them among the poor.”114 Outside of hagiography, real
bishops were also keen to demonstrate an ascetic streak: Gregory Nazianzen left his wealth to his
church and Ambrose is supposed to have given up his wealth for fasting and vigils upon his election
to the See of Milan.115
Christians drew heavily on Jewish critiques of patronage in developing the concept of charity.116
The work of Philo (d. 50 CE) particular was considered so useful that Jerome named it among the
recommended reading of his De viris illustribus.117 Christian writers were evidently influenced by
his discussion of philosophic renunciation:
The Greeks praise Anaxagoras and Democritus because they, having been smitten with a
longing for philosophy, allowed their property to become sheep pastures. I myself also admire
those men, who became greater than their possessions. But how much better are those who
did not let go their property to be grazed by sheep but remedied the lack of those who were
relatives or friends and made wealthy those who were without means. For the former act is
thoughtless…but the latter act is sober and carried through with surpassing prudence.118
For Philo, the morally objectionable part of the famous renunciations was that the property was
not kept ‘within the family.’ He seems to have had no objection to philosophic self-manumission,
but he implies that destroying rather than transferring the repudiated wealth is an act of emotion
inconsistent with the sobriety of the wise man.119
113 NPNF2 6.299.
114 Pseudo-Athanasius Vita Syncleticae 11, trans. Wimbush 1990:271.
115 Testament of Gregory Nazianzen (PG 37.389–96); Paulinus Vita Ambr. 9.38 trans. Kaniecka 1928.
116 On the ethos of benefaction in ancient Jewish communities, see Rajak 1996; Schwartz 2009:18.
117 Vir. ill. 11.
118 Philo Contempl. 14 trans. Wimbush 1990:39.
119 I adapt the terminology of Moles 1995:144, who describes philosophical renunciation as an act of “moral
self-manumission.”
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Christians placed a similar standard on the disposal of wealth: renunciation was only be laud-
able if it served an eleemosynary end, meaning that acts of renunciation were expected to take
into account the poor.120 The Christian standard is not obviously stricter except where individuals
took it to extremes, often at the expense of their extended family, a scenario of which Philo was
wary. Pinianus, for example, on his way to ascetic life with Melania the Younger, conspicuously
flouted his obligations to his family “by attempting to sell off the inherited slaves serving in at least
one major establishment [of his] without offering first refusal to a relative who would see to their
protection.”121
Metaphors of debt and credit and examples of money well spent urged Christians to view their
wealth as instrumental and themselves as usufructuaries rather than owners of their earthly goods.
They were therefore liable for them as stewards of God, but according to the standard of virtue,
not utility.122 Like the slaves of the parable of the Gold Coins, whose master instructed them, “Do
business with these until I come back,” Christians were increase what was entrusted to them using
the techniques of virtue.123
2.2.2 Acceptable Motives: Humility and Mercy
Not maliciously, but providently did God give you wealth, in order that by works of mercy
you might obtain a salve for the wounds of your own sins.”124
From the outside, all alms look a lot alike. From a Christian point of view, one’s interior
landscape made all the difference. Theologians insisted that philosophic renunciation, votives and
120 On eleēmosynē, see p. 64 below.
121 Cooper 2007:116. He was thwarted in this case but eventually lost his wealth to the crowds of Thagaste and the
sack of Rome; ?:844.
122 E.g. Ambrose Off. 1.9.27–8 (NPNF2 10.6).
123 Luke 19:13.
124 Gaudentius (d. 432) Praefatio ad Benivolum 21-22.
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patronage are simulacra of virtue that fall short of true love: only Christians have access to “cari-
tative giving.”125 Identifying as Christian allowed one to undertake charity, but was not sufficient
to attain virtue, as charity “quickly becomes patronage unless it is anonymous and indirect, that is,
performed via the bishop as the agent of the church.”126 As opposed to patronage, where the gift
advertises the giver, the anonymity of charity ensured the almsgiver’s pure intention. Chrysostom
calls this additional prerequisite humility:
For humbleness of mind is the foundation of the love of wisdom which pertains to us [Chris-
tians]. Even if thou shouldest have built a superstructure of things innumerable; even if alms-
giving, even if prayers, even if fastings, even if all virtue; unless this have first been laid as a
foundation, all will be built upon it to no purpose and in vain.”127
Chrysostom seems to concede that the formula fasting+prayer+alms=charity does not have a math-
ematical quality: it is not deductive or self-verifying in the way a proof is. He introduces another
variable—humility—to buttress it. Humility becomes a prior condition for correct love, where it
joins grace and mercy in a field of outliers that do not associate neatly with charity yet need to be
accounted for.
Though it could never be exhaustive, the triad of fasting, prayer and alms had rhetorical ap-
peal because it fit with post-Pauline Christians’ self-understanding as successors to the Jews. The
Old Testament provided a template for understanding what was required of Christians, the Second
Covenant justified innovation and interpretation. Where Tobit 12 and Judges 20 describe the people
Israel petitioning God by means of fasting, prayer and sacrifice, Matthew 6 replaces sacrifice with
alms.128 The swap keeps the tripartite structure of correct address to God, but implies that correct
sacrifice should be understood by Christians to mean almsdeeds.129
125 Neil 2009:218.
126 Ibid.
127 Chrysostom Prof. evang. 2 (NPNF1 9.148); PG 51.312.
128 See p. 79 further on sacrifice.
129 Anderson 2013:136ff follows the transformation of the Old Testament triad, fasting—prayer—sacrifice into the
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The changed content of virtue is itself what subverts the Old Testament formula for Christians:
theologians’ attention to the psychology of pious giving meant that they repeatedly faced problems
of normative closure. Appealing to additional criteria—such as humility—to explain Christian
moral uniqueness merely displaces the the problem: they are forced to keep generating higher-
order or prior criteria to justify lower level injunctions (such as charity for alms, and humility or
grace for charity). This was a collective project, of which we catch glimpses.130 For Augustine, it
was grace that activated the formula of virtue; for Chrysostom it was humility.131
Chrysostom’s term for humility is tapeinophrosunē, literally meaning ‘low- or base-minded,’
to which he opposes pride—aponoia—which refers to the state of being out (apo–) of one’s mind
(nous).132 In his Homily on Lowness of Mind he tracks humility through a series of exemplary
dichotomies: the Pharisee and the publican, virtue and vice, tapeinophorunē and aponoia.133 ‘Hu-
mility’ (via humilitas) captures the earthy sense of Chrysostom’s term but not its abjection. There
is an element of status inversion in the Greek term that is less apparent in English: the original
term carries with it something of the fallen condition, implying that the humble person—the per-
son who would be virtuous—bears him- or herself with a consciousness of sin.134 Its opposite,
aponoia, is therefore not hubristic pride—the pride of overreaching—but the pride of shameless-
ness before one’s own guilt.135 We are intended to understand that only when behaving out of such
a consciousness could one’s fasting, prayers and alms be effective.
Mercy, misericordia or eleēmosynē, is another supercriterion for charity that functions like hu-
fasting—prayer–alms of Matt. 6.
130 Contra Stainton 2008:494: “Augustine’s unique contribution was to clarify the basis of the obligation to give
alms,” [emphasis mine].
131 See Augustine Grat. Chr. 1, 25–27 and p. 49; and p. 63 above, respectively.
132 Literal meanings follow the LSJ and tapeinos in Lubotsky 2012.
133 “When lately we made mention of the Pharisee and the publican, and hypothetically yoked two chariots out of
virtue and vice; we pointed out each truth, how great is the gain of humbleness of mind, and how great the
damage of pride,” Chrysostom Prof. evang. 1 (NPNF1 9.147; PG 51.312).
134 On humilitas, see humus in Lubotsky 2013. On patristic understandings of tapeinophrosunē; Lampe 1961:1374.
135 See Lampe 1961:203 for this sense.
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mility or grace in that it is understood to be a outside of the charitable formula (fasting+prayer+alms)
but somehow necessary to it. But where grace and humility are preconditions, mercy works more
like a final cause. Ambrose, for example, argues: “Nor is it a real act of liberality if you give for
the sake of boasting about it, rather than for mercy’s sake.”136 Because mercy is other-directed, it
is a sanctioned motive for undertaking the project of virtue. Eleēmosynē’s specific field of meaning
refers to the free gift of a superior being, such a God, which is different from patronal condescen-
sion in that it does not engender a debt or demand deference.137 The Latin equivalent, misericordia,
has a somewhat weaker resonance: its literal meaning is the sympathy or heartfelt emotion (-cord-)
one feels towards an unfortunate (miser).138 Failing such magnanimity, charity risks becoming “the
unconscious and injurious patronage of the rich almsgiver” and continues wounding both donor and
recipient.139
Mercy addressed the danger of unconscious transactions by treating charity not just as a ‘car-
itative act,’ but the instantiation of “a bond between abstract subjects: a donor who loves hu-
mankind and a recipient who…embodies the world in distress.”140 This is particularly important
since “mercy…[is] shown chiefly towards the poor,” requiring the mentality of patronage to be ex-
plicitly excluded somehow.141 Mercy tries to distinguish charity from patronage by referring alms
to a uniquely Christian mindstate: “Nothing graces the Christian soul so much as mercy…Thus you
may freely give to a poor man what you have, and in this way help him who is your brother and
companion.”142 Eleēmosynē works to make alms a free gift in the sense of Matt. 6:3–4: “when you
136 Off. 30.147 (NPNF2 10.25), emphasis mine.
137 Lampe 1961:447.
138 Miser and cor in Lubotsky 2013. See also misericordia in Blaise and Chirat 1954 for the senses of pity,
compassion or benevolence, meanings not much changed from Ciceronian Latin; L&S.
139 Mauss 2002:65.
140 Godelier 1999:5, discussing the Mauss quote above in relation to the modern Charity Drive. Cf. Davis 1975:19,
treating alms as “the charitable act” simpliciter.
141 Ambrose Off. 9.38 (NPNF2 10.7).
142 Ibid. As opposed to euergetism in which occurs between citizens in a civic transaction and “presupposes social
inequality;” Zuiderhoek 2009:6, 94.
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give alms, do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing, so that your alms may be
done in secret; and your Father who sees in secret will reward you.” The spiritualization of virtue’s
reward is in explicit opposition to the worldly obligations triggered by patronage.
For Ambrose, the only way to address the habit of patronage was to give anonymously:
Let not your left hand know what the right is doing…[means] that liberality is real where
a man hides what he does in silence, and secretly assists the needs of individuals, whom the
mouth of the poor, and not his own lips, praises.143
Only by giving up social credit for good deeds are those deeds credited to the heavenly account;
bishops offered to take on the task, and the blame, of the actual distribution.144 While traditional
modes of benefaction traded public expenditure for honor and power, “the church expected the rich
to provide for it financially at the same time that it denied them the honors, powers, and rewards
which Greco-Roman culture led them to expect in return for their beneficence.”145 The field for this
paradigm shift was cleared by polemics against traditional modes of giving and sown with exege-
ses. Charity and its accessory virtues allowed bishops to solicit benefactions without guaranteeing
worldly status, honor or power in return. Rather, charity explicitly defers the euergetic ‘payoff’ to
the next life.146
Somewhere between the pitfalls of philosophy, paganism, Judaism and heresy lay correct prac-
tice, the only reliable indicator of correct belief. The difficulty of charity was not so much in
generating alms, but in the psychic adjustments it required: correct alms were sacrificed humbly,
anonymously, and with proper faith and motivation. One is charitable, then, who fasts, prays and
and give alms humbly and mercifully (through or in grace). One signals one’s charity by participat-
ing in episcopal systems, such as the great corporate fasts, the proceeds of which were distributed
143 Off. 30.147 (NPNF2 10.25).
144 See p. 83: the Apostolic Constitutions require the poor to praise their bishop in his capacity as almsgiver.
145 Countryman 1980:210.
146 What Anderson 2013:3–4 calls the ‘heavenly treasury’ argument for charity.
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to the poor through churches. Failure to transition to communal practice—to accept the authority
of the bishops—was treated as a failure of humility, which in turn brought both one’s alms and
orthodoxy as a whole into question:
If any of those practicing asceticism without bodily necessity behaves arrogantly and sets
aside the traditional fasts commonly kept by the church, claiming that one’s perfect power of
reasoning undermines the validity of these fasts, let such a one be anathema.147
Individualists threatened the bishops’ charitable project, and could not be tolerated. Only the hum-
ble could approach Christ, and they needed to ‘be as children’ (Matt. 19:14). Chrysostom took this
to mean that pious practice could never trump correct motivation: “Christ did not say: ‘Come to
me because I fasted’…but ‘because I am humble of heart.’”148 The only way for the laity to prove
that they were humble was to submit to the bishops.149
Giving through one’s church was still not altogether safe: even the orthodox could still be
selfish. Christians are warned that charity must be done for charity’s sake. If one acted out of a
desire for personal salvation, charity would again fail: like patronage, charity was a transaction,
not with the poor, but with God. Bishops attempted to relate motives and consequences in such
a way that would preclude egoism, always with mixed results. Augustine, for example, found
himself having to explain that one could not atone for a big sin, such as acquiring land “unjustly
and wrongly,” by giving alms.150 Elsewhere Augustine explained why God could not be bribed in
this way: he too, acts from charity:
The reason, therefore, of our predicting that He will impute to those on His right hand the
alms-deeds they have done, and charge those on His left with omitting the same, is that He may
147 Gangra Can. 19 trans. Wimbush 1990:453.
148 Chrysostom Hom. in Matt. 46–7, preached during the Lenten season of 387; trans. Bynum 1988:38.
149 Cf. p. 44.
150 Augustine Bon. conj. 16 (NPNF1 3.406).
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thus show the efficacy of charity for the deletion of past sins, not for impunity in their perpetual
commission.151
Augustine’s God rewards the virtuous not for the sake of their alms, but for the sake of charity
itself. Because of this he is not merely the greatest patron: since God labors under the same ideal
as men, no one can game the system by using charity to cancel sin in any straightforward way.152
Because all human contact with God is mediated by a shared standard of charity, all classes of
men were expected to participate. Archelaus, bishop of Caschar (3rd C.) explains the obligation
using the parables of the Rich Man and Widow:
Jesus also looks on willingly at the gifts of the rich men, when they are put into the trea-
sury…the two mites of the poor widow which are also received with gladness; and in that
offering verily something is exhibited that goes beyond what Moses prescribed on the subject
of the receipt of moneys. For he received gifts from those who had; but Jesus receives them
even from those who have not.153
The ideal gift is not a specific amount or item, but an implied proportion of wealth: when each
person gives as much as he or she can, he fulfill, each in their own way, the standard of correct
giving.154 In fact, several early liturgies treat a personal maximum as the only acceptable gift. The
fourth-century Liturgy of James, for example, has the priest recite the following words over gifts
processed to the altar:
As Thou didst accept the sacrifice of our father Abraham, the incense of Zacharias, the alms
of Cornelius, and the widow’s two mites, accept also the thank-offerings of these.155
151 Civ. 2.27 (NPNF1 2.476).
152 Cf. Caesarius Serm. 104.6 (adapted from Augustine Serm. 178), warning against stealing from the Jews unless
“the stolen goods were given to a Christian’ as charity;” Klingshirn 1994:178–9. NB: The Synod of Elvira
(305–6) forbade benefactions to Jews; Can. 49 in von Hefele 1872.
153 Acts of Disputation with the Heresiarch Manes 42 (ANF 6.217).
154 Cf. p. 1.
155 Liturgy of James 8 (ANF 7.538). Cf. the Liturgies of Mark (ANF 5.556) and of the Blessed Apostles (ANF 5.563).
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Each of the biblical exemplars the Liturgy cites gave their gift with correct motivation—a desirable
mixture of fear and faith; the exact amount or type of offering does not matter except insofaras it
discloses the correct intention of the giver. The laity are meant to understand that in their case, the
rightness of their disposition—their humility, mercy, etc.—is proven by a maximum gift of alms.
2.2.3 Suitable Objects: The Worthy Poor
Christians’ attention to the care of ‘the poor’ has been taken to mean that poverty became a matter of
social justice in late antiquity, but this only works if the literary poor can be taken as representatives
of the real poor. They cannot.156 Rathbone has argued that churches in fact helped relatively few
people: John the Almoner’s (d. 610 CE) Alexandrian ‘poor’ numbered 7,500—“a number which
his biographer meant to impress”—but that represents just 1.5 percent of the city’s population of
half a million.157 Chrysostom’s church in Antioch maintained a smaller number of poor but about
the same proportion: 3,000 indigents out of a population of about 200,000, or again, 1.5%.158 In
the mid-third century, as bishop of Rome, Novatian/Novatus provided for “over fifteen hundred
widows and persons in distress.”159 If the population of the city at that time was approximately
500,000, then Novatian provided for .3% of the people.160 In the mid-fourth century, the churches
of Rome provided for perhaps 8400 needy poor and 1500 consecrated widows and virgins.161 If
the population in that period was something like 800,000 people, then the Roman Church in the
156 See p. 25.
157 Rathbone 2006:113–14, Sotinel 2006:110, and Delia 1988:275 n.2; estimates may be high because they are based
on the city’s floruit.
158 On the number of the poor, see Hom. 66 in Matt. (NPNF1 10.389), dating to the 380s CE. On the total
population, see Vidaurrazaga 2007:156 n.13. Vidaurrazaga suggests the population might have been as high as
300,000, at the high end of the range of 150,000 to 300,000 offered by Liebeschuetz 1972:95 for the fourth
century. Cf. Sotinel 2006:114, estimating that 10% of Antioch was in need of assistance.
159 Eusebius Hist. eccl. 6.43.11 (NPNF2 1.288).
160 Packer 1967:87. Cf Osiek 2006a:291, referring to the figure of 1,500 as “a sizable number but one probably not
out of proportion to other large centres of Christian life.”
161 Sotinel 2006:114.
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century after Novatian/Novatus covered 1.24% of the population.162 By the eighth century, fewer
were being served: Pope Hadrian (d.795 CE) was known for his daily distributions of one pound of
bread, two cups of wine, and a bowl of meat to each of just 100 poor in Rome.163 Population figures
for medieval Rome are extremely hard to come by, but the best guesses of medieval historians have
placed the figure around 90,000, meaning the dole reached .1% of the population.164
Episcopal distributions of alms to the worthy poor seem never to have impacted more than
a token proportion of a given population, 1–2%, while poverty affected up to 30% of people or
more.165 This is not to say Christians did no good—they fed and bathed prisoners on Sundays
and built “inns and hospices for pilgrims, monasteries for men, convents for virgins, places for
meditation,” and raised orphans, marrying off the girls and finding boys a trade—but that their
penetration was shallow.166 Wherever we have plausible population figures, they seem to indicate
that Christian charity reached a low proportion of those in need. As Neil concluded, the Church
“had little socio-political impact on late-antique social behavior” and did not appreciably affect the
basic infrastructure of poverty.167
It is almost impossible to say whether, to paraphrase the slogan of the Salvation Army, ancient
churches ‘did the most good,’ but bishops certainly used ‘the poor’ to raise money. Colleagues
and congregations were not always convinced of the Church’s efficiency as a charity. Basil ac-
cused the church of Caesarea of using the poor funds to build “great cliffs of stone and marble.”168
162 Scheidel 2007:11; Lo Cascio 2001.
163 He gave these alms in the portico of the Lateran that featured a mural depicting his distribution; Krautheimer
1980:110.
164 Coates-Stephens 1996:239, following Krautheimer.
165 E.g. Krause 1996:116 estimates 30% of women were widows in late antiquity.
166 C.Th. 9.3.7 (409); Gregory Nazianzen Or. 4.111 trans. King 1888:74; Didasc. 17.
167 Neil 2009:212–13. Contra Brown 2002:31: “What did the church do for the community? The answer, of course,
came from the former tradition of the accountability of the clergy for the offerings of the faithful: the Church
received offerings because it looked after the poor…Hence, by a slight but significant shift of emphasis,
traditional Christian charity to fellow believers within the Christian community came to be regarded as a public
service, as a more general ‘care of the poor’ performed in return for public privileges.”
168 Hom. 7 in Brown 2002:40.
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Chrysostom found himself defending the wealth of his church against its congregation:
And that thou mayest learn the inhumanity of the others, when the church is possessed
of a revenue of one of the lowest among the wealthy, and not of the very rich, consider how
many widows it succors every day, how many virgins; for indeed the list of them hath already
reached unto the number of three thousand. Together with these, she succors them that dwell
in the prison, the sick in the caravansera, the healthy, those that are absent from their home,
those that are maimed in their bodies, those that wait upon the altar; and with respect to food
and raiment, them that casually come every day; and her substance is in no respect diminished.
So that if ten men only were thus willing to spend, there would be no poor.169
Chrysostom’s argumentative strategy is interesting because he does not claim that the church of
Antioch is poor, but that it is less wealthy than the rich privati whose failure as patrons swell the
church’s train of dependents. Efficiency, in the sense of a modern non-profit, is a non-issue for him.
The middle conspicuously drops out of Chrysostom’s calculus: charity depends on the rich
(donors) and poor (recipients). In reality, anyone in between likely would not have had idle wealth
and would have had to generate their alms through lifestyle changes. The charitable formula made
concrete recommendations for serving this purpose, and churches welcomed all the results of cor-
rect practice.170 This gesture is perhaps the single greatest departure from the classical paradigm
of patronage, as it grounded the obligation to give in the donor’s subjective assessment of the gift’s
value rather than its social cachet. The soliciting alms based on the ideal of the individual maxi-
mum gift potentially implicated everyone as donors. Cyprian is in fact speaking to every Christian
when he says, “As thou hast, my son, so do. If thy substance is abundant, give alms of it the more.
If thou hast little, communicate of that little.”171 Because of the availability of a God’s eye view,
the objective value of the alms are less important than their proportional and symbolic value. In
this sense, Christian ethics treats everyone as simply ‘rich’ or ‘poor.’
169 Hom. 66 in Matt. (NPNF1 10.389).
170 Treated in §4.3.1 below.
171 Cyprian Eleem. 20 (ANF 5.531). Cf. Aug. Serm. 8 in Matt 6 (NPNF1 6.287): “Do all thou canst, do it with the
means thou canst command, do it cheerfully, and so put up thy prayer with confidence.”
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The role of ‘the poor’ was to be sanctioned objects of charity. When Cyprian urges donors,
“Shut up alms in the heart of the poor, and this will entreat for thee from all evil,” he treats them as
special intercessors with God.172 Not just anyone could serve as an emissary to the heavenly court,
only this reserved group. The Apostolic Constitutions give one instance of a widespread effort to
define the deserving poor, which include the “orphan who, by reason of his youth, or he that by the
feebleness of old age, or the incidence of a disease, or the bringing up of many children, receives
alms.”173 Such people were esteemed as ‘altars to God’ and were expected to recompense their
benefactors through “zealous and constant prayers.”174 The poor are a a rhetorical site of ubiquitous
need, and bishops increasingly organized them into consecrated orders. Chalcedon formalized the
status of ‘worthy poor’ as something granted by the bishop:
We have decreed that, subject to examination, all paupers and needy persons are to travel
with ecclesiastical letters or letters of peace only, and not of commendation, since it befits only
reputable persons to be provided with letters of commendation.175
Everyone else was, for all intents and purposes, ‘rich,’ and therefore expected to give their indi-
vidual maximum. Besides a token group of poor curated by bishops and furnished with titles and
letters of recommendation, destitution is no excuse for failing to donate: “even if there be any per-
son who supports himself by begging…there is no one, so poverty-stricken, however exceeding
poor he may be, as not to be able to provide two mites.”176
Homilists addressed all Christians as potential donors, which MacMullen took to mean that
172 Cyprian Test. 3.1, citing Ecclus. 29:12 (ANF 5.531). Cf. Clement Qus div. 11.
173 Apos. Con. 4.1.3 (ANF 7.433).
174 Ibid.
175 Can. 11; Tanner 1990:1.92, anticipated by the Didache (see p. 45). Also, Gregory Nazianzen, attesting a ‘system
of charity…which is conducted by means of letters of recommendation;” Or. 4.111 trans. King 1888:74. NB:
Most of these letters were written on papyrus, but some were written on more durable parchment; Nobbs
2010:164.
176 Chrysost. Hom. Heb. 1 (NPNF1 14.369).
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their sabbath audiences were a select group—the top 5% of the population of a given town.177
We not imagine that the bishops had a small audience, however, if we take into account that the
construction of a Church public was part of the homiletical agenda. Sermons address a generic
subject, what Veyne has called the ‘plébe moyenne’ and Warner, a ‘public subject’.178 As Warner
explains, the individual character and status of audience members is refracted in the moment of
publicity: homiletics do not merely describe an elite reality, but propose a relationship between
clergy and laity in which all basically Christians are obliged to donate because all are ‘rich.’
Whoever was actually listening on Sundays, sermons licensed none of the laity to think of
themselves as ‘poor.’ This was a status only the bishop could confer, and they licensed very few to
receive alms. The bishops’ poor represented a subset of the social reality of poverty whom bishops
constructed as idealized objects of charity. The construction of ‘the poor’ was also the construction
of the ideal donor and Christian.179 The Sermon on the Mount, the Rich Man and Poor Widow
were all deployed to illustrate that the obligation to participate in charity applied, in one form or
another, to everyone. Should exempla fail to compel, the well-known distinction between penetes
and ptochoi, or the working poor and the destitute, provided a relative terminology of need. By
designating those who are worthy recipients narrowly—“alms are given to those only who are not
able to support themselves by the work of their own hands, or who teach, and are wholly occupied
in the business of teaching”—the obligation to give rested on everyone else.180
The careful construction of the poor ensured that alms would be superintended by bishops:
careful donors would cooperate so that their efforts to do and be good would not fail for want of
proper objects. For Paulinus of Nola the utility of the chosen poor depended on everyone else
considering themselves rich: “God made the poor in order to reveal mercy; he made the poor
177 MacMullen 2009:88, with a range of 1–7% in local cases, based on the size of church buildings.
178 See above p. 17 and Warner 2002:160.
179 This has been much studied: Holman 2008; Atkins and Osborne 2006; Brown 2002; Patlagean 1977.
180 Chrysostom, Hom. 5 on 2 Thess. 11 (NPNF1 13.294).
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man [inopem] in order to train the rich man [opulentum].”181 The middle drops out: Christians,
for moral purposes, are either rich or poor, and both live in a moral universe in which wealth is
morally charged. Anyone relatively better off is assimilated to the rich, and the poor are made
worthy by episcopal endorsement rather than by the bare fact of need. If each accepts his role, they
benefit by mutual dependence, but this is no discourse of rights and obligations, let alone social
justice. Rather, as Veyne observed, because the donor acts “to rid himself of obstacles to his own
salvation,” asceticism becomes “a ‘class morality,’ in which almsgiving is a merit for the rich man,
who shows himself obedient to God’s commandment, but not a right for the poor.”182 The bishops
superintended this relationship, under which donors and recipients each ceded the patronal role to
them. This was considered a benefit to the laity at large because by accepting the patronal role,
bishops guaranteed the introversion of alms that was required for charity to be spiritually effective.
The moral regime of charity enforced symmetry of belief and practice, and made that symmetry
contingent upon the laity’s participation in the institutions of the church supervised by bishops.
Failure to participate in the communal practices of the church suggested a failure of belief meriting
sanction. As Alexander, bishop of Alexandria and the city’s representative to Nicaea, wrote:
Two very bad things are ill-will and unbelief, both of which are contrary to righteousness;
for ill-will is opposed to charity, and unbelief to faith; just in the same way as bitterness is
opposed to sweetness, darkness to light, evil to good, death to life, falsehood to truth. Those,
therefore, who abound in these vices that are repugnant to virtue, are in a manner dead; for the
malignant and the unbelieving hate charity and faith, and they who do this are the enemies of
God.183
The connection of charity to discipline made it a powerful technology of orthodoxy: charity trans-
formed theological concerns for spirituality into jurisprudential norms because it posited a connec-
tion between observable actions and internal states. The implications of the concept were drawn
181 Paulinus of Nola Ep. 34.6, trans. Walsh 1966:167; PL 61.347.
182 Cf. Veyne 1990:33.
183 Alexander of Alexandria Ep. 5 (ANF 6.299).
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out slowly, but over time bishops settled on a recognizable set of actions that their office came to
administer.184
2.3 Every Church a Temple
For the precepts, supposing you really do fulfill them, would not profit you without true
faith…Why do you boast of having Christian poverty, when you are destitute of Christian
charity?…How then can you have true charity from a fictitious faith [verum caritatem ex fidem
ficta]?185
Paul witnesses, saying the end of the law is charity [agapē]. Therefore whatever people
say that is useful according to the grace of the spirit, it is from charity, and is perfected in it.186
The earliest Christian missionaries validated their teaching precisely by dispensing it free of
charge, maintaining themselves ‘by the work of their own hands.’ Solicitation was the sure sign
of a false prophet: “And in their greed they will exploit you with deceptive words.”187 Jesus had
not chartered a priesthood, but instructed his followers: “Take no gold, or silver, or copper in
your belts, no bag for your journey, or two tunics, or sandals, or a staff; for laborers deserve their
food.”188 This was a contradictory demand: true preachers demand nothing, and gratuity validates
their preaching, but preaching is also work and as such obliges the hearers to pay wages. A gift
exchange is chartered where a priesthood was not, and bishops fasten onto this ambiguity to justify
their vision of a professionalized clergy.
184 On the ‘professionalization of the clergy’ through the administration of charitable institutions, see Schöllgen
1998.
185 Aug. C. Faust. 5.5 (NPNF1 4.164; PL 42.223).
186 Pseudo-Athanasius, Vita Syncleticae 22, trans. Wimbush 1990:279. Both passages allude to 1 Tim. 1:5.
187 2 Peter 2:3.
188 Matt. 10:9. Cf. Luke 10:4–7: “Carry no purse, no bag, no sandals; and greet no one on the road…Remain in the
same house, eating and drinking whatever they provide, for the laborer deserves to be paid.” Also Clarke 1891:10:
Pope Gregory advised Augustine of Canterbury to set up his clergy in England strictly out of voluntary donations.
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2.3.1 Priest, Levite, Paterfamilias
If men by their works show themselves worthy of this His design, they are deemed worthy,
and so we [bishops] have received.189
The strongest and most sustained argument for the clerical direction of alms is the same argu-
ment that justifies wages for the priesthood, and it is found in the Hebrew scriptures. The rhetoric of
prefiguration strengthened charity by interpreting it through the institutions of the Temple: Chris-
tians become New Israel; Church, Temple; priests, Levites; and alms, sacrifice. The sacrificial
template for alms was particularly important because it licensed clergy to prefer and eventually
mandate certain gifts and modes of giving as ‘acceptable offering.’190
The earliest pastoral manual, the Didache (late 1st—early 2nd C.), collapsed the metaphors of
priest and prophet:
But every true prophet that wills to abide among you is worthy of his support…Every first-
fruit, therefore, of the products of wine-press and threshing-floor, of oxen and of sheep, you
shall take and give to the prophets, for they are your high priests. But if you have not a prophet,
give it to the poor.191
The Temple priesthood, laborer-prophet and the poor are associated in a way that gets around Jesus’
prohibition on paying priests. The result is a fully professionalized presbyterate in which the bishop
is imagined to have special expertise not just in administration, but in distributive justice.192 While
anyone could, and everyone should be a donor, donors were asked only to interrogate how much
they could give; it was expected that the results of these efforts would be rendered into the church
189 Justin, 1 Apol. 10 (ANF 1.165).
190 E.g. “Whoever offers God his choicest goods is likened to Abel’s works while the one who brings cheap things is
likened to the works of Cain,” Pachomius Ep. 3.10 (Greek) trans. Veilleux 1980:3.57.
191 Did. 13 (ANF 7.381).
192 E.g. Apos. Con. 4.8 (ANF 7.435) deals with the thorny issue of poor Christians accepting alms ‘from the
ungodly’ instead of “the gift of the [Bishop–]Levites, the oblations of your people.”
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as firstfruits. The resulting wealth both supported the clergy and was dispensed by them in their
capacity as new Levites. The metaphor of the high priesthood strengthens the claim of spiritual
expertise bishops made to a ‘class morality.’193
Clement is the first to offer a systematic rationale for what must have been a jarring claim on
the traditional idiom of benefaction. He argues that believers must follow the Lord’s command-
ments in appropriate order, at appropriate times: the Lord commanded offerings (prosphoras) and
services to be performed at set times, and has chosen who must (can) offer an acceptable offer-
ing. Therefore, those who offer in the appropriate order and at the appropriate time will not sin
in offering. However, all givers are not created equal: God has assigned Levites for his particular
service (sacrifice), with rules appertaining, and separate procedures for laymen (donors). Each kind
of person must follow his specific rule and remain within his authorized relationship with God and
clergy to be free from sin. The moral of the story is that appropriate (sinless) offerings can only
be offered in templum by priests. Laymen who wish to offer correctly should therefore hand over
their donations to the clergy for appropriate disposal.194 Clement’s exegesis of the Christian clergy
is based on a rhetorical strategy of thoroughgoing analogy. This is particularly interesting because
the choice to prefigure the Church according to the Temple implies the abandonment of certain per-
sistent critiques of Judaism. The definition of sacrifice as alms becomes a means of transcending
the Old Covenant while adopting many of its particulars as patterns of Christian communal life
under the Church.
Because bishops claimed succession to the Levites as much as to Christ’s ministry, they opened
themselves to criticisms legalism and ritualism. In applying the Temple metaphor to the Church,
post-Constantinian Christian writers were forced to confront the writings of earlier apologists,
for whom the Hebrew prophets were keystone of the polemic against pagans and Jews.195 Isa-
193 See p. 74 for the term.
194 Daly 1978:315–17, paraphrasing 1 Clem. 40ff. The unconvinced Clement threatens with spiritual death.
195 See Finney 1994:55 on the earliest Christians’ commitment to an ‘invisible’ God, in opposition to the “mindless
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iah was particularly haunting: “I have had enough of burnt offerings of rams and the fat of fed
beasts…bringing offerings is futile; incense is an abomination to me.”196 Paul had made Isaiah’s
condemnation of Temple worship a proof text for the Second Covenant. This seemingly forbade the
Temple, or any ritual system, as an organizing principle for Christians: “For we hold that a person
is justified by faith apart from works prescribed by the law.”197 Ritual is reintroduced by reconsid-
ering the meaning of sacrifice, which becomes something quite literal: the sacrifice of a body.198
But if ritual is a celebration of faith rather than blood, then the ‘sacrifice’ offered is incidental rather
than constitutive; it does not preclude the development of the Mass.199
Augustine saw in the incarnation the type of sacrifice for Christians, a blood sacrifice that re-
founds the altar but ‘spiritualizes’ the offering. It is a vision of the Church:
Our heart when it rises to Him is His altar; the priest who intercedes for us is His Only-
begotten; we sacrifice to Him bleeding victims when we contend for His truth even unto blood;
to Him we offer the sweetest incense when we come before Him burning with holy and pious
love; to Him we devote and surrender ourselves and His gifts in us; to Him, by solemn feasts
and on appointed days, we consecrate the memory of His benefits, lest through the lapse of time
ungrateful oblivion should steal upon us; to Him we offer on the altar of our heart the sacrifice
of humility and praise, kindled by the fire of burning love.200
The sacrificial template is weakly retained in Christian mass: as the ‘lamb’ was offered is God
in the crucifixion, the offerings of the laity are brought to the church as signs of the individual’s
true sacrifice, their hearts and minds. On this metaphorical basis, Ambrose saw the mass as a re-
enacted sacrifice, and claimed the title of priest for celebrants unproblematically.201 This refinement
and wicked superstition” of idol worship.
196 Isa. 1.11, 13.
197 Rom. 3.28. Cf. Gal. 2:21.
198 E.g. “God does not ask for our blood, but for our faith,” Cyprian Treatise 7.17 (ANF 5.473), discussing
martyrdom.
199 E.g. Harvest offerings at eucharistic celebrations and monetary contributions to charity and clerical salaries;
Hippol. Apos. Trad. 20, 26 trans. Easton 1934; a Clem. 40; Cyprian Eleem. 5; Origen Hom. Num. 2.1 trans.
Scheck 2009:18; Eusebius Hist. eccl. 5.18.2.
200 Civ. 10.3 (NPNF1 2.182).
201 Off. 1.10.35.
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of the concept of sacrifice has been called ‘spiritualization’ because it retains sacrificial forms while
filling the concept with psychological content: sacrifice becomes a metaphor for the passions of the
virtuous soul.202
Aparchē referred to first-fruits; prosphora, karpophoria and oblationes to offerings in kind;
eulogia to ex-votos, and emphanistika or insinuativa to fees for clerical services.203 The various
terms for gifts, alms and donations imply that the wealth of lay Christians trickled rather than
poured into the Church. Bishops did not encourage the immediate and complete disposal of all
wealth, which would have impoverished their institutional base, but they tempered Jesus’ more
radical teachings concerning wealth, such as the antinomy between God and mammon (Luke 16:9-
13) and offered a qualified endorsement of wealth based on Temple practice. Where Jesus had
urged believers, “sell your possessions, and give alms” (Luke 12:33), bishops like Ambrose offered
a much more accommodating doctrine:
Blessed, indeed, is he who forsakes all and follows Him, but blessed also is he who does
what he can to the best of his powers with what he has…The Lord does not want us to give
away all our goods at once, but to impart them little by little.204
For Caesarius of Arles (d. 542 CE) correct sacrifice meant giving up ‘superfluous possessions,’ but
did not require total renunciation; rendering correct sacrifice—participating in the Church—was
enough.205 For Ste. Croix, this sort of incrementalism was an unacceptable interpretation:
My…criticism of the early Christian position concerning property-ownership is that the
concept of a ‘sufficiency’ of property, whenever it was introduced, was always left vague and
was no better defined than by some such imprecise formula as non plus quam necesse est [‘no
202 See Johnston 2004:347 and Ferguson 1980.
203 Adapted from Daly 1978:314–15 and Jones 1964:894, 909.
204 Ambrose Off. 30.149 (NPNF2 10.26).
205 Klingshirn 1994:186.
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more than is necessary’], with the result that anyone except the ancient equivalent of a multi-
millionaire could feel that he had no superfluity.206
Understood through the lens of charity, however, all but the worthy poor were intended to under-
stand that almost everything they had was superfluous.207
The spiritualization of sacrifice meant that anyone who practiced alms apart from their bishop
risked being accused of bad faith: differences of practice are consistently used to identify heretics.
Hippolytus blames the Montanists, for example, for introducing “novelties of fasts, and feasts, and
meals of parched food, and repasts of radishes.”208 Augustine warns that while the Manichaeans
seem modest “in dress, food, self-restraint, and, lastly, in charity,” they celebrate their own feasts
instead of those accepted by the Church, maing them “sirens of superstition” rather than the “harbor
of religion.”209 Charity can never be heterodox, and incorrect or independent practice is taken as
evidence of a perverse mind. Christian writers insisted that sacrifice is an empty signifier if it fails
to indicate true belief; at best, it fails at its object and at worst, it deceives. Conversely, “the merits
of peace and charity” avail the believer only when “he kept the requirements of charity entire and
inviolate.”210
This approach by definition excluded the practice of contemporary Jews, who continued to keep
the First Covenant. Julian writes, “they sacrifice in their own houses…prey before sacrificing, and
give the right shoulder to the priests as their first fruits.”211 To theologians, the practice of real Jews
was much less useful than the character that has become known as the ‘hermeneutically-crafted
Jew.’212 This trope provided a stable locus of citation for Christian rhetorical projects. Irenaeus
(d.202), for example, likened Jews to slaves and Christians to freedmen in an effort to explain the
206 De Ste. Croix 2006:360.
207 See p. 103 below.
208 Hippolytus Haer. 8.12 trans. Kraemer 2004:263. Cf. Cyprian Eleem. 12.
209 Augustine Mor. eccl. 34.74 (NPNF1 4.62).
210 Cyprian Zei. liv. 13 (ANF 5.494).
211 Gal. 305d, in Wilken 2003:193.
212 See Cohen 1999.
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obligation to donate:
And the class of oblations in general has not been set aside; for there were both oblations
there [among the Jews], and there are oblations here [among the Christians]…the species alone
has been changed, inasmuch as the offering is now made, not by slaves, but by freemen…And
for this reason they (the Jews) had indeed the tithes of their goods consecrated to Him, but those
who have received liberty set aside all their possessions for the Lord’s purposes, bestowing
joyfully and freely not the less valuable portions of their property, since they have the hope of
better things [hereafter].213
Irenaeus suggests that while the agents of sacrifice have changed with the succession of covenants,
the nature of the sacrificial relation to God (oblation) has not. As free man, Christians are obliged to
give even more than ‘the Jews.’ Christian writers were deeply ambivalent about Jewish examples,
but nevertheless find themselves having it both ways: the bishops can only interpose themselves in
sacrifice qua Levites. The Apostolic Constitutions outline the essentials of Christian spiritualized
sacrifice:
Those which were then the sacrifices now are prayers, and intercessions, and thanksgivings.
Those which were then first-fruits, and tithes, and offerings, and gifts, now are oblations, which
are presented by holy bishops to the Lord God, through Jesus Christ, who has died for them.
For these are your high priests, as the presbyters are your priests, and your present deacons
instead of your Levites.214
To the extent that charity was interpreted through biblical typology, it eroded the discretion of in-
dividual almsgivers by limiting the opportunities for legitimate giving outside of church structures.
This closure of venue was evidently a hard sell, and Chrysostom complained bitterly about the
difficulty of motivating donors: “I have effected nothing worth the exhortation. For some increase
indeed hath there been, but not so much as I wished. For I see you sowing, but not with a liberal
hand.”215
213 Irenaeus Haer. 4.18.1 (ANF 1.485).
214 Apos. Con. 2.25 (ANF 7.409–10). Cf. Jerome Lucif. 5.
215 Chrysostom Hom. in Matt 66 (NPNF1 10.389).
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Bishops responded to the understandable reticence of lay donors with guarantees of clerical
conduct. Who watches the watchers? God himself. The Apostolic Constitutions enjoins:
Let him [the bishop] use those tenths and first-fruits, which are given according to the
command of God, as a man of God; as also let him dispense in a right manner the free-will
offerings which are brought in on account of the poor, to the orphans, the widows, the afflicted,
and strangers in distress, as having that God for the examiner of his accounts who has committed
the disposition to him…The bishop, he is the minister of the word, the keeper of knowledge,
the mediator between God and you in the several parts of your divine worship. He is the teacher
of piety; and, next after God, he is your father, who has begotten you again to the adoption of
sons by water and the Spirit. He is your ruler and governor; he is your king and potentate; he
is, next after God, your earthly god, who has a right to be honoured by you.…216
Invoking a rendering of accounts mixes metaphors: the bishop-Levite is also an ersatz paterfamil-
ias, administering the wealth of his Lord until His return like the slaves of the parable.217 As bishops
fashion themselves model householders of the ecclesia-qua-domus, church finance becomes a site
of legitimation. Good oikonomia was considered a real qualification for episcopal authority and a
reason to give to churches.218 Episcopal wills, for example, offered congregations(—qua—familia)
a res gestae of their conduct. Bertran of Le Mans’ will included a “list of bequests and pious foun-
dations that originally filled up a papyrus roll seven meters long,” and, according to Paulinus the
Deacon, Ambrose gave away all his property upon entry to episcopal office.219 The norms of good
oikonomia were not enough in themselves to prevent misappropriation, such as the egregious depre-
dations of Antoninus, but they did create a rhetoric of reciprocity wherein the bishop-paterfamilias
and bishop-Levite tropes reinforced the same practical definition of episcopal office.220
216 Apos. Con. 2.25–6 (ANF 7..408–10). Cf. the torture in hell of a ‘deacon who devoured the oblations’ in the
Coptic Apocalypse of Paul 36, trans. James 1924.
217 Luke 19:11: “A nobleman went to a distant country to get royal power for himself and then return…He summoned
ten of his slaves, and gave them ten pounds, and said to them, ‘Do business with these until I come back’…”
218 Sessa 2011; p. 227 below.
219 Brown 2012b:491, 551. Under Justinian, all bishops were invited to donate up to all of their property to the
church, supposedly eliminating the occasion for episcopal wills; NJ 123.3.
220 On Antoninus, “Anyone who fell into their [his henchmens’] hands lost money, furniture, clothing, livestock,
produce, wood, even stones,” Aug. Ep. 20, in Lee 2000:215.
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The multiple justifications of episcopal administration depend on a notional gulf between clergy
and laity. Chrysostom’s lamentations over a time when alms used to be simple—“give not thy alms
to those who preside in the Church to distribute. Bestow it thyself, that thou mayest have the reward
not of giving merely, but of kind service—” are pure nostalgia.221 In fact, the danger of sin and the
requirements of sacrifice strongly recommended against lone giving. As Chrysostom notes, “many
are the impediments of the deceitful one.”222 In fact, the Liturgy of Saints Addaeus/Thaddeus and
Maris (c.650) offers a more realistic picture of the administration of charity. In it, the congregation
is the sole qualified almsgiver, a role for which the congregation gives collective thanks:
[Celebrant] Pray for me, my fathers, brethren, and masters, that God may grant unto me the
capability and power to perform this service to which I have drawn near, and that this oblation
may be accepted from the hands of my weakness, for myself, for you, and for the whole body
of the Holy Catholic Church, through His grace and mercies for ever. Amen.
[Response] May Christ listen to thy prayers, and be pleased with thy sacrifice, receive thy
oblation, and honour thy priesthood, and grant unto us, through thy mediation, the pardon of
our offenses, and the forgiveness of our sins, through His grace and mercies for ever.223
The model of clergy—laity simultaneously as paterfamilias—domus and Levites—New Israel
organized the public sphere of the Church and settled real questions of financial management. The
closure of the charitable symbol system by the rhetoric of prefiguration undercut donor’s standing
to complain: Chrysostom calls suspicion of a priest’s management “a grievous sin.”224 To someone
who “see[s] the greatness of her [the Church’s] substance” and doubts the bishop, Chrysostom
answers, “bear in mind also the crowds of poor who are on her list, the multitudes of her sick, her
occasions of endless expenses.”225 The laity were to content themselves with a defense of church
wealth based not on transparent accounting, but the spectacle of service.
221 Chrysostom Hom. in 1 Tim 14, (NPNF1 13.455).
222 Ibid. Cf. p. 50.
223 Liturgy of Ss. Addaeus & Maris 8.




For the righteous…exceed the righteousness of the law, and their devotion is greater than
the legal requirement…and adds to what is due of its own free will.”226
For most of late antiquity, charitable systems were funded by voluntary offerings of alms, but
another Old Testament borrowing—tithe—appears as a desideratum early and often.227 Chrysos-
tom considered tithe to fulfill the obligations of charity, and suggested a donation of 10% of all
income and returns.228 For John Cassian (d. 435 CE), tithe was the minimum offering for a Chris-
tian. Bishops encouraged the laity to give through the church rather than individually according to
their own discretion. A super-superlative emerges to describe the charitable Christian, who is all of
the things charity implies: humble, pious, merciful and above all, orthodox. Conversely the good
bishop is a model teacher, father and householder, second only to God. Those who gave outside
of the church were treated as failing in various ways: heteropraxy picked out and even constructed
heresy.
The imperative to give a ‘maximum gift’ of alms was set as the price of the legitimacy of the
household. This maximum was never stipulated by the clergy, but emerged as the practical fact of
household management. Alms rehabilitated the ‘lesser way’ of householding against askesis, at the
cost of rendering surpluses to the Church.229 When charity is understood through tithe, however,
the maximum gift becomes a fixed proportional gift. The force of tithe is that it makes giving
predictable in a way charity never could. Even as the moral weight of charity increased, then,
tithe came to organize the practicalities of donation. The rhetoric of temple and tithe had long
been associated with charity as a way of explicating the controlling role of clergy, and by the sixth
226 John Cassian, Conlat. 3.21.3 (NPNF2 11.504).
227 Jones 1962:85 n. 4.
228 Hom. Cor. 1, in Brändle 2008:129.
229 See 1 Cor. 7 on the lesser and greater ways and Markus 1991:45–6 on the rehabilitation of marriage against
virginity; p. 92.
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century, in areas that were beginning to be post-Roman, churches began to implement formal tithes.




to the clergy, 1
4
for repair
and lighting, and 1
4
for poor.230 Budgeting required a predictable revenue stream. The proportion
of church operating budgets that came from land revenues versus direct donation has been debated
and must have varied widely in different local contexts. We can see the budgetary anxiety that
offertory must have caused bishops in the sermons of Caesarius of Arles, who defined the maxi-
mum(=minimum) gift as everything left over after the householder met the needs of the familia and
taxes.231 As a voluntary practice, however, charity was not well-suited to balance church budgets.
Christians are asked to give at a personal maximum level and failure to do so was treated as a failure
of will and virtue; still, charity had no real teeth. The homiletics of charity put great moral pressure
on the laity to give, but for much of late antiquity bishops could not, in fact, extract gifts.
Until the sixth century, when tithing was developed in earnest by several regional councils, most
theologians maintained that the virtue that leads to salvation depends on voluntary actions. Even
if preachers did not believe that renunciation must be an act of conscience, the law was against
‘exacting donation like a tax:’
We ordain further that no bishop, suffragan, or itinerant presbyter or clergyman shall compel
unwilling laymen to bring products as an expiatory offering which, in the province, are called
‘firstfruits’ (primitae) or gifts (munera) which they demand as an impost…For it is obvious
that each person should rather voluntarily bring to God and his servants of the result of his
labors what to him seems right, and he should not be compelled to do this (otherwise)…We
hereby abolish the necessity to do so, though not only not repressing voluntary giving but even
praising it. 232
Of course, the existence of this law implies that at least some bishops were attempting to exact
offerings, but the fact that this practice was disputed and resolved in favor of the laity indicates that
230 See Jones 1964:902. Constable 1964:48–9, 266 dates the quadripartition of donations to Gratian, and tripartition
to the eighth century.
231 Klingshirn 1994:186, citing Hom. 25–7, 30, 33, 34, and 37.
232 CJC 1.3.38.2–4, Anastasius (r.491–518), trans. Blume 1952.
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there was not yet a culture of tithing in the early sixth century; tithe was not legitimated as church
policy until after Justinian.233 Tithe gradually and subtly shifted the exhortation to give shifted
from a discretionary maximum (charity) to a stipulated proportion (tithe).
Why might churches have switched to a tithe model? Wipszycka suggests it was a strategy for
managing risk: a tithe of all Christians helped institutions budget to meet their tax dues and oper-
ating budgets by collecting modest amounts on a regular basis rather than (potentially) larger ones
from fewer people on an irregular basis, as they were moved by conscience.234 Though ancient and
modern cases have significant differences, the drive towards predictability for budgeting purposes
through tithing has the same structural effect in each; it decreases the phenomenon of skewness
(i.e. brings donation into line with disposable income across all classes).235 Iannaccone’s study of
the admittedly very different case of American Protestant s puts purely voluntary giving of 2–4%
per household. Tithing tends not only to result in the greater financial participation of the lower
80% of congregants, but increases the value of participants’ donations across the board by 6–8%
(i.e. to the 10% ideal).236
Chrysostom and Augustine were precocious solicitors, and some of the earliest theologians to
consider how tithing might apply to a freely believing Christian under the Second Covenant.237
Chrysostom argued that Christians have increased demands to give based on the New Covenant:
‘For ye pay tithe,’ He saith, ‘of mint and anise, and have omitted the weightier matters of
the law, judgment, and mercy, and faith. These ought ye to have done, and not to leave the
others undone.’ Here then He naturally saith it, where it is tithe and almsgiving, for what doth
it hurt to give alms? But not to keep the law; for neither doth it say thus.238
233 See below p. 89.
234 Wipszycka 2001:186. See further §5.3.1 below.
235 “If typical church-goers contribute a fixed percentage of their income, then contribution skewness would exactly
mirror that of the underlying income distribution,” Iannaccone 1997:144.
236 Sotinel 2006:108 notes that in no year did the Apiones give more than 5.9% of their harvest to the church.
237 See p. 78.
238 Chrysost. Hom. in Matt. 73 (NPNF1 10.423).
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As a result, tithe (to the Church-Temple) is the basic obligation and additional alms are praiseworthy
but not required. Chrysostom does not interpret alms as tithe, but takes alms stricto sensu. This
implication is that the tithe gift—a conventional or collective maximum—contributes to charity,
not alms—an individual or discretionary maximum. In reversing the priority of tithe and alms,
Chystostom makes tithe the index of orthodoxy, not the vaguer and more unwieldy standard of
fasting+prayer+alms, etc. If this seems to give up on the discourses of agapē—caritas, Augustine
assures the readers of his Enchiridion at length that the Great Commandment implies a tithe.239
Both theologians explicate the condition of the Second Covenant as tithe+alms, taking the explicit
requirements of the Law as the basis of assessments of virtue while also requiring Christians ‘not
leave the other things [alms] undone.’
We have seen that the Law is deeply problematic for Christians. Chrysostom’s own thought was
divided. He was not prepared to embrace the tithe merely on the strength of Old Testament typology,
nor did he wish to throw out entirely the reciprocity of faith and works that was the peculiar power
of the discourse of charity. Instead, in another homily, he attempted to think through the relationship
between tithe and alms in a way that might be reconcilable with charity:
I have often said and I say now also: the greatness of the charity is not shown by the
measure of what is given, but by the disposition of the giver. You know the case of the widow.
It is well continually to bring this example [forward], that not even the poor man may despair
of himself, when he looks on her who threw in the two mites. Some contributed even hair in
the fitting up of the temple, and not even these were rejected. But if when they had gold, they
had brought hair, they [would have been] accursed: but if, having this only, they brought it,
they were accepted.240
Chrysostom maps the Church in terms of the first and second temples. He focuses specifically on
the role of alms in building Solomon’s Temple and maintaining the Second Temple.241 Whether
239 §76.
240 Chrysost. Hom. Heb. 32 (NPNF1 14.513). Cf. Hom. Phil. 15, in which Chrysostom suggests two mites might
“purchase heaven” (assuming, of course, they are the giver’s entire livelihood).
241 He seems to follow such voluntary instances of giving as 1 Chron. 29:7, not the forced labor of 1 Kings 5:13.
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the offering is a token or a tithe, both ‘build’ communal religious institutions. As successors to the
Jews, Christians owed both, and both demonstrated a charitable disposition.
Tithing was one way to accomplish alms; morally Christians were obliged to do more. As
Jerome wrote to Nepotian, “He is the best almoner who keeps nothing for himself.”242 Eleēmosynē,
agapē and caritas sought to reach lower classes than previous conceptions of amicitia, euergesia
and humanitas were interested in. The incentive to respond was bound up in the the ways offering
was linked to the possibility of salvation: anyone could store their wealth in heaven. Over the
course of late antiquity, bishops built up a sacramental system and a festal calendar that made
piety surveillable and enforceable. The bishops came into a very incomplete inheritance from
Constantine, and, as Schaff observed, held more of a “moral power” than “outward control over the
conscience.”243 For much of late antiquity that also lacked the legal standing to enforce communal
discipline.244 Still, for Schaff these elements were “the foundations of a complete hierarchy.”245
As bishops took on more responsibility for the provision of civic services in the post-Roman
world, budgetary predictability was increasingly desirable and tithing more strictly enforced.246
Tithe becomes, for practical purposes, the maximum demand of piety. The Capitulary of Herstal
(779) represents the legal precipitate of Charlemagne’s discussions with lay and clerical advisors
on matters Christian.247 In mandating a tithe for all Christians, represents a very different world to
late antiquity. In it, “what had previously been a moral duty now became legally binding and would
be enforced by the king’s administrators.”248 While charity, in all its complexity, never ceased to be
242 Ep. 52.16 (NPNF2 6.96), with explicit reference to a trade-off between donation and “vanity about your
shoes…and the luxury of the young.”
243 Schaff 1867:128.
244 Though many managed without the benefit of the law: “Ye presbyters, be subject to the bishop; ye deacons, to
the presbyters; and ye, the people, to the presbyters and the deacons,” Ign. Ep. Tars. 8 (ANF 1.108).
245 Ibid.




the ideal of Christian moral theory, by the early post-Roman period it was understood to demand a
tithe.
The earliest formal tithes date to the late sixth century. It should not be surprising that they
appear in the regional councils of Merovingian Gaul. The synods at Orléans (538), Tours (567)
and then Mâcon (585) mandated tithing under threat of excommunication.249 These western synods
are already in a largely post-Roman world, and churches faced both a heavier social burden and
less state support. Bishops were beginning to have to deal with local monarchs, and assuring the
safety of endowments and the predictability of revenues were major priorities of the Early Medieval
Church. Tithing received papal sanction, making tithe a jurisprudential reality and allowing it to
expand across the Catholic world, in 748.250
The loss of moral nuance that tithe may be taken to represent in comparison with charity was
more than compensated for in the form of more predictable yields. Charity’s shadow over tithe
meant, however, that it remained a way for Christians to critique church institutions without endan-
gering their orthodoxy. Bishop Theodulph of Orléans, for example, applied a charitable standard
to tithe in a letter of 813:
Priests should be taught and also warned that the tithes and oblations which they receive
from the faithful are for the support of pilgrims, the poor and travelers, and must be used not
as their own property, but as entrusted funds, concerning which they will render an account to
the Lord.251
By insisting on the connection between tithe, alms and charity, Theodulph demands a degree of
efficiency and transparency from subordinates. Though tithe now organizes the collection of funds,
the status of church wealth remains that of ‘the wealth of the poor.’ The laity might remain assured,
249 Lansdell 1906:228. Uhlhorn 1882b:269 gives Tours (567) and Mâcon (585) as the first formal tithes. Jones
1964:894 favors the latter.
250 Under Pope Zachary; Constable 1964:44.
251 Constable 1964:48.
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then, that their donations—however they were practically organized—were still immolated on the
altar of the poor for their spiritual benefit.
The transition to charity to tithe happened more on the level of practice than principal, and was
scaffolded by the vocabulary of alms. Caesarius of Arles (6th C.) treated tithe as an umbrella for
alms, meaning that alms might be given out of tithes, while Augustine and Chrysostom discussed
tithe as the prior obligation and alms as supernumenary. Increasingly, tithe subsumed alms. For
Agobard of Lyons (9th C.)—as for Theodulph of Orléans,—tithe encompassed “all things paid by all
people;” to their ministers.252 By the ninth century, tithes “became a parochial revenue given almost
in return for the sacraments,” and tithe barnes began to appear for the storage of the proceeds.253
Though tithe had many continuities with charity, the post-Roman world of tithe was vastly
different from the charitable world of late antiquity in the sense that bishops gained the legal ability
to enforce donation. For all their attempts to engage with the nuance of the ancient discourse of
charity, the realities of church power relative to individual conscience were much more stark in
the early Medieval period. While the language of charity continues to serve a symbolic purpose, it
ceases to organize giving.254
252 Constable 1964:23, 33.
253 Constable 1964:36–7, 46.
254 On the symbolic afterlife of charity, see §6.4 below.
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Chapter 3
Ascetic Economies: What People Could Give
Epicurus, having been asked how a person might become rich, said, ‘Not by adding to material
possessions, but by constricting most of one’s needs.1
Anchorites, the holy men of the desert, practiced a controlled form of starvation. Their charisma
excited legions of imitators. Cenobitic monks criticized these exploits as the hubris of spectacular
self-destruction and bishops called for moderation on the part of the laity. Bodily control becomes
contested moral territory as clergy debate the relationship of pious discipline to prayer, seeking
the elusive mean between denial and indulgence, spirituality and pride. Each group—anchorites,
cenobites, bishops—produced guidelines in the form of pastoral manuals, sayings collections and
hagiography. These critiques directly engaged the traditional boundaries of luxuria and the new
nature of Christian virtue in late antiquity.
Recent scholarship has explored some of the ways episcopal authority was grounded in the
metaphor of the ideal householder.2 The combination of asceticism with householding provided a
spiritual ‘third way’ between self- and other-regarding virtue, or between erotic and rational con-
1 Stobaeus Anthology 3.36, trans. Wimbush 1990:173.
2 See p. 82.
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ceptions of virtue.3 The way was opened to the laity through the church community and corporate
ritual. Institutionalized lay asceticism intimately links clergy and laity on analogy to and sometimes
in competition with monastic models. Bishops built up a festal calendar that unified disparate pri-
vate fasts into a public and communal ritual with collective norms and goals. Over time the great
stational fasts come to organize the liturgical calendar, and participation in them comes to represent
orthodoxy itself.
Bishops paired monastic insights into the nature of need and want with a sophisticated theology
that linked motivation and action. The resulting festal calendar offered the laity an alternative to
monastic models which advocated askesis at the expense of householding. The episcopal fasting
program moderated monastic demands for the laity. Bishops re-imagined the significance of fasting
within a larger framework of virtue. Fasting becomes just one component of piety, necessary but
not sufficient without the conceptual structure and institutions of charity. As a result, ordinary
Christians find themselves patrons making eminently practical decisions regarding their level of
investment in fasting and alms.
Bishops from Clement to Chrysostom wrote and preached extensively to promote a new idea
of charity that moved imperative to fast away from the heroic displays of holy men and towards
the status of a useful tool of virtue available to, and required of, a broad lay audience. The subor-
dination of ascetic practice to a superior ideal markedly changed the trajectory of ascetic practice
as well as diocesan and monastic relations. The laity were positively discouraged from feats of
asceticism and instead encouraged to follow episcopal prescriptions. Submission to the norms of
corporate practice marked orthodoxy through orthopraxy. As bishops rethink askesis in relation
to charity, they rethink Christian virtue wholesale. In combatting the mystique of ascetic heroes
3 That is, chastity versus household economy. This distinction is made in Carr 1984:50–1, in which chastity is
among the self-regarding virtues while charity is other-regarding. On the eroticism of chastity; O’Donovan
1985:728.
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they ultimately changed the institutional economy of the church through the investment of a broad
public and the development of charitable ministries.
3.1 Between Subsistence and Luxury
Late antique bishops worked to subject the household economy to a moral economy based on an
ascetic ideal, and they offered pious Christians concrete and economically rational advice for the
manipulation of their financial commitments in fulfillment of their obligation to practice charity.4
Aktēmosunē, the ‘absence of possessions,’ denoted the voluntary poverty of monastics.5 The
term was developed in conscious contrast to philosophic renunciation.6 Bishops adapted the ideal
of voluntary poverty to describe household subsistence. They suggested that anything beyond
holy poverty was culpable luxury, hence subject to a sin tax—to the claims of charity. Bowes
has described this boundary as governed by a ‘salvation economics’ that “rejected the products of
vanity and leisure, but pronounced safe all property used for charitable and pious purposes.”7 For
Basil (d. 379 CE) this distinction meant that “what goes beyond need has the appearance of avarice,
and avarice is condemned as idolatry.”8
Homilies, epistles and treatises elaborated fasting at the level of holy poverty as the premier
mode of generating the alms that fulfilled the claims of charity. Using the tropes of the Rich Man
and the Widow’s Mite, patristic writers advanced the claim that “almsgiving should not be praised or
blamed according to the amounts being donated, but rather relatively to the wealth of their donor.”9
In order for the gift to function as evidence of virtue—as evidence of the maximum sacrifice—the
4 See further §6.3 below.
5 Bagnall 2001:9. E.g. “Her life was governed by faith and voluntary poverty [aktēmosunē],” Pseudo-Athanasius,
Vita Syncleticae 20 trans. Wimbush 1990:274.
6 Lampe 1961:67, with examples.
7 Bowes 2008b:55, referring specifically to Paulinus, d. 431 CE.
8 Ep. 1:138-40, trans. Holman 2008:235.
9 Lunn-Rockliffe 2006:118 citing Ambrosiaster Quaestio 124.
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fast had to take place in controlled circumstances. Bishops established a calendar of communal
fasts and preached about the practicalities of subsistence. Their efforts detailed the ways that need
could be distinguished from want, and the cheap from the dear. When the bishops’ rules of giving
were followed and the gift rendered within the church public, the maximum sacrifice—the carus
that constitutes the act of caritas—could be judged accurately. Alms given through churches were
worth not their price, but their cost to the donor.
3.1.1 Corporate Fasting
We have seen bishops theorized charity as a safe way to give alms through spiritual experts; that
alms became a spiritualized sacrifice through the new Levites. Alms also obliged God through a
debt relation so that the giver could expect that “in the day of judgment he will receive salvation
from the Lord, Whom he will have as his debtor for the mercy he has shown.”10 Such metaphors
gave individual Christians roles within the church community. Augustine reminds even the poor
that they have a debt to God, which they must expunge before ‘the last can be first.’11 He warns
that anyone who fails to volunteer for poverty will be considered a ‘wretched’ rather than a ‘worthy
pauper.’ Shirkers of the burden of charity will not the honored as the humble and meek, and will
not be allowed near the heavenly table. Augustine imagines God confronting these people in a
sermon: “You have presented nothing, so you will have nothing.”12
Debt links the laity to their bishop, and the bishop to the heavenly court. Victricius of Rouen,
in his sermon In Praise of the Saints, imagines a holy clientage in which sins and benefactions
are currency: saints may demand recompense from bishops, and bishops from their congregation.
Bishops might also appeal to higher beings (such as the apostles) to settle their accounts.13 The laity,
10 Ambrose Off. 1.11.39 (NPNF2 10.7).
11 Matt. 20:16.
12 Unde miser pauper? Itane de tuo? Vae tibi, si hac putas! Nihil exhibebis, nihil habebis, Dolbeau 1996:30.
13 E.g. “the sole thing which can repay your benefactions [Catio] is if you demand our debts from the holy apostles
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in turn, can expect good conduct from their bishops because they are themselves in debt to higher
powers. This network organizes an earthly Christian community along lines of intercession for
which the bishops are nodal points. Each position in the network is made up of some combination
of deference and beneficence, and the relationships between these positions organize a world in
which the less powerful can be assured of the more powerful party’s obligation to a still higher
power. Participation in the network is not merely an option for pious giving, but a norm under
which bishops sought to encompass all donations. Within the network, alms settle some account,
outside of it they are culpable:
If anyone wishes to receive or give church funds [lit. ‘first-fruits’] outside the church,
contrary to the will of the bishop or the one entrusted with such matters, and wishes to act
without his consent, let such a one be anathema.14
Bishops organized the spiritual debts of the laity by implementing festal calendars.15 These
organized the years into periods of fasting and ordinary time, and were already fairly systematic,
if locally variable, in the fourth century.16 Ignatius of Antioch shows that a festal calendar that
linked fasting and almsgiving was already a feature of Christian communal life under Trajan. To
the Philipians he writes:
Do not lightly esteem the festivals. Despise not the period of forty days, for it comprises
an imitation of the conduct of the Lord. After the week of the passion, do not neglect to fast
on the fourth and sixth days, distributing at the same time of thine abundance to the poor. If
any one fasts on the Lord’s Day or on the Sabbath, except on the paschal Sabbath only, he is a
murderer of Christ.17
and martyrs,” Victricius De laude sanctorum 2 (396/7 CE), trans. Head 2001:36.
14 Council of Gangra, Can. 7 (355), rephrased and repeated in Can. 8, trans. Wimbush 1990:452.
15 The particulars of which are discussed below, in §3.1.3.
16 Discussed in Salzman 1990:45.
17 Ignatius Phil. 13 (ANF 1.119).
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Ignatius’ exhortation is prospective: according to Markus, before the fourth century, “the calendar
of worship had taken very little note of the martyr,” but within the lifetime of Constantine the
Roman Church gained a calendar that included “some thirty anniversaries of the deposition of
its own martyrs, together with a few others.”18 He continues, “within the space of two or three
generations commemorations of the martyrs came to fill the interstices in the calendar, especially
the longer spells of summer unrelieved by feasts of the life of Christ.” By the time of Leo the Great,
there existed a ‘Christian civic time’ which allowed “fasting and almsgiving…[to be] carried out
at the right seasons assigned to public fasts.”19
As imposed public forms on private devotions, non-compliance with the calendar was increas-
ingly construed as a mark of heterodoxy. Tertullian, writing a century after Ignatius, already treats
participation in communal rituals as a mark of orthodoxy. There is seemingly no question for him
of the legitimacy of the “customary practice for the bishops withal to issue mandates for fasts to the
universal commonalty of the Church,” and heretics are marked “by exceeding tradition, in under-
taking observances which have not been ‘appointed,”’ as well as by falling short of it.20 Tertullian
tells us that bishops called fasts for one of two reasons: first, “for the special purpose of collect-
ing contributions of alms,” and second, “from some particular cause of ecclesiastical solicitude.”21
The correct response for the orthodox person is simply to follow directions. Tertullian outlines this
interaction in the context of criticizing a heretical group, the Psychics, who apparently did more
than was asked. He condemns their zealousness as a mark of pride, and a symptom of the hereti-
cal ‘New Prophecy’ to which they adhered: “But what kind of deed is it, to permit to your own
choice what you grant not to the command of God? Shall human volition have more license than
18 Markus 1991:98.
19 Markus 1991:127–9.
20 Tertullian Jejun. 13 (ANF 4.111).
21 Ibid.
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Divine power?”22 This is an especially interesting case because the Psychic ‘New Prophecy’ seems
to have had mostly disciplinary content, that is, they seem to have been schismatics rather than
heretics stricto sensu; they did not differ on major points of dogma, they merely made the orthodox
look lax.23
Where more than one sect claimed legitimacy within a community, bishops picked out the ‘true
Christians’ by the strict observance of their mandates. Submission marked orthodoxy, and nothing
was to be gained by going beyond it except censure. The Christians of Edessa, for example, ap-
pealed to Thaddeus/Addaeus, “one of the seventy-two apostles,” as the founder of their festivals.24
Fast days were occasions to visit to the sick and give alms:
The festivals of the Church they also observed in their seasons, and were assiduous every
day in the vigils of the Church. And they made visits of almsgiving, to the sick and to those
that were whole, according to the instruction of Addaeus to them.25
When incorporated into a festal calendar, fasting became a major component of signaling Chris-
tianity. As Tertullian described, orthodox Christians were expected to produce alms during fasting
seasons as well as for extraordinary exactions. Both of these practices have roots in the examples of
Peter and Paul. Descriptions of the earliest Christian communities in Acts portray a communistic
lifestyle.26 Acts 2:44–5 has believers selling their property to “distribute the proceeds to all, as had
any need,” and sharing “all things in common.” Acts 4:34 emphasizes that “no one claimed private
ownership of any possessions, but everything they owned was held in common.” Again in this case,
believers who “owned lands or houses sold them and brought the proceeds of what was sold.” But
22 Ibid.
23 Powell 1975.
24 Charlesworth 1998:3928, who counts the Teaching as a later work.
25 Teaching of Addaeus the Apostle (ANF 8.662).
26 NB: “In the conservative aftermath of 1848, the French Academy offered a prize for the best essay on the subject
of early Christian charity; their hope was to find a scholarly author who would refute all claims that the primitive
church had recommended or practiced communism and show that the true Christian social principle was charity,
not economic equality;” Countryman 1980:2.
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here emerges an important detail: they did not distribute the profit on their own discretion, but “laid
it at the apostles’ feet, and it was distributed to each as any had need.” Peter mediated the alms of
the earliest Christian community in Jerusalem, and already exercised coercive powers. Acts 5:1–5
gives the episode of Ananias and Sapphira, believers who kept some of the proceeds of sold land
for themselves. Peter chastises them as liars to God and each falls down dead. Paul’s “collection
for the saints” in Jerusalem had a more administrative than miraculous aspect: in 1 Cor. 16:1–4, he
asks the Corinthians to send money to Jerusalem, as they had previously to the churches of Galatia.
He asks them to come up with the funds by a skimming a day’s wages from each week which he
would then collect. His instructions are: “On the first day of every week, each of you is to put aside
and save whatever extra you earn, so that collections need not be taken when I come.”
Clarke took these early cases to be the first instances of a church fund.27 Paul’s method of
organizing a collection is strikingly practical in that it rides the rhythms of wage work, and it became
the template by which bishops mobilized workers as donors. It involved he periodic repetition of
a discrete episode of self-denial which resulted in a small amount of resources saved. When these
were pooled by the church community on a specified date, the community leader was left with a
communal pot to distribute. Chrysostom appealed to this model in his homilies, putting the bishop
(himself) in the role of Paul:
He [Paul] said not, ‘Let him bring it to the church,’ lest they might feel ashamed because
of the smallness of the sum; but ‘having by gradual additions swelled his contribution, let him
then produce it, when I have come but for the present lay it up,’ says he, ‘at home, and make
your house a church; your little box a treasury…’28
Chrysostom’s exegesis is particularly interesting because it acknowledges that the mandate to give
alms does not itself license the creation of a common fund. He takes pains to reconcile the two
27 Clarke 1891:4.
28 Chrysostom Hom. 1 Cor. 43 (NPNF1 12.259).
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by appealing to Paul’s delicacy. Chrysostom himself is willing to supply the practical information
Paul omitted: Paul asked individuals save their alms at home until they were sufficiently large to
be deposited into the common fund without chagrin. He explicates this later in the same homily:
Let us make a little chest for the poor at home; and near the place at which you stand
praying, there let it be put: and as often as you enter in to pray, first deposit your alms, and then
send up your prayer…But if you have this little coffer, you have a defense against the devil,
you give wings to your prayer, you make your house holy, having meat for the King there laid
up in store.29
In taking the place of Paul, Chrysostom sets up an episodic practice, in this case linked to prayer,
and implies that he expects the proceeds of these private practices to be rendered into the church
public. The way to do this is to turn over the sum to the bishop.
Where Peter linked property to alms, those who did not have resources to liquidate were trained
in practices that would generate resources. For Paul, this might mean withholding wages, for
Chrysostom this meant depositing a small sum with each prayer. Augustine linked fasting and
alms similarly: “the hungry Christ will receive that from which the fasting Christian abstains.”30
The implication of a direct relationship between what the faster forgoes and Christ gains depends
on the reciprocity set up in Matt. 25:40: “just as you did it to one of the least of these who are
members of my family, you did it to me.” Importantly, the beneficiary is not merely a worthy poor
person or the poor in general; rather, by giving correctly the faster can be certain that his or her
alms reach Christ directly. This recommends that the individual embrace voluntary poverty, and
in the same text he admonishes his listeners, “above all be mindful of the poor so that you lay up
in the heavenly treasury what you withhold from yourselves by a more frugal mode of life.” The
exhortation to deny oneself something was often repeated. In another homily he directs his congre-
gation, “set aside from your substance, each what pleaseth him according to the needs of his family,
29 Ibid.
30 Hom. 210 in Bynum 1988:35.
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as a sort of debt to be paid to the treasury,” the message being that, after subsistence, wealth was
subject to a trade-off between heavenly and earthly treasuries.31
Augustine and Chrysostom were not at all exceptional in their reasoning: many texts discuss
the ways in which people could transfer earthly balances into the heavenly treasury. Fasting+alms
is the preferred method. The Apostolic Constitutions, for example, explicitly linked corporate fasts
with collections of alms:
Do you therefore fast, and ask your petitions of God. We enjoin you to fast every fourth
day of the week, and every day of the preparation, and the surplusage of your fast bestow upon
the needy.”32
Further, the text makes fasting and alms the ideal context for efficacious prayer. This is a very dif-
ferent notion of prayer than talking or offering votives to God. Rather, the individual’s relationship
to God is conditioned by a set of normative actions that enable direct address:
The most effective prayer to make requests of God is that which is supported by works of
mercy, since those who do not turn away their hearts from poverty quickly turn the Lord’s ear
to themselves.33
Of course preaching does not imply that the advice was followed. Chrysostom’s complaints
suggest that his congregation honored his rules more in the breach, and he often reviews the system
for them in his attempts to make it work:
But now everything is done with a view to luxury, reveling, and pleasure. We have a com-
mon seat, a common table, we have wine in common, and common expenses, but we have no
community of alms. Such were the friendly doings in the time of the Apostles; they brought
31 Aug. Enarrat. Ps. 147.13 (NPNF1 8.667).
32 Apos. Con. 3.2 (ANF 7.449). Cf. The Summa of Alan of Lille (d. 1203): “the faster ‘must take little food at
meals so that part can go to the needs of his neighbor,’” in Bynum 1988:31.
33 Leo the Great Homily on a Solemn Fast Day, trans. Anderson 2013:136.
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all their goods into the common stock. Now I do not require you to bestow all, but some part.
‘Let each lay by him in store on the first day of the week, as God has prospered him,’ and lay
it down as a tribute for the seven days. In this way give alms, whether more or less. ‘For thou
shalt not appear before the Lord empty.’ This was said to the Jews, how much more then to us.
For this cause the poor stand before the doors, that no one may enter empty, but each may do
alms at his entrance.34
Chrysostom tries everything: the example of Paul, the stigma of luxury, the lightness of His yoke,
the threat of bankrupting the heavenly treasury, and the specter of Judaizing. His complaints as
much as recommendations allude to the difficulty of enacting mandatory programs of charity. His
congregation seems to have been reluctant at best, and because of this he only redoubled his efforts.
One position on which bishops were not willing to compromise was the interdependence of
the virtues. Participation in systems of charity implied orthodoxy, and abstention from them could
be taken to imply a perverse mind. For Hippolytus (d. 236), among the visible signs of Satur-
nian heresy were anomalous fasts: “the majority, however, of those who belong to this (heretic’s
school) abstain from animal food likewise, (and) by this affectation of asceticism (make many
their dupes).”35 The direct relationship between practice and belief was a widely held view among
bishops. To the extent that they succeeded in implementing rubrics, the corporate, synchronized
and public practice of fasting and almsgiving created momentum that amounted to a social sanc-
tion: virtue lay in submission to the episcopal program and heretics could be picked out by their
non-participation in it.
3.1.2 Monastic Models
What constituted a suitable sacrifice for Christians? Bishops were willing to accept almost anything
of value, and claimed a share of all goods beyond bare subsistence. Clement offers a veritable
wish-list, including gold, silver, glass, tableware, ivory, ebony and other exotic woods, furniture,
34 Chrysostom Hom. 2 Tim. 1 (NPNF1 13.478–9).
35 Hippolytus Haer. 7.16 (ANF 5.110).
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and textiles. Such things, he says, “are all to be relinquished, as having nothing whatever worth our
pains.”36 It matters less whether the pious Christian donates the goods themselves or pawns them,
and Clement reassures donors with an Epicurean cliché, “the best riches is poverty of desires; and
the true magnanimity is not to be proud of wealth, but to despise it.”37 This does not mean that it
should be cast aside indiscriminately, but deliberately directed to good ends. Only then will the
giver have ‘purchased’ the status of the Wise Man.38 This, Clement avers, “is not bought with coin
of earth, nor is it sold in the market-place, but in heaven. And it is sold for true coin, the immortal
Word, the regal gold.”
The image of ‘treasure in heaven’ (Matt. 6:20) is parasitic on traditional Roman ideas of am-
icitia, which insisted that benefactions oblige, in this case God. In a way, the ultimate recipient
of alms was incidental, a proxy for the Great Debtor.39 Charity claimed a proportion rather than
absolute amounts of wealth; specifically, the maximum donation beyond need. The basic or min-
imum needs of an individual and household are not obvious, and patristic writers offer the laity
heuristics for making the decisions that make up need. Clement, for example, offers a nutritional
metaphor: if milk is the perfect nourishment for the physical body, then the Word is “the milk
which is perfect nourishment, and brings to that consummation which cannot cease.”40 This might
seem less than useful, but it actually offers a strongly ascetic perspective: as one’s savings is in
heaven, so one’s true food should be spiritual. Everything else is literally unnecessary and to be
understood and disposed of as a luxury. Mixing his pecuniary and nutritional metaphors, Clement
suggests that one cannot serve two masters, but must choose the nourishment of the body or soul,
god or mammon. He criticizes those that choose the body over the soul as epicureans in the pejora-
36 Paed. 2.3 (ANF 2.247).
37 Ibid 15. Cf. p. 91.
38 See above p. 60.
39 See p. 55.
40 Clement Paed. 1.6 (ANF 2.218).
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tive sense—“gluttons, surrounded with the sound of hissing frying-pans”—who forego the perfect
food of the Word for an illusory variety and satiety.41
Clement’s core message is that anyone who indulges taste beyond the bare requirements of life
treats earthly pleasure as an end rather than God. Nourishment and savings should be sought in the
next world rather than this because money and food are borrowed goods: “God has given to us, I
know well, the liberty of use…it is monstrous for one to live in luxury, while many are in want.”42
Through the hyperbolic poles of rich and poor, anyone with anything above destitution is treated as
existing dangerously close to a morally culpable state of luxuria.43 If the laity identified with this
rhetoric, we might expect to find them rendering saved resources to their churches. In order to do
this they would have had to fast.
How to fast was a question much disputed, and many sources give detailed instructions for
more or less extreme variants of the practice. The Shepherd of Hermas (1st/2nd C.) was one of
few extra-canonical texts endorsed by the Church Fathers (Irenaeus, Tertullian, Origen and Jerome
among them) as useful to catechumens. It may have been read out at gatherings of Christians, and
seems to have been widely read in private.44 It recommends a fast based on the episodic model of
Paul, instructing the initiate, “on the day you fast, taste nothing but bread and water, calculate the
price of the food you were going to eat, and give it to a widow or an orphan or a needy person.”45
Aristides of Athens also wrote in the late first or early second century, and he advocated a similar
process: “if there is among them any that is poor and needy, and if they have no spare food, they
fast two or three days in order to supply to the needy their lack of food.”46
41 Paed. 2.1 (ANF 2.237).
42 Paed. 2.13 (ANF 2.267), emphasis mine.
43 On the stereotyped association between luxuria and decline narratives of Rome in antiquity, see Edwards 2002:5.
For the adaptation of this discourse by Augustine; Lawless 1998.
44 Osiek 1998:151.
45 Herm. Sim. 5.3.7, Herm. Vis. 3:9.3, trans. Buell 2008:43–44.
46 Aristides Apol. 15 (ANF 9.277).
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Like Paul, Clement (d. 215) wrote to the Corinthians, but his mission was not to collect for
a particular cause, but to attempt to organize a regular collection. He argues for this extension
of Pauline precedent by suggesting it would ensure purity of motives: “he has enjoined offerings
[to be presented] and service to be performed [to Him], and that not thoughtlessly or irregularly,
but at the appointed times and hours.”47 Like Tertullian against the Psychics, Clement seems to
have been concerned that a significant minority was taking the injunction to self-sacrificing charity
too seriously: “many have sold themselves into slavery, and provided food for others with the
price they receive for themselves.”48 Whether or not this is so, like Tertullian, Clement implies that
when lay people either fall short or overreach the practice delineated by their bishops, it is cause
for concern.49
Bishops were careful to deny that anyone was compelled to participate in corporate practice:
following the communal calendar of fasts was notionally a sign of the individual’s voluntary ac-
ceptance of poverty. Tertullian relates a case in which a regular collection of alms was successfully
instituted in the context of a church. He refers to a communal chest—an arca—into which, “on
the monthly day, if he likes, each puts in a small donation.”50 He protests the system’s voluntary
nature: each gives, “but only if it be his pleasure, and only if he is able.”51 This is a major shift in
the direction of alms, as the recipient becomes the church box rather than the poor directly. The
poor become a group mediated by the keepers of the box, the bishops.52 Origen (d. 254 CE) gives
another instance of a ‘bag of the Church,’ stating that it was left in the custody of trusted individu-
47 1 Clem. 40 (ANF 9.241).
48 Ibid. 55 (ANF 9.245).
49 Cf. Tertullian on the Psychics; p. 96.
50 Apol. 39 (ANF 3.46). Uhlhorn 1882a:27suggests that the terminology of the arca may have been taken from the
world of guilds and confraternities.
51 Ibid.
52 Bird 1982:154–5 imagines this was derived from Jewish practice, in which, “local communities supervised these
charity programs by appointing as trustees two men to make weekly collections and three men to make weekly
allocations (Pe’ah 7.1.).”
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als, and Giuliano Volpe may have found archeological evidence of a communal collection point at
San Giusto, a fifth century church in Lucerna (Puglia).53
It nevertheless becomes a mark of heresy not to participate in the common collection.54 Euse-
bius writes that the heretic Montanus “made laws for fasting” and “appointed collectors of money
who contrived the receiving of gifts under the name of offerings; who provided salaries for those
who preached his doctrine, that its teaching might prevail through gluttony.”55 Augustine criticized
Faustus’ Manichaeans for keeping money in their own private arcae:
Is it true, as Faustus says, that you have no money in your purses? He means, probably,
that your money is in boxes and bags; nor would we blame you for this, if you did not profess
one thing and practise another.56
Augustine takes it to be a fair inference that a different collection practice indicates objectionable
motives. Correct practice is circularly defined as that which orthodox bishops mandate. Harnack
imagines this safe zone of submission to be in the form of “charity [associated] very closely with
the cultus and officials of the church” in which “the president decided who were to be the recipients,
and how much was to be allocated to each.”57 A picture emerges here of church officials soliciting
contributions door to door.58
The ritual of the fasting time collection would have brought home the responsibility of con-
tributing to anyone who had a door to knock on. Evagrius Ponticus (d. 399), who enjoyed an
53 Comm. Matt. 11.9 (ANF 9.438). At San Giusto, “l’ipotesi piú verosimile é che esse fossero conservate [le
monete] in un contenitore di legno, e che per effeto dei crolli siano cadute e si siano sparse sul pavimento,
daneggiato dai crolle,” Pietropaolo 1998a:91. See below p.192.
54 Cf. Bynum 1988:41: Aquinas exempted children, the elderly, pilgrims, workers, beggars from fasting, but not
“the poor who had roofs over their heads.”
55 Eusebius Hist. eccl. 5.18.2 (NPNF2 1.235).
56 Aug. C. Faust. 5.5 (NPNF1 4.165).
57 von Harnack 1962:139.
58 A practice shared by the Manichees: “When I [collect] alms and they are brought to the church, and the brothers
and sisters take care of them in it, I know and I understand that I have a great victory there in this work,”
Kephalaia 85.26–30, trans. Wimbush 1990:96.
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archdeaconate in Constantinople before leaving amidst a scandal, advised Christians to “break your
bread for the hungry one, and lead the homeless poor to your house.”59 Augustine (d. 430) preached
a rather more self-centered variant of the message: “give alms, atone for your sins, let the needy
person rejoice in your gift, so that you may rejoice in God’s gift.”60 The moderated mode of renun-
ciation that bishops sanctioned did not come at the cost of householding, but redefined household
economy as a spiritual prerogative. The mandate of Isaiah 58—“share your bread with the hungry,
and bring the homeless poor into your house”—was adapted to justify the doctrine that donating the
proceeds of a fast to the Church sanctifies it.61 Leo the Great (d. 461 CE) assumed this relationship
in his preaching:
We order to you this fast of December…because it conforms to piety and justice to render
thanks to God after having received the fruits of the earth and to offer him the sacrifice of mercy
with the immolation of the fast…Let all make account of their riches and those who have more
give more. Let the abstinence of the faithful become the nourishment of the poor and let the
indigent receive that which others give up.
We exhort you, therefore, holy brethren throughout the churches of your several regions
on Wednesday next to contribute of your goods, according to your means and willingness, to
purposes of charity, that you may be able to win that blessedness in which he shall rejoice
without end, who considers the needy and poor.62
Bishops forged corporate fasting and the collection of alms as an administrative pair. Under this
equivalence, it is not fasting but the post eventum donation which constitutes the act of sacrifice.
Renunciation itself, as we see in numerous instances in the Apopthegmata Patrum, is a temptation
to hubris, a mere showing off of ascetic exploits which is not of itself holy, and more often than
not, positively dangerous to the practitioner’s spiritual health.63 While monastics like Evagrius
59 Antirr. Phylargia 37, paraphrasing Isa. 58.7, trans. Wimbush 1990:250.
60 Enarr. Ps. 37.24, trans. Augustine 1990:164.
61 Ramsey 1982:245.
62 Sermons 20.2–3 and 9.3, trans. Bynum 1988:31.
63 Ramsey 1982:248.
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struggled head-on with hubris and other character flaws in reaction to constant fasting, bishops
advocated an attenuated monasticism for their congregants.
The ascetic heroes of hagiography did not fit neatly into the rhetorical categories that described
the laity, but were adapted as examples. Monks considered themselves “neither as ‘the rich’ nor
as ‘the poor,’ but as ‘the poor in spirit,’” leaving the laity to populate their moral universe out
of the former categories.64 The monastic ‘third way’ created a non-overlapping domain of moral
conduct for a particular kind of expert, and insisted on extreme barriers to expertise so that the path
was open only to the few. The rhetoric of the ‘poor in spirit’ is meant to explain the sufficiency
of monks’ spiritual labors against the material offerings of the laity, and to bar non-experts from
seeking similar reprieve from the material demands of charity. 
For the householding laity, the imitation of Christ was not a straightforward ideal, and bish-
ops drew heavily on monastic ascetic expertise in formulating an attenuated program for the laity.
Chrysostom, for example, linked fasting, prayer and alms: “not prayers only, but fasting also hath
its strength from hence. Shouldest thou fast without almsgiving; the act is not so much as counted
for fasting.”65 He also forcefully subordinated asceticism to almsgiving in the context of the Church:
Fasting then, and lying on the bare ground, and keeping virginity, and a self-denying life,
these things bring their advantage to the persons themselves who do them; but those that pass
from ourselves to our neighbors are almsgiving, teaching, charity.66
While careful not to condemn monastic traditions outright, he implies that askesis is potentially a
selfish act and the layperson is safer doing alms. He says this explicitly in another homily: “the
greatest thing is charity, and moderation, and almsgiving; which hits a higher mark even than vir-
ginity.”67 Here he clarifies that there is no qualitative difference between monastic and lay fasting,
64 Caner 2008:221.
65 Chrysostom Hom. Matt. 77 (NPNF1 10.450).
66 Ibid.
67 Chrysostom Hom. Matt. 46 (NPNF1 10.284.
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but they are made different by the degree to which they are pursued and the authority to which they
appeal.
Monks fasted as a way of life and were responsible to their abbots, the laity—ascetic ama-
teurs—were responsible under a parallel domestic metaphor to their bishops and required to fast
in the manner they outlined. The lay fast was not intended to be virtuosic like the monks, but ade-
quate to “give alms, [and] pour forth prayers.”68 Lay Christians were therefore allowed to “practice
fasting as far as you can without injury to your body.”69 Monastic practices were more severe and
sustained than laypeople would be expected to undertake, but did not use substantially different
techniques. The Bohairic Life of Pachomius provides a wealth of examples for what a fast might
look like. Pachomius starts small, as a Good Samaritan at Pmampiserapis, “growing some vegeta-
bles and some palm-trees in order to feed himself or some poor man of the village or again some
stranger who should happen to pass by in a boat or on the road.”70 When his older brother John
joins him in askesis they intensify their practice: “they lived in great renunciation, for they gave
away everything they earned through their manual work except what they absolutely needed.”71
If only the maximum alms make an acceptable sacrifice, then ascetic heroes model a deep
cut. The Vita Prima Graeca of Pachomius tells us, for example, that “because they [the brothers]
gave whatever they had to charities it once happened that they had no bread.”72 As beginners in
the monastic path, the Life shows their trials and errors. Pachomius becomes the paradigmatic
cenobitic monk, and modeled his foundations on ascetic households. The main difference between
lay and monastic renunciation is not how they went about it, but that the laity were held to monastic
standards only on fast days, while monks practiced fasting year-round. Apa Palamon, Pachomius’
68 Aug. Ep. 220.11 (NPNF1 1.576).
69 Ibid. Cf. Harvey 2006:204: for the Desert Fathers, true fasting resulted in foul breath, foul foul body odor and
fatigue.
70 Bohairic Life 8, trans. Veilleux 1980:1.28.
71 Bohairic Life 19, trans.Veilleux 1980:1.41.
72 Vita Prima Graeca 39, trans. Veilleux 1980:1.324.
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mentor, outlines the heroic level of conduct expected from true experts:
We always spend half the night, and often even from evening to morning, in vigils and the
recitation of the words of God, also doing manual work with threads, hairs, or palm-fibres, lest
we be overcome by sleep. [We do this work] for our bodily subsistence also; and whatever is
above and beyond our needs we give to the poor, following the words of the Apostle, ‘only let us
remember the poor’ [Ga. 2:10]. Eating oil, drinking wine, eating cooked meats are something
quite unknown among us. We fast until evening, [eating ] daily during the summer, while in
the winter ever other or every third day.73
Palamon even rebukes Pachomius for setting a table with salt and oil.74 Laypeople were permitted
a relaxed regime. Philostorgius gives an impression of the ways in which their load was reduced:
“the Wednesday and Friday fast is not limited just to abstinence from meat but that the canons
prescribe that no food is to be touched until evening.”75
Hagiography provided the laity with many examples of ideal practice, monastic and lay, an-
choritic and cenobitic. All variants contributed to an understanding of the relative maximum gift.
Origen, for example, was said to live on 4 obols/2 denarii per day, received in compensation for
the sale of his library. The sum is meant to be impossibly small, and the reader to understand that it
was sufficient because he maintained frequent fasts.76 Philoromos of Galatia “earned his upkeep as
a scribe and then gave the surplus from his labors—250 solidi in total—to the poor.”77 Apa Pambo
worked as a scribe and gave his earnings, again, a total of 250 solidi, to the poor, while Serapion,
“sold himself to a theatrical troupe.”78 If these seem impossibly austere regimens, they were meant
to be treated as exempla rather than rubrics. Yet recent work has also suggested that the specific
provisions of fasting approximate the living conditions of the very poor; that is that aktēmosunē was
73 Bohairic Life 10, trans. Veilleux 1980:1.31.
74 Bohairic Life 11, trans. Veilleux 1980:1.34. Cf. Lucian of Antioch, another model ascetic; p. 116.
75 Paraphrased in Amidon 2007:140-1 §12. See below §3.1.3 on the conventions of fasting.
76 Eusebius Hist. eccl. 6.3.9 (NPNF2 1.252).
77 Rapp 2000:224, citing Palladius Hist. laus. 45.3. Presumably this was his life savings.
78 Ibid., citing Apop. pat. Pambo 2 and Palladius, Hist. laus. 37.2, respectively.
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held to a standard of real destitution.79 The implication is that everyone who is not really destitute
faces some obligation to embrace voluntary poverty. This is often repeated: in the second century
the Sententiae of Sextus specifically praised small gifts, and in the fifth and sixth, Ambrose and
Pope Pelagius both used the Widow’s Mite to encourage all people to give alms.80 The Didache
specifically addresses the poor as potential donors:
Be not a stretcher forth of the hands to receive and a drawer of them back to give. If you
have anything, through your hands you shall give ransom for your sins. You shall not hesitate
to give, nor murmur when you give; for you shall know who is the good re-payer of the hire.81
The text speaks directly to anyone who might be in doubt about belonging to the worthy poor
and declares unequivocally that no one is entitled to think of themselves this way without express
permission.82
For the wealthy, fasting was a symbolic chastening amidst plenty. For the poor the same practice
would have had a very different valence. Children, the elderly, pregnant women and the destitute
were generally excused from fasting, but the working poor—referred to as the poor with roofs over
their heads—were not.83 The obligation runs quite deep then, sparing only those adults who of
necessity are in a perpetual state of fast already (PS7s). Bynum has suggested that intermittent
fasting made a virtue of necessity, providing a way to decide “to control it [plenty and scarcity]
through voluntary fasting…[and] in this way coerce from the gods dreams and visions, health,
good fortune, or fertility.”84 For those who were not excused, fasting may have had an element of
transvaluing an existing vulnerability, but it was more: fasting and almsgiving were theorized as an
79 Buell 2008.
80 Finn 2006:3; Ramsey 1982:236 n.54. On the date of the Sententia; Ramelli 2012.
81 Did. 4 (ANF 7.378).
82 See p. 72.
83 Daly 1978:41.
84 Bynum 1988:33–4. Rousselle 1988:160 cites Ceres Wissa-Wassef’s work on 20th C. Coptic fasting in this vein.
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inseparable pair. Alms made the fast more than the rationalization of an existing condition because
they alone sanctified the fast—the act or state of self-denial was insufficient.85
Bishops preached a maximum gift informed by monastic practice. Though they circumscribed
the monastic example, they perhaps still had an unrealistic idea of what the laity could give. When
Severus of Antioch encourages his congregation to give him silver for the ciborium of St. Drosis,
he states explicitly that even the poorest should be able to afford one pound.86 Chrysostom’s com-
plaints suggest that many people at Antioch quietly recused themselves from the charitable regime.
The Kephalaia of the Teacher, a fourth century Coptic Manichaean text, suggests that those who
participated were at times really squeezed by the ideal of the maximum:
As for all of these alms which every sect gives in the world for the sake of the name of
God, within the whole [given] in his name, those which their catechumens give in the name of
God, in every place where these alms are received for Him, they are accompanied by sorrow
and travail and misfortune.87
This is not merely sectarian polemic, as evidence of communities’ failure to meet the ‘demands’
of piety are attested in Christian sources as well. At Thbakat, Pachomius “took care of their [the
villagers’] offering because they were in a state of great poverty,” implying that the collective duty
outpaced the collective means.88
It is this equivalence of duty and possibility that generated responsibility. Ideally, the de-
mands and otherworldly rewards of charity were equally available to all, rich or poor. Bishops
often address their congregations in terms of this polarity, calling on ‘secure’ (idoneii) and ‘flush’
(plousioi) people to give to the endeomenoi and hysteroumenos, the ‘needy’ and ‘lacking.’89 These
85 E.g. Peter Chrysologos, bishop of Ravenna (d. 450 CE), writes “almsgiving is to fasting…what the sun is to the
day,” Hom. 8.2–3, trans. Ramsey 1982:245.
86 Homily 100, cited in Leader-Newby 2003:70.
87 Keph. 87.2–5, Wimbush 1990:201.
88 Bohairic Life 25, trans. Veilleux 1980:1.47.
89 Humfress 2006:183, Patlagean 1977:24–6, 33-4 and Buell 2008:42, citing Did. 4.8, Shep. Herm. Sim. 5.3.7.
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relative terms of address are a clue that homilists were attempting to enforce a dichotomous self-
understanding on a spectrum of potential donors. The terms do not describe social reality, but place
a value on a certain kind of interdependence within Christian communities. On a practical level,
these terms were cashed out over the course of an annual festal calendar.
3.1.3 Amateurs and Experts
The alms of the wealthy have been seen as a form of elite conspicuous consumption; for the
poor, they functioned more like a payment plan. Homilies soliciting almsgiving were addressed to
churches full of Christians, and many scholars have tried to read out a social profile of those con-
gregations from them.90 There remains, however, very little agreement as to who would have been
present on an ordinary sabbath to hear homilies, and consequently, about the class composition of
Christian congregations as it relates to the rhetoric of class.
Depending on who heard homilies, the ideals set out in them would have constituted a ‘church
public’ out of a greater or lesser proportion of the total population of believers.91 The difference
is significant. Krautheimer assumed that working people would not have had the leisure to trek
into town each Sunday for mass and attempts to use it to account in part for the network of Rome’s
churches.92 MacMullen argued that homilists assumed the exclusion of the lower classes from
their audiences and addressed themselves to a mere fraction of the population, and that church
buildings could only accommodate the same elite group.93 Van Engen, studying the homiletics of
Augustine, envisions a more diverse audience, while Buell follows Veyne in suggesting that the
“rhetorical construction of addressees—primarily male, free, slave owning, with access to various
90 On the project of a social profile of Christian communities, see p. 220.
91 See above p. 17.
92 Krautheimer 1980:33ff.
93 MacMullen 1989 and MacMullen 2009:94, respectively.
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luxury goods” does not imply a rich audience, but rather advertises an ideal to emulate by degrees.94
Preachers’ audiences are important for our understanding of the inclusion of lower classes.
If they did not regularly attend sabbath services, what exposure would working people have had
to corporate fasting and alms practice? According to Egeria, Jerusalem Christians of the fourth
century had access to daily services at the holy places. She refers to the participants of these services
as ‘the faithful’ and ‘catechumens,’ identifying them according to their standing in the community
without giving a sense of the size of the community.95 During Holy Week, however, she goes out
of her way to specify that ‘all the people’ participated, even those who had to travel some distance
to the service: “those who are afraid they may not arrive in time for cock-crow come early, and
sit waiting there singing hymns.”96 If Jerusalem can be taken as an example, the annual rhythm of
fasts climaxed in a period of great feasts, during which time everyone was expected to participate.
This implies that even village people would have been faced with the expectation to participate and
perhaps to give at least several times per year.
A closer look at what fasting entailed on a practical level can tell us how non-elites—that is,
people more like the biblical Widow than the Rich Man—were advised to change their behavior,
and what they might have been able to give. By the later fourth century, the fasting practice of
individuals was expected to take place within the church. At minimum, the pious Christian was
asked to fast on Mondays and Wednesdays or Wednesdays and Fridays.97 The specific features of
fasting varied widely, but generally fasts involved vegetarianism and abstinence from wine.98 These
94 Van Engen 2004:67, with extensive bibliography on the debates surrounding the composition of Augustine’s
congregation, and Buell 2008:39 n.5, discussing the preaching of Clement, specifically.
95 Wilkinson 1999:123ff.
96 Wilkinson 1999:124.
97 E.g. The angels of Wednesday and Friday accompany to the grave the body of dead monk who was a diligent
faster; Apoph. pachom. 1 Veilleux 1980:2.137.
98 In explicit opposition to the meat-eating and drinking of civic celebration and pagan cult; König 2012:326, with
ample citation. Veyne 2000a:29 notes that the banquet was not just a means of disposing of sacrifice, but itself
constituted worship of the god.
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were known as ‘stational fasts,’ and were modeled on the Jewish fasts of Monday and Thursday, but
took place on alternate days, “lest,” in the words of Victorinus, “we should appear to observe any
Sabbath with the Jews.”99 By the early third century the western church added a Saturday fast, called
the superpositio, after which Wednesday often dropped out.100 Fasts in ordinary time therefore
occupied two to three days per week. There was some regional variation, and by the sixth century,
western churches tended to observe a minimum of two days per week, while eastern Christians
regularly observed all three. In addition to the weekly stations, a fast of several days before Easter
was common, and it gradually grew into the quadrigesima, or Lent, by the seventh century CE.
In the East, the fourth century saw the introduction of a second forty-day season of fasting after
Easter—Pentecost—and a third season leading up to the new year which became Advent. By the
seventh century we also see the establishment of practice of fasting before the feast days of saints
and martyrs.101
Fasting manipulated the quality as well as the quantity of food an individual would eat, and
ranged from total abstinence from food and drink to the restriction of only certain types of food,
drink and condiments. One might fast for 9 hours (until Nones/3pm), 12 hours (Vespers/6pm), or 24
hours (matins). Christians accepted the wisdom of the philosophers concerning fasting was more
readily their advice on wealth. For the Neoplatonist Porphyry of Tyre (d. c.305 CE), vegetarianism
was next to godliness: in his De abstinentia he recommended “a most slender and fleshless diet”
for those who would be philosophers.102 The fasting of Christian laypeople was not supposed to
99 Victorinus, On the Creation of the World. Cf. Did. 8 against ‘fasting with the hypocrites.’
100 E.g. According to Hippolytus (d. 236), a Saturday bread and water fast (in place of Monday and Wednesday)
was acceptable for catechumens, pregnant women and the sick; Dix and Chadwick 1968:32, 56. Tertullian (d.
220) claims “we devote to Stations the fourth and sixth days of the week, and to fasts the ‘preparation-day’,”
Jejun. 14 (ANF 4.112).
101 For the variety of fasting customs, see Did. 8.1; Apos. Con. 5.13, 7.23, 15, 18–19, 64, 69; Socr. Schol. Hist.
5.22.36–40; 7.22.3; Soz. Hist. 7.19.9; “Fasttage” and “Fasten,” RAC 7.506-524; Bynum 1988:37.
102 He continues, “abstinence from animal food…is not simply recommended to all men, but to philosophers, and to
those especially, who suspend their felicity from God, and the imitation of him,” Porphyry Abst. 1.52.
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be a heroic self-destruction, but something sober and controlled. Clement draws on the image of
philosophic frugality to illustrate the positive benefits of controlled fasting: “those who use the
most frugal fare are the strongest and the healthiest, and the noblest…and not only more robust,
but wiser, as philosophers are wiser than rich men.”103
In practical terms, 2—3 fasts per week with 1 meal less per day means a reduction of 4 to 6
meals per week (out of 21 total). However, Galen suggests that it was normal for some people to
eat one or two meals per day to begin with. The daily meal may have been large enough to make
up much of the caloric deficit, as it is in Ramadan, but we can still see that these practices could
result in significant savings on food expenditure, especially if people restricted the quality of their
food (i.e. abstained from meat, wine, condiments) in addition to the quantity (i.e. reduced number
of meals and serving size).104 Philostorgius gives us reason to believe that various strategies of
restriction were combined: “the Wednesday and Friday fast is not limited just to abstinence from
meat but the canons prescribe that no food is to be touched until evening.”105 Adding in the three
great 40 day fasts (120 days), we eliminate 240 additional meals on a conservative estimate. In
a year of 365 days, on a 2-meal per day pattern, a person will normally eat 730 meals. Stational
fasting affected each week of the year outside of festal time, and approximately 17 of 52 weeks
were taken up by the great corporate fasts. Sabbath fasting was widely condemned, so even the
most rigorous ascetic fasting was broken one Sundays. We can therefore expect a norm of 2–3 days
of fasting per week in ordinary time (or the elimination of 2–3 meals), and double, 6 days, in festal
time (eliminating 6 meals). The total savings is 70 to 105 meals during ordinary time and another
102 in festal time. The 172–207 meals per year (of 730) one was expected to ‘save’ according to
the festal calendar represents a total savings of one fourth to one third of all meals.
103 Clement Paed. 2.
104 Grant 2000.
105 Amidon 2007:140 n.21.
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What one eats is as important as how much one eats, both when fasting and breaking the fast.
For Basil of Ancyra, this was a matter of training the body to be spiritual rather than carnal.106 This
effort was necessary to the legitimacy of the asectic’s effort. Hagiography provided ideals from
which lay asceticism differed in length and intensity, but not quality; saints and monks practiced
continually what the laity did intermittently, they did with virtuosity what laity were supposed to
do as amateurs. The fifth century Life of the martyr Lucian of Antioch (d. 312) offered one such
model:
When he decided to abstain completely from wine and fine food, he as it were sprang from
the starting block to do battle with all the pleasures of the flesh, chastising himself with fasts
and making it his fixed habit to take food once a day at the ninth hour. There were also stretches
of days when he went without food for a whole week…He maintained his body with certain
insubstantial foods, so that he had only bread a good deal of the time, and not even bread most
days, but something even less substantial for his food. He thought water was the most delicious
drink. There were even times when he made no use of fire.107
Lucian is depicted practicing a combination of total fasting until Nones, then eating a limited diet
characetrized by vegetarianism, ‘dry-eating,’ raw-foodism and the refusal of expensive condiments.
Xerophagy, or ‘dry-eating’ was a severe regimen of fasting and personal conduct which Tertullian
described as “keeping our food unmoistened by any flesh, and by any juiciness, and by any kind
of specially succulent fruit; and…not eating or drinking anything with a winey flavor; also with
abstinence from the bath, congruent with our dry diet.”108 For Tertullian, this sort of fasting was
a dangerous game for laypeople, and often the mark of heretics. His contemporary, Clement, en-
dorsed the same practice not as heroic, but necessary. Within a century of them, the example of
Lucian suggests that severe styles of fasting were considered compatible with orthodoxy, but rep-





of lay askesis; beyond their recommendations lay only pride and heresy.
Saints were able to master the whole set of ascetic options without sin, and monks worked
towards doing so, but lay practitioners were not expected to. Instead, they might select some per-
sonal practices. There is no conceptual divide between the practices prescribed for monastic and
lay asceticism, and we can therefore take monks as representative, if intensive, practitioners: in
other words, monasticism, in its quest for the saintly life on earth, provided real models for lay
asceticism.109
Bishops did not, however, rely on the coenobia to dictate the practice of their congregants.
Instead, they mediated the obligations of fasting for them. Clement’s Paedagogus is one example:
But the Instructor enjoins us to eat that we may live. For neither is food our business, nor
is pleasure our aim; but both are on account of our life here, which the Word is training up to
immortality. Wherefore also there is discrimination to be employed in reference to food. And it
is to be simple, truly plain, suiting precisely simple and artless children—as ministering to life,
not to luxury.…We must therefore reject different varieties, which engender various mischiefs,
such as a depraved habit of body and disorders of the stomach, the taste being vitiated by an
unhappy art—that of cookery, and the useless art of making pastry.110
The appropriate diet for a Christian, according to Clement, is bare subsistence. There is no question
of a respectable middle ground: everything beyond bare need is assimilated to hedonism. Clement
does not issue such a weighty judgment without offering aid. He suggests permitted foods, includ-
ing: “bulbs, olives, certain herbs, milk, cheese, fruits, all kinds of cooked food without sauces;
and if flesh is wanted, let roast rather than boiled be set down.”111 He recommends vegetarianism
and raw-foodism, but allows simply prepared meats for the weak. The governing principle of his
selections is anti-sympotic. Like the ideal monk, the lay ascetic should aim for a diet that has “an
109 As opposed to bishops, whose office became more and more a post of honor modeled on the domus than one
earned by feats of piety; see p. 82.
110 Clement Paed. 2.1 (ANF 2.237).
111 Ibid.
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anti-social, entirely unconvivial character.”112
While the laity were reined in by their bishops, anchorites were expected to pursue a truly severe
regimen. This might mean subsisting on bread and salt and water, only uncooked food in addition to
the conventional monastic limits.113 Again, such extremes were not for the laity, except penitents.
The more moderate asceticism of cenobitic monks better represents the stational fasting practices
of the laity. The story of the anchorite Paul’s appearance at a Pachomian monastery gives a sense
of the difference between the two styles, and mediates the competition implicit between anchoritic
and cenobitic monasticism more generally. In the story, Paul initially embarrasses cenobitic prac-
titioners with his more rigorous anchoritic discipline, but he ultimately refuses to assert a hierarchy
of virtue by assigning more or less merit to either style of practice.114 The rhetoric of qualitative
difference was one way to balance authorities otherwise in competition. Where the anchorites ar-
gued for their way with superior feats, cenobites prized moderation and humility, viewing ascetic
heroes such as Antony or Macarius as admirable but imitation of them as hubristic. Instead, the
Rule of Pachomius orders:
You shall permit each one to eat and to drink according to his strength, and you shall assign
work also according to the strength of the eaters, and not prevent them from fasting or eating.
But entrust the hard work to those who are stronger and eat, and the lighter work to those who
are weaker and more ascetic.115
Pachomian monks were provided with a single main meal each day, consisting of “loaves, com-
pounded charlock, olives, cheese made of cow’s milk, the animals’ feet, and small vegetables.”116
The severity of the individual’s fast was an individual choice determined by the frequency with
112 König 2012:332, describing St. Antony.
113 Paral. pachom. 5 and Palladius Hist. laus. 18.1b in Veilleux 1980:2.33, 123.
114 E.g. In the story of Paesius and Isaias, one brother becomes an anchorite, the other a coenobite. Pambo declares,
“both were perfect” in God’s eyes; Palladius Hist. laus. 14.
115 Palladius Hist. laus 18.2 in Veilleux 1980:2.126.
116 Ibid.
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which they visited the monastic mess: “Some come to eat at the sixth hour, others at the seventh,
others at the eighth, others at the ninth, others at the eleventh, others at late evening, others every
other day.”117 All were acceptable options. The monks were provided with a mixture or raw and
cooked vegetarian foods intended to be nutritionally complete but not luxurious. There is no evi-
dence of meat eating as a regular practice of healthy monks; the privilege (along fruit, wine, broth
and any food gifts left by visitors) was afforded only the sick and dying.118 It was the stated purpose
of the Pachomian code to maintain health for the sake of an unclouded mind: severe fasting was too
distracting to maintain prayer, and the laity were advised to seek a balance between the two.119 For
Pachomian monks, lupines with pickles and soaked bread were staples, but in a special concession
to bodily weakness, they enjoyed periodic distributions of sweets and dates.120
The Codes of Pachomius, Gregory, and Benedict (drawing on Cassiodorus) enshrined these
practices in cenobitic monasticism through the middle ages, and already in late antiquity, they
became the template for an even more moderate lay practice. The monastic codes served as a
template for communal asceticism more broadly. The records of a hospital from early 18th C.
Aix, for example, show that the poor were provided a subsistence package on a cenobitic model.
Inmates were provided with a breakfast of bean soup and olive oil, a lunch of brown bread and
diluted wine, and a supper of soup, bread, and wine (later dropped as too expensive). Healthy
persons were measured out 9 oz. of bread per day, with meat reserved for the sick. The institution
saved funds by buying groceries in bulk, processing them in-house, and stocking up on commodities
just after the harvest, when they were cheapest. For clothing, inmates received annually 1 suit of
homespun, laundered once per month, and (sometimes) 1 pair of leather shoes.121 This is rather
117 Palladius Hist. laus. 32.10–11 in Veilleux 1980:2.128.
118 With one exception: Pachomian monasteries raised pigs on refectory scraps and winnowings. When they sold
the meat they ate the trotters; Ibid.
119 “Indeed, nothing humbles the soul as does fasting,” Evagrius In Ps. 34:13, trans. Bunge 2002:92.
120 Pr. pachom. 38 and Hors. reg. 22 in Veilleux 1980:2.205, 151.
121 Fairchilds 1976:62.
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stark in Pachomian terms. In addition to a balanced diet, Tebennessiots were issued 1 mat, 1 new
labitonarion (a sleeveless garment), 1 worn lebitonarion for sleeping and working, a linen mantle,
2 hoods, a goat skin (melote), a linen belt, 1 staff, and a pair of shoes. The monastery forbade such
luxuries as a woolen tunic or mantle, soft sheepskin, or pillows.122
The cenobitic subsistence package provided for monks’ needs simply, yet adequately. It is a
model of subsistence that limits itself to the most basic physical needs, and fulfills them well, pro-
viding a minimum concession to luxury in the form of occasional sweets, but little else. Where the
model failed, we have evidence of conscious revision by housemasters. Pachomius, for example,
ordered a monastery’s menu changed from ‘charlock [mustard greens] with vinegar and oil, garlic
and fine greens’ to cooked food when a boy monk complained that the regimen was too severe.123
Too much deprivation was seen to detract from pious contemplation, but anything more than bare
need was viewed as morally culpable. Cenobitic asceticism offered a mean between the extreme
asceticism of the anchorites (Brown’s holy men), and the luxurious living of the biblical Rich Man.
Ascetic exempla encouraged a sharp distinction between needs and wants. Hagiography advertised
the successes of monastic practitioners to lay people as proof of the methods, and bishops adapted
the monastic model for use in private homes under their direction in the form of a calendar. The
example of the coenobia, mediated by bishops, suggested strategies of economizing by which even
the poor laity could save up to a third of their food expenditure in order to generate alms. The
possibility of fasting to meet the demands of alms makes the concept of charity which governed
both a challenger to traditional norms of patronage and potentially broadens the donor base of the
Church considerably.
122 Jer. pref. 4 and Pr. pachom. 81 in Veilleux 1980:2.142, 159.
123 Paral. pachom. 8.14 in Veilleux 1980:2.36.
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3.2 Household Budgets
‘Subsistence’ is only partly constructed out of biological need, and individual subsistence require-
ments can vary considerably. Many metrics have been used to assess the subsistence requirements
of individuals in ancient societies, including caloric requirements, commodity equivalents and bas-
kets of goods. Homilists recommended fasting to the laity as the basic way to adjust consumption
choices to meet the demands of charity. ‘Respectable’ goods such as meat, condiments, sauces
and cooking fuel were to be given up or substituted to produce a savings that could be directed to
alms.124
The strategies of manipulating consumption outlined in the homiletics tend to favor the elimi-
nation of particular groups of goods. This piecemeal rhetoric recommends a consumption basket
approach over the others—such as commodity equivalents—in order to quantify the effect of this
advice.125 The consumption basket model provides a locus for substitutions both in quantity and
in kind, and can therefore be adjusted in a way that is faithful to the strategies of fasting bishops
recommended to the laity. A household consumption basket can be filled many ways, but fasting,
as voluntary poverty, was always intended to be closer to subsistence than ‘respectable’ or ‘nor-
mal’ consumption. Monastic models informed theological understandings of subsistence, beyond
which everything was culpable as ‘luxury,’ and as such subject to a kind of sin tax in the form of
charitable demands.
3.2.1 Parameters of Household Consumption
Bishops’ exclusion of ‘respectable’ consumption was made possible by the fact that ‘luxury foods,’
as Romans understood them, did not necessarily provide better nutrition than subsistence foods.
124 Whether anyone took this advice will be treated in ch. 5.
125 E.g., the use of wheat-equivalents in Duncan-Jones 1982:4 to compare Roman fortunes to the wealth of
sixteenth-century English private fortunes.
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Galen, for example, tells us, “Of all foods, therefore, pork is the most nutritious.” Pork was a
premium food. We find pork in military rations, through which bodies are conditioned for extreme
exertion, but almost never in monastic rations, concerned with the minimum needed to maintain
health.126 Galen also writes that white bread is more nutritious than the coarse bread of the poor, and
wheat better than barley. While white bread was more finely processed and so freer of adulterants,
it also lost the nutritious germ. Wheat and barley have comparable nutritional values in many
respects, but to Romans wheat would have been more ‘respectable.’127
Plant protein, too, was consistently stigmatized as “windy and hard to digest.”128 The implicit
comparison is to easy-to-digest animal protein, yet this preference is a social rather than a nutri-
tional fact; complete protein can be obtained from various combinations of grains and legumes as
well as from animal products, and beans can be made easier to digest depending on their prepara-
tion. And in fact, beans seem to have bene widely consumed to judge from the high value placed
on asafoetida.129 The hierarchies of value Roman writers placed on food should not be taken as
evidence of normal eating habits.
Recognizing this lack of correspondence frees us from social mores in the construction of bas-
kets of goods that might describe the consumption of Roman households both before and after a
fasting practice is applied. The ‘respectability’ of pork and white bread compared to beans and
coarse bread is not merely the difference between ‘getting by’ and ‘living well,’ it is the difference
between living according to the social norms of elite literature and fulfilling biological needs by
home production and at market. A person subsisting on a porridge of grains and legumes (such
as kitcheree, koshari and mujaddara) may not have been living ‘respectably’—he or she was eat-
ing ‘peasant food’—but may have subsisted just fine.130 The food of the poor need not have been
126 Galen, On the Powers of Foods 3, trans. Grant 2000:154. Pachomian monasteries are an exception: see p. 119.
127 Foxhall and Forbes 1982:85; Garnsey and Scheidel 2004:230.
128 Dioscurides 2.127, in Garnsey and Scheidel 2004:217.
129 Vehling 1977. Cf. silphium until its extinction under Nero; Dalby 2000:150.
130 Allen 2007:8. A preference for this style of eating is attested at Pievina, a rural ‘off site’ occupied into the second
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‘grammatical’ meals, in Levi-Straussian terms, nor were they necessarily inadequate just because
they failed a cultural test of respectability. The demands placed on a ‘proper meal’ are largely class-
determined and remind us that the social norms of a well-formed meal have no necessary connection
to their biological utility.131 Dossey has found, for example that “despite the Roman penchant for
calling them ‘porridge eaters,’ the Carthaginians were increasingly eating fairly solid foods such as
bread, fish and figs, rather than liquid stews and porridges.”132 Conversely, despite Roman claims
to a civilizing mission, the peasants of Roman North Africa preferred bowls to dishes, implying a
switch to poorer foods—porridges.133
This is a clear case of literary descriptions failing to align with lived reality. The monastic
model of subsistence does not merely miss the mark for respectability on Roman terms, but does
so intentionally and counters the secular standard with a competing value of voluntary poverty
(aktēmosunē or peneia).134 According to this value system leanness and dryness were marks of
success: Daniel the stylite disclosed to a doubter, Titus, that as a result of his regimen, “the business
of evacuation I perform like a sheep exceedingly dryly.”135 Theodoret praises the ascetic Domnina
in the following terms:
As food she has lentils soaked in water; and she endures all this labor with a body reduced
to a skeleton and half-dead—for her skin is very thin, and covers her thin bones as if with a
film, while her fat and flesh have been worn away by labors.136
Domnina is an extreme example, but she provided an upper-limit to which the pious practitioner
might aspire. The laity could emulate the kinds of actions saints undertook, if not to the same
century CE, where the predominant vessel forms are those suitable to the preparation of “semiliquid foods such
as puls;” Bowes 2009:4.
131 Douglas 1972:61–2, citing Lévi-Strauss 1969. Cf. Mayer and Trzcionka 2005, Raga 2011.
132 Dossey 2010:39.
133 Dossey 2010:46. Cf. Mattingly 2013.
134 See p. 93.
135 Life of Daniel the Stylite 62, trans. Dawes and Baynes 1996.
136 Theodoret Phil. hist. 30, trans. Kraemer 2004:406.
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extent. The ascetic ideal, realized in the microeconomics of households, can help us understand
how fasting might have impacted household consumption and made room for the practice of alms
by the poor.
Engel’s Law states that wealthy households tend to expend proportionately less of their income
on food than the poor.137 The income of wage workers, on the other hand, has historically been
taken up largely by food, and, to a lesser extent, clothing and shelter. Of the three, the category of
food is both the largest and the most elastic. We can see from Galen and Apicius that pork, white
bread and milk were valued above other food sources, but this does not mean they were the most
consumed or even sought-after. Rather, they are the apex of a socially constructed nutritional hier-
archy that ranked white, light and animal foods above dark, heavy and plant foods and consequently
(implicitly) prioritized foods with high labor and capital inputs, hence a high cost at market.138 This
set of oppositions existed within a class continuum so that the ‘respectability’ of households and
individuals could be ranked according to their access to each set. The normativity of the former
set was reinforced by ‘scientific’ writings which endorsed their superior nutrition and palatability.
Still, the context of these values is sympotic consumption, not the real provisioning of a household,
which would have been governed by other considerations.
Beneath valorization of the prestige foods of the rich in culinary and medical literature, agricul-
tural and economic sources give a more realistic picture of foods produced for human consumption.
Garnsey in fact describes the recommendations of Roman agronomists in terms that are opposite
to sympotic priorities:
All give pulses ample coverage next to cereals (and do not always distinguish clearly be-
tween the two), and show that in many parts of the Greece and Italy of their respective days
pulses were a regular field crop, and were not simply grown on a small scale in garden-plots.”139
137 Aguiar and Hurst 2004; Halbwachs and Coser 1992:19.
138 On the effects of labor on price; Garnsey and Scheidel 2004:223.
139 Garnsey 1999:15.See also Ch. 12–13 in Whittaker and Garnsey 1998.
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Their growth on a commercial scale implies they were sold at market. Pliny even calls the bean a
grain (though Galen distinguishes the two according to the ability of each to be made into bread).140
Scholars have debated the adequacy of a cereal-based diet, or any diet organized around a single
staple. The fungibility of the distinction between beans and grains suggests both were used by Ro-
mans, but even if subsistence depended on a single staple (wheat), Garnsey has strongly defended
its adequacy in the context of Roman demography. He estimates that 70—75% of calories could
come from cereals, supplemented by olive oil for the other 25—30% of calories without loss of
overall health.141 If inadequate, such a diet could result in losses in productivity and perhaps life-
expectancy in the long run, but outside of famine time this description characterizes the traditional
‘Mediterranean diet’ well. In Foxhall and Forbes’ study of several mid-twentieth century Mediter-
ranean peasant communities, all used wheat as a staple, consuming more than 50% of their calories
from it, the remainder consisting of “olives, cereal grains, pulses, wild greens and herbs and fruit,
together with limited quantities of goat meat and milk, game and fish.”142 Olive oil provided about
29% calories, for an average total of 2065–2393 cal/day. If not supplemented, a single-staple diet
could result in malnutrition even where it does not produce undernourishment, but when adequate,
the Mediterranean diet is increasingly being recognized as among the healthiest in the world.143
Galen has a brief section on wild foods in his On the Properties of Foodstuffs, and gathering
also appears in legislation, such as Digest 43.28.1, which permits the collection of fallen acorns
on public property. Famine is a stock horror of war, and Josephus describes people attempting
to forage food in the lulls between engagement, coming “out of the city gates, either to gather
herbs, or sticks” only to be cut down.144 Galen’s treatment of wild foods implies gathering was
140 Pliny H.N. 18.117-19, cited in Garnsey and Scheidel 2004:218 and Grant 2000:96, respectively.
141 Garnsey and Scheidel 2004:229, 231; Garnsey 1999:19.
142 Foxhall and Forbes 1982:67, citing Allbaugh and Soule 1953.
143 E.g. Buettiner 2012.
144 Josephus B.J. 4.9.8.
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not merely desperate behavior: he admits that the roots, shoots, and leaves of some plants are
nutritious, and includes acorns in an inventory of wild foods which he considers as nutritious as
wheat.145 Galen’s main criticism of these types of food is that they are hard to digest. This was a
potentially damning criticism where digestibility of food was considered tantamount to edibility;
these are not respectable foods.146 But in a concession to reality, Galen endorses variations in
cooking and preparation as a means to improve their digestibility. Food grown in kitchen gardens
and foraged foods such as greens, berries, fungi, and nuts could round out a basic single-staple
diet.147
Harris rightly cautions that foraged foods should not be relied on when imagining an adequate
diet, as access to these resources “could vary enormously” between microregions.148 There is some
skepticism, for example, that foraging or home growing would have been possible in super-dense
cities such as Rome. Holleran argues that the pressures of insula living would have forced house-
hold provisioning to be undertaken mostly through the market. She writes, “Most people in Rome
were thus entirely divorced from the land and so wholly dependent upon the market for subsis-
tence.”149 Harris emphasizes that cities of any size would have depended on long-distance trade
for their provisioning, not the carrying capacity of their local environment.150 New work is begin-
ning to question the consumer city paradigm by investigating the potential of urban agriculture to
supplement the market, but it is in the early stages and the implications are not yet clear.151
The minimum daily caloric requirement of an active adult is 1,625 to 2,012 calories, and could
145 Grant 2000:136, 146, 152.






151 E.g. Mattingly 2002:82, arguing for the local production of fish and olive products primarily based on amphora
evidence, Ellis 2011 discussing the fish product industry at Pompeii, and Watts forthcoming, discussing urban
agriculture for personal consumption.
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be satisfied by 2—2.4 Roman pounds of bread.152 As Garnsey notes, this is the minimum for sus-
taining life, not for maintaining optimum health. The raw soft wheat is worth 3,330 kcal per kilo-
gram, yielding the daily minimum requirement in 490—600g of wholemeal or 650—800g white
bread. It is important to note that the socially stigmatized variant of the food—heavy, dark, coarse
bread—is actually more densely caloric and more nutritious per gram than the prestige variant; the
poor could therefore satisfy their minimum needs with approximately 33% less wholemeal than
white bread, and at a lower cost per gram. With the addition of oil, vegetables and legumes, the
bread requirement falls to 350—450g wholemeal per person per day, or 500—600g white bread.153
Foxhall notes, however, that ancient grain figures are expressed in volume, not weight:
This is important because a litre of wheat weighs more than a litre of barley, a litre of naked
barley weighs more than a litre of hulled barley, and a litre of spring-sown durum wheat weighs
more than a litre of winter-sown bread wheat…Obviously, a litre of heavier grain (e.g. wheat)
is more nutritious than a litre of lighter grain.
But this wasn’t obvious to the ancients: Galen’s principles of nutrition are based precisely on the
undesirability and unhealthiness of heavy foods, namely unprocessed grains and beans. The extent
to which he endorses the edibility of low-prestige foods depends on their ability to be broken down
and made less harsh through cooking. Modern nutritionists know that when consumed together,
beans and grains are extremely healthy: they are a source of complete protein, with more complete
nutrition per unit weight than refined foods.
The cultural construction of nutritional preferences should warn us to take value judgments
about specific foods and diets as a whole—both ancient and modern—with a grain of salt. In the
words of one FAO study:
152 Garnsey and Scheidel 2004:228.
153 Garnsey and Scheidel 2004:242. NB: The Republican frumentatio of 5 modii per month would have equalled
over a kilogram per day, or, as Garnsey calculates, a subsistence grain ration adequate for two people, (228).
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The extent to which socially, or economically productive activity will be constrained by
restriction of food intake is difficult, if not impossible, to predict from a knowledge of food
intake alone. Various societies demand different levels of activity and different energy expen-
ditures.154
The poor man’s diet is much maligned, but in the Roman case it could also have been nutritionally
dense, providing adequate and complete nutrition with smaller portions and at lower cost than a
socially respectable diet.155 This may redound to a greater collective well-being than previously
thought for ancient populations.156
The nutritional differences between wholemeal and white bread illustrate the importance of
processing to the nutritional content of staple foods; the more the grain is stripped, the less nutri-
tional content it has per calorie, hence the term ‘empty calorie’ for modern ultraprocessed foods.
Nor are white/light foods necessarily freer from adulterants than coarser preparations. White flour
might have less chaff and darnel but it could still carry talc and lime. Even luxury goods were
widely adulterated in antiquity, and this seems to have led Apicius to adapt his recipes to adjust
for taint.157 Though baked bread was available in shops, there is also ample evidence of home pro-
cessing of grains, which, without professional facilities, would have been much more crude.158 Yet
this must have been common, as the frumentatio consisted of unprocessed staple foods. Garnsey
took this to mean that civic authorities assumed that recipients had access to means of processing
wheat into flour, or that they were willing to eat porridge.159 Even without facilities, the difference
between bread and porridge is more one of form than content. As Foxhall explains, there is no es-
sential difference between wheat products; “flour does not lose calories or any significant amount
154 UNU/MIT 1981.
155 Augustus famously preferred a plain diet of “coarse bread, small fishes, hand-made moist cheese, and green figs
of the second crop,” Suet. Aug. 76.
156 Foxhall and Forbes 1982:42.
157 Dalby 2000:151, 190.
158 See Boozer 2005:10 for a brief description of home production facilities at Amheida.
159 Garnsey and Scheidel 2004:237. On the options for converting raw to finished grain foods in the city of Rome
(but without a sense of the relative cost), see Holleran 2012:134.
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of other nutritive elements when it is made into bread.”160 He tested the point ‘experimentally’
by home-processing barley using a mortar and pestle to achieve flours of different extractions.161
The choice to eat bread or porridge likely reflects a response to the cost of inputs such as labor and
fuel much more than an awareness of differential nutritional value.162 Galen corroborates this in
his treatise, On Barley Soup, in which he offers instructions for processing one’s own pearl barley
to remove chaff and skin in order to achieve different health effects and cooking times through
different modes of preparation.163
The level of preparation—as opposed to processing—of a food is significant not only for the
nutritional content of a staple, but also for the price of that staple. Patlagean noted that in addition
to consuming different types of food, the rich in antiquity distinguished themselves from the poor
by the level of food preparation.164 This can be seen in the cookbook of Apicius, which showcases
dishes, such as puddings, that require multiple meats to go through multiple rounds of cooking.
The implied fuel cost is enormous, a fact the host intends his guests to understand. Trimalchio or
the meals of Vitellius described in the Historia Augusta (20.5-7) are paradigmatic examples of this
sort of signaling.
For most people plating and presentation would have been non-issues. Much more important
was the extent to which staples were processed at the point of sale. The difference between con-
suming white or wholemeal bread, or porridge instead of bread, is all-important for understanding
the potential flexibility of a household’s food budget. A household’s consumption choices were
almost 100% variable, and households had to decide how to allocate their full income, in terms of
160 Foxhall and Forbes 1982:80.
161 Foxhall and Forbes 1982:77ff.
162 The cost of fuel—usually raw wood or charcoal—is hard to quantify because its efficiency, hence cost of use, is
affected by the type of wood, its size and moisture content, in addition to the cash price at market, or the cost in




time as well as money, to maximize their joint utility.165
The wages of the household ‘breadwinner’ would monetize the household. While not the only
source of value in the Roman household, these wages determined, to a large extent, the distribu-
tion of a family’s consumption across their assets of time/labor and money. Wage workers could
conserve their money through consumption choices. By distributing tasks to other members of
the household—wives, children, slaves—whose opportunity costs were lower (i.e. who had fewer
prospects for remunerative employment), they would ‘afford’ to buy cheaper, less processed goods
at market. Comparing a few staple prices from Diocletian’s Price Edict will illustrate the point:
Ground fava costs 100 denarii per castrensis modius, and the same amount of unground fava at
Item Price (D/K.mod.) Item Price (D/It. Sext.)
Clean Emmer 200 Extra Virgin Olive Oil 40
Wheat 100 Second Press 24
Crushed Millet 100 Cooking Oil 24
Whole Millet 50 Fresh Cooking Fat 12 (D/It.po.)
Italian Millet 50 Schmaltz 6 (D/It. po.)
Clean Spelt 100 Premium Garum 16
Uncleaned Spelt 30 Second Quality Garum 12
Lentils/Chickpeas 100 Best Honey 40
Split Peas 100 Second Quality Honey 24
Whole Peas 60 Phoenician Honey 8
Ground Fava 100 Rustic Wines 8
Unground Fava 60 Wheat Beer 4
Clean Barley 100 Pork 12 (D/It.po.)
Barley 60 Beef/Mutton 8 (D/It. po.)
Table 3.1: Processed & Unprocessed Commodity Prices
60.166 Whole peas are sold at precisely the same discount: 40%. By investing the time of family
members in processing food, a family could save a considerable amount of money even without
changing the types of food they ate. Cleaning one’s own spelt, for example, results in a 70% sav-
165 Becker 1978:91, discussing these tradeoffs as bearing on the maximization of a household utility function;
Becker 1991:68, treating a household’s relationship market as an equilibrium determined by the value of money
relative to time income. See p.134 below.
166 For the modern equivalents of ancient measurements, see p. 149.
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ings (30 denarii per castrensis modius as opposed to 100). Barley and millet were not ‘respectable,’
but they were perfectly edible, and could save a household 40% relative to wheat (at 60 denarii per
castrensis modius, as opposed to 100).
We should have a healthy distrust of the respectability baskets that are the basis of more pes-
simistic views of the well-being of the Roman working classes. It is possible and plausible, by
taking the household as a locus of both production and consumption, to imagine that even ‘poor’
consumers could have a range of options for fulfilling their nutritional needs between the market
and home. Households could accrue significant savings by purchasing sub-premium grains, min-
imally or un-processed staples. These would be supplemented by household production such as
kitchen gardens and foraging, and goods purchased cheaply at market could be made usable by
processing at home.
A family’s food budget was the most flexible portion of their expenditure. A household could
save anywhere from 30–70% of the cash cost of their staple foods without appreciable loss of
nutritional value if they were willing to substitute non-prestige variants of staples and process them
within the household. Choosing sub-premium products could also significantly cheapen the cost of
a household’s ‘basket of goods’ without nutritional compromise: one could, for example, purchase
five times more inferior honey than the best variant, and three times more than the second quality
variant. This is not to say that the poor would have bought premium goods in the first place, but to
illustrate that there were grades of each good to choose from. A similar savings was available for
staple fats: there is a six-fold spread between the cheapest animal fat and the best oil. This implies
families of different classes used different cooking fats, and if they could afford a mid-range fat,
they might still buy a cheaper variant to save money. In the event of spoilage or an adulterant,
ancient cooks developed many strategies for salvaging the product; Apicius offers advice for saving
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spoiled honey, broth and muddy wine.167 They also had techniques for masking inferior ingredients:
Apicius is full of advice on stretching and impersonating pricy ingredients.168 Roman consumers
may not have had a full spectrum of choice, but nor were they locked into income-based food castes,
and homilists repeatedly capitalized on consumer choice in advancing the obligation to alms.
To be fair, there is reason to believe that the savings available to consumers who were willing
to sacrifice quality, though dramatic, were not always quite as stark as the price points of high-
and low-end goods suggest. The reason for this is that even the poor may have to some extent
internalized the social value of food. Consumers willing to disregard the stigma of barley could save
40 denarii per castrensis modius on the price of wheat, but if they followed common knowledge,
they would have considered whole barley a fodder crop and purchased cleaned barley at 100 denarii
per castrensis modius, eliminating any savings over wheat. If, following Galen, a consumer was
willing to clean, soak and shell their own barley, he or she would still have lost approximately 3%
of the grain’s weight in the process, adding some cost per unit weight in addition to the time spent
processing the good, but still saving more than a third of the retail cost of cleaned barley.169
Analyses of ancient consumption patterns in terms of baskets of goods are capable of taking
these considerations into account, but in the past have done a poor job of quantifying the value of
women’s and children’s labor, both of which were widespread but demonetized within the house-
hold. Saller has bemoaned the “long neglect of women as economic actors” and our consequent
ignorance regarding “the value of ‘women’s work’ in the [ancient] home,” both within and outside
of the household.170 The task of cleaning and preparing food would have competed with a wage-
earner’s commitments, and there is reason to believe that the non-earning members of a Roman
167 Apicius, De Re Coquinaria 1.18, 1.7 and 1.8, respectively.
168 E.g. Apicius gives instructions for ‘Rose wine without Roses’ (1.6), ‘Faking’ Liburnian Oil,’ (1.7) and ‘Making
a little laser go a long way’ (1.17); Vehling 1977.
169 Foxhall and Forbes 1982:23, 44.
170 Saller 2003:185, 191, emphasis mine. Selected studies of women’s work outside the home include: Kampen
1976; Treggiari 1979; Joshel 1992.
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household would have engaged in food-preparation. Boserup estimates that women’s “crude pro-
cessing of basic foods” takes up to 30 hours per week the subsistence economies of modern Africa
and Latin America, for example.171 In the Roman micro-economy, too, the availability of women,
children, the elderly, and slaves as workers would have allowed households to buy a cheaper prod-
uct at market and process it at home.
Consumers seeking to economize through home processing may have still suffered in an ab-
solute sense: hand grinding grain allows more inedible material to make it into the final product,
so that home processors ran a higher risk of malnourishment.172 The effects of this adulteration
would have manifested in the long term, however, and do not mitigate the important savings that
could be achieved in the short-term by households maximizing their utility across their full income
understood in terms of time as well as money. Consumers had a real choice of the kind of food
they could eat (e.g. wheat or barley), and, within each category, what level of processing to pay for
at the point of sale (e.g. wholemeal or white flour, cleaned or uncleaned barley). Even those who
did not have access to prestige foods to begin with retained this level of choice.
It is important to note that the prices in Diocletian’s Edict are not demand-based. Rather, the
maximum prices of the document, in aiming to be ‘fair,’ more usually reflect the value added at
each stage of processing. This is extremely useful because it implies that white wheat costs more
because more labor has been put into it than whole wheat by the time it reaches market.173 This
in turn corroborates that a level of consumer choice could be created by processing goods within
the home rather than paying for processed goods at market: the household saves the cost of labor
outside of the household.
Ancient households had a complex relationship to the market, and could manipulate its cost
171 Saller 2003:200, citing Boserup 1970.
172 Foxhall and Forbes 1982:47.
173 Allen 2007:6 follows this logic in calculating the price of bread by adding the value of the labor input to the
value of wheat.
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of subsistence by shifting between monetized consumption and household production. Failing to
apply this insight has resulted in the projection of a higher than necessary baseline cost of subsis-
tence. Garnsey, for example, used the annona and army as models of a basic but sufficient diet,
despite noting that, at its most generous, the dole included the prestige goods of wine, oil and pork
as well as grain. Soldiers’ rations also included many premium goods, including wheat bread, ba-
con, cheese, vegetables, sour wine, salt, olive oil.174 He suggests “a modest amount of meat was
common.” This may have been the case, but it is not ‘bare bones subsistence.’ Monastic-style
asceticism much more closely approximates a bare-bones state, and not necessarily in the sense of
being inadequate so much as dirt cheap.
The cenobitic basket was specifically designed to provide for biological need only, barring
the ‘luxuries’ of animal products, a value that would have brought its cost down considerably.175
The FAO has classified this level of intake as the individual’s “subsistence energy need (SEN)”
which “denote[s] the base-line needs for the maintenance of physical health.”176 Like the household,
coenobia were sites of both production and consumption. But whereas the monasteries used the
labor of men, households used a mixed labor force of men, women, children, and sometimes slaves.
Saller considers the household “the basic unit of production and consumption in antiquity,” which
implies a very complex relationship with the market.177 While Becker models the household on
the capitalistic firm, for Weber the household “implies solidarity in dealing with the outside and
communism of property and consumption of everyday goods within.”178
Though modes of historical household organization are perennially debated, there is a general
consensus that, as a whole, the household is a utility-maximizing entity. For Howell, this implies
174 E.g. Garnsey 1999:125.
175 See p. 120.
176 UNU/MIT 1981. A macabre example of its application is Israel’s Gaza bolckade; Hass 2012.
177 Saller 2003:189.
178 Weber 1978:359. Cf. Hart 1992:247.
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that members share responsibility for ‘maintaining the household economy’ though a division of
labor within. The household is neither a communistic nor capitalistic organization because the
maximization of joint utility is subject to non-market notions of social roles.179 Howell’s notion
is important for conceptualizing the Roman household’s management of its monetized resources
as a proportion of its total human capital. For Howell, “the family could buy what it could not
produce,” and in that order: “productive energy in these families could therefore be best allocated
according to the income-generating capacity of each task and the availability of subsistence goods
in the marketplace.”180
Our analytical priority should be on production rather than purchase, with finished market goods
treated as a last resort rather than as primary resources. Viewed this way, we can construct a con-
sumption basket for the Christian Roman household that relates to the market differently than either
the military or annona might imply, using cash as a scarce resource relative to time and taking into
account monastic models. This strategy displaces the costs of labor onto non-wage-earning house-
hold members when possible rather than paying a premium at the point of sale.181 It requires us
to posit a greater allocation of time and possibly fuel to home food and good processing, but in
doing so makes better use of the labor of family members to increase the flexibility of household
consumption choices. Using the full range of household resources, in cash and labor, suggests that
cash could be conserved and even generated by consumption choices, and that the fast might mean
something very different than simple self-starvation.
Twenty-five to thirty percent of the cost of subsistence in antiquity came from purchases of non-
grain foods and the cost of clothing and shelter. Assuming grain in ancient diet included servings of
legumes—they are priced together in Diocletian’s Edict—the staple ‘grain’ could provide complete
179 Howell 1990:10.
180 Howell 1990:28.
181 Though it is also worth considering that in highly monetized urban economies, it might still have been cheaper to
‘outsource basic services’ like grinding; Mayer 2012:31.
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protein. Garnsey and Foxhall supplement the staple with wine, vegetables, and small amounts of
dairy, meat and condiments. Foxhall in particular notes that wine can be a significant source of
(empty) calories. A liter of cheap resinated wine, for example, is worth 700 calories.182 The price
of alcohol varied widely, anywhere from 2 denarii per Italicus Sextarius (.5 liter) for malt liquor
to 60 denarii for the same amount of a vintage Falernian. Wages often included portions of food
and wine, the size of which is debated and will be treated below, but the presence of such rations
establishes workers’ access to alcohol as a regular, if unfortunate, source of calories.
Meat was a luxury, and not part of most people’s normal consumption, which explains some
of Christian theologians’ interest in stigmatizing the consumption of meat made available through
sacrifice.183 The most important type of meat for Romans was pork; Jongman tells us, “the big ad-
vantage of pigs is that they can feed on leftovers or make use of wasteland. They did not, therefore,
compete for valuable agricultural land.”184 Galen offers a gruesome exception to the scarcity of
meat when he refers to the consumption of spent work animals:
Although some people serve the flesh of domestic asses when they have grown old, they
are extremely unwholesome, very difficult to digest, bad for the stomach and in addition are
unpleasant to eat, just like horses and camels.185
Eating animals at the end of their productive life is archeologically attested by the findings of
the Roman Peasant and Villa Magna Projects, and may not have been exceptional, but rather the
primary way the poor got meat into their diet.186 At Pievina, for example, “cooking pots used
for cooking not tender meat deriving from old animals (cattle and sheep/goat)” have been found
in quantity.187 Foraged foods added no cost besides the investment in time, and green vegetables
182 Foxhall and Forbes 1982:68.
183 E.g. 1 Cor. 20:28.
184 Jongman 2007:79.
185 Grant 2000:155. Cf. Galen On the Powers of Food 3.1, accusing tabernarii of serving human meat.
186 Bowes 2013; Holt 2012.
187 Bowes 2009:4.
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were inexpensive even at market.
Clothing and shelter costs were regionally and socially variable. Clothing, like wine, could
be anything from rags to the sumptuous silks that noble women donated for altar cloths. As Pat-
lagean observes, however, the sources are cognizant of a unique ‘vestment of poverty,’ on which
anchorites, cenobites and lay ascetics—notably Melania and Pinianus—modeled their attire.188
Again, the monastic ration gives us a minimum level of expenditure for subsistence, as it expressly
aims for adequacy rather than even comfort. The monastic model falls short, however, as a tem-
plate for fulfilling the need for shelter, which was provided at no cost, or perhaps at the ultimate
cost; monks ‘dowered’ themselves into coenobia and thereafter received room and board for life.
The dormitory-style living of the monasteries was created in explicit opposition to normal domes-
tic conditions, which were considered distracting to spiritual life. Upon entry to the monastery,
monks ideally gave up their worldly assets and cares, and from the perspective of the monastery,
their ‘initiation fee’ was some compensation for their ongoing maintenance, the cost of which was
further reduced by economies of scale and vertically integrated modes of production. Only the
latter would be available to private households, and they had neither the benefits of endowment nor
scale to mitigate their costs.
The laity, on the other hand, would have lived in extended- or multi-family groups, renting
an apartment (or portion thereof) or leasing a holding if they were not themselves smallholders.
Frier’s study of Ostia indicates that over 90% of the town’s population rented their homes. Many
people in mezzanines or the back rooms of their shops, and even those that rented a proper apart-
ment likely sublet portions to bring down the cost. Pirson’s study of Pompeii and Herculaneum
envisions 42% and 53% of the populations as tenants of rental units, respectively.189 If these cases
are representative, rentals were the norm in cities, and single-family homes a luxury. The terms of
188 Patlagean 1977:54. Brown 2012b:293 notes that their new garments were of plain Cilician cloth.
189 Mayer 2012:29, summarizing Pirson 1999:174 and Frier 1977:30.
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rentals and leases were negotiated on a case-by-case basis, and may in some cases have included
board (for example in tabernae or hospitia). Ideally, rent would be paid in advance for a set period
of time, but Roman tenant law gives us reason to believe that arrears might accumulate for years
and landlords might have to satisfy themselves with tacit liens on tenants’ goods in the hope of
eventual repayment.190 This is informative in that a poor household might be deeply in debt in an
absolute sense while being liquid enough to satisfy its more immediate needs; Frier notes indirect
evidence of payment compromises between tenants and landlords for arrears, which would have
ultimately brought down the monthly cost, or traded a period of monthly debts for a discounted bulk
payment.191 Frier gives a rental rate of about 1 as per day in early imperial Ostia. The Kephalaia
of the Teacher (4th C.) refer to rental rates “by the day and by the month,” which tractate Avodah
Zarah (4th–5th C.) suggest were not often profitable: “As to a house, it is uncommon to profit from
it, while it is quite common to profit from a field.”192
According to previous models, food cost between 66–75% of household expenditure, of which
70–75% was spent on grain, 30% on wine, oil, greens and condiments.193 Clothing and shelter
had therefore to be provided out of the remaining 30% of expenditure.194 Revised assumptions
can bring food costs down substantially. Treating the household as a site of production as well
as consumption has the potential to change the horizon of possibility for the expenditures of a
household acting rationally. While purchasing practices would have varied widely from family
to family, there is reason to believe that people were rational economic actors capable of finding
flexibility even within the biological constraints of fulfilling their ‘subsistence energy needs.’195
190 On advance rent; Mayer 2012:29, citing Heinzelmann 2005.
191 Frier 1977:36.
192 Frier 1977:34; Keph. 91.26, trans. Wimbush 1990:208; Neusner 1991:44. Rome was an exception: “In Rome,
these rents were high and could earn a landlord several million sesterces a year;” Mayer 2012:29.
193 With Egyptian evidence usually having a controlling role in the pricing of wheat/bread; Duncan-Jones 1990:144.
194 Harris 2010:43 reminds us that taxation would have a (variable) impact on consumption baskets, and
Ostrogorsky 1932:329, 332 notes the destabilizing effect of large one-time costs such as work animals.
195 See p. 134.
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3.2.2 Household Production and the Possibility of Giving
A household needs to be able to provide its basic needs out of its income. The total income of
a household consists of a combination of cash and productive capacity. A subsistence level of
income is one capable of providing clothing, shelter and approximately 2000 calories per person
per day (or approximately 15,000 for a family of six).196 Harris has suggested, based on Chinese
comparanda, that this may be a high minimum, and 1877 calories for 8 hours of work, of 1673 for
4 hours per day would be plausible.197 Rouselle suggests an even lower minimum, arguing that the
poorest Romans consumed just 1500 cal/day.198 This is the level to which Egyptian ascetic diets
were calibrated, and on these diets was lay fasting was also based. This coincidence suggests that
if we revise existing consumption basket models to reflect monastic practice, we can model the
effects of the fast on household economies. Without assuming pre-existing discretionary income,
savings, or heroic levels of asceticism, lay households might plausibly have been able to generate
alms through fasting.
R.C. Allen used Diocletian’s Edict on Maximum Prices (301 CE) to construct a ‘basket of
goods,’ or consumption basket for an “unskilled, free male laborer.”199 This person has been un-
derstood as the main householder and breadwinner, so their level of wellbeing has widespread
implications for the way we understand the quality of life to which ordinary Romans had access.
Scheidel modified Allen’s fairly optimistic model of Roman subsistence to reflect more pessimistic
assumptions.200 The differences between the two models are small, and both are predicated on
assumptions about individual need and consumption that were directly challenged by the monas-
tic model. It is therefore useful to understand the construction of Allen and Scheidel’s baskets in
196 Foxhall and Forbes 1982:49, after FAO estimates.





order to see just how much flexibility Roman household economies might have had, and how the
monastic model of asceticism could inform the management of Christian households following the
fasting practices advocated by patristic writers to generate savings for almsgiving.
Intending to test how ‘well off’ the average Roman was, Allan advanced a somewhat pes-
simistic view of life for working Romans. For example, he took the casual rather than the skilled
laborer as the representative of the majority of workers. At 25 denarii per day, this is the least well-
compensated occupation in the Edict. This wage rate represents 1.37g silver per day in cash, with
an additional stipulated food allowance of unknown size. How much this daily wage was worth
to the worker depends both on how payment was rendered and how the worker interacted with the
market, but without going into detail regarding these variables, Allen calculates the price of a ‘re-
spectability basket,’ i.e. the cost of ‘living well,’ to be 163.921g silver per person per year.201 At
this rate, an individual would have had to work 180 days per year to cover all his expenses in cash.
For 8.199g more silver, or a total of 172.12g, the worker could cover his rent as well. This means
that a casual laborer would have had to work 186 out of 365 days to cover all his basic needs in
cash, or just about half of the year, a level of employment that is in accord with the more pessimistic
estimates of Roman unemployment.
Allen represents food costs using the Edict rates, and non-food costs with percentage premiums
on food costs based on historical comparison cases. The danger of anachronism using the Edict
presents is outweighed by the opportunity it offers to compare prices and wages consistently. Allen
allocates 80–85% of the individual budget for food costs, and adds a 15–20% premium for non-food
staples and a further 5% for rent. This strategy is debatable, but it results in a generally agreed-upon
proportion of food to non-food costs. Scheidel also used this strategy, and there is some reason to
believe it is plausible based on the comparative evidence.202 Allen appeals to sixteenth-century
201 Allen 2007:8.
202 Scheidel 2008:6 n.16.
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Naples for the proportion of non-food costs, for example, and Drexhage corroborates the posited
level of rent commitment, which he gives as 14–25 days’ wages (or 7–13% of 180 days’ work).203
The cost of providing for an average-sized household Allen takes to be 3.05 times the cost of
an individual basket, or 516.352g silver per year.204 In cash, based on the daily rate of 1.37g silver,
supporting a household on the minimum daily cash wage of the Edict would require a total of 376.9
days of work per year. This could be fulfilled by one fully employed person with overtime, or the
earnings of multiple laborers. It does not take into account the value of the food allowance or a
family’s productive capacity that might reduce its reliance on the market. Whether the individual
breadwinner could afford a household depends on all these variables. Allen and Scheidel’s models
assume the partial employment of the breadwinner nowhere near the number of days required by
the cost of maintaining a family out of one income. Both allow a laborer to expect approximately
250 days per year of paid work, or one third more work than required to cover basic individual
needs. Allen concludes that, all told, the average Roman worker would have had some budgetary
flexibility as a single person—the wages of up to 70 days over subsistence per year—and could
have afforded some small luxuries but not a family. Scheidel is pessimistic that the lowest level of
laborer was even self-supporting.
Both models treat the lowest sort of worker as the best representative of the majority of Ro-
man workers, cash income as the worker’s primary asset, and the working breadwinner as the
primary supporter of a household. Within these constraints the productive capacity of other mem-
bers of households are not quantified, and household consumption is treated as fully monetized,
with goods coming from the market. This is an expensive model of subsistence and valuing the
labor of other members of a household could mitigate its pessimism, but even if we follow all of
203 Drexhage 1991:78–91, 450–2.
204 Allen 2007:6 does not multiply the cost of rent by 3 in scaling to the household. See Deaton and Paxson 1998 for
a discussion of consumer economies of scale households seem to enjoy.
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Allen and Scheidel’s assumptions, we need not accept their conclusions. Both Allen and Scheidel
treat food consumption choices as the largest single component of any individual or household bud-
get. Its components are also the most flexible. The models’ choice of staples are therefore deeply
significant, not only for our understanding of Roman well-being, but for our understanding of the
possibilities of Roman consumer behavior to meet basic needs at different price points.
As we have seen, the notion of ‘respectability’ is in significant ways socially constructed. Allen
and Scheidel’s basic baskets include expenditures on meat and wine which would have been nice to
have, but can be eliminated for a significant savings without compromising subsistence in biological
terms. The elimination of these social goods is reflected in the ‘subsistence basket’ model, which
provides still approximately 2000 calories per person per day, and comparable amounts of protein to
the ‘respectability basket.’ Allen cuts still deeper into the notion of ‘respectability’ by imagining an
sparser ‘bare bones subsistence basket’ which explicitly switches to vegetarianism and minimizes
condiments, still without significant nutritional loss. Without curtailing either clothing or rent costs,
the change from respectability to subsistence in food alone brings the individual maintenance cost
down to 79.094g silver per year, or 83.05g silver with rent. By avoiding ‘respectable’ foods, an
individual could save 89.07g silver, or 48% of his wages. Assuming 180 days’ work, this change
alone would be enough to support a dependent. Scaled to a full household, this change brings the
cost of having a family from 516.352g silver per year to 249.147g silver per year—a savings of
267.205g silver per year, or, again, 48%. In a bare bones model, the lowest compensated Roman
worker would have to work about 195 days to support a family, and might be thought of as a
breadwinner.
Allen’s model is optimistic in that it imagines a level of subsistence enabling even poorly-
205 Scheidel 2008 accounts in drachms; silver values were obtained by dividing the adjusted cost in drachms of the
basket for Period 2 (190–270 CE) by their weight in silver (according to a conversion of 3.58g silver/drachm);
van der Spek b.
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Respectability Basket Subsistence Basket
Allen Scheidel Allen Scheidel
182 Kg Bread 182 Kg Bread 172 Kg Wheat 172 Kg Wheat
52 L Beans/Peas 52 L Beans/Lentils 20 Kg Beans/Peas 20 Kg Beans/Lentils
26 Kg Meat 26 Kg Meat 5 Kg Meat 5 Kg Meat
5.2 L (Olive) Oil 5.2 L (Olive) Oil 5 L (Olive) Oil 5 L (Olive) Oil
5.2 Kg Cheese 5.2 Kg Cheese
52 Eggs 52 Eggs
68.25 L Wine 68.25 L Wine
2.6 Kg Soap 2.6 Kg Soap 1.3 Kg Soap 1.3 Kg Soap
5 m Linen 5 m Linen 3 m Linen 3 m Linen
2.6 Kg Candles 2.6 Kg Candles 1.3 Kg Candles 1.3 Kg Candles
2.6 L Lamp Oil 2.6 L Lamp Oil 1.3 L Lamp Oil 1.3 L Lamp Oil
5.0 m BTU Fuel 5.0 m BTU Fuel 2.0 m BTU Fuel 2.0 m BTU
Totals:
163.921 g Silver 145.5–190.2 g Silver 79 g Silver 74.3 g Silver205
Table 3.2: Respectability v. Subsistence Consumption Baskets
compensated workers to support a family without additional inputs to the household. The problem
comes with the assumption that individuals had access to respectability-levels of consumption but
might choose subsistence, trading quality for quantity to support more dependents. Both Allen
and Scheidel gesture towards a spectrum below ‘respectability’ characterized by varying access to
staples. Where respectable status includes meat, oil and wine—precisely those goods that were
stigmatized by ascetics because they signified living well—the subsistence baskets as a set seek to
be calorically adequate (to a level of about 1900 calories per day) but substitute cheaper alternatives
for ‘respectable’ goods, such as vegetable for animal protein. For Allen, households benefitted from
economies of scale so that while a worker might need 415g silver per year, a worker might support
a family on just 101g more.206 Allen suggests peasants have historically cut their maintenance costs
by eliminating meat, alcohol, and processed foods. The effect of doing so is remarkable: “the great
thing about the bare bones diet is that it cost much less than the respectability diet––in the case of
Rome, 79.094 grams of silver versus 163.921,” that is, 2313.6 as opposed to 4800 denarii, literally
206 Allen 2007:4.
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half the cost of a respectable diet, while not endangering health or life.207 Clothing and shelter
were much less negotiable costs, though with clothing at least there seems to have been a lively
second-hand market. Still, it is significant that through the manipulation of diet alone, a person
could manipulate their cost of living and potentially generate disposable income. This strategy
would not work for those already living at a ‘bare bones’ level, but it suggests that fasting could be
a transformative strategy for anyone even slightly better off.
Bishops not only encouraged this strategy, but offered practical advice for the undertaking of
fasts and the appropriate use of any savings they generated. Cyprian addresses the concerns of
householders directly, and insists on the possibility of fulfilling the demands of charity:
(You say) there are many children at home; and the multitude of your children checks you
from giving yourself freely to good works. And yet on this very account you ought to labour
the more, for the reason that you are the father of many pledges…Assign to Him your wealth
which you are saving up for your heirs.208
Cyprian here discusses the church as a potential heir to those with savings. For those without
standing wealth, fasting had the potential to generate funds through manipulating consumption for
short-term gain rather than the disbursal of saved funds. Allen shows that by eliminating animal
products on a ‘bare bones’ model, a household could save up to half its food expenditure. Sub-
sistence costs could be further reduced by the purchase of raw and whole foods at market to be
processed at homes, by preferring vegetable foods, and by supplementing with foraged foods and
fuel. Taking these changes into account would require us to revise the assumptions of even the
‘bare bones’ basket to reflect the productive capacity of households.
Neither Allen nor Scheidel consider the further savings made possible by the home-processing
of staples. Neither discuss in detail the value added by members of households working outside of
207 Allen 2007:8.
208 Cyprian Eleem. 18 (ANF 5.481).
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the monetized economy. Scheidel alludes to the likelihood of more than one breadwinner in a brief
discussion of the earning potential of paides. The work of children, he says, could be worth 25% of
the wages of the main household breadwinner.209 Neither attempts to balance the costs and benefits
of supporting children, the effect of casual labor on full income, or the value of women’s or slaves’
work within the home. Instead, both interrogate male wage workers’ effectiveness as breadwinners.
Allen is rather more optimistic than Scheidel, concluding that a working man could support a family
on a bare bones basket. Allen’s conclusion depends on a more generous understanding of worker’s
food allowances than Scheidel is willing to grant. He responds that the food ration granted laborers
must have been small, with the result that the main breadwinner could only provide 70—90% of the
subsistence basket of a family.210 There is wide disagreement about the extent to which employers
subsidized their workers’ meals, and there was likely wide variation in practice. At best, however,
the allowance could have provided an important meal for each day a laborer worked, saving their
families the cost of up to 250 meals per year. Scheidel’s model does not credit on-the-job meals
with much value. If workers had to support their own caloric expenditure rather than employers,
their wages go much less far towards supporting a family.
Though the breadwinning male’s wages may have been the highest within a household, the work
of other family members in the monetized economy, and, more importantly, within the household
production unit, is non-negligible. Garnsey suggests a household’s resources would have been
cobbled together from many sources over the course of a year:
Farmers supplemented their incomes by cultivating or putting animals to pasture on unas-
signed state domain (or, in Rome, clan land), by serving as tenants and labourers on neighboring
209 Scheidel 2008:8.
210 Scheidel 2008:6 n.17. Scheidel works with a daily wage of 32.6 denarii rather than Allen’s 36.1. Cf.
Ostrogorsky 1932:297, estimating that the average manual laborer made 1–2 nomismata (solidi) per month in
late antiquity. This figure is equal to 1000 denarii per month, or 33.3 per day, which is low but in the realm of
those calculated by Allen and Scheidel using baskets of goods.
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properties, or by working as craftsmen and labourers in towns and villages. This supposition
is confirmed by other considerations, in particular the nature of the farming calendar…Even
in the busy seasons, the ploughing or harvesting, a peasant family might have labour to spare
after its own work was done.211
Garnsey’s vision of seasonal non-specialist employment describes the situation of Allen and Schei-
del’s 25D/d laborer well, but still relies on a main breadwinner. We are left with a widely shared
vision that households were supported largely by a single male breadwinner whose wages the Edict
describe, and that he was likely without work for over 100 days per year. If this were so, it is hard
to imagine that most Romans enjoyed the conditions under which a household might be possible,
but population figures suggest that they found a way. The labor of other members of the household
accounts for the fact of households, and implies that a main-breadwinner is an inappropriate as-
sumption for gauging the tradeoffs working Romans faced. Rather, the basic unit of consumption
and production should be understood to be the household, not the marriageable male, and the con-
sumption choices Romans faced should be assessed in terms of household rather than individual
quality of life.
A combination of changes in the productive and consumer activity on the household level is in
fact capable of bringing down the cost of a household subsistence basket by 40—50% more than
either Scheidel or Allen calculate. The women and children of a laborer’s family should be expected
to have processed staples at home and supplemented purchased goods by growing, foraging and
keeping animals, and it is likely enough that they ‘fasted’ regularly.212 Clark reminds us that in
the feast-famine cycles of agrarian society, populations “may indeed live for years and years on an
inadequate diet,” though admittedly with adverse health effects.213 While it is harder to posit the
value of women’s and children’s work, by assuming that they did work, and that their work did not
result in a significant loss of monetized income but rather supplemented it, we can project different
211 Garnsey 1980:37.
212 Cf. Boraian 2008:7 on sex-linked malnutrition in modern Tamil Nadu.
213 Clark and Haswell 1966:19–20.
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behavior at market, that is, behavior that economized though home-processing.214
Given the possibility of imagining the household as a productive besides a consumer unit, it can
be seen that neither Scheidel nor Allen’s bare bones baskets cut deep enough. Both use high-priced
processed vegetarian substitutes for meat, for example, rather than cheaper unprocessed variants
which could be processed at home using the labor of women and children. Allen, for example,
uses the 100 denarii price point for both wheat and beans in both his respectability and subsistence
baskets rather than swapping wheat for a cheaper grain, or whole for crushed beans.215 And both
retain small quantities of animal products (eggs, meat, butter) even in their minimum ‘bare bones’ or
‘austerity’ baskets. This was likely enough—animal products are often used more as condiments
than staples in many traditional diets. However, it is equally important that condiments can be
dispensed with. Both Scheidel and Allen’s basket models treat bare a bones diet as qualitatively
the same as a respectable diet, with only quantities subject to major adjustment. In neither case do
they take into account the model of ascetic practices or test the cost-effectiveness of unprocessed
food. Is it likely that that poorest workers were buying prepared bread rather than wheat berries?
Evidence on the ground is hard to come by, but we can reconstruct the trade off: assuming the
purchaser was a rational agent, he or she would have known well that he could save half of the
cost by buying wheat berries instead of bread, choosing either to eat porridge instead of bread, or
leaving their preparation to the women and children of his household. We must, then, pay closer
attention to qualitative variation in the construction of minimal baskets of goods, because it is by
these changes that additional economies could be realized.
Scheidel bases his figures on Egyptian price data drawn from the 160s—270 CE, while Allen
uses the Edict of 301. Scheidel assures us of their comparability: “Most importantly, the ‘wheat
wage’ for unskilled labor was the same in Egypt as in the Price Edict. This suggests that in real
214 See Hawkins 2006:139ff treating the households of artisans as ‘family enterprises.’
215 Allen 2007:3, 5.
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terms, subsistence wages were indeed quite similar-and therefore similarly low-across the Roman
world.”216 Though the Edict’s descriptive power has been challenged, Scheidel follows Bagnall in
treating the Edict’s rates as fair market prices.217 Consequently, the baskets Scheidel creates are
substantially the same as Allen’s, though differently justified. The similarity of the two models sug-
gest, as Scheidel argues, that both the Egyptian price data and the Edict are representative samples
of Roman economic realities. Scheidel and Allen differ mainly on the proportion of income they
believe the baskets would have taken up over the course of the year, that is, the levels of well-being
that Roman wage laborers experienced based on the purchasing power of their wages. Otherwise,
Scheidel populates his baskets along the same lines as Allen and uses the same formulas for scal-
ing up individual needs to households and accounting for rent and non-food goods. Both include
meat, cheese, eggs and wine in the Mediterranean Respectability Basket. These goods are absent
or reduced to a negligible amount in the subsistence or bare bones baskets. Likewise, both ap-
proximately halve the non-food staples—soap, linen, candles, lamp oil and fuel—in the bare bones
baskets.
Allen recognizes that households could economize by buying the staple rather than a finished
product.218 Importantly, he follows the Edict in calculating the cost of bread as the cost of raw
materials (wheat) plus the value of the labor input (by a baker). The result is that the retail price
of bread is 14% over the price of wheat alone. This is an amount that households could potentially
partially recoup by an investment of time if they engaged in home processing and preparation. It
can be seen from this one case that the effect of labor on the value of a product likely made a great
deal of difference to whether a household bought prepared staples such as cleaned and crushed
wheat and beans. There are many cases in which it would make better sense to invest the time of
216 Scheidel 2008:10.
217 See Bagnall 1989:69–70, comparing Edict and papyrus wheat prices.
218 Allen 2007:6.
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otherwise underemployed members of the household in preparation rather than pay for the cost of a
good prepared outside of the household, yet neither Allen and Scheidel explore the possibilities of
household production as they might effect market consumption. Perhaps this is because processing
one’s own staples would require time, fuel and facilities not easily available or difficult to quantify,
yet the writings of Galen and the experiments of Clarke suggest that a household only needed access
to few items to demonetize a significant amount of their consumption: a mortar and pestle, time,
and an indifference to the notions of ‘respectability’ propagated by elite texts on the management
of ideal households. Though processing one’s own food may not have been possible for the main
wage worker (assuming 10-hour days on the job, possibly more if multiple jobs were held), the
availability of women and children’s labor make this a plausible, even attractive strategy.219
I call a consumption basket below the level of subsistence calculated by Allen and Scheidel a
‘monastic model’ of consumption because it realizes its savings through a communal practice of
fasting and labor within the household unit. This basket, though it is cheaper than the lowest level of
subsistence envisioned by either Allen or Scheidel, still adheres to their basic staple types, provides
for minimum subsistence energy needs, and reserves about 20% of income for rent and non-food
staple costs. The monastic model provides adequately for basic needs, but requires additional inputs
to work. With these parameters in mind, let us apply the assumption of home processing to see what
sort of savings it could allow Christian households to generate.
219 See Hamel 1990.
220 Adjustments are made according to the ratios: 1 modius=12.936 L, Allen 2007:6; 0.327 Kg/It. po.; 0.54 L/It.
Sext., 1 D/3.85g Silver; van der Spek a. Foxhall’s weight of barley after processing (allowing for 3% loss from
removing the hulls) is 587Kg/L, or 7.59 Kg/Cast. Mod=22.6 Cast. Mod.
221 As Scheidel 2008:Table 1, note explains, price data on beans is poor. Allen 2007:10 values 1 Cast. Mod. of
crushed beans at .477g silver, and projects individual consumption at 52 L per year, or 4.3 Cast. Mod., costing
2.05g silver. As uncrushed beans would have a different volume than crushed beans, Allen gives them an
equivalent weight of 20 Kg (Table 3). Assuming they are equivalent, the discounted price (60D/Cast. Mod., or
40%) of uncrushed beans according to the Edict should be applied to the 52 L figure, for a price of .286g silver
per Cast. Mod.
222 Though Allen 2007:4 acknowledges much wool was worn, he considers the price data ‘hard to interpret,’ and so
uses lengths of linen adapted from figures on tent cloth as a proxy for clothing costs. Tent cloth and
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Subsistence Basket Adjusted Subsistence Basket Savings (D) Savings (g. Ag)220
172 Kg Wheat 172 Kg Whole Barley 40 D/Cast. Mod. 28.9
20 Kg Beans/Lentils 20 Kg Unground Beans/Whole Peas 40 D/Cast. Mod. .821 221
5 Kg Beef/Goat/Mutton 5 Kg Beef/Goat/Mutton —
5 L (Olive) Oil 5 L (Olive) Oil —
1.3 Kg Soap 1.3 Kg Soap —
3 m Linen 2 Tunics, Second Hand 6 D/garment (v. new tunic) .38 222
1.3 Kg Candles 1.3 Kg Candles —
1.3 L Lamp Oil 1.3 L Lamp Oil —
2.0 m BTU Fuel 2.0 m BTU Fuel —
Totals (g. Ag):
79/74.3 48.9/44.2 990 D 30.101
Table 3.3: Adjusted Subsistence Basket
As the staple, grain accounts for the greatest proportion of household food spending: Allen rates
it at 30% of the budget. By contrast, beans are about 6% of his budget, and linen 5%. The choice of
which grain, and in what form to consume it, was therefore the single most important consumption
decision a household could make, and the Price Edict suggests there was a wide variety of options
for satisfying this need at different price points.223 Though notionally less respectable, barley is a
nutritional near-equivalent to wheat. Processed, it cost as much as wheat, but unprocessed pearl
barley offered the possibility of substantial savings. If households were willing to consume whole
millet or Italian millet, they could save another 10 denarii per castrensis modius for a savings of
an additional .32g silver per unit, or 7.23g silver per year. Uncleaned spelt cost only 30 denarii per
castrensis modius, offering the possibility of saving another .64g silver per castrensis modius, or
14.5g silver per year, or they could save two thirds of the cost of the equivalent amount of wheat
(72.3g silver per year) by switching to spelt, which cost 21.7g silver per year. Even households at
clothing-grade cloth would not have been of the same quality, nor would they have had equivalent value added
by labor. The use of lengths of cloth may be appropriate in conveying the cost of cloth worked into clothing at
home, but I have chosen, following Scheidel 2008:6, to use 2 finished garments instead (see App. A). Cf. Philo,
On the Contemplative Life 38 (Wimbush 1990:143): the clothing of the Therapeutae is “very plain, intended for
the remedy of intense cold and extreme heat, a heavy cloak instead of a shaggy hide during the winter, and a
sleeveless vest or a garment of linen in summer.”
223 See p. 130.
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subsistence had a range of options for satisfying their needs.
One need not have chosen all of one and none of the others: households could achieve inter-
mediate levels of savings according to different combinations of staple grains and beans. They had
a similar range of options for organizing their consumption of fat, protein and alcohol. The above
monastic basket represents a very conservative level of change from the subsistence models offered
by Allen and Scheidel; it does not touch meat or oil consumption, non-food staples, or consider the
possibility, raised by Rouselle and Harris, of decreased minimum caloric requirements. The holy
ascetics of literature modeled a spectacular form of self-denial, but we need not posit such feats
in order to obtain a substantial savings with which the pious could have fulfilled the demands of
charity.
It is significant, then that the smallest Christian silver votives weigh approximately 10g silver
each.224 According to Allen’s model, a manual laborer may already have had the means to make
such purchases without adjusting his consumption very much. Scheidel is skeptical, especially once
family enters the picture. Neither treat the household as a unit of both production and consumption.
When we do, we can imagine consumption adjustments over the course of a year that could generate
enough short-term savings for people very far down the economic scale to participate in a level
of giving that is both solicited by bishops and materially attested. This is a provocative set of
associations. Silver would likely have been the most a worker could give, so the plausibility of this
level of giving implies that the vast majority of giving would have been in kind.225 Evidence of such
gifts survives less well and is less easily comparable with price and wage indices and household
economic models.
Wage work is admittedly only one of the ways in which ancient workers were employed: much
224 See ch. 4.
225 E.g. The fermentum of Rome referred originally to food offerings consecrated by the bishop. Under Siriacus
(384–99) it came to refer specifically to the “guaranteed consecrated element” sent by the bishops to churches for
mass each week; Davis 2000:33.
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work in the Price Edict is piecework, but it is difficult to estimate income based on piece rates
because they do not account for the time investment in each piece.226 Anecdotal evidence of piece-
work rates is often unhelpful. Procopius tells us, for example, that the harlots of sixth-century
Constantinople “plied their trade in the midst of the market-place at the rate of three obols—just
enough to live on.”227 Wage work may not describe all or even most ancient labor, but it falls into
clear patterns that we have reason to believe are representative. Even if “the majority of Romans
were not wage-earners,” as Harris maintains, Banaji has argued that wage work was more impor-
tant than previously realized, and consequently more representative of the constraints of ancient
household economy.228
The Price Edict gives a rough scale of wages for working classes; 25 denarii/day (adjusted to
37.5 by Allen) for manual labor, 50 or more for skilled or craft labor, and 100 or more denarii
per day for literate work. From end to end, the highest paid workers could make several times
the lowest-paid workers, but the wages also fall into broad groupings which suggest significant
improvements in remuneration corresponding to certain valued skill sets. This implies stratification
and significant variation in quality of life among this class, and the possibility of donation if work
resulted in enough disposable income. If wages are at all representative, the world of work was
deeply stratified:
There has been fierce debate over how to quantify the real value of these nominal wages, es-
pecially in light of the food allowances some are required to include. This is nontrivial, as the
value of these goods makes the difference between whether cash wages slightly or significantly
226 Nor do the finished pieces disclose the terms of their commission (if they were), or the effect of the reputation of
the craftsperson on the rate. E.g. On the value of the mason Habinnas’ reputation, see Petronius Satyrica 65,
quoted in Mayer 2012:32.
227 Procopius Hist. arcan. 17.
228 Harris 2010:40. Cf. Banaji 2007:5: “I break with the widespread orthodoxy that wage labour has been of only
marginal importance in so-called ‘pre-capitalist’ forms of economy.”
229 See App. A.2 further.
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Occupation Daily Wage +Food Allowance Wage/250 days +Food Allowance
Shepherd 20 D 27.6 D 5000 [7300?] D 6900 [10074?] D
Unskilled/Manual Worker 25 D 32.6 D 6250 D 8150 D
Stonecutter 50 D 57.6 D 12500 D 14400 D
Carpenter 50 D N/A 12500 D N/A
Plaster Modelmaker 75 D 82.6 D 18750 D 20650 D
Muralist 75 D N/A 18750 D N/A
Sheath Polisher 100 D N/A 25000 D N/A
Image Painter 150 D N/A 37500 D N/A
Table 3.4: Representative Wage Levels229
underestimate workers’s wages.230 The Edict “explicitly states that such wages were in addition to
a subsistence allowance—whose value is completely unknown to us.”231 Allen and Scheidel treat
most people as unskilled workers who could expect to earn from 20–75 D/day, with or without
food/wine allowances. At 100 D/day and above, the allowances are no longer mandated. If pay-
ment in kind was supplemental to wages, it was still paramount to the worker’s well-being at the
lower end of the pay scale—was it issued to supplement inadequate wages? To meals during the
workday? Might it have been worth more than one person’s intake, like frumentationes?
The amounts are not given, and it’s not clear what this means for employer discretion. Allen
takes Duncan-Jones’ figure of 3.33 additional modii castrensis per worker per month—and assumes
full employment—to produce an optimistic impression of the low end of wage-work. Scheidel
does not, hence prorates the figure as available only 68.5% of the time.232 Yet Scheidel ultimately
accepts Duncan-Jones’ figure of 3.33 modii castrensis per month (prorated to 2.28 Cast. Mod.),
which on a daily basis would have meant 1.1 Kg of wheat per worker per day, providing 3,670
calories. As Scheidel notes, this is “(at least) equal to the total caloric requirement of a physically
hard-working adult man.”233 Of course, as he notes, allowances may have been smaller, but even
230 See Frézouls 1977, Frézouls 1978.
231 Harris 2010:46.
232 Scheidel 2008:6 n.17.
233 Ibid.
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assuming employers did not provide all their workers’ meals on work days, a meal or two was
worth 250 or more meals per year for the worker, that is, a value of 1900 denarii or 60.8g silver
over the course of the year. The allowance could be a significant subsidy for a household. If the
worker was provided adequate meals on workdays, he would have been able to afford rent, clothing
and non-food staples, and an additional 115 days’ worth of meals. If the allowance did provide a
day’s calories, then the worker’s budget would look something like the following:
Expense Cost (D) Cost (g. Silver)
Rent 625 D 20
Non-Food Staples 992 D 31.75
115 Days’ Meals 874 27.96
(365 Days’ Meals at 25 D/day) 2774 88.8
Totals:
With Workday Food Allowance 2491 D 69.71 (130.29g discretionary)
Without Workday Food Allowance 4391 D 140.512 (59.5g discretionary)
Table 3.5: Discretionary Income of Wage Workers
The food allowance is mandated as such, but it is the only portion of wages the amount of
which the Edict does not stipulate. Literary evidence suggests that its amount depended on the
benevolence of the individual employer towards his workers. The Parable of the Vintner is a famous
case of arbitrary wage levels.234 A stingy allowance could force a worker to consume his small
discretionary income entirely on food, but a large one could make all the difference to individual and
household well-being by providing for some of the more expensive staples.235 Scheidel suggests oil
may have been distributed with wages, for example.236 If we take the anecdotal evidence to imply
that it was not uncommon for employers to provide a more or less substantial meal, then we can
234 The employer of the parable rebukes his workers: “I choose to give to this last the same as I give to you. Am I
not allowed to do what I choose with what belongs to me?” Matt. 20:1-16.
235 E.g. The Bohairic Life of Pachomius (5) portrays the saint’s family providing their workers with a meat ration:




discount workdays for the meals the employer provides, which generates a savings of 30g of silver
over the course of the year. A combination of fair labor conditions and conscious consumption
could have achieved a discretionary income of up to about 160g silver per year without decreasing
overall caloric intake.
An unskilled worker with a family would have incurred up to 421g silver in total costs per year.
With a food allowance, this could decrease to 360.7g silver per year, yet the worker would still
be 160.7g silver in the red. If the household manipulated its consumption, they could have saved
30.1g more per head per year, leaving them 70.4g silver in the red. This is a harsh regime, however,
and any additional savings would have to come at the cost of fasting. For a manual worker with
a family, existence was precarious, and the consumption basket model, if it refers to the mode of
existence of most Romans, does not permit much flexibility for the pious donation solicited by
bishops. It is clear that some could follow the injunction better than others. An unskilled worker
in favorable circumstances may on occasion have been able to give something, but silver—though
a possible gift, represents a very high level of commitment, in favorable circumstances, on the part
of the donor.237
Among these favorable circumstances, Allen has suggested that peasants in the Roman world
benefitted from an abnormally low price regime which decreased their cost of living relative to the
very populations whose data he used to model the Roman case. Even if we maintain our pessimism
regarding manual laborers, as we move from manual work to craft work, wages double. They
increase still further for literate labor.238 This should not be surprising: until the twentieth century,
craftsmen consistently made significantly more than laborers.239 The comparison extends to prices
as well as ages: like Allen and Scheidel, Phelps Brown estimates an expenditure of 80% of income
237 Or something more basic, food or wine; Magoulias 1976:31.
238 Magoulias 1976:29 also suggests gratuities were common in service industries.
239 Brown and Hopkins 1955:197, 201.
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on foodstuffs between the years 1450 and 1913.240 Apprenticeship to a trade could bring a real
increase in standards of living: Roman masons and carpenters could make 400g silver per year;
a third more than a manual worker receiving both pay and a food allowance. But even between
the stonecutter and mason, the food allowance continued to make a difference. We begin to see
here a deeply stratified world of work. The stonecutter benefitted from a food allowance, while the
carpenter did not. The same basket of goods, calculated for a stonecutter, leaves 330.3g silver after
necessities; for a carpenter, 259.5g. Without household production, a stonecutter could maintain
a family on his income alone, but with only 39.8g silver per year left over. A carpenter with a
family would be 21g silver in the red without household production, 69.3g ahead with it. A plaster
model-maker or muralist (at 600g silver per year) would already be comfortable. The model-maker,
with his food allowance, could have raised a family with 239.8g silver to spare per year, and 179g
silver left to the muralist. A model-maker whose family engaged in production would increase
their discretionary income to 330.1g silver per year; a muralist’s family, to 269.3g.
Beginning with the skilled professions—the high end of Friesen’s PS4–5s—the pious could
begin to practice ‘voluntary poverty.’ Fasting would have shifted the horizons of the working
classes, and could have helped workers even lower down produce small amounts of alms. Did
they? This much was asked of Christians, but it was asked by bishops with relatively limited
jurisdictions. We have the opportunity, by looking at the objects in the possession of churches, to
get a sense of what people gave, to compare it to the pattern set by bishops, and to infer who the
givers might have been.
240 Brown and Hopkins 1955:298.
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Chapter 4
Alms and Objects: What People Gave
[St.] Michael, help all those who contribute.
To God who listens, Fl(avius) Eusebius, e primipilaribus, from the gifts of God made the
first and third intercolumniation1
Gifts are ambiguous records of giving: people gave, but not necessarily to bishops; bishops
solicited giving, but did not necessarily get what they asked for, and what they got, they did not
always keep. Perfect charity should leave no record at all; the translation of donations into aid
would be perfectly efficient, as in direct alms. The management of giving by an institutional agent
introduces a drag on the efficiency of alms: the institution maintains itself from a proportion of the
donations. Modern non-profits advertise their efficiency by minimizing the percentage of revenues
spent on administration versus programming; ancient churches did not.2 In fact, it was considered
a condition of clear conscience that donors relinquish any claim to oversight over their donations.3
The material evidence of giving that remains to us is ambiguous: we can gather a fairly complete
picture of the kinds of gifts that were given to churches in antiquity, but it will never be a random,
1 Architrave and nave inscriptions, sixth century church of St. Michael, Aphrodisias; Roueché 2004:236, 10.
2 Callen and Falk 1993.
3 See p. 83. Not until CJC 1.2.19 (528) did donors have any sort of warranty on their donations to ensure fair use.
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that is, representative, set. The objects that survive represent a drag on charity, that is, resources
that were not disbursed. They are also often preserved as the result of theft, hoarding, use or
disuse, and benevolent neglect. What can be done with a evidence preserved for such a variety of
disparate and incommensurable motives?4 Donations to churches simultaneously invite and forbid
quantification, and must be treated carefully. The catalogues that follow are a selection of the
remains that can most closely be associated with particular religious institutions, that is, they are
the objects themselves or records of them.
4.1 Offertory as Evidence
Offertory functioned something like a general fund: some of it was expended on the worthy poor,
relief and ransom efforts, and the rest of it was saved or used unsystematically on the episco-
pal household and prerogatives, to pay the lower clergy, maintain church infrastructure, and to
embellish the physical space of churches.5 Offertory was disbursed in episcopal elections, and
Cassiodorus relates that elections have “burdened the wealth of the poor,” meaning that the poor
funds and the sale of church vessels funded political bribes.6 It was also used for personal prestige
projects such as the baths, monastery and libraries of Pope Hilarius (465–8) and Pope Simplicius’s
church of St. Stephen (468–83).7
Offertory invited treatment as petty cash because it could not be relied on: donations were often
displayed or stored in treasuries and liquidated at need, while the real budgeting was done out of the
revenues of land when possible.8 According to Sessa, “all major post-Constantinian churches were
4 See p. 162 below.
5 See Holman 2001 on sales of plate for ransom and famine by Marathonius of Constantinople, Acacius of Amida,
Ambrose of Milan and Rabbula of Edessa.
6 Cassiodorus Var. 9.15, trans. Barnish 2006. Cf. Evag. Hist. eccl. 2.2 and Theophanes 1.150-1 on the eunuch
Chrysaphius’ demand for bribes to fill the archepiscopate of Constantinople; Hopkins 1978:178
7 Pietri 1978:332.
8 See p. 85 above.
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landowners,” and by the fifth century, churches were the largest private landowner in the empire.9
This is not an isolated instance: Monks writes that in the same period the bishop of Alexandria was
possibly the richest man in Egypt, and the Church the largest landholder, with property that perhaps
exceeded the imperial domain.10
The motives for giving are widely divergent from the fate of donations, so to the extent that
material evidence survives, it gives a very mixed sense of the materiality of alms. Before we can
turn to the donations themselves, we must have a reasonable idea of why and how some donations
survive and what the survival of donations means. Both the wealth of individual churches and the
idea of a supervenient church patrimony grew by donation. Where the homiletics of charity offered
ideals, the material evidence of donations in some sense attests actual practice. Treated carefully,
church treasures and inventories can tell us something about the sources of church wealth and its
donors. The homilies and letters of the bishops enjoined and modeled pious giving (ch. 2), and the
application of this advice to household consumption suggests that better-off working people had the
ability to respond to the ideal (ch. 3); material evidence can tell us what the laity actually practiced,
in particular who, of those who could, chose to participate in episcopal systems of charity.
Bishops constructed a comprehensive rhetorical program of charitable giving, but the penetra-
tion of the episcopate in local contexts was very variable. Only the gifts themselves can tell us
whether there was a popular response to the ethos of charity, that is, whether ‘middle class’ Chris-
tians with access to disposable income embraced the episcopal model and gave to and through
churches. Charity may not have succeeded in generating a reliable revenue stream from offertory,
but it did contribute to the creation of a surveillable normative practice for lay Christians. Gifts
speak, then, to the legitimation of ritual as an orthodox Christian practice and to the position of the
bishops as arbiters of communal norms at least as much as they identify strata of donors. These
9 Sessa 2011:116 and Bird 1982:162, citing ch. 6 in Constantelos 1991.
10 Monks 1953:350–1.
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consequences are treated more fully in the conclusion, while in this chapter I focus on the practice
and results of offertory more narrowly.
Churches accumulated wealth primarily through offerings (oblationes) and endowments (dona-
tiones). Blaise defines oblatio first as an ‘offrande’ or ‘don,’ and specifies the sense of gift as thusia
or prosphora.11 The former sense is strict, as in flesh sacrifice while the latter is looser, the sense
being literally anything ‘brought forward.’12 A donatio refers to a gift in the sense of a free gift or
favor, as in charismata.13 Its sense as a (land) grant seems to come from Roman legal terminology
dealing with donatives.14 An administrative office attached to an endowment and overseeing it was
known as a beneficium.15 First-fruits—primitiva or karpophoriae—are subspecies of oblationes,
while the emphanistika/insinuativa, were controversial fees for services.16
The main distinction to be made with respect to gifts is not the motive or occasion for giving,
but whether the gift contains within itself its full value—as do gifts of cash, objects and services—
or is itself productive of value. Endowments, whether given during life or as legacies upon death,
represent a principle or asset value as well as a productive capacity. The Massa Urbana of the
Lateran, for example, generated 500 solidi in revenue annually from 180-90 ha.17 Zuiderhoek
estimates that endowments were on average 8–20 times more expensive to set up than individ-
ual donations.18 There remains little quantifiable information on the financial workings of church
property. As Sessa summarizes, “The legal status of the church as property-owning entity and the
bishop’s relationship to its wealth are among the least understood developments in early Christian
11 Blaise and Chirat 1954.
12 Thusia and prosphora in Lampe 1961.
13 Charisma in Blaise and Chirat 1954. Cf. p. 48 on possible broader significances of charisma—charis.
14 Donatio in Forcellini 1828.
15 Beneficium in Stelten 1997 and donatio in Blaise 1975.
16 Primitiva in Blaise and Chirat 1954, karpophoria in Lampe 1961 and Jones 1964:894, 909.
17 Pietri 1976:80.
18 Zuiderhoek 2009:64, working backwards from the need for them to generate 5–12% returns per annum to be
viable.
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history.”19 We do know, in general, that endowments of land were intended to be productive and
yield a steady stream of income in produce and rents, and that despite laws protecting donated
property, they could be sold (with permission before or, more often, after the fact), and so were
ultimately convertible to cash.20
Jones considered revenues from lands to be the single largest source of ecclesiastical wealth,
and the most stable, and many treatments of church finances assume that landed wealth provided the
most consistent source of church revenues. Wipszycka, for example, sees church revenues coming
primarily from endowed lands, workshops and other productive establishments (such as bakeries),
and much less from oblationes.21 Mango emphasizes donation much more. In the Diocese of
Oriens, she imagines donors “underwriting an entire structure” at 1–10 pounds of gold [72–720
solidi], and “paying for a single arch or tessellated pavement panel” at 2 to 5 solidi.22 This is
a deceptively small scale: solidi-value donations are already elite. Giving on this scale, even to
churches, has more in common with euergetism than charity: like the high classical patrons of
cities, “we can see that 5–6 per cent of the donors…were responsible for over 50 per cent of the
total sum of all gifts.”23 This is especially true if we include endowments, which working Romans
could not even dream of affording.24 Richer donations, even if they invoke charity, often also seek
name recognition to enhanced the prestige of a family. Some gifts purchased office: the deacon
Heraclius donated land and a chapel to Augustine’s church; Augustine named him successor to his
episcopal seat. We hear about this because Augustine thought it necessary to deny the influence
19 Sessa 2011:113.
20 E.g. Nov. 120.9: “We permit the holy churches of Odessus and Tomis (on the Black Sea) to alienate immovable
property for the redemption of captives, unless, perchance, some possessions have been given upon condition
that they should not be alienated,” trans. Blume 1952.
21 Wipszycka 1972:456.
22 Mango 1984:256.
23 Zuiderhoek 2009:29; see below §5.1.
24 See Gaudemet 1989:292-4, with abundant citations.
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of the donation in a letter.25 Offertory, within which there is already a huge variety of values, was
the most likely vehicle of donation for the working classes: its character, and not the character of
the valuable donations that have so far attracted study, tell us what donation looked like as a mass
phenomenon.
Evidence of offerings to churches survives in three major forms: objects from treasures, records
of objects from inventories, and references to objects in textual sources and literary texts. Each of
these bodies of evidence is at an additional remove from the original act of donation, and intervenes
in the afterlife of the donation at different stages of context and use. Each type of source has its own
biases, but by looking at all of them together we can get a better sense of the contours of the broader
phenomenon. Very little of what was given survives. Religious hoards of precious metal constitute
only 3% of all single-component hoards found 200-700 CE, and just 6.1% of mixed component
deposits.26 Because precious objects changed hands so much, extant objects often have problems
of provenance and lack archaeological context.
It is not automatically preferable to deal with treasures over inventories, or inventories over
literary and documentary texts. Even for treasures found in situ, there is ongoing debate regarding
the extent to which the circumstances of a find can support a narrative of its deposition.27 The
fullest picture comes from judicious use of all of these sources, but there is no general agreement
on how to populate each category of evidence, and the sample, while large, is not straightforwardly
representative. This is not to suggest that the appropriate response is epistemological pessimism,
but to fully recognize the limitations of impressions drawn from the physical remains of donation
that survive for a variety of non-correspondent reasons. They are a necessary comparandum to
25 Rapp 2005:215, citing Augustine Ep. 213.
26 Hobbs 2006:8.
27 E.g. Reece 1988. See Duncan-Jones 1994:86 in favor of associating hoards with historical events, and Howgego
and King 1992:12 against. Cf. Hobbs 2006:120ff for a survey of approaches and the failure of any “unified
theory of hoarding.”
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textual evidence, but in using them new problems arise. The dataset must be created according to
clear criteria.
I treat church treasures and inventories as the primary sources of evidence of donation to
churches. Precious metal objects were the most prized gifts to churches. Smaller votive objects
were displayed, while larger liturgical plate was used in liturgy and stored in church treasuries, or
thesauroi.28 Treasures are a subset of donations that were retained by their churches to the end
of their institutional lives, and inventories are records of the possessions of individual churches at
some point in their active lifetime.
Figure 4.1: Findspots of Treasures and Inventories
Church treasures are best represented, both in absolute numbers and volume of publication, in
28 These are referred to variously as skeuophylakia, ‘places to keep the vessels’; pastophoria, after the priests’
quarters of Solomon’s temple; and gazophylakia, after the Second Temple treasury (Mark 12:41; Luke 21:1);
Pastophoria in Kazhdan 1991; Blaise and Chirat 1954, and Souter 1949. On the spaces of use of liturgical plate,
see: Patrich 2006:350, 360, Michel 2007:603; diaconicum in Blaise and Chirat 1954 and prothesis III in Lampe
1961.
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the sixth and seventh centuries, but some finds date as early as the fourth. They have been found
primarily in Syria, with Britain and Italy close seconds. Inventories add information mainly from
Egypt, though significant material also comes from several other scattered locations. The extant in-
ventories generally date later than treasures, with the majority falling between the sixth and eighth
centuries. After this point, because of changed legal and political circumstances, they become un-
reliable.29 The vast majority of the reliable inventories are the original documents, though a few
are manuscript copies. Both treasures and inventories reflect generations of donation, so that even
late documents may reflect material kept for decades or even centuries. The fragmentary nature and
diverse aims of most inventories means that they do not offer a straightforward account of an indi-
vidual church’s wealth, yet as a whole they are still an important corrective for the biases implicit
in precious metal hoards, which reflect more valuable objects, hence a wealthier set of original
donors. The more elite (expensive) nature of treasures tends to de-emphasize the contribution of
the less wealthy, and often accounts in large part for the items’ survival—they were durable and
buried to preserve their value from thieves, or by the thieves who stole them.30
Precisely because of their diversity and incommensurability, treasures and inventories together
give an impression of the range of ecclesiastical assets below the level of endowment. For example,
the Cirta inventory, with its 98 tunics, 38 capes, 60 pairs of shoes and 19 clasps, seems to record
a stockpile for charitable dispensation.31 Most documents, however, do not distinguish such items
from the larger pool of assets. Precious donations are privileged in both treasures and inventories,
and these items tend to be overrepresented relative to ceramic and bronze both because of their
value and because “they belonged to the sphere of the sacrum,” that is, they were consecrated.32
29 See §4.3.2.
30 Wipszycka 2004:130-1 also suggests the burial of unused consecrated plate by priests.
31 Cf. Aug. Ep. 122.2: “It has been reported to me that you [the people of Hippo] have forgotten your custom of
providing raiment for the poor, to which work of charity I exhorted you when I was present with you,” (NPNF1
1.451).
32 Wipszycka 2004:131. E.g. p. 207.
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They were also near-liquid money. Precious plate was almost always made out of money-grade
metal, and could be traded in their worked form or melted down at need.33 Augustine melted plate
for the ransom of captives and the care of the poor, and Ambrose attempted to implement a protocol
for the disposal of church plate, sanctioning the practice specifically for ransom and famine.34 Two
fourth-century laws reacted to the melting and minting of precious metal; the government’s repeated
attempts to ban the minting of coin on-demand suggests this was a known strategy to manipulate
the value of wealth stored in plate.35 With treasures and inventories, then, we have a set of data that
includes but is not limited to objects donated for charitable use. Rather, we glimpse the quality of
the total wealth of the church, which was always, theoretically, charity in potentia; records of this
wealth show it in various stages of preservation and disposal.
No comprehensive survey of church wealth in antiquity exists (or can exist). With a perfect
dataset, we might be able to compare donations with systematically with price and wage scales
both locally and globally, and, assuming no special generosity or cheapness on the part of the donor,
correlate donations with donor class. Duncan-Jones attempted this sort of study with munificence in
Roman Africa, but there he was only willing to conclude a set of class identities from donations, not
posit the class behind the identity.36 This gets to a level of conspicuous consumption, or social class,
without getting much closer to the local economic classes that supported this sort of signaling.37
Something similar can be attempted in the Christian case, with similar caveats. The extant treasures
are not full sets and the inventories are not straightforward accounts. Though evocative, each
33 Grierson 1992:414 suggests different values could be realized depending on whether plate was melted into ingots
or coin. Cf. p. 172 for the fourth century premium on minted coin relative to bullion.
34 Holman 2001:60, with abundant citation. Cf. Possidonius Vita Aug. 24 and Ambrose Off. 2.15, 28, 70, 142, in
Rapp 2005:230–1.
35 C.Th. 9.21.7 (369) forbids individuals from minting coins out of their own gold bullion; CT 11. 21.1 (371)
withdraws twice-smelted bronze coins from circulation, making possession of such coins a criminal offense, and
continued minting of the coins a capital offense.
36 Cf. Duncan-Jones 1962, Duncan-Jones 1963.
37 See p. 15 above.
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type of record best represents circumstances just prior to deposition or recording, which was often
exceptional in the life of the community. This does not mean that treasures and inventories can tell
us nothing about the communities that produced them, but that the argument has to be made to a
degree of plausibility and under explicit assumptions.38
4.2 Understanding Silver Treasures
About forty church treasures survive from the 4th to 7th centuries, the period between the Edict of
Toleration and the end of ancient modes of producing silver.39 The Edict of Toleration, in constitut-
ing ‘ecclesiastical property’ as a litigable category, suggests a terminus post quem of analysis, and
Heraclius’ loss of Syria, along with Matzulevich’s findings that “silver of a classical kind continued
to be manufactured [in the East] until 661,” suggest a rough end point.40
I use a relatively uncontroversial set of church treasures that date between the fourth and seventh
centuries. Geographically the set represents treasures from Britain, Italy, Syria, Lebanon, Russia
and Turkey. As Mango rightly observed, a fuller list would include “single excavated objects,
such as reliquaries.”41 Reliquaries that were made for private owners might enter into the wealth
of the church as donations or purchases.42 I exclude objects, including reliquaries and single ex-
cavated objects that either cannot be associated with the name of a particular church.43 The most
38 The issue of a potential social profile of donors is addressed in ch. 5.
39 Mango 1992:124, using the Dumbarton Oaks Silver Corpus.
40 Mango summarizes Matzulevich, noting, “church objects maintained their general shapes into the seventh
century,” Mango 1997:83, 89. To these observations may be added cultural ones, such as John Moschus’ Pratum
Spirituale (c.619), which collected a final batch of apopthegmata in the consciousness of discontinuity as
Constantinople lost control of North Africa.
41 Boyd 1992a:xxiv n.21.
42 Many such objects are recorded in church inventories following the sack of Constantinople in the Fourth
Crusade; Klein 2004:305. Klein notes that prior to the Crusade, gift-giving was the primary means through
which relics were acquired in the West. On the donation of private reliquaries to churches in antiquity, see
Kalinowski 2011:25.
43 Many of these ‘single excavated objects’ are represented in the photographs of the Dumbarton Oaks Silver
Corpus, but they remain poorly studied.
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uncontroversial set of church treasures are those that feature Christian votive inscriptions. These
exist now mainly as ‘named treasures,’ such as the Water Newton and reconstructed Kaper Koraon
treasures, though individual items have appeared in other contexts. The paten of Bishop Paternus,
for example, is the lone Byzantine piece in the Malaia Pereschepina hacksilber hoard. One should
be skeptical of named treasures, such as Kaper Koraon and the Albanian hoard, because they have
been assembled on multiple occasions, both in antiquity and modern times, according to the dictates
of the antiquities market.44
Painter and Mango have offered corpora of church silver that agree on most members, but their
points of disagreement cast doubt more widely.45 They disagree, for example, as to whether the
Canoscio and the First Cyprus treasures are domestic silver with Christian inscriptions, or eccle-
siastical silver from a domestic source. Painter tends to be inclusive, considering Canoscio and
First Cyprus ecclesiastical, while Mango excludes them as domestic. Leader-Newby argues for
their inclusion, and for the Thetford and Hoxne hoards as well, and Parker even suggests that the
Lampsacus spoons, which feature the Sages and Virgil, are liturgical.46 Connoisseurship has only
imperfectly taken the place of a consensus rubric for the identification of ecclesiastical treasures,
hence the first analytical task is to close the evidentiary set by establishing guidelines for inclu-
sion.47
Church silver is defined as much by context as by form: it is the plate of the church or reli-
gious foundation where it was found or to which it can be connected (e.g. Canoscio, Mareto tes
Myrtes). Its pagan analogue is temple treasure (e.g. Berthouville, Notre Dame d’Allençon).48 Un-
surprisingly, these tend to be no later than third century date; there are no intact late antique temple
44 See Mango 1986b and Holcomb 2008.
45 See Painter 1999; Mango 1986b:124.
46 Ch. 2 in Leader-Newby 2003;Buckton 1994, and Parker 2008:133.
47 E.g. The appellation of ‘hoard’ or ‘treasure’ depends on modern antiquities laws such as the UK’s Treasure Act
(1996 c.24.1.1). I use the published terminology.
48 Below p. 254.
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treasures.49 But the fact that church treasures were church property says less than one might think
about the form of the objects they should contain. Most sacred vessels are adaptations and variations
of common domestic forms, and are referred to in documentary texts using the same vocabulary.50
Almost anything was acceptable as offering, and the specific form of a church treasure depends to a
great extent on how the church came into possession of the individual items. Nearly always lacking
archaeological context, church treasures are often functionally defined by appeal to the presence of
forms plausibly used in liturgy: the chalice—paten pair, for example. But such indicators cannot
be pressed too far. As Elsner notes in an analogous case, Jewish art and Jewish sites have been
seen as mutually defining, in what can amount to a closed loop of ‘apologetic archaeology.’51 Taft
summarizes, “not every implement used in church, nor every object donated to a church and stored
in its treasury, becomes thereby a liturgical implement or vessel.”52
Because they can share vessel types, motifs and a descriptive vocabulary in the ancient sources,
it is difficult to distinguish church treasure from domestic treasure with certainty without inscribed
liturgical silver. Treasures with Christian motifs are often called ecclesiastical if they have chalices
and patens, and domestic if they do not. What distinguishes a chalice and paten from a cup and
a platter is more contentious.53 Treasures without overtly Christian motifs, such as the Corbridge
lanx, the Sevso, Mildenhall and Kaiseraugst treasures, are more securely placed in a domestic con-
text. Domestic treasures are expected to have a degree of stylistic uniformity and quality, which
is taken to imply a coherent assemblage. A treasure assembled from many sources by donation
will likely lack uniformity. If we imagine bishops replacing donated vessels with corresponding
purchased or purpose-made vessels, we expect them to bear Christological themes. These criteria




53 See p. 193 for a critique of the use of texts as arbiters.
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are obviously problematic in that they are unfairly biased by the assumed preferences of super-rich
elites who were more likely to have access to the quantities of silver required for the complete
corresponding sets (ministeria) required for banquets. As churches are expected to have their chal-
ice+paten, households are expected to have their ministeria, made up of “argentum escarium (eat-
ing silver) and argentum potorium (drinking silver),” perhaps supplemented by the implements of
domestic cult, “articles of domestic furniture (supplectilis) and toilet vessels used by women.”54
The standard of a complete set tacitly endorses the inaccessibility of silver to all but the most
wealthy Romans. This is eminently plausible for gold, but there is reason to think non-elites had
some access to silver, so we should expect much more diversity in domestic silver assemblages;
that they might be assembled over lifetimes or generations of disparate parts, some of which might
eventually be donated to a church. Cameron has argued for a wider dissemination of silver plate
in private contexts: “silver is not all that valuable…Painter’s notion that the size, splendor, and
weight of a man’s silver plate bears direct relation to his social and even political status is simply
not convincing.”55 The phenomenon of pewter hoards in Roman Britain supports Cameron’s view,
suggesting that the ideal of the ministerium was just that.56 In a broader pictorial and archeological
survey of late antique dining paraphernalia in the eastern empire, Vroom found widespread mixed
use of ‘bronze, copper and copper-alloy, lead, and iron’ objects, as well as ceramics, glass, ivory,
bone and wood.57 The chalice+paten—ministerium dichotomy is an unduly restrictive standard for
the distinction of domestic and ecclesiastical treasures; there is significant interpenetration. We can
expect but should not demand domestic treasures to have entirely different emphases—tableware
and personal objects, perhaps largesse—than church wealth.58
54 Kent and Painter 1977:53.
55 Cameron 1992:185. Cf. Birley 2003:14: “There was hardly any family that did not possess some item of table
silver and to have been brought up in a family that had none was a sign of the most abject poverty.”
56 Brown 1973:201 counts eight large and numerous smaller pewter hoards.
57 Vroom 2007.
58 Painter 1997:93, citing a survey by Martin-Kilcher 1984. NB: privati were barred from distributing largess (e.g.
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Treasures and hoards do not predictably disclose their principles of assembly, hence the reliance
on indexical objects. Yet it should not be assumed “that all owners deliberately put together their
services according to a precise iconographical programme,” especially if they were purchasing in-
dividual pieces over time.59 Mythological decoration, for example, has in the past been treated
as essentially pagan, but a greater understanding of paideia has sensitized scholars to the fact that
iconography need not imply anything about the personal beliefs of the objects’ owners.60 Likewise,
domestic treasures have been called Christian (e.g. the Aquileia and Hoxne treasures) when they
have Christian themes and inscriptions, but they do not often occur to the exclusion of classical
themes.61 Explicit Christian iconography is in fact notably less common in the domestic tableware
of late antiquity, perhaps because pastoral and mythological scenes were thought more appropri-
ate to the symposiastic context.62 Conversely, pastoral was thought inappropriate to the sacred
environment.63 Much more common are ambiguous allegorical themes such as Bellerophon and
Hercules (both with messianic overtones for learned Christians), mixtures of classical themes with
Christian inscriptions (e.g. the Sevso and Kaiseraugst treasures), and of Christian and pagan icono-
graphic registers (e.g. Lampsacus). The criteria by which ‘domestic’ and ‘ecclesiastical’ treasures
have been identified have many caveats, and are in many ways unsatisfactory indicators. Domes-
tic objects can have ‘religious’ themes, and ecclesiastical objects can be donated out of domestic
contexts or share vessel forms. There is reason to believe that even hacksilber could have a votive
character.64
Trajan Ep. 118 to Pliny, barring distributions of coin and NJ 105), so non-imperial names are generally taken as
evidence of ownership.
59 Painter 1997:97.
60 Stirling 2005; Borg 2004; Bowersock 1990. Also, Rajak 1996, on Jews’ relationship to the classical idiom.
61 For Aquileia, see inventaires in Cabrol and Leclercq 1926; for Hoxne, see Bland and Johns 1993:3.
62 For an exploration of ‘appropriateness’ as a determinant of vessel decoration, see Swift 2008:388–90.
63 E.g. Nilus of Ancyra advised the Prefect Olympiodorus against decorating his church with a venatio; Mango
1986a:32.
64 E.g. Berthouville, the Missorium of Theodosius, and possibly P.Oxy.1925.
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Silver is the most commonly hoarded precious metal between the fourth and seventh centuries.
With gold, it formed the non-fiduciary portion of the empire’s monetary system, and plate func-
tioned as ‘near-money’—a store of value to be pawned or melted at need. Bishops recognized
this relationship, and specifically solicited plate for charitable giving. Chrysostom, speaking to the
women of Antioch, does so by suggesting a zero-sum relationship between personal wealth and
alms:
…the costliness of your garments, the size of your precious stones, and all the other unseem-
liness of them that wear these things…makes you backward in almsgiving, and your husbands.
For one of you would not readily consent to break up one of these ornaments to feed a poor
man.65
In a Christian context, the ideal of charity necessarily, intentionally, entangles domestic with church
wealth, both over individual lifetimes and over the generations of a family.66 Treasures are durable
witnesses of donation, but they traveled: domestic items could be donated to a church for their
monetary value and items that appear religious could be found at home for many reasons. The
classification of individual treasures is much affected by the relationship between the two contexts.
Late antique silver is of uniformly high purity—almost without exception above sterling (92.5%)
and more often between 94 and 98%. This is true of late antique silver vessels more generally, and
X-ray efflorescence “results seem to indicate that practically all silver artifacts dating from the first
to the fifth century reveal the same pattern of a high and consistent [generally 90+%] silver con-
tent.” Still, Jonansen suggests that church treasures are “on the high side of the range.”67 Even so,
especially high purities are often noted in inventories, as are Constantinopolitan control stamps that
verified purity.68
65 Chrysost. Hom. in Matt. 27.64 (NPNF1 10.510).





Over the course of the fourth and fifth centuries coined silver lost value relative to gold. As
silver plate became more affordable, quantities came into the possession of churches, and they kept
track of its quality.69 This makes sense because silver plate retained an inherent value regardless of
changes in the coined value, and could be ‘cashed out.’ Unlike gold, which had the same value as
coin or bullion, the Price Edict (301 CE), valued silver coin and bullion separately (see appendix
A.1). This different treatment of silver and gold persisted over the course of late antiquity. The
Edict had inflated silver coin by about 30% over bullion (9600 denarii and 6000 denarii, respec-
tively), while gold coin was valued equally as bullion or coin (72,000 denarii/lb).70 Successive
currency reforms of the fourth and fifth centuries eroded coined silver’s advantage over bullion,71
making it relatively more affordable to donors over time while retaining its status as near-money,
that is, its convertibility to coin. The potential availability of silver to the ‘middle class’ and its
commensurability with wage and price models can suggest the broader mechanisms through which
value was created and wealth transferred between domestic and ecclesiastical pools.
69 Plate also appears in the catacombs, as the silver plate of the Museo Sacro in the Vatican attest.
70 See p. 165 for laws reacting to the private minting of coin from bullion.
71 Corbier 2005:358-59.
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4.2.1 Catalogue of Treasures
4th c. Water Newton Britain
5th–6th c. Canoscio Italy
5th–7th c. Mareto tes Myrtes Syria
6th c. Paten of Bishop Paternus Ukraine
6th c. Gallunianu Italy
6th c. Caǧinkom Turkey
6th c. Sion/Kumluca Syria
6th–7th c. Kaper Koraon Syria
6th–7th c. Beth Misona Syria?
6th–7th c. Phela Lebanon
6th–7th c. Ma’aret en Noman Syria
6th–7th c. First Cyprus Cyprus
6th–7th c. Attarouthi Syria
7th c. Sarabaon Lebanon
Table 4.1: Church Treasures72
Figure 4.2: The Water Newton Treasure (Trustees of the British Museum).
The Water Newton Early Christian silver, held by the British Museum, is the earliest surviving
church silver, and consists of one gold, twenty-seven silver objects, and four gold coins.73 These
objects include nine vessels and nineteen votive plaques, some fragmentary and probably damaged
by the finder’s plough. The treasure was found in 1975 in an area known to be part of the Roman
town of Durobrivae, which declined in the fourth century, giving the teminus ante quem. It may be
the result of a theft in antiquity.74 No identifiable church building has been found nearby, but in-
scriptions on several objects refer to a sanctuary (sanctum…tuum, no. 9), a saint (Sancto Silvestrio,
72 See App. B.1 for the object composition of individual treasures and App. B.2 for object inscriptions by treasure.
73 First published in Painter 1977.
74 Painter 1999:19.
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no. 12), or identify themselves as votives.75 Some of the plaques in the treasure had punched holes
and may have been strung up in the manner of tamata.76
The Water Newton plaques are particularly interesting because, besides being peppered with
Christian symbols, they share forms with votive plaques dedicated to soteric gods such as Jupiter
Dolichenus and palm leaves given to victorious charioteers.77 Palm leaves are a common motif
of hero worship on charioteer monuments, and votive leaves or palms to Jupiter Dolichenus have
been found at pagan sanctuaries in both the eastern and western empire, for example Maur an der
Url (Austria), and Plumpton and Bewcastle in Roman Britain.78 There are obvious applications to
martyr cult, and hagiography often refers to martyrs as athletes or soldiers, and to their martyrdoms
as victories in the arena.79
It is provocative, but not entirely surprising, then, that similar votive plaques have been found in
contemporary (i.e. 3rd–4th c.) East Anglian hoards from pagan shrines at Barkway, Stony Stratford,
Ashwell and Godmanchester.80 Both the large and small items in the Water Newton treasure (i.e.
the vessels and plaques) bear dedicatory inscriptions. The larger, more expensive items include
recognizable liturgical vessel forms—a chalice and paten—the smaller items do not, which may
imply a discontinuity in the mode of piety of the less wealthy relative to the more ecumenical
quality exhibited by the larger items.81 Because the abundance of finds in Roman Britain is not
matched with good architectural contexts, local modes of worship continue to be debated. While
there is a demonstrated Christian presence in the villas (e.g. Lullingstone, Hinton St. Mary, both
75 See app. B.2.
76 On modern Greek tamata, see Handaka 2006.
77 Cf. figs. 5.13, 5.9, and 5.10.
78 Painter 1977:22 n.40, with extensive additional citations; Nash-Williams 1952:74.
79 E.g. 1 Cor. 9:24, cited by Evagrius Antirr. Prologue in Wimbush 1990:247. See further p. 256 below.
80 All held by the British Museum. Stony Stratford is 64km from Water Newton; Ashwell, 59km; Barkway, 67km,
and Godmanchester, just 29 km away; Painter 1997:97.
81 Mango 1997:91; Painter 1977:24: Latin names imply western donors, but an open-style rho on christograms
‘suggest eastern workmanship.’
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fourth century), how a presence translates to community organization is not well-known, nor is the
nature of local Christian identity before the mission of Augustine.82
Figure 4.3: The Canoscio Treasure (Città di Castello).
The Canoscio Treasure dates to the 5th–6th centuries. It was found in a field in 1934 and is
currently held by the Museo del Capitolo del Duomo di Città di Castello.83 The treasure consists of
twenty-four objects, including cups, plates, spoons and other utensils, some of which are inscribed.
The majority of the objects are decorated with Christian symbols. Though originally published as
a set of liturgical silver, this designation has had a checkered reception. The treasure is sparsely
decorated, with several undecorated items that invite comparison with domestic tableware.
Engmann has contested that the treasure’s inscriptions are votive in character.84 Giovagnoli
translated the dish/paten’s inscription, +De donis dei et sancti martyris Agapiti mater es felix, as
‘From the gifts of God and of the martyr St. Agapitus, mother you are blessed.’ Engemann replaces
mater es with utere felix, ‘use it favorably.’85 If this is correct, the slightly awkward votive formula
would become a well-known dedication from the idiom of private gifts.86 According to Giovagnoli,
the final words had been retraced over abraded originals, but are not clearly legible, and it is not
clear whether the text on the actual object favors one transcription/translation over the other.87
82 On Lullingstone; Meates 1987; Hinton St. Mary, Toynbee 1963; on pre-Augustinian Christianity in Britain,
Frend 2003.
83 Published in Giovagnoli 1935 and Giovagnoli 1940.
84 Engemann 1972:157.
85 Giovagnoli 1935:314, Engemann 1972:159.
86 Cf. Water Newton, App. B.2.
87 Giovagnoli 1940:7.
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Yet in focusing on the inscriptions, Engemann gives the iconography of the vessels rather short
shrift. Like Syrian patens, all of the treasure’s large dishes have raised edges, and all but one
have a central cross, some wreathed, and one with lambs flanking it. All of these are common
ecclesiastical motifs which Giovagnoli cited in favor of an ecclesiastical interpretation. Painter
followed Giovagnoli, but Marlia Mango followed Engemann and excluded it on the basis that it
“can be shown to be domestic.”88 By this guarded statement, Mango was referring to her earlier
hypothesis that “the cross plate is a continuation of the Roman dinner plate, and, most immediately,
the type of monogram plate found in the Esquiline treasure.”89
Mango cites sixth- and seventh-century examples from Binbirkilise, (Second) Cyprus and Lamp-
sacus in support of this claim, but I am skeptical of it for several reasons, among them, her counter-
examples from Constantinople. Mango states, “Among the secular objects of Constantinople, very
few were personalized with monograms (none has a full name), and these objects were obviously,
or probably, made in series…The reverse is true of objects bought for churches, where nearly every
one is inscribed, only one of which…[a chalice] with an anonymous ‘all-purpose’ inscription. The
‘personalized’ objects were therefore custom made to a certain extent.”90 Mango’s assimilation of
cross iconography to monogram iconography places a great burden on generic vessel forms to be-
tray function and meaning. Her criteria, for example, favor Syrian paten shapes, with their high,
sloping sides. These are certainly a distinctive group of objects, but not necessarily normative for
all church plate. Though Engemann and Mango demonstrate affinities the Canoscio treasure has
with a domestic context, I do not believe they have given reason to prefer a domestic identification.




Figure 4.4: The Mareto tes Myrtes Treasure.91
The Mareto tes Myrtes treasure consists of two objects, a chalice and paten.92 The chalice is
held by the Museum of Fine Arts (Boston) and the paten in the F. Alouf Collection (Beirut). Mango
associates the items “slightly speculatively” with the Syrian village of Tell Minnis, based on mosaic
pavements that appeared on the art market contemporaneously; the specific findspot and context
are not well known. The chalice is uniquely archaizing in form for liturgical silver: it features ring
handles and a thumb plate after a late Hellenistic type but is is also decorated with a large chrismon.
According to Mango, the chrismon does not appear in such large scale on any other chalice of the
period. The inscription on the chalice further identifies it as a votive to the protomartyr Stephen.
The paten is much restored, but features a large cross, and its inscription also identifies the object
as a votive.
Figure 4.5: The Paten of Bishop Paternus (Hermitage Museum).
The Paten of Bishop Paternus is one of a handful of identifiably Roman objects found in the
91 Mango 1986b:nos. 73-4.
92 Ibid.
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large hoard of hacksilber from Malaia Pereschepina.93 The hoard was found in 1912 in the Poltava
district of Ukraine and is now held by the State Hermitage Museum. It consists of stolen objects
of widely varying age and provenance. The paten was stolen ultimately from a church, possibly in
Tomis. There was a Paternus who was bishop of Tomis in the sixth-century, and the paten’s silver
stamps date it paten to the reign of Anastasius I (491–518 CE). The inscription, however, states that
the paten ex antiquis renovatum est, ‘was restored from an antique or aged state.’ The manner and
extent of restoration are not clear. It was again restored for the Wealth of the Roman World exhibit
in 1977, but large fragments are still missing from the rim of the object.
The paten is decorated with a large central chrismon, an alpha and omega, and a vine motif
around the rim, which are gilded. While the control stamps on the paten indicate that the silver was
produced in Constantinople, Dodd has shown that most objects were stamped before they were
decorated. This indicates that the vessel was made in the capital but says nothing about where or
by whom the object was decorated.94 It is possible that the ‘renovations’ of the inscription refer
to (re-)decoration by local craftsmen; the rim of the paten has had settings for gems soldered on
top of the vine motif at the points of the cross. Painter suggests these are Paternus’ changes, while
Matzulewitsch treats them as original, taking the ‘renovation’ to refer to additional gilding.95
Figure 4.6: The Gallunianu Treasure.96
93 Published as Kent and Painter 1977:no. 301.
94 Dodd 1961:2.
95 Matzulewitsch 1974:105.
96 Mango 1986b:no. 77–82.
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The Gallunianu Treasure is an early sixth century ecclesiastical treasure discovered in a field
outside of Galognano in Tuscany, in 1963.97 It consists of six objects, including four chalices, a
paten, and a spoon. The treasure has been restored and can be found in Siena’s Pinacoteca. The
items are plain but for an inscribed chalice and paten, and differing methods of manufacture across
the items imply several occasions of donation. The chalice inscription reads, ‘Himingilda gave this
chalice to the church of Gallunianu;’ the paten, ‘Sivegerna made [it] for her soul.’ According to
Mango, it is “only the second western treasure…to contain explicit dedications to a church, and here
also, a village church.”98 At two centuries after Water Newton, it is a distant second. Because of the
‘middling quality’ and weight of the items, it has been called, somewhat circularly, a ‘middle-class’
donation.99
Figure 4.7: Caǧinkom Cross.100
The Caǧinkom treasure includes two sixth century liturgical crosses found near Divriǧi (Turkey)
and currently held by the Istanbul archeological museum.101 One features a Greek monogram
and an Armenian dedicatory inscription offering the object ‘in gratitude for intercession’ to St.
George of Caǧinkom. This may have been added later in the object’s history or imply the local
use of Armenian. Either way, Mango notes the mode of dedication and form of the inscription are
97 Ibid.
98 Mango 1986b:250.
99 Ibid., citing von Hessen, Otto 1977:29.
100 Mango 1986b:no. 76.
101 Published as Mango 1986b:no. 76.
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consonant with other examples in Greek. One cross preserves an omega pendelion.
Figure 4.8: Patens from the Sion Treasure.102
The Sion treasure was found in 1963 outside of the village of Kumluca in Turkey. It includes 53
vessels and 21 pieces of revetment. It is similar in quantity to the Kaper Koraon treasure (below) but
includes individual objects that are heavier and of higher-quality workmanship.103 All but one of
the Sion objects bears an imperial control stamp, for example, while only 17 of 80 sixth to seventh
century objects in the Kaper Koraon and associated treasures were stamped.104 The Sion treasure
is split principally between Dumbarton Oaks and the Archeological Museum of Antalya, with two
pieces possibly in private collections.
While the treasure preserves the large items expected for a liturgical treasure—patens, censers,
lamps, asterisks and book covers—it is missing small “liturgical paraphernalia such as spoons,
strainers, ladles, or other utensils,” with the exception of a once-silver-plated pair of bronze tweez-
ers.105 This may reflect the circumstances of the treasure’s deposition. In general, a hoard of large
items is thought to reflect flight (those fleeing would carry portable but conceal large or heavy valu-
ables, hoping to return), while a hoard of small items, including hacked up pieces of larger items, is
thought to reflect a theft. The Sion treasure was much damaged on the occasion of its burial: large
objects were buried whole, but many smaller pieces folded or rolled. While the damage could im-
102 Leader-Newby 2003:90–1.
103 Boyd 1992b:5.
104 Dodd 1992:58, Mango 1986b:14, respectively.
105 Boyd 1992b:5.
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ply the treasure was looted, the care with which the treasure was dismantled (down to the silver
nails that held the revetment to the altar) suggests otherwise. Other items were carefully crushed,
perhaps in preparation for melting.106 The local clergy may themselves have buried the treasure.
Sion is about twice as heavy as Kaper Koraon. As Boyd notes, the differences in the weights of
the two treasures are directly related to the dynamic of donation in each community. Kaper Koraon
represents the accumulation of donations over a long period from many donors, while the bulk of
the Sion treasure was donated in a short period by a few donors. As Sévçenko notes, one donor,
Bishop Eutychianos, donated 29 of the 53 vessels, including many of the most impressive.107 The
involvement of other donors can be seen principally in the treasure’s collection of chalices, which
vary widely in weight and workmanship.108 Many of the smaller objects are inscribed as votives,
and unlike Eutychianos, the donors of these objects chose to remain anonymous. The small chalices
of the treasure are particularly interesting because in form they mimic more expensive donations,
but they are so light-weight that they may have been unusable, and they may have been displayed
or stored purely as votives.
Figure 4.9: The Reconstructed Kaper Koraon Treasure.109
The Kaper Koraon treasure was reconstructed by Marlia Mango from the Hama, Stuma, Riha
106 Boyd 1983:192.




and Antioch treasures, and was probably found at Stuma.110 The treasure consists of fifty-six litur-
gical objects—including chalices, patens, spoons and lamps—three of which have been lost since
the find. Sometime between 1908–10, dealers split up the treasure in order to circumvent Ottoman
antiquities laws, and the treasure is now split between almost thirty institutions and private collec-
tions. Between 540 and 640 CE, most of the objects were donated to a church of St. Sergios at
Kaper Koraon. Though a village church, Kaper Koraon is richly endowed, and this has been taken
as a sign that its members partook in the unusual prosperity of sixth-century Syria described by
Tchalenko.111
Mango suggests the treasure’s burial may have been related to any one of the border wars be-
tween the Byzantines, Persians and Arabs in the sixth and seventh centuries, and that “unlike the
burial of a coin hoard or of silver belonging to a private individual, the concealment of joint, com-
munity property, such as church silver, could indicate the general abandonment of the site.”112
Extensive wear indicates that the objects were in active use up to that point. The treasure is par-
ticularly interesting because the 56 objects were donated by at least 50 different individuals over
a period of about 100 years. Unlike Sion, the minority of these individuals are elite: only four
had imperial or ecclesiastical titles. Mango judges the rest to have been ‘middle class” donors
in Brown’s sense: people who were locally prominent but did not participate in a level of wealth
that would would be compelling outside of their hometown. On this basis she posits “four or five
families who for three generations …gave silver implements to their church.”113
Still, even within these families many of the larger objects seem to have been given by teams
of donors, as collective votives or in memoriam of a person or group of people. It is possible that
these donor teams shared the cost as well as the credit for their donation, though how they did so
110 Published in Mango 1986b.




cannot be deduced from the dedicatory inscriptions alone. If they shared the cost of larger donations
equally, the individual burden is substantially reduced, and large donations become markedly more
affordable. Mango calculates, “the five(?) sons of Maximinos spent less than forty solidi (ca. eight
solidi each) for three joint offerings (nos. 11, 12, 14).”114 This is still a high-level of commitment,
but not prohibitive for the first families of the town. Nor are solidi the lower limit of donation by
far: the Kaper Koraon treasure also includes plenty of smaller, more affordable objects such as
ladles, that are inscribed as donations. The Kaper Koraon treasure may therefore represent fairly
broad participation over a long period among a village congregation, from those of relatively little
means to its most successful members.
Figure 4.10: The Beth Misona Treasure (Dumbarton Oaks Silver Corpus).
The Beth Misona Treasure is comprised of four objects—three chalices and one paten—held
by the Cleveland Museum and previously in a private collection.115 They are without provenance.
The chalices are decorated with images of Christ, the virgin and apostles, and the paten with a
large cross. One chalice bears an inscription identifying itself as a gift to St. Sergios by the priest
Kyriakos; and the paten inscription identifies it as the votive of Donos ‘to St. Sergios of the village
of Beth Misona,’ from which Dodd posited a findspot—Msibina.
114 Mango 1986b:13.
115 Published in Mango 1986b:no. 57-60.
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Figure 4.11: Chalice, paten and cross from the Phela Treasure.116
The Phela Treasure was found in the 1950s in Lebanon and is now held primarily by the Abegg
Stiftung (Bern), though Dumbarton Oaks has one cross. The specific provenance of the treasure is
obscure and very much colored by the involvement of antiquities dealers, and it is not clear that the
treasure is complete. It includes “at least seven” objects, including two chalices, two patens, one
cross, seal, and fragments from a cross staff fitting (now missing).117 Mango dismissed Seyrig’s
suggestion that an additional bowl and spoon the Cleveland Museum acquired contemporaneously
may also have belonged to the treasure, citing differences in the likely date and condition of the
domestic objects.118
Figure 4.12: Plaques from the Ma’aret en Noman Treasure (Walters Museum and Dumbarton Oaks Silver
Corpus).
The Ma’aret en Noman treasure (sixth-century) includes five larger objects—two crosses, a
spoon (with vertical cross), a box, and a large plaque—and fourteen plaquettes, many in highly
fragmentary condition.119 It is split between the Toledo Museum of Art, the Louvre, and the Wal-
116 Mango 1986b:no. 61–3.
117 Published as Mango 1986b:no. 61-6.
118 Cleveland Museum Inv. nos. 56.29, 56.36; Mango 1986b:231, citing CMA internal files.
119 Published as Mango 1986b:nos. 67-72.
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ters Art Gallery. One cross is inscribed, ‘Save us, son of God, who was crucified for us,’ and a
large plaque depicts a stylite saint with an inscription of thanksgiving, ‘to God and to St. Symeon’
(probably the Elder). In a possible instance of donation out of a domestic context, Mango sug-
gests that the box “may well have been put to a secular use…and only later given to the church
for its monetary value.”120 The fourteen plaquettes depict female orants or eyes and bear Greek
inscriptions that invoke help, identify themselves as votives, or pray for the acceptability of the
gifts.
Like Water Newton, the Ma’aret en Noman plaques may exhibit class-specific modes of piety.
Painter took the formal division between large and small votives at Water Newton to imply an
‘assimilated’ elite working in an ecumenical Christian idiom against a background of ‘traditionalist’
peasantry.121 This dichotomy draws on formal similarities with Syrian liturgical silver to argue that
the larger items may have been imported, and in turn constitutes a local elite by access to imports.122
Less is known about Ma’aret en Noman, but it features a similar formal divide between the large
and small votives, which may imply social as well as economic distance between the donors of
large objects compared to the givers of votive plaques.
Despite the temporal and spatial distance between them, the Ma’aret en Noman and Water
Newton plaques share several contextual commonalities; both come from areas outside of a strong
metropolitan diocese and near military frontiers where the worship of military gods was common.
Both treasures have a strong votive character and include a high proportion of plaques with formal
similarities to local and transregional pagan votive traditions.123 The donation of votive plaques is
notably absent from church treasures with an identifiable bishop. According to Mango, the Ma’aret
120 Mango 1986b:240.
121 Painter 1997:99.
122 Frend 1988:149. Painter 1997:96 suggests that the elite itself was an import, that the most impressive fourth
century British silver likely belonged to families ‘not permanently resident in Britain.’
123 For a representative corpus; Toynbee 1978. Cf. 5.13.
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en Noman plaques were produced in batches from stamped from silver foil, and this may also be
the case for Water Newton. Holes in both sets of plaquettes indicate they were either nailed up or
strung up at a shrine, and all are of exceedingly high purity (97%).124
Figure 4.13: The First Cyprus Treasure.125
The First Cyprus or Lambousa treasure was unearthed at the end of the nineteenth century near
the Monastery of the Acheripoetos, near Kyrenia, and is currently held by the British Museum.126
The treasure has been dated largely on stylistic grounds to the sixth or seventh century, and is com-
posed of a dish, bowl, censer/lamps, and 36 spoons (of which 24 are extant).127 The censer/lamp is
octagonal and depicts nimbate saints. The dish is inscribed and may include the names of apostles
and a donor or team of donors, ‘Ioannes, Petrou, Truphon, Thomas, Ioannou and Sissinos.’ Kent
tentatively identified the saint depicted on the dish as Sergios.
As at Canoscio, many objects are uninscribed, and those that are have inscriptions are problem-
atic. Several dishes (Mango nos. 103-105) have a cross monogram which Dodd thought indeci-
pherable, and which Mango attempted to read as Theodorou a?.128 The spoons include elements of
at least three sets, one with animal decoration, as well as strays. These may have come out of do-
124 Mango 1986b:245; Painter 1977:25; Mango 1986b:no. 72j.
125 Dalton 1906.
126 First published in Dalton 1900 and Dalton 1901; subsequently in Kent and Painter 1977. NB: the ‘Second
Cyprus’ treasure refers to the David Plates and associated objects, first published in Dalton 1906.
127 Dalton 1900:159, Stylianou 1969:61.
128 Mango 1986b.
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mestic contexts, and some are inscribed with what may be (previous) owners’ names (Alexios? and
Theodoros). One spoon is marked with an alpha and omega. Dalton accounted for the ‘domestic’
elements in the treasure by suggesting that it was associated with a pilgrim hospitium.129 Kent was
only willing to commit to a more general ecclesiastical identification, stating that the treasure “may
have belonged to a church,” and Mango excluded it along with the other treasures—Canoscio and
Lampsacus—that ‘could be shown to be domestic.’130 Still, the preponderance of scholarly opin-
ion seems willing to account for the ‘domestic’ elements of the treasure as donations to a church.
Mango cites “the eight Antioch spoons (nos. 49-56) and the fifth Hama spoon (no. 22) [which]
appear to constitute domestic silver donated to a church for its monetary value,” as comparanda for
this sort of donation.131
Figure 4.14: The Attarouthi Treasure (Metropolitan Museum of Art).
The Attarouthi treasure, like Kaper Koraon and Sion, comes from rural Syria in the late sixth or
early seventh century. It is currently held by the Metropolitan Museum.132 The treasure represents
the wealth of two churches, one to Saint John and one to Saint Stephen, which are identified by
inscription. The dedications include nine gilt silver chalices, three copper-lined silver censers, a
‘eucharistic dove,’ and a strainer. The chalices are decorated with orants, saints and crosses. Votive
129 Dalton 1900:172, citing de Rossi 1868.
130 Kent and Painter 1977:102 and p. 88 above.
131 Mango 1986b:120. See Caseau 2007b for a broader treatment of the deposition of domestic objects at Christian
healing sanctuaries.
132 Published in Evans 2001 and Evans 2006.
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inscriptions on the chalices identify donors drawn from the laity, both male and female, as well as
clergy (the deacon Diodorus). The treasure is in a good state of preservation and may have been
buried in a container to protect it from Sassanian or Muslim invaders.
Figure 4.15: The Sarabaon Treasure.133
The Sarabaon treasure refers to a seventh-century paten whose inscription identifies it as ‘trea-
sure of the most holy church of the village of Sarabaon.’ It is decorated with a large cross. Though
purchased with a chalice, Mango suggests they do not correspond. Dodd has suggested that Sarabaon
is Sarba, in Lebanon, though little else can be said about the item, which is currently held in a private
collection in Switzerland.134
4.2.2 Dubious Treasures
4th c. Hoxne Hoard Britain
4th c. Thetford Treasure Britain
5th c. San Giusto Italy
Table 4.2: Excluded Treasures
The treasures in the above section seem to have belonged to individual churches. However, be-
cause distinguishing church from domestic treasure is more of an art than a science, it is worthwhile
to compare them with three further candidates I have excluded.
133 Mango 1986b:no. 75.
134 Ibid.
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Figure 4.16: The Hoxne Hoard.135
The Hoxne Hoard is generally considered domestic, though archeological context is wanting.136
With 14,780 coins (almost entirely silver), it is the single largest coin hoard from antiquity, and also
includes two hundred other gold and silver objects, among them jewelry, toilet implements and over
100 spoons and ladles.137 These spoons are the single largest associated group from antiquity, but
the nature of their association remains in question. The treasure may be domestic, but, because
the treasure was buried in a small chest, it does not contain any of the associated large vessels one
might expect and which are found in comparable assemblages like Mildenhall, 46 km away.138
Bland thought the spoons and ladles belonged to a single owner, an ‘Ursicinus,’ whose name
appears on ten of the spoons. This is by no means definitive, and Leader-Newby has voiced skepti-
cism about the existence of a fabulously wealthy ‘Ursicinus’ who is not otherwise attested. Given
that the Ursicinus spoons are just 10% of the set, it is likewise hard to discount the other names
inscribed on spoons, including Peregrinus, Faustinus, and Silvicola. Painter suggested at Water
Newton that the “accumulation of personal names” implies community property.139 For Hoxne
this might imply the hoarded wealth of a community rather than of a church. If so, it is a Christian
community, as the inscriptions in the hoard are exclusively Christian. Again, Leader-Newby voiced
135 Photo by Mike Peel (www.mikepeel.com).
136 Published in preliminary form in Bland and Johns 1993.
137 Bland and Johns 1993:7. The coins are published separately in Guest 2005.
138 NB: Hoxne is 108 km from Water Newton.
139 Painter 1997:98.
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doubt. She suggests that small items of tableware taken out of domestic contexts (as, perhaps, in
First Cyprus) might have been offered without further inscriptional or iconographic alterations. In
this case, we should not expect votive inscriptions or iconography.140 While Leader-Newby’s hy-
pothesis suggests that domestic objects might themselves constitute an ecclesiastical treasure, it is
not positive proof on its own that the treasure was ecclesiastical. Without further evidence, I leave
its identification uncertain.
Figure 4.17: Spoons and Rings from the Thetford Treasure (Trustees of the British Museum).
It has been suggested that the Thetford Treasure was a site of votive manufacture. The treasure
includes 33 spoons, 20 gold rings, pendants, necklaces and a belt buckle.141 The spoons seem to
come from one workshop, but their dedicatory inscriptions are a mix of pagan and Christian.142
Thetford is approximately 77km from Water Newton, in an area with richly attested pagan and
Christian votive practice. Johns and Potter suggested initially that it was the hoard of a shrine
uniquely attesting a new Romano-British deity, Faunus. Alternatively, given the pristine condition
of most of the objects, it might have been a jeweler’s hoard.143 Painter has more recently conjec-
tured that the hoard represents the stock of a religious souvenir shop serving the area. If the items
are votives, we would have to imagine it serving both Christians and non-Christians.
Like Leader-Newby, Painter sees the potential for items of small tableware to themselves be
votives: “Spoons were primarily a convenient and elegant way of presenting the god with a gift
140 Leader-Newby 2003:82.
141 Johns and Potter 1983.
142 E.g. Silviola vivas +, in Painter 1997:99 n.57.
143 Johns and Potter 1983:11.
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of a Roman ounce or about 26.5g of silver.”144 Yet this potential is not itself proof. Like the Snet-
tisham jeweler’s hoard (third century), the Thetford treasure (54km away) has multiple pristine
small objects.145 Like the Hoxne hoard, it lacks large vessels, and within object types “there is con-
siderable variation in the size, weight and craftsmanship of the vessels, and a number of decorative
options can be identified.”146 Leader-Newby was unconvinced that the items came from the same
workshop, or, apparently, that they were unused. She suggests that they were donated to a shrine in-
dividually from different domestic contexts.147 For Leader-Newby, the mass of mismatched small
items makes it plausible to think of these items in secondary uses rather than purposely varied
within a domestic context. Yet the work of Cameron reminds us that domestic assemblages, if
collected over lifetimes or generations, would have just this kind of variation.148 The material re-
mains of third and fourth century Roman Britain show a definite overlap between Christian and
non-Christian modes of piety, but, again, without archaeological context, the setting and nature of
worship remains highly debatable.
Figure 4.18: Coins from the San Giusto ‘gazophylacium.’149
144 Painter 1997:99. Cf. Toynbee 1978:146: “Metal leaves of this type [palm leaf plaques] were esteemed for their
intrinsic value, quite apart from their religious role as votive offerings.”




149 Fig. 120, Pietropaolo 1998a:91.
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The treasures represented in §4.2.1 are by far not the only church treasures that existed, nor are
they the only ones that are preserved, yet they are the assemblages that can most nearly be linked to
a church or shrine, even if little else can be said about their archaeological context. New examples
are continually emerging, and others might be found by a re-reading of the available evidence.150
The most promising of these is the fifth century church of San Giusto in Lucerna, Puglia, excavated
under Giuliano Volpe in 1995, which seems to have yielded the contents of an offertory box.151 The
treasure does not include liturgical vessels, but was reconstructed from a scatter of 1043 bronze
coins on the floor of ‘Chiesa A’, which Lisa Pietropaolo took to be the contents of an offertory box
or cabinet destroyed in the collapse of the complex’s gazophylacium.152 This is a not unheard of
find: Lisa Fentress notes a find of a possible collection box of Liber Pater and Zoe Mater at Cosa
filled with coins dating to between 317 and 455 CE.153
In the case of San Giusto, though the immediate church context is extremely promising, there
are several factors that qualify Pietropaolo’s hypothesis that the treasure represents the contents of
a collection box. First, the fifth-century church sits within a villa complex that was in use from
the first/second centuries CE to the fourth/sixth centuries CE.154 The coins date from the mid-third
century CE to the first third of the sixth century CE, with the majority dating from the fourth and
fifth centuries CE.155 Weights were found as well, and it is known that Nov. 128.15 (545) required
churches to store standard weights for taxation. Yet Pietropaolo notes that the money itself was
found not only on the floor, but compacted into it.156 There is no physical evidence of the bag or
150 E.g. Closer studies of the coin hoards systematically recorded in the appendix of Hobbs 2006.
151 Published in Volpe 1998.
152 See above p. 105.
153 Fentress 2003:66.
154 Pietropaolo 1998b:49. Cf. the fifth/sixth century churches at Felix Romuliana, dating to the complex’s reuse as a
fortified settlement and featuring a mix of civilian and religious remains; Petkovic 2011:273.
155 Siciliano 1998:252.
156 “Non solo a contatto ma anche all’interno dello strato di terra argillosa compatta esteso nell’ambiente,”
Pietropaolo 1998a:91.
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box that might have contained them. The coins of a now-lost offering box may have been crushed
into the floor by a roof collapse, but we might also be seeing a hoard buried for preservation at
the end of the church’s life; it was abandoned in the middle of the sixth century after five phases
of use.157 Siciliano preferred to interpret the treasure as a collection of votive offerings given
during the life of the church, and appealed to textual evidence that offertory was usually kept in the
gazophylacium “dove erano custoditi i doni fatti dai fedeli.”158 Without the box itself, however, it
is marginally less clear that we should ‘rely on texts or text-based categories to understand [these]
material remains.’159
4.3 Understanding Inventories
If precious metals were the most valuable offertory, inventories are capable of giving a fuller picture
of the circumstances and variety of giving, and of the place of silver in the total habitus of Christian
giving. Where treasures preserve artifacts, inventories are records. While they archive information,
they were often drafted in response to events. This narrative component means that inventories refer
outside of themselves and may not be complete or internally consistent; they are not accounts in
the modern sense. Rather, inventories were kept by individual church foundations for their own
purposes, of which they are often, but were never intended to be, the only surviving record.
There is a narrative aspect to even documentary inventories which means that the quality of
the record varies according to the reasons for which the inventories were made. We are told, for
example, that when Riculf usurped the See of Tours from Gregory, he “immediately took over
the bishop’s palace and made an inventory of the money he found there.”160 Documents made
157 Pietropaolo 1998a:93.
158 Siciliano 1998:254.
159 To paraphrase Bowes 2008a:577.
160 Brown 2012b:491.
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to disclose church wealth to the government under conditions of persecution do not have the same
priorities as those made voluntarily for internal use, and those made for internal use were made on a
variety of occasions for a variety of reasons. Individually, they have vastly different preoccupations.
Some inventories seem to intend to record all items in the possession of a church, others record only
precious items, some only liturgical silver. Some inventories are concerned with the decoration of
objects, most are not; some record the weights of objects, others the values. None are complete, and
each is moreover a snapshot of the wealth of a church at some critical point that is not necessarily
representative of the institution’s wealth over time.
Inventories seem not to have been assembled with an interest in preserving the identity of
donors. They treat church wealth collectively as an institutional asset, and the burden of the donor’s
memory is by and large epigraphic.161 Inventories are specifically concerned with the movable
property of church foundations. They preserve references to many other kinds of donation besides
silver vessels, but not to fixed items such as architectural ornament, or items perceived as cheap,
such as small bronzes. Inventories represent a completely non-overlapping dataset with the trea-
sures: there is no extant ecclesiastical treasure for which there is also an ancient inventory and no
extant inventory whose treasure has also been found. Further, there is no ancient case where the to-
tal practice of donation can be traced from private accounts, receipts or testaments, to a treasure or
inventory, and in an archaeologically-known church context. Because of the non-overlap between
treasures and inventories, the two bodies of evidence together give us a larger set of data points,
but these should be taken as windows on a larger phenomenon rather than ‘data points’ amenable
to robust quantitative analysis.
Several scholars have assembled lists of extant church inventories, and there is more consensus
about the members of this set than regarding church treasures.162 Like treasures, inventories are a
161 Even here, it may be anonymous or anonymized, e.g. p.157 above.
162 Inventaires in Cabrol and Leclercq 1926, Mango 1986b:124 n.12, van Minnen 1991:47. Caseau reconciles
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faulty dataset—each is framed with a different purpose in mind and compiled according to a differ-
ent rubric. Their fragmentary and redacted states add obstacles to interpretation. Later, sometimes
fuller, inventories can be useful analogues, but these are often medieval forgeries intended to be
plausible for the litigation of foundation claims. There are some ways to supplement the kinds of
evidence given by inventories, namely by considering records of gifts preserved in private records,
such as the archive of the Apiones. Receipts have their own problems; they display episodes of do-
nation without disclosing enough information to contextualize their significance to either the donor
or recipient. For example, P.Oxy.XVI.1898 (587) is a receipt for a donation of corn delivered by
Apion’s heirs to an ecclesiastical hospital. The receipt was probably issued by the hospital’s stew-
ard, and retained in the accounts of the heirs, but the hospital itself is otherwise unknown.163 On
notable exception are the Ravenna Papyri, which record legacies left to the See between the fifth
and eighth centuries.164 The donations the ‘papyri’ (they are a written on a mix of media) record
tend to skew towards the later portion of the time period and feature primarily wealthier donors
whose gifts are grants of real estate and other beneficia.165
Episodes of donation occur in literary texts as well, but these tend to be entirely narrative and
not at all documentary; they are often also polemical. The Life of the Harlot Pelagia, for example,
uses the trope of an inventory to describe an ideal conversion and its attendant renunciation:
The following day the holy Pelagia…summoned the head of her household who was in
charge of all her belongings. She told him to go to her house, make an inventory of all she pos-
sessed—her gold, silver and quantities of jewelry, together with her expensive wardrobe…Her
steward went off to her house as she had instructed and brought back an inventory listing all
Mango and Van Minnen’s lists of papyri, which differ only in that Van Minnen cites an additional unpublished
papyrus, “P.Prag.ined,” which I have included according to its inventory number, Pap.Gr.Wess. II 117, in Caseau
2007a:551.
163 Cf. P.Laur. III 95 (480), recording a work order from the point of view of a church.
164 Tjäder 1954.
165 Brown 1979:17: “in the sixth century the see received important benefactions from Justinian, including much of
the property confiscated from the Goths, as well as numerous donations [of land] from individuals.”
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her wealth, not hiding anything…[Pelagia states] ‘My lord, here is the wealth that Satan has
bestowed upon me as a result of the sin of prostitution. From now on, my lord, it is entrusted
to your care: do with it whatever you want.’
On receiving Pelagia’s entire fortune, the holy Nonnos sent for a steward of the great church
at Antioch, and in Pelagia’s presence he handed over to him all that had belonged to her, telling
him, ‘I adjure you by the exalted Trinity, let nothing out of all these belongings enter the church
of God, or be given to any of the bishops; let none of it enter the house of any of the clergy, or
even your own house: do not let anything be defiled by it, whether through your agency or the
agency of anyone else…no, you must use it only to provide for the orphans and the widows,
for the poor, the needy and the destitute, so that they can live off it.166
This extended description instructs the reader in the norms of donation—it models proper inten-
tionality and objects, the maximum proportion of personal wealth donation should represent, the
categories of goods from which it could be generated, and reasonable expectations of its disposal
by pious clergy—but nothing about what was donated. We come away with a ghost inventory that
serves a didactic purpose but does not actually record anything.
In documentary inventories, terminology remains an interpretive complication. Most of the
inventories in the next section have not previously been translated. My translations are tentative:
they are intended to bring this evidence into consideration as a corpus amenable to comparison with
church treasures and other evidence of donation, but further use of them should be checked against
the originals, which are easily available online and in print. Many inventories are composed in late
and local versions of Latin and Greek, and as Caseau observes, this results in idiosyncrasy: “the
vocabulary is being created, and it fluctuates, because items of Church plate do not yet have fixed
conventional names.”167 Papyrus inventories contain technical terminology for liturgical items, in-
cluding many words otherwise unattested as well as colloquialisms that are a hash of unclassical
Greek and Latin and consequently do not always have satisfactory translations. My translations
draw on the published commentaries of each, making use of patristic and post-classical lexica.168
166 Vita Pelagiae 36ff, trans. Brock and Harvey 1998:55.
167 Caseau 2007a:553, citing Leader-Newby 2003:63.
168 Including White and Riddle 1862; Lampe 1961 and Sophocles 1914.
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Because the inventories were made by and for people who knew the objects, they can be frustrat-
ingly vague even where the terminology is clear. For example, most use the general terms for
veils—maphoria or sticharomaphoria. In an inventory, this may refer to clerical vestments or al-
tar cloths; in dowries or wills the same term refers to women’s garments.169 If an inventory does
not include a foundation name, a clerical author or contain identifying symbols such as a chi-rho,
shared terminology can make the two kinds of documents confusable.
Papyrus inventories are one kind of document used during the life of a church, and were likely
stored on-site but are more often found in caches and rubbish heaps.170 The ideal document is one
kept in the normal course of business and that aims at completeness. The Canons of Athanasius
mandate the production of such documents:
The steward [chief or great steward] shall know all the consecrated vessels of the church
and shall make a visitation thereof each year. This also is the law of the lesser stewards. Every
consecrated vessels [sic] shall be with him and the reckoning thereof shall be in the great church.
All the consecrated vessels that have been vowed to Him [W.E. Crum: sc. ‘God’], whether it be
a vessel of gold or silver or bronze; and he shall tell the bishop concerning them at the Paschal
feast, that he may write them down.171
Ideally, inventories would be kept according to commensurable criteria: they would aim at com-
pleteness of information regarding the timeframe and circumstances of the items they record, they
would identify the donor and use of the donation, and would be ratified by the clergy in charge and
filed securely. This is a fantasy of workflow we cannot hope to reconstruct. In fact, inventories
always in some sense keep track of assets, but they tend to better reflect the long- and medium-term
possessions of their institutions than short-term, perishable possessions, and they rarely give the
169 E.g. SB III 6024, listing the veils of a church at Hermopolis Magna and P.Coll.Youtie II 85, at an unknown
location in Egypt. Cf. P.Oxy.XVI.1901 (6th C.), a will leaving a wife her clothing and P.Oxy.16.1978, (6th C.), a
marriage contract.
170 See Michel 2007:593 on three sixth-century caches: two from Nessana and one from Petra. Also on Petra; Fiema
2007:613.
171 Canons of St. Athanasius (c. 5th C.), in Wipszycka 2004:130.
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occasion for the inventory. The management of perishables, for example, was often placed in the
custody of a trusted person, and only rarely recorded; Pachomius appointed “faithful [brothers]
noted for their piety to transact sales and make purchases,” and that these positions rotated every
three weeks to prevent corruption.172
Inventories, like treasures, are highly idiosyncratic. They do not systematically log donation,
but they do record—sometimes in passing, sometimes intentionally—the receipt and disposal or
storage of donations in local contexts. This perspective contextualizes precious metal donations in
a larger and much more varied practice of giving.
4.3.1 Catalogue of Inventories
May 19, 303 Optatus App. 1 Constantine/Cirta
4th–7th c. SB III 6024 Hermopolis
471 Cornutian Deed Tivoli
5th c. P.Bad.4.54 Heracleopolis
5th–6th c. P.Grenf.VI.111 Ibion
5th–6th c. P.Amst. I 87 Egypt
541 Wright 2002:1.23f Monastery of Pash (Syria)
6th? c. P. Princ. III 180 Hermopolis?
6th P.Coll.Youtie II 85 Egypt
6th c. SPP XX 151 Egypt
6th c. CPR VIII 65-66 Egypt
6th–7th c. P.Ant. III 204 Antinoopolis
7th c. Cathedral of St. Stephen and Basilica of St. Germanus Auxerre
7th c. P.Oxy 16 1925 Oxyrhynchus
7th c.? SB 4.7477 Thebes
7th c.? Pap.Gr.Wess. II 117 (unpublished) Egypt
7th c. Princ. inv. GD 7521 recto (unpublished) Egypt
7th/8th c. P.Leid.Inst.13 Egypt
7th–8th c. P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 (unpublished) Egypt
8th c. P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 Ashmunain
Table 4.3: Church Inventories173
172 Joh. Mosch. Prat. Spir. 28; also Bohairic Life of Pachomius in Lee 2000:196.
173 See App. B for objects by inventory.
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7 wax candles 7 silver lamps 38 capes 4 jars (found)
6 silver chalices 2 gold chalices 16 men’s tunics 6 gold pots (found)
6 silver urns 7 short bronze lamps 13 pairs of men’s shoes 1 silver bust (found)
1 silver cooking pot 11 bronze lights 47 pairs of women’s shoes 1 silver lamp (found)
2 silver wafer-holders 82 women’s tunics 19 psant clasps 36 books/pamphlets (found)
Table 4.4: The Cirta Inventory.174
The earliest church inventory comes from Constantine (Cirta) in Numidia and dates to May
19, 303 CE, during the Diocletianic persecution. It is preserved in the Gesta apud Zenophilum
of 320 CE, in which it is adduced as evidence against the Victor, accused of collaboratng in the
persecution of Christians. The Gesta were in turn preserved as an appendix to Optatus’ Against the
Donatists.175 According to Victor’s testimony in the Gesta, the meeting place of the Christians was
in this case a private house, albeit one that had a permanent priest and keeper of communal property
(Felix) assigned to it. This arrangement would not have been legally protected before 313. Victor’s
testimony indicates agents of the government came to the church demanding “the writings of the
Law, and anything else that you have here,” and that they checked what the bishop was willing
to surrender against an inventory filed by Felix with the local notary. As the story makes clear,
the inventory is incomplete and several searches of the church and readers’ homes were needed to
satisfy the authorities.
The inventory filed with the local notary preferentially records precious metals and textiles—the
worldly valuables of the church—but omits mention of the (holy) texts in the possession of the
church. The inventory omits precisely those goods the persecutors wished surrendered. The clergy
hid the books in their own homes, and with their suspicions aroused by ‘empty chests in the book-
room’ of the church, the authorities, with Felix’s help, are able to track them down to the homes
of the community’s Readers. Following Mango, I assume property found on investigation is in ad-
174 Translation adapted from Mango 1986b:91.
175 CSEL 26.185; translations in Inventaires, Cabrol and Leclercq 1926 and Edwards 1997:154. Augustine refers to
the proceedings in Aug. Ep. 53.4 and Cresc. III.33. Edwards 1997:154 n.21 notes that the latter misquotes the
date of the proceedings.
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dition to that inventoried, though since we cannot know what the Christians successfully secreted
away, the inventory does not tell us much about the total wealth of this church.176
As Leclercq noticed, the ‘inventory’ of Heraclea bears direct comparison with Cirta. Yet it is
not a list of items so much as a demand for one that was met with less initial success by persecuting
authorities than at Cirta. The episode can be found in the Acts of St. Phillip, and purports to
describe events of 304.177 In it, the prefect Bassus attempts to obtain an inventory of the goods of
a house church (called an ecclesia) by interrogating its custodians. The inventory would have been
used in the confiscation of the church’s precious metals and books, as at Cirta, but in this case its
custodians, Phillip and his brothers, do not yield. Through the efforts of a traditor, Publius, both are
eventually found in abundance, inventoried and confiscated. Phillip and his associates are then led
to martyrdom in the forum. In both the Cirta and Heraclea episodes, there is a lesson to be learned.
True custodians go to greater lengths to defend priceless scriptures than precious vessels.178 The
inclusion of the inventory in the Cirta account may lend it a false specificity, though the episode’s
transmission through several sources (the Gesta, Optatus, Augustine) implies it was treated by later
Christians as a documentary source.
1 white outer vestment 1 ‘boxwood-dyed’ tunic 1 close-fitting tunic
1 white outer vestment 1 golden outer vestment 1 yellow tunic—old
1 green outer vestment likewise 1 tunic, golden—old 1 white tunic—old
2 tunics (?) likewise [1] patched tunic [—old]
Table 4.5: SB III 6024, Hermopolis Magna(?).179
The inventory of Hermopolis Magna (SB III 6024) is a proper document, written on the back of
a letter. It is not clear whether the letter or inventory is older, and the inventory has not been dated
more precisely than to the fourth to seventh centuries. It was translated by Kurth as the inventory of
176 Mango 1986b:91.
177 Trans. inventaires in Cabrol and Leclercq 1926, original in Acta sanct., Oct. 22 (t.IX, col. 537-50).
178 St. Laurence goes further, protecting people over property; Ambrose Off. 2.28.
179 Translation adapted from Kurth 1920.
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a monastery, and Van Minnen included it in his list of Greek ecclesiastical inventories.180 The list
is fragmentary, but includes vestments of various kinds and colors. Kurth suggests the inventory
is from later antiquity because the vestments are dyed rather than the white preferred by the early
church for its saintly resonances. Some vestments are described as khrusoun, ‘golden,’ which Kurth
interprets as gold brocade.
Massa Cornutanensis Fundus Boaricum 2 bronze stantarea
Fundus Paternus maranus Casa Pressa 2 pallia olosirica
Fundus Mons Paternus Silver Paten 5 linen pallia
Fundus Casa Martis 1 large silver chalice 3 maphoria?
Fundus Vegetes 1 small silver chalices 4 crown (lights) with their chains
Fundus Callicianum 1 jug stantarea
Casa Nova 1 Washbasin 2 confession gates with chains and adpensatae
Casa Prati staff 4 bronze lights? (faros)
Casa Marturi censer 73 veils and textiles
Casa Crispini 18 lamps? w/chains and dolphins 7 codices
Table 4.6: The Carta Cornutiana.181
The Carta Cornutiana, or Cornutian Deed of 471 CE records the legacy of Flavius Valila, a
wealthy imperial official under Anthemius/Ricimer, who created and endowed a church on his
Cornutian estate at Tivoli.182 The church is mentioned subsequently in the Liber Pontificalis on the
occasion of Pope Simplicius’ renovations, where it appears as a church dedicated to St. Andrew.183
Though privately-held churches and monasteries existed, churches formed from bequests such as
this more likely entered the episcopal patrimonium.184 The will lists endowments of productive
estates and provides for the lighting of the church, pieces of liturgical furniture, precious metal
vessels, textiles and vestments, and books. It intends to provide the entire equipment of a founda-
tion, both movable and immovable.185 As the prestige project of a member of the elite, the church
180 Kurth 1920, van Minnen 1991:47.
181 Summarized and translated from Leclercq 1912, Duchesne and Vogel 1957.
182 Duchesne and Vogel 1957:cxlvi, inventaires in Cabrol and Leclercq 1926.
183 LP 49, sometime between 471 and 483 CE.
184 On private churches, see: Herlihy 1961 and Wickham 2009:185. Cf. P.Duke.inv.728, in which a wife donates a
third of a monastery to her husband while retaining life usufruct.
185 Cf. the much more humble endowment of (the legendary) St. Pancratius of Taormina (7th C.), consisting of a
chalice and paten, scriptures, and icons; Mango 1986a:265.
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is vastly more wealthy than would be ‘normal’ (except in the LP), but it still gives us an idea of the
categories of wealth that made up the total assets of a church.
Valila retains the usufruct of a colona and several estates, indicating the donation was executed
within the donor’s lifetime, though perhaps ‘in contemplation of death.’ Roman jurisprudence
protected gifts from the obligations of duty to kin in very few circumstances: soldiers’ wills, ‘in
contemplation of death,’ and on and off from Constantine, for gifts to the church.186 End-life
legacies to the church are well-attested in ancient sources: several episcopal wills are preserved and
patristic sources often refer to the posthumous bequests of wealthy privati to churches; Vestina’s
516 pounds of silver founded a church to Gervasius and Protasius at Rome in the early fifth century,
Sosiana’s silks bought a set of liturgical silver, and Olympias’ became altar cloths.187
The Carta’s gift of a church venue, productive estates and a coherent assemblage of liturgical
objects, and its specific reservation of a few assets for the donor’s use all suggest that Valila ‘cashed
in’ his total wealth as a ‘rich man who would be saved.’ Interestingly, retaining usufruct allows
him something to live on while avoiding the criticism of attachment to wealth.188 The Carta ends
with the stipulation that the endowments are to be held in perpetuity and not alienated.189
Summary of the things of the holy Martyr 2 (?) Sicilian Olive Oil 4 artabai of [ ? ] Paul the Deacon
Aurelios Ptollemaios made [it] 7.5 artabai (?)seed 3 artabai (?)seed, 7 artabai wheat
thus: 60 pints good oil 3 artabai of [?] Ammonios
3 silver and 3 gilded cups 21.5 artabai wheat in the town [?] Horionos
6 silver lamps likewise 60 artabai are (there) Hatrean(?) wheat [?] 40 plaited/braided (?)
Table 4.7: P.Bad.4.54, Heracleopolis.
The inventory P.Bad.4.54 from Heracleopolis dates to the 5th century and gives the property of
186 See CJC 1.2.1 (321); C.Th. 16.2.20=CJC 1.2.13 (370) contra; NMarc 5 (455). On wills more generally, see:
Champlin 1991:183ff.
187 Vestina, LP 42 (Innocentius); Sosiana, Lives of the Eastern Saints 54 in Leader-Newby 2003:69; Olympias,
Pallad. Hist. Laus. 61; on episcopal wills, see above p. 82.
188 Ususfructus refers to something life a life trust: the former owner retains use but ownership is delegated;
Forcellini 1828. Cf. Clement’s criticisms of the biblical Rich Man, above p. 59, and the deaths of Ananias and
Sapphira for withholding wealth for themselves, p. 98 above.
189 Though it is not clear to what extent this provision was enforceable: see p. 272.
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a martyr shrine, with the objects described as the possessions of the martyr. It is fragmentary, but
originally seems to have aimed for completeness. The shrine’s wealth consisted of a few liturgical
vessels, seed, oil and wheat held between the shrine and its town. It was distributed among several
deacons and may allude to a secondary urban foundation or tenancies. The ‘plaited’ item might
refer to rope or baskets, which are often mentioned in hagiography as meditative work with which
ascetics earned their livelihood.190
5 wool cloths 4 boat-shaped lamps 1 small iron rod 1 hanging cover
1 wool hanging curtain 21 parchment books 2 iron lampstands 1 cup
3 wooden chairs 3 papyrus books 1 bronze tripod 1 ladle
1 wood tray 1 old door-curtain 4 bronze lampstands 1 knife
2 textile hangings 1 marble table 1 bronze altar 1 bier
6 door curtains 2 leather cushions 1 bronze basin 1 mortar
3 silver chalices 23 linen cloths 1 bronze flagon 2 stools
1 silver ewer 1 iron rod 2 bronze fonts 1 triply woven web
6 handlamp 1 cupboard 1 bronze flask
Table 4.8: P.Grenf.II.111, Ibion.
The Ibion inventory (P.Grenf.II.111) lists the possessions of the church of Apa Psoios in the
kome of Ibion, and has been translated by Leclercq and Mango.191 The precise location of Ibion
within Egypt is not known. The handwriting suggests a 5th or 6th century date for the document.
The inventory seems to account for the moveable property of the church, including liturgical imple-
ments, containers, vestments, furniture, textiles and books. Of these, a small minority are precious
metals. Decoration is not noted.
+Statement of silver vessels+ 1 bowl, 9.5 lb.
thus: 1 washbasin, 1 lb.
6 incense-holders, 12 lb. [break]
6 basins, 6 lb.
Table 4.9: P.Amst.I 87.
P.Amst.I 87 is a highly fragmentary 5th or 6th century inventory. It lists the liturgical vessels of
190 E.g. Antony, Vita 53, trans. Head 2001. Also, Hirschfeld 1992. This work was exempted from tax by C.Th.
16.2.16 (361).
191 Inventaires in Cabrol and Leclercq 1926, Mango 1986b:91.
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what seems to be a church at an unknown location in Egypt. The inventory is written on the back
of a record of an oil consignment (P.Amst.I 86), but its relationship to that text is not clear.
5 new service cloths 4 linen cloths 3 linen curtains
2 torn service cloths 1 chalice veil 13 linen towels
Table 4.10: Pash.
The inventory of the monastery of Pash in Syria dates to c.541 CE.192 The inventory includes
only liturgical textiles and was compiled on by the priest Luke after a theft of textiles by the monk
Mar John. The list presumably reflects what remained, and does not include other categories of
property unaffected by the theft.193
[?] with an estate/plot assigned by lots [?] [?] 1 all-divine? and bearer of light [?]
[?] estate/plot and growing? [?] [?] likewise 50 (?) and a book [?]
[?] holy church and all furniture [?] [?] apostle and the holy gospel [?]
[?] throughout the village of Hormos? In the Hermopolite nome [?] [?] 2 oxen valued at [?]
[?] 1 aroura and for 2 rope-makers [?]
Table 4.11: P.Princ. III 180, Hermopolis.
P. Princ. III 180 has been dated to the sixth-century and refers to Hermopolitan land in associa-
tion with a church. There is some disagreement among its editors as to whether it records the lease
of a garden or real estate owned by a church, and it was originally published as a lease of garden
land.194 Yet the papyrus itself lists books, including gospels, as well as plots of land, oxen and fur-
niture in association with a hagia ekklēsia. The papyrus refers to rope-makers, and basket- rope-
and mat-making are well-known components of monastic economies. The Pachomian Koinonia,
192 First published in Wright 2002:I.23ff, trans. Mango 1984, appendix.
193 Cf. P.Oxy.XVI.1832, the arrest of a woman for stealing the ‘holy goods’ of the church at Aspidas; Clarysse
2007:86.
194 Cf. P.Oxy.XII.1492, which records a donation of land in progress from the point of view of Sotas, bishop of
Oxyrhynchus in the late third/early fourth century. Nobbs 2010:163 renders it: “Greetings, holy [son]
Demetrianus, I, Sotas, send you best wishes. The common…[is] manifest and our common salvation…for these
matters are ones within divine providence. If, therefore, you have decided following the ancient custom to give
the land to the topos [church], see that it is marked out so that they may use it, and however you decide
concerning the task(?), be of good cheer. Send everyone in your house—all of them—greetings. I pray for your
(pl.) health to God through everything and in everything.”
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for example, refer to the inscription onto tablets of weekly records of mats and ropes made, “keep-
ing a record until the time of the annual gathering, when an account shall be given and sins forgiven
everyone.”195
1 purple veil another embroidered veil(?) another kind of (?) dyed?
1 veil with a wheel design? 1 (?) from quintuply-dyed purple another embroidered veil
another embroidered veil another (?) 1 (?) from quintuply-dyed purple
1 purple-dyed (?) (?) (?)dyed embroidered veil veil
Table 4.12: P.Coll.Youtie II 85.
P.Coll.Youtie II 85 is a 6th century church inventory from an unknown location in Egypt. The
papyrus is broken on all sides and currently lists only veils and vestments, though it may have once
included other items. Unusually, this inventory attends to the designs of its textiles. The wheel
symbol was associated with seraphim, and the presence of this design may mean that these textiles
were used as clerical vestments.196
[r] [v]
+Statement of the silver of Lord Constantine Thus: +Receivables(?)
Thus: 1 censer for
2 measurer’s baskets/missoria? 3 measurer’s baskets [or missoria?] for
3 platters 2 platters for the completion?
11 spoons 4 crowns for daily affairs
3 crowns 12 spoons for the honor of wine
+of the Lord Sabinus 1 enclosure/cancellum? of which spent(?)
Thus: 1 (?) to the account of Holy (?)
2 platters Simouthios(?)
1 washbasin the Hatrean workers
+of the Lord […] to the account of the seeds
to tenants and farmers
Table 4.13: SPP XX 151.
SPP XX 151 is a 6th century list of silver from an unknown shrine in Egypt. The inventory is
written on two sides of a papyrus, which is itself broken in two pieces. On the recto are lists of
the silver possessions of three saints, each of their names is preceded with a cross. These consist
of liturgical implements presumably associated with the worship of each and are accounted for
195 Bohairic Life of Pachomius 30 in Lee 2000.
196 Cf. P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 (7th–8th C.); LP V.i.432. On vestment styles; Pugin and Smith 1844 and Bruhn 1993.
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separately. The verso contains an account of amounts due to the institution as a whole. The budget
divides expenditures in separate funds according to shorter and longer-term commitments.
Reference to tenants implies that the institution owned real estate and is a clue to the institu-
tion’s wealth. It is not clear in what way the farmers are distinct from the tenants, however. A
contemporary papyrus form the archive of Dioscoros of Aphrodito, P.Mich.XIII 667, preserves a
very detailed lease of land from the monastery of Apa Sourous and suggests why tenancy was de-
sirable. In it, a Phoibammon receives a lifetime lease of monastic property on the condition that
he pay all taxes (in cash and kind) and render all liturgies, as well as pay rent from the crop. The
contract was approved and co-signed by a board of eight managers drawn from the monks of the
monastery. Both parties kept copies, and the lessee gave surety from among his immovable prop-
erty. This sort of arrangement displaces most risk of loss onto the lessee, and was desirable from
the institution’s point of view both because manual labor was seen to compete with monastic obli-
gations, and because it promised a steady stream of income over a medium term. The lessee, in
turn, could rely on a fixed annual obligation, possibly below market rate.
Such tenancy arrangement are particularly interesting because they suggest that by the sixth
century, many of the exemptions from taxes and liturgies granted by Constantine (Eusebius Hist.
eccl. 10.5.6) and upheld by his successors had been eroded. In light of this shift, churches in later
antiquity shift the management of their assets from a profit-maximizing to a risk-averse strategy.197
197 Cf. p. 86 above.
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CPR 8 65 [v] CPR 8 66 [r]
2 purple 2 curtains embroidered with gold 2 tables? 1 missorium
2 1 [bound] 2 flasks 5 incense-burners
9 different (?) 1 pepper-pot 1 dish
1 (?) 2 censers 4 star-shaped lamps?
[?] 2 1 incense-burner 14 spoons
1 white cloak embroidered with gold bowl 1 wash-basin
1 purple and (?) cloak bucket 4 spoons
2 other (?) guides? 2–3 wine containers? 5 4-legged incense-burners
1 small bucket 2–3 jars 8 saucers
purple cloak 2 small dishes
2 rags 2 large dishes
1 cloak embroidered with gold 1 wine jar
Table 4.14: CPR VIII 65–6.
CPR VIII 66 is a 6th century inventory of liturgical vessels from an unknown location in Egypt.
It is highly fragmentary. CPR VIII 65 is its verso. It is contemporaneous and in the same hand as
the recto, and is most likely a continuation of the same inventory. The recto preserves the names
of many liturgical vessels but not their composition, among them nearly a dozen incense-burners
and a pepper-pot. The verso lists colorful textiles and vestments. The prominence of gold brocade
and purple among them imply a wealthy establishment.
+Statement of Possessions: weight?
the heavenly nun chairs
chair 3–legged frame
chest? for vessels (?)
benches [break]
Table 4.15: P.Ant. III 204.
P.Ant. III 204 inventories the belongings of a nun from Antinoopolis sometime during the
sixth or seventh century. It is unsurprisingly sparse, listing only a few items of small furniture
and ascetic props (e.g. holka, weights).198 This inventory is a rare documentary attestation of the
personal poverty maintained by individual monastics.199 It implies that their possessions were reck-
oned separately from the wealth of the institutions to which they belonged. However, monks were
198 Cf. Theodore of Sykeon, who remained in an iron cage weighed down by 50 lbs. of chains forged from the tools
of pious townspeople; Vita 27–31.
199 See p. 5.
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sometimes pressured to ‘donate’ their possessions to the monastery. This was treated as a ‘dowry’
for entry into the monastic household, in return for which they would receive their subsequent ra-
tions.200 A novella of Justinian (retrospectively) sanctioned this practice, stating: “Persons who
enter monasteries, at the time of their entrance consecrate themselves and their property to God,
and therefore they cannot dispose of it by will, for the reason that they are no longer its owners.”201
Cathedral of St. Stephen Basilica of Germanus
1 gold basin 2 cups 1 silver missorium
7 anacleum basins 2 basins 1 missorium
12 plates 1 lion’s head 2 trays
4 anacleum cups 2 anacleum tray 1 anacleum basin
17 anacleum plates 3 trays 1 base
3 anacleum missoria 3 washbasins 1 basin
45 spoons 1 silver plate 2 anacleum plates
6 salt cellars 1 anapum? 1 anacleum ewer
7 anacleum flagons 1 silver ladle
5 flagons 1 base
1 anacleum horn 2 sieves
2 missoria
Table 4.16: Auxerre.
The seventh century inventory of Auxerre is preserved in a manuscript of the Gesta Pontifico-
rum Autissiodorensium, the ‘Acts of the Bishops of Auxerre,’ and includes the inventories of two
churches: the Cathedral of St. Stephen and the Basilica of St. Germanus.202 It includes items of
silver and a metal of disputed composition, anacleum. It is not clear whether anacleum refers to
a non-silver alloy, an unusual silver alloy, or a particular grading of silver. Adhemar considered
anacleum a grade of silver, while Lasteyrie thought it another alloy entirely.203 Yet the inventory
also singles out exceptionally pure silver for notice against (regular) silver, a priority also seen in
the Liber Pontificalis, which may be a model for the Gesta of the bishops of Auxerre. Given that
Greek-derived terms for ecclesiastical architecture and accessories were in common use in the West,
200 Hirschfeld 1992:103; e.g. Pr. pachom. 49 in Veilleux 1980:2.153. Cf. Evagrius Antirr. Philargyria 17: “we
[monks] have abandoned our parents and will not be sent the money to meet our needs,” Wimbush 1990:250.
201 NJ 5.5.
202 Adhémar 1934.
203 Adhémar 1934:47n.2; de Lasteyrie 1879:110.
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it is possible that anacleum could refer to highly polished or even restored silver, from anaklāo.204
The churches of Auxerre seem to have been in possession of huge wealth. The cathedral in par-
ticular accumulated antique and redundant objects without trading or spending them. Its holdings
include, for example, thirty-six spoons and six salt-cellars, while the basilica’s holdings were much
more modest, apparently restricted to items in active liturgical use. All objects are inventoried
according to their weight, and the Auxerre inventory dwells at length on their decoration. Surpris-
ingly, this consists mainly of mythological and pastoral motifs such as Apollo and Python, satyrs
and putti, though the inventory is not specific enough for any sort of stylistic dating. Items with such
decoration are common enough in liturgical silver, but a preponderance is uncharacteristic. Adhe-
mar suggests this can be accounted for if the items were donated as antiques. Another possibility
is that the items were given early in the church’s history survived in the treasury unharmed.
Late antiquity saw the development of the episcopal household and palace, with the office ap-
pointed according to the model of elite private life. Given the conscious self-fashioning of the Gesta
which form the inventory’s context, the classicizing and ‘domestic’ (e.g. trays, salt cellars) items
may have been purpose-made for entertaining within the episcopal household rather than used in
the celebration of the mass.
204 See anaklāo 2–3 in Lampe 1961 for these meanings.
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+Statement of various vessels put in the precinct stamps/coins—2
And given to Onophrion the martyr, Thoth 13 Indiction 12 and in the inner bath/baptistery lion-heads—7
Thus: likewise with the same key different—7
In the triclinos—1 large pallet bronze hoop with the same lion-head—3
Bottom part of the boss of a shield—1 and lion-heads bearing water through their noses—1
2 icons, 1 having St. Kollouthon bronze ciborium—1
gilded about the head, the other having and lion-heads bearing water through their noses—1
the theotokos entirely gilded above the lion-head a little statue of a man—1
couch having (?) without (?)—1 likewise on the right-hand side? of the ciborium—1
folding tablets of the great doors—8 and on the large waterspout, small statues of a man?—4
likewise small (?)—11 likewise, bronze ciboria—6
screens (?)—3 notched keys—24
fig-mulberrywood folding tablet—1 likewise lion-head—1
another fig-mulberrywood folding tablet of the great workman—1 and among the keys a dolphin-key?—1
pallet of the commander—1 cross made of marble slabs above the doors of the bath
screens [?] of the bath/baptistery—2 gilded—1
small heads [?] various big and little ones—29 small delicate columns—13
(?) various big and little ones—29 likewise delicate (?)—27
small pillars fig-mulberrywood—12 wooden stairs of the knight’s precinct
small pillars fig-mulberrywood—2 (?) of fig-mulberry wood—1?
small pillars fig-mulberrywood—2 +Statement of the vessels of the front/vestibule outside of the gates,
small heads, marble—19 month of Thoth 14, 12th Indiction.
(?) fig-mulberrywood—18
Table 4.17: P.Oxy.16 1925.
P.Oxy 16 1925 is a seventh century papyrus which Van Minnen describes as “listing icons and
other items.”205 The ‘other items’ are particularly informative when juxtaposed to Water New-
ton and Ma’aret en Noman because of the votive character of these deposits. The inventory was
made on Thoth 14, 12th indiction and lists “various vessels put in the front/vestibule and given
to Onophrion the martyr, Thoth 13 Indiction 12.” It presumably records the offerings of pilgrims
on the saint’s feast day, the day before the document was made.206 The inclusion of larger items
of furniture in the inventory may reflect a concern that nothing was stolen from the shrine by the
pilgrims.
The small items of the inventory—dozens of busts, heads, pillars, tablets and keys—are made
of wood or marble, cheap and affordable materials that imply broad devotion at this site. The author
of the inventory grouped the items deposited by type and size, perhaps in preparation for storage
or burial. If Grenfell and Hunt’s interpretation of l.5 as ‘the bottom part of the boss of a shield’ can
205 van Minnen 1991:47.
206 The dates are equivalent to September 10th and 11th; Pestman 1967.
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be followed, this inventory may be evidence of the donation of broken items, such as hacksilber,
for their cash value.207
cup censer vessel
Table 4.18: SB 4.7477.
SB 4.7477 is a highly fragmentary inventory of liturgical vessels from the White Monastery of
Epiphanius at Thebes. It is undated, but the monastery flourished in the sixth and seventh centuries,
so it can be tentatively dated to that period. The complex was first excavated by the Metropolitan
Museum between 1912 and 1914. The small finds of this excavation included much to illustrate the
daily life of the coenobium, including a bronze censer and spoons, as well as writing implements,
documentary and literary papyri and ostraca.208
1 illustrated Old Testament 1 illustrated New Testament
2 books of Acts 2 cedar crosses
2 ‘volumes of the divine picture-stories containing the decoration of the church’ 2 silver paten-and-chalice sets
Table 4.19: Pap.Gr.Wess. II 117.
Pap.Gr.Wess. II 117 is an unpublished papyrus in the Wessely collection that inventories the
books and liturgical vessels of an unknown church.209 The inventory is thought to be no earlier
than the seventh century.
1 copper table 1 wood bench 1 tin table
1 veil/curtain 1 glass table misc. iron items
Table 4.20: Princ.inv.GD 7521 recto.
Princ.inv.GD 7521 recto is an unpublished Coptic inventory from seventh-century Egypt. Ac-
cording to the editors of APIS, it is an “account for objects possessed by a church, probably an
207 See further p. 258.
208 Evelyn-White 1926:xix, 95; Goodspeed 1927:483.
209 Described in van Minnen 1991:47; summarized in Dostalova 1985:543.
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inventory; includes tables of copper, tin and glass, a wooden bench, a veil/curtain and various
items of iron.”210 The verso is an account for barley.
2 wood? altars 3 linen veils 4 silver boxes 1 fold cross 4 silver spoons 1 chalice
4 silver flasks 11 coverings 1 silk tunic 4 curtains 45 parchment? books
Table 4.21: P.Leid.Inst.13.
P.Leid.Inst.13 is an unprovenanced inventory. It dates to the seventh or eighth century and
gives a list of property and a booklist.211 The papyrus is fragmentary but still contains a substantial
amount of information about the possessions of a church. Because of the material, van Minnen
presumes that the texts were codices.212 All of the books are theological, and Van Minnen remarks
on the “total absence of strictly historical books (specifically, on church history).”213
[?] of goat’s hair, honey-colored 1 dress of…, having skirts and shoulder-straps214
1 white goat’s hair covering of Smyrna fashion 1 dress with shoulder-straps
1 cypress-colored Smyrna (covering) of goat’s hair, having a little white-
lead-colored pattern woven therein
1 dress of stibium-color with anah-signs
1 onyx-colored robe, having wheels and stripes 1 dress of …, having wheels
1 onion?-colored robe, having wheels and stripes 1 dress with anah-signs
1 white-lead-colored robe, having wheels and stripes 1 dress of felt
1 robe of apple hue, having wheels and stripes 1 dress having shoulder-straps
1 white robe woven with anah-signs 1 dress of goat’s hair, having socks and shoulder-straps
1 Smyrna (cloak), palm-embroidered, having a woven pattern 1 goat’s hair dress of…, having socks
1 Palm-embroidered garment of goat’s hair 1 dress woven with anah-signs
1 covering of lentil hue 1 dress with shoulder-straps
1 onion-colored covering …of shoes of gold (?color?)
1 apple-hued covering 1 coverlets
1…robe of honey-color 1
1 woolen garment, woven with stripes and wheels 12 chains with the collar attached thereto.
Table 4.22: P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244.
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 is a seventh or eighth century Coptic inventory listing the vestments pos-
210 princeton.apis.p798; Skemer 2012.
211 van Minnen 1991.
212 On Christians’ preference for the codex format; Harris 1989:195.
213 van Minnen 1991:45. N.B. Like silver, books were assets, a Bible codex costing anywhere from “40 solidi…[to]
12 carats, equaling only half a solidus, or eighty times less;” Johansen 1994:225, with a list of recorded prices of
books. “The precious metal of most… village church objects would cost about the same as contemporary and
extant books, written often for the same level of client;” Mango 1988:171.
214 Translation adapted from original publication.
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sessed by an unnamed church.215 It is written on the back of an older, seemingly unrelated Greek
papyrus record of outstanding loans. The papyrus lists colorful vestments, and several items have
‘anah’ designs, which may refer to the depiction of the crux ansata. It is also possible that the
textiles display ankhs, interpreted as forms of the cross.216 The wheel motif may allude to the
seraphim, or again be a liturgical appropriation of a pre-existing symbol.217 Some items in the in-
ventory seem to be related to self-mortification practices, including numerous goat’s hair garments
and ‘12 collars with chains attached.’
By the will of God. This is the Inventory of the (church of) St.
Theodore, at the Caesareum, (made by) the deacon Ignatius, the
16th day of the month Parmoute, in this…the year of the Indiction.
1 small book
7 brass… 1 women’s [karistation]
1 small… of magnesium 1 peg used in weaving
2 silver cups 1 bucket for washing
3 silver spoons 1 hoe
1 six-legged vessel of lead 2…for weaving
…napkins shirts
8 large curtains 1 censer
6 small altar curtains 1 iron staff
27 door hangings .5 xestes of oil
6 linen cloths, embroidered 70 small basket
1 linen cloth for an awning 1 small covering of goatskin for bees
5 curtain-like coverings 1 cotton cap
1 Persian embroidered garment 1 brass dish without handles
1 patchwork bag of white-lead color 1 small brass dish
2 candlesticks 1 small bowl with its lid
4… of magnesium 1 small iron cauldron
1…girdle 1…ladle
4 linen coverings 1 large brass vessel
1 silk covering 5 brass wheels
1 Isaurian covering 1 brass boat with 6 lights
2 small white coverings 1 small brass dove
2 large brass dishes 1 cup
1 vessel for cup-washing with its stand 1 measure without…
2 bronze bowls scissors for hair-cutting
1 small water-vessel 1 iron half(-measure) cauldron
3 small saucepans 5 bricks
2 small ladles bier
5 candle-lighters 4 benches
3…brass buckets 3 bells with their chains
2 bronze pitchers 1 measure of wine
Ignatius, the humble deacon, son of the late Theodore, I assent to
this inventory, as it is written.
Table 4.23: P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238.218
215 Inventaires in Cabrol and Leclercq 1926.
216 See anaq/anq in Crum 1939.
217 Cf. p. 205.
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The eighth century Coptic inventory P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 belonged to the church of St. Theodore
at Caesareum, probably at Ashmunain.219 Made by the deacon Ignatius, it seems to aim at com-
prehensiveness and includes such seemingly minor items as a cotton cap, scissors for hair-cutting,
and five bricks. There is a notable lack of wealth in precious metals—the only metals specified are
bronze, brass, iron and magnesium. The inventory has a large number of books, but the titles are not
listed. The inventory mentions tools for bee-keeping, weaving, basket-making and the distribution
of seeds, suggesting the piecework of a coenobium. The editor takes the presence of women’s gar-
ments as potential evidence for a late form of celibate or ‘holy’ marriage. This form of asceticism
common in the earliest church but later condemned.220 The ‘women’s items’ in question could also
be accounted for by a charitable stockpile as at Cirta, or the presence of a women’s coenobium.
4.3.2 Dubious Inventories
6th c. Acts of Sylvester Italy
9th c. Liber Pontificalis Rome
9th c. Liber Pontificalis Ecclesiae Ravennatis Ravenna
9th c. Attanum France
9th c. Miliza/Fulda Germany
9th c. Staffelsee Germany
Table 4.24: Excluded Inventories
Several other inventories exist, but I have excluded them as late or dubious. While papyrus
inventories were among the actual documents used by late antique churches to administer and dis-
close their wealth, manuscript inventories are not intended to and do not reliably record real items
in the institution’s possession. Even if the inventories contain authentic material, the editing pro-
cess means that manuscript inventories can have significant scribal errors introduced. The Acts of
218 Translation adapted from original publication.
219 Inventaires in Cabrol and Leclercq 1926.
220 E.g. C.Th. 8.16.1 (320), praising asceticism except within marriage; C.Th. 16.1.44 (420) condemning ‘spiritual
marriages’ and the desertion of spouses for asceticism outside of marriage.
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Sylvester, for example, is a sixth century forgery that claims for bishops the prerogative of inven-
torying church property.221 This is not to say papyri are devoid of bias, but that when an inventory
enters a manuscript tradition, the pretensions and problems of that genre compound its own.
The Liber Pontificalis is a prime example of such problems. It chronicles the reigns of the popes
from Peter to Stephen V (64–891 CE). The text was first compiled in the sixth century by someone
claiming to be Jerome with information supplied by ‘Damasus.’222 The chronicle assimilates earlier
sources which give it a veneer of objectivity and historicity. While valuable information can be
gleaned from it, the book is compromised as a record of donation by its rhetorical agenda, namely
the text’s preoccupation with establishing the originality and continuity of the papacy (against the
patriarchate, temporal rulers and other bishops).223 The effectiveness of this rhetorical strategy can
be seen in the work’s repeated extension into the Renaissance and by the fact that the genre was
used by other authors to establish their own local claims (notably the Liber Pontificalis Ecclesiae
Ravennatis of Agnellus (mid-9th C.) and possibly the Gesta Pontificorum Autissiodorensium).224
It should be noted that the Liber Pontificalis Ecclesiae Ravennatis is a separate work from the
Ravenna papyri.225
While the Liber Pontificalis includes historical details, deploys them in the service of its central
rhetorical task. For example, the text mentions donations to existing (pre-Constantinian) founda-
tions such as catacombs, hostels and poorhouses, but does not treat them systematically, perhaps
because they do not contribute to the adjudication of power between rulers and popes. Church-
building and endowment, conversely, is chronicled in great detail. Only two of thirty-three pre-
Constantinian popes (Pius and Felix) were church-builders, but in the period between Constantine
221 Sessa 2011:110.
222 The standard edition is Duchesne and Vogel 1957; recent studies include Davis 1976, Pietri 1978, Davis 2000,
Noble 2006, and Maiuro 2007.
223 See §5.1.4 for an analysis of donation on the LP.
224 On Ravenna, see: Pizarro 1995, Jones 1964:895, and Deliyannis 2004; On Auxerre, see: pp. 208 and 217.
225 See above p. 195.
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and Justinian a total of 34 acts of endowment created or benefitted a total of 18 institutions, some
repeatedly: 15 of these acts were by Constantine and benefitted institutions in and around Rome;
the other 19 were by all later parties, most of whom share credit with a pope, and benefit only
churches of Rome. Twenty of twenty-eight popes between Constantine and Justinian made endow-
ments of their own, and those that did not are either praised as ascetics or lamented as short-lived
or bad popes.226
Only four rulers after Constantine donated to Roman churches (Constantine, Valentinian III,
Justin I, Theodoric, and Justinian through Belisarius). During this period, Constantinople was the
beneficiary of much donation, and the shift in the momentum of imperial benefaction away from
Rome left the bishops of Rome to fill the niche.227 The Liber Pontificalis is an integral document in
the construction of post-Roman Rome as papal Rome (on a Roman mandate). It is the single largest
source of church inventories, but because the document is essentially a polemic, it is a better record
of elite politically-motivated patronage than charitable giving. The generosity of popes and rulers
is preferentially recorded over the smaller gifts of the apolitical laity, as are benefactions to named
churches over all other church-managed institutions (such as hospitals, community centers and
diaconiae).228 By comparing the scale of donation and the materials of the donations inventoried
in the Liber Pontificalis, we can see that the text quietly privileges prestige-donations of precious
metals over other materials. It is therefore a ceiling for donation, not a record of common practice,
and therefore a better source for the power politics of Christian euergetism than the alms of the
masses.
Post-antique inventories generally do not exist as originals, but are preserved in manuscripts.
226 According to the LP, pre-Constantinian popes who built churches include: Pius (11), Felix (27).
Post-Constantinian popes include: Silvester (34), Mark (35), Julius (36), Felix (37), Felix (38), Damasus (39),
Innocentius (42), Boniface (44), Celestine (45), Xystus (46), Hilarus (48), Simplicius (49), Gelasius (51),
Anastasius (52), Symmachus (53), Hormisdas (54), Felix (56), John (58), Pelagius (62), John (63).
227 Krautheimer 1980.
228 On these minor institutions, see: Niederer 1952; Coates-Stephens 1998:177.
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While they can have comparative value, each was compiled, edited or redacted in the early medieval
period, during which Roman documents often constituted claim to land, status and legitimacy.229
This additional motive means that the details of movable property these ‘documents’ purport to
portray are often merely plausible, included to lend credence to a more important claim to land,
power, sanctity and antiquity. The most famous case of this is the Donatio Constantini, supposedly
establishing the temporal rule of the popes, but there are many other examples. The inventory
of Attanum (Gaul) purports to be from October 30, 572. It first appears enclosed in a ‘monastic
charter’ presented by the Abbot at the Council of Tuzey (October 22, 860) to prove the abbey’s
foundation by St. Aredius.230 It is an impressive effort of imitation, professing to be complete,
yet it lists almost exclusively expensive textiles, valued in solidi. Many ninth century inventories
suffer similar defects. The Miliza inventory, for example, records a donation to Abbey of Fulda by
Emhild, its abbess. Its contents are intentionally typical of the time period it seeks to imitate, and
includes property and ornamenta appropriate to it. The ‘inventory’ was preserved in the abbey’s
chronicles.231 The ‘inventory’ of Staffelsee functions similarly: it records the extensive and ancient
holdings of a church of St. Michael, including precious metals, textiles, and lands, but it is likely
a forgery. The inventory is preserved in a manuscript but takes the form of an imperial grant.232
Many more such documents could be adduced, but these suffice to illustrate.
With the exclusion of the late and dubious documents, the inventories of §4.3.1 all come from
a church, shrine or monastery. As a set, they represent a huge variety of compositional motives
and institutional modes of organization. Because of this, they are more amenable to qualitative
analysis than quantification of the ‘total wealth’ of churches. They give a good sense of the range
of wealth and the categories from which church wealth was drawn, but are unreliable except in
229 See Witt 2012:64 on the legal action of ostentatio chartae and Bruckner 1998 for facsimile charters.




support of broad proportional conclusions like, ‘precious objects were generally a minority of any
given church’s possessions.’ Then again, as the Sion and Kaper Koraon treasures show, even this
‘observation’ can vary widely depending on the donor base. Generally there is not enough infor-
mation to say more. In the next chapter I use both treasures and inventories to represent the range
of churches’ wealth in late antiquity and attempt to infer trends in giving.
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Chapter 5
Interpreting the Evidence: Who Gave
In thanksgiving to God and to St. Symeon, I have offered [this plaque].
+ANCILLAVOTVMQVO[D]PROMISITCONPLEVIT1
Charity, though it involves giving, was not supposed to be a gift. Bishops and theologians
repeated this message often, but the persistence of votive elements in donations to churches suggests
that they had difficulty in giving the laity’s interactions with the divine an orthodox valence; gifts
were often mementos attempting to trigger divine reciprocity. This is evidenced both by their
form (ex votos) and inscriptions (personal names).2 Bishops attempted to break the transactional
structure of gift-giving by circumscribing donation in a complex theology (ch. 2). While they
succeeded in interposing church institutions between donor and divinity, they never completely
depersonalized donation. As a result, we can say something personal about donors.
1 Inscriptions from a large plaque of the Ma’aret en Noman treasure and a small plaque from Water Newton. The
latter reads, ‘+The maid of God has fulfilled the vow she made.’
2 See App. B.2.
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5.1 Material Economies of Donation
Brown has suggested that studying pious giving can provide a “a social profile of Christian congre-
gations.”3 Such profiles have been attempted in various locales by Patlagean, who used funerary
inscriptions to establish occupational divisions within the Christian community of Korykos, and
Mango, who studied the furniture and architectural adornment in the Diocese of Oriens.4 Wip-
szycka also attempted broader syntheses of monastic and ecclesiastical finances in late antique
Egypt.5 With an empire-wide and centuries-long dataset, it is tempting to try to model a translocal
Christian social profile despite the statistical problems inherent in the evidence.6 Such a model
is admittedly deeply problematic, but nonetheless a worthwhile thought experiment concerning
structural features of late antique Christianity. The three broad typological divisions of Christian
giving—property, precious metals, and everything else—represent horizons of affordability that
may allude to the classes of donors. Collating the possibilities of household economy (ch. 3) with
the material remains of donations (ch. 4) suggests who directed the most value to the church (§5.1)
and how they wished to be seen (§5.2). To the extent that these questions can be answered, they sug-
gest that elite and majority interacted very differently with the ideal of orthodoxy and the episcopal
superstructure (ch. 2).
5.1.1 The Silver Scale
Treasures and inventories give us a good idea of the range of donation practices of the faithful in late
antiquity, in quality if not quantity. Because these donations were understood to be voluntary during
3 Brown 2000b:342.
4 Patlagean 1974:373; Mango 1984.
5 Wipszycka 1972 and Wipszycka 2001, following Jones 1960. Cf. Schachner 2006 and Villagomez 1998 on
monastic economies.
6 If only to test the indictment of Celsus, that “only foolish and low individuals, and persons devoid of perception,
and slaves, and women, and children, of whom the teachers of the divine word wish to make converts,” Origen
Cels. 59 (ANF 4.484).
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the period of this study, they reflect what donors themselves judged they could give. Donations
therefore in some way represent resources the donor had or was capable of generating by lifestyle
choices, savings or credit.7
Church silver has the advantage that its cost can be evaluated terms of price and wage indices
that directly engage the economics of the world of work. The real cost of silver donation can can
therefore be posited in a manner relevant to the economics of the household. The value of silver
donations is primarily a function of its bullion content (weight/purity), and, because labor was
cheap, less so of value added though craftsmanship.8 The cost of weights of silver can be expressed
as a function of days’ labor (cost of object/daily wages), suggesting the economic class of donors
based on their ability to afford the extant donations. Mango’s calculations of the value of silver
revetment in late antique churches offer a partial precedent for this type of working backwards.9
For both revetment and plate, Mango used the same method: once she ascertained the bullion
weight of the object, she determined the currency value using textual sources. To determine the
value of the Hama plate, for example, she used a ratio of gold to silver attested in a papyrus of
578 CE.10 I use the Diocletianic values (App. A) because they include both prices of goods and
wage rates, which together offer the opportunity to represent prices in terms of cost, that is, as a
proportion of total consumption.
Since church plate is often of high purity, we can take its stated or measured weight—measured
tends to be more accurate since stated weights for whole sets may be inscribed on only one object
belonging to the set—and convert it into a value in denarii according to the levels of the Currency
7 See p. 233 on credit.
8 See p. 224 on the labor costs of craftsmanship.
9 Boyd 1992a:123ff.
10 Boyd 1992a:124. Cf. Hobbs 2006:19–20, who uses C.Th. 13.3.3 (397), in which 1 lb silver=5 solidi and C.Th.
8.1.27 (422), in which 1 lb silver=4 solidi. See also Bagnall 1989:72 contra Mango, suggesting that gold, silver,
and bronze traded independently at market.
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Edict for silver bullion.11 A pound, or 327.45g, of silver plate, would then have a value of 6000
denarii (note that if that same pound of bullion were minted, it would have a value of 9600 denarii
per pound), or 18.3 denarii per gram. Multiplying the weight of the object by the price in denarii
gives us a total cost for the object that is commensurable with the wage and price scales set forth in
the Price Edict, making the object itself amenable to comparison with the other costs a donor might
reasonably be expected to have borne. Workers were not of course paid in denarii, but it is the
common accounting unit throughout the Edicts, and can easily be converted into the hard currency
in which workers would have been paid (e.g. 1000 denarii=1 solidus, 100 denarii=1 siliqua, 25
denarii=1 nummus).12
There may be a loss of accuracy incurred by using the Edict, in the sense that it is an inten-
tionally delocalized set of price controls, that price ceilings tend to become price floors, and that
the use of these prices for later antiquity is prospective. The debate surrounding the Edict hinges
on whether the prices were fair: if so, they might not be perfectly accurate, but still approximate
market transactions; if not, then the price controls would not clearly relate to transactions. There is,
however, reason to believe the Edict rates often represent fair market values.13 Mango’s Egyptian
figure is not clearly preferable: it would serve as a retrospective benchmark, and represents a local
case without corresponding price and wage indices. The Edict, on the other hand, is systematic and
therefore offers an opportunity to get at the meaning of a price in a way that Mango’s isolated and
late figure does not. I believe minimal inaccuracy results, as the ratio of gold to silver values moved
relatively little in late antiquity; it lie somewhere between 1:15–1:18 throughout the period.14 It
11 On the propagation of a currency reform in tandem with Diocletian’s Price Edict; see Erim et al. 1971.
12 See App. A.
13 E.g. for bronze; Bagnall 1989:72. Crawford and Reynolds 1975:159 give the preamble of the Edict from Aezani,
declaring, “a fair and fixed price has been laid down in respect of everything.” They argue that the Edict gives
fair rather than maximum prices; 162.
14 Hobbs 2006:19–20. Hobbs notes that throughout Roman antiquity gold:silver remained between a 1:12—1:18
ratio, in and in late antiquity between 1:15—1:18, he uses a 1:15 ratio.
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is important to keep in mind that using the Edict to relate material evidence of pious donation to
the economics of households results in a model rather than a statement of reality, but it does so at
the cost of fairly conservative assumptions and with the benefit that it relates the rhetoric of charity
to the economic realities of the ancient world. The relationship between the two hangs on the real
evidence of donation.
Bishops preferred raising funds through extraordinary exactions on their congregations to the
liquidation of church treasure or redirection of funds from endowed lands, but in a pinch, church
treasure represented a pool of liquid assets that generally could not be matched.15 Windfalls such as
the temple treasure that might have funded Constantine’s largess were rare, and in cases of necessity
churches cashed out their own plate rather than selling land.16 Justinian’s Nov. 120.10 not only
attests but, under certain circumstances, sanctions the practice: “we give permission…to either sell
the superfluous vessels to other venerable places which need them, or to melt them and sell them,
and apply the price to the debt, so that the immovable property may not be sold.”17 Churches could
have benefitted all the more if they took advantage of the different rates at which silver bullion and
coin were valued after the fourth century. From 301 CE on, Roman coinage was valued in terms of
silver and gold, with gold becoming preeminent over time.18 Whereas the Price Edict values gold
coin and bullion at the same rate (72,000 denarii/pound), silver bullion is valued at a significant
handicap to silver coin (6,000 and 9,600 denarii per pound, respectively). This suggests that a
pound of silver plate (or an ingot) traded at a 37% discount relative to the same weight of coin.19
While the volume of silver coin in circulation is known to have dropped, and the denominations
of silver changed between the fourth and sixth centuries, the official ratios did not. The monetary
15 See p. 262.
16 Rapp imagines that “the church’s wealth must also have increased greatly from the melting down of pagan
statues and the subsequent conversion of the gold and silver into coin,” Rapp 2005:216. Cf. Pietri 1976.
17 See above p. 269.
18 Hendy 1985:284-5.
19 See App. A.
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system set up by the Price Edict essentially survived as long as the Byzantine Empire, and with it, the
relationship between silver bullion and coin. Mango has exploited this fact to argue for the relative
affordability of silver plate, and hence, the participation of a middle class in plate ownership.20
The papyrus evidence from 578 CE implies that silver plate was even more affordable at market
than the legal ratio suggests.21 Mango took the relatively wide accessibility of silver to mean that
the quality of craftsmanship of late plate is directly indicative of the means of its donors: “varying
levels of competence corresponded to levels of patronage.”22 This assumption follows the approach
of Duncan-Jones’ study of civic euergetism in Africa during the high Roman empire, in which he
argued that donations disclose disposable income, hence correlate to known class groups.23 I do
not follow Mango in using craftsmanship as an index of donor status, rather, I compare the value of
plate based solely on weight to the possibilities of disposable income available to potential donors
according to their occupation.
A consequence of the different values placed on coined and uncoined silver is that a donor
seeking to give silver would be able to give more plate than coin. For example, 10g of silver
plate—approximately the value of the silver votive plaquettes at Water Newton and Ma’aret en
Noman—was worth 183 denarii, not taking into account any markup for labor.24 The equivalent
weight in coined silver, 2 light miliarenses (4.55g silver each) was worth 266d. The plate could be
bought at a 31% ‘discount;’ conversely, if a church needed to liquidate that same object, it could
do so at a corresponding profit if the silver was then coined.25
Not all the objects attested in treasures and inventories are amenable to valuation in currency
20 Cf. Cameron 1992, p. 169 above.
21 Mango 1986b.
22 Mango 1984:258.
23 Duncan-Jones 1962; Duncan-Jones 1963.
24 App. B.3. Given the low daily wages of metalworkers, this would not add much overhead beyond materials;
App. A.2.
25 See p. 223 and App. A.
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terms—partial preservation, breakage, weight loss through age and conservation can skew the
weight of physical objects, and vague, incomplete or partial inventorying means that there is of-
ten too little information to conjecture values for the objects recorded. My dataset includes 1938
items, of which just 205 have published bullion weights. It is not representative in the sense of
being either a complete or random sampling of all extant items; this is not possible with a body of
evidence assembled from objects which have survived for different reasons and in different states.
However, my analysis does not depend on the completeness of whole treasures or inventories, but
rests on the value of individual objects relative to the possibilities of giving based on the economics
of the ancient household.
Donors represent themselves as they would like to be seen. This phenomenon will be discussed
in the next section. Once self-representation is controlled for, we can get more directly as the class
distribution of donations based solely on their value.26
5.1.2 Habits of Attribution
Homiletics can tell us who was expected to donate, but the evidence of who actually did is am-
biguous. When Severus of Antioch, for example, encouraged his congregation to donate silver for
the ciborium of St. Drosis, he judged that it could be completed if each member of the congrega-
tion gave a pound.27 Severus assumed that they were capable of doing so based on their domestic
wealth and the toilet objects they displayed in public.28 Severus’ estimates of his community’s ca-
pacity are not necessarily realistic, nor was he necessarily exclusively addressing an elite audience
sitting on hoarded wealth.29 Severus addressed an idealized version of his audience—qua plébes
26 See §5.1.3 and 5.1.4.
27 Homily 100 (512-18 CE), in Luisier 2008:t.22, pp. 247–48.
28 Toilet objects included the silver caskets and flagons—such as those preserved in the Equiline treasure and
depicted at Piazza Armerina—that were fashionable bath accessories in the fourth and fifth centuries.
29 For discussion of this homily, see Leader-Newby 2003:70.
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moyennes—and uses the homily to set up an antagonism between the church and bath, private
luxury and pious giving; everyone addressed is notionally middling, but there is no moral middle
ground.30
Homiletic modes of address tend to presuppose a self-selecting, atypically wealthy crowd.
Ramsay MacMullen has argued that this is because poorer congregants would not have been ex-
pected to leave their land for regular sabbath services.31 For MacMullen, the spaces of popular
Christianity were outdoors, and its temporality seasonal, centering on the great festivals rather
than the weekly sabbath. We might imagine, then, that the affluent and social-climbing—the local
elite—would have much to gain or lose by signaling their charity in church; they might deliver the
ciborium of Drosis or any number of inscribed liturgical vessels to be stored, used in services or
displayed. Working people would primarily have participated on feast days.
Egeria describes one such descent of the country people on Jerusalem during Lent, and the
outdoor Easter devotions in which they participated.32 It is far less likely that these people had the
purchasing power to add to churches’ stocks of liturgical vessels, and it is more likely, given the
occasion, that they would interact with saints through votives on their feast day. In fact, churches
seem not to have been built to accommodate the entire congregations bishops claimed as their
own, but were scaled according to the number of regular local attendees. During the great feasts,
the overflow of full attendance was accommodated by moving the festivities outdoors.33 Both the
temporality and spatiality of giving fell along class lines, with elites attending church regularly and
giving under the supervision of their peers, and working people coming into cities for the great
feast days.
Elite and mass would have sought very different things from giving, so it is not entirely surpris-
30 See p. 17.
31 MacMullen 1989:78; p. 112 above.
32 p. 113 above.
33 MacMullen 2009:107.
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ing to see that elite donation involves considerable social signaling, while the giving of working
people has a more purely votive character (in the sense of anatomical votives and gifts of thanksgiv-
ing and supplication).34 MacMullen interpreted the persistence of votive giving under Christianity
to mean that the majority of believers “found it difficult to conform to re-direction from the hierar-
chy, where so much that felt right, so much that was familiar and accepted by everyone you know,
was to be discarded.”35 He implies that the majority never truly gave up their pre-Christian habits
of piety, but “simply ignored what they were told.”36
Inscribed objects show that clergy attempted to be model givers. They often took credit per-
sonally, and there is some evidence that there was pressure on them to show that they ‘gave back’
some of their relatively comfortable salaries to their communities. This ideal was enshrined in the
episcopal household; “whereas lay householders were encouraged to embrace these new domes-
tic ethics, Christian bishops were expected to perfect them.”37 An example of this holiness– and
authority-making oikonomia is Theodore of Sykeon, who lived on just 40 nomismata of the allot-
ment for his episcopal household, and gave the remaining 325 of his stipend in alms.38 Conversely,
Pope Pelagius I rebuked the bishop of Syracuse for spending his stipend on prandia enormia.39
Lower clergy make up a good proportion of the donors who took credit for installing the mosaic
floor of the basilica at Aquileia, presumably at their own cost.40 Higher clergy, because of their
access to the community’s funds, could apportion credit more ambiguously. The respectability of
clerical donations came partly from the source of the funds, and partly from the clarity with which
34 On Roman traditions of anatomical votives, see: Glinister 2006.
35 MacMullen 2009:109.
36 On the persistence of pious traditions, see: Paul’s conflict with Peter at Antioch, Gal. 2.11–14; Ambrose’s rebuke
to Monica for offering porridge at a Milanese saint’s shrine in the North African tradition, Aug. Conf. 6.2; and
the Paschal controversies of late antiquity; Zerubavel 1982.
37 Sessa 2011:88.
38 Vita 78 in Rapp 2005:225. The 40 nomismata he retained still represents twenty to forty times the average wage
of a manual worker; p. 145.
39 Pelagius Ep. 25 in Sessa 2011:93. See Marano 2007 and Ceylan 2007 for studies of other episcopal households.
40 Marini 2003.
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they were accounted for. Several scholars have seen patterns of attribution. In the Sion treasure,
for example, the Greek preposition epi is rare; it only occurs in connection with the name of the
bishop and seems to indicate a gift ‘under’ a bishop, that is, under his jurisdiction.41 The Latin
per, as on the paten of Paternus, seems to indicate the same: a gift ‘by’ or ‘through’ the bishop.42
These separate out a group of gifts for special connection with the bishop, but are less clear as to
whether the credit is taken because the gift was given under his tenure or from his own funds. In a
well-functioning episcopal household, such as we are meant to understand Theodore of Sykeon or
John the Almoner’s, the distinction is made clear. More realistically, there was no ‘right to know,’
and calls for accountability by the laity were treated as acts of presumption. Chrysostom refused
to render accounts to his congregation on principle, while the Liber Pontificalis, a text constitutive
of the legitimacy of the bishops of Rome, systematically identifies the sources of endowments as a
mode of public self-legitimation.43
The Liber Pontificalis records some of the largest known episcopal and lay donations, many of
which participate in a patently euergetic idiom. Constantine provided a model of largess, and his
self-conscious successors emulated him on a smaller scale. Rich privati played the patron by set-
ting up foundations whose charters made judgments about the operating budgets of the institutions
they benefitted. Like imperial foundations, these made little appeal to the possible contribution of
working Christians. Gregory Nazianzen, for example, called his church a ‘fitting memorial of his
magnanimity to posterity,’ constructed “largely at his own expense (although, to a small extent, he
availed himself of [the contributions of] the people).”44 Gregory of Nyssa built a church entirely
out of his private funds:
41 Boyd 1992b:12-13, Sévçenko 1992:42ff.
42 See App. B.2.
43 E.g. Innocentius’ (401/2-17) endowment of a basilica of Gervasius and Protasius from the bequest of Vestina
explicitly divides purchases made out of the bequest and Innocentius’ additions to them from his own resources,
(LP 42). On Chrysostom, see p. 83 above.
44 Mango 1986a:26, citing Or. 18.39.
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I attach great importance to the good will of the craftsmen so as to enable me to fulfill
my purpose [of building a martyrium] without being hindered by poverty…announce to them
without hesitation both our good will and the full requital of their wages: we shall pay them
everything without fail…45
For Gregory, the glory of the act was heightened by making use of wage labor rather than volunteers
or conscripts; his payment of wages ensured that his offering was solely his own. Not all bishops
had his scruples: Cassiodorus, magister officiorum under Theodoric, wrote Bishop Ianuarius of
Salona ordering him to pay the merchant John for 60 vessels of oil he delivered to fill the church
lamps. He rebukes the bishop for excusing his nonpayment in votive guise: “Assuredly, a vow is
good, but only if no wrong is mingled with it.”46
The most easily accessible evidence of charitable donation is precisely that which fits the euer-
getic paradigm, because it publicizes itself. Yet donors did not systematically disclose themselves,
but in many cases chose a rhetoric of humility that intentionally obscures their identity. Some
donors were nevertheless keen that their exact donation be known. The Basilica of Theodore at
Aquileia features, for example, a floor comprised of compartmentalized, repeating designs, sug-
gesting the total area paid for by each donor or donor group, of which there are 38 in total, each
depicted in their own titulus.47 Bishops had an uneasy relationship to this sort of unhumble self-
disclosure: on a practical level they accepted and encouraged ex-votos but cautioned against pride
repeatedly in their preaching.48 As Lendon summarizes, bishops meant the laity to understand:
“The [true] Christian does not properly seek glory in this life…the Christian does good deeds not
to gain himself glory, but to glorify God.”49 Most Christians, it seems, operated under a different
imaginary: “they discharged vota through gifts (donaria).”50
45 Mango 1986a:29, citing Ep. 25.
46 Var. 3.7 in Barnish 2006. Cf. 1.10: “Clearly, what is granted to workers should not be pruned; rather, where
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Figure 5.1: Donor portraits in mosaic, Aquileia.51
Donations became church property, so acts of generosity both constitute the institution and sig-
nal within it.52 Inscriptions give a sense of churches’ donor base, but uniformly favors elites. This
is because donations of any real value more often than not engage with the traditional euergetic
idiom, indicating that donors wished to be seen somewhat literally as patrons of the church. One
Gallic prefect, for example, funded the reconstruction of a church, “which he provided from the two
years of his administration, 600 solidi as pay for the artisans, 1500 solidi for the other expenses.”53
As Glazer and Konrad explain, “conspicuous consumption may be banned by social norms when
charitable donations are not.”54 In such a situation, “a person may want to signal income to sev-
eral different peer groups” by giving charity. This wavering between the registers of charity and
patronage suggests that while bishops were able to co-opt elite donors, they did so at the cost of
charity becoming a form of social capital for them. As the next section will show, bishops also,
to some extent, managed to appeal to non-elites, but at the cost of a slippage between charity and
pre-Christian votive traditions.
honest service is exacted, let an undiminished reward be bestowed.”
47 Marini 2003; Brusin 1991:3330ff.
48 See above p. 64.
49 Lendon 1997:92, with ample citation.
50 Trout 1999:179.
51 Marini 2003.
52 On the relationship between donations and church property, see below §5.3.
53 Lee 2000:221, 12.7. NB: The same text also refers to “contributions…from [other lay and clergy donors].”
54 Glazer and Konrad 1996:1019.
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5.1.3 Donor Cohorts
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the donation practice of working people would have been on
an altogether different scale than the elite, and conditioned by significant forces of uncertainty in
their lives. Wages varied in amount, currency (in cash or in kind) and regularity. It is not well-
known what access to savings and credit workers may have had, but either resource would have
vastly impacted workers’ treatment of household budgets, and consequently their ability to meet
the demands of piety.
While wage-work was only one type of ancient work arrangement, it cut a broad swath from
hired hands and apprentices to construction workers and skilled professionals, offering the oppor-
tunity to get beyond elite habits of giving.55 The Price Edict prescribes wage levels but does not
enforce a pay schedule, subjecting wage-earners to windfalls and shortfalls. Wages might be paid
on a daily, monthly, or annual basis—or on no schedule at all—and arrears were likely to accumu-
late if employers did not pay diligently. But as Tractate Avodah Zarah (second century) suggests,
there seem to have been generally accepted norms, with day laborers paid on the clock and contrac-
tors compensated according to the task.56 Banaji suggests that employers might also intentionally
accumulate arrears in wages intentionally in order to oblige workers in the absence of an enforce-
able contract.57 Cash advances would serve the same purpose, “‘personalizing’ relations between
owners and employers,” by making the employer a creditor of the employee with an implicit claim
on his property for non-fulfillment of the labor contract.58
The Parable of the Vintner (Matt. 20:1-16) draws its moral from the ability of employers to hire
on arbitrary terms, ‘negotiating’ the rate individually with each worker. Casual employees had little
55 See: Wages in Kazhdan 1991.
56 With important implications for Jewish piety: contractors could work on pagan holidays, day laborers could not
because of the direct connection between hours worked and compensation; Neusner 1991:16.
57 Banaji 2007:205.
58 Banaji 2007:191, 204–5.
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bargaining power, and the parable describes a clash of expectations—an employer who wished to
pay on a daily basis, and employees who expected to be paid on an hourly basis.59 Among the
workers of the story there is no solidarity and hence no recourse.
The Latin vocabulary for workers reflects the worker/contractor distinction: an operarius/operator
(‘hired hand’/‘worker’), mercannarius (lit. ‘mercenary’), and the circumlocution, in diem locans
manus (‘one who rents his hand for the day’) may be opposed to the salararius and stipendiarius
(‘salaryman’/‘stipendiary’).60 In Greek the distinction is between the ergastēs (‘laborer’) and mis-
thos (‘salaried employee’).61 Workers in service industries might expect gratuities, but of course
could not rely on them.62 Even well-paid workers were vulnerable to on-the-job injuries that could
interrupt their wages, all of which contributed to the essential unpredictability of income and lack
of wage continuity somewhat poorly described in the shorthand of ‘partial employment’ used by
economic models. Stipendiaries such as soldiers are a major exception, and could expect pay on a
quarterly basis.63 Alston suggests that with this sort of pay schedule, soldiers were saving, either
in strongboxes or with bankers.64 We glimpse the results of windfall pay at the tables of money-
changers, where bulk payments in solidi or ingots could be broken into the bronze coin used for
small-scale transactions at market.65
Despite all of this uncertainty, there is some reason to believe that workers with unreliable in-
come were saving on a small scale. Alston has argued, for example, that legal revisions in patria
potestas in late antiquity reflect growing importance of earned income in the upper and middle
59 I.e. The workers expected overtime, and complain: “These last worked only one hour, and you have made them
equal to us who have borne the burden of the day and the scorching heat,” Matt. 20:12.
60 L&S; Prell 1997:158; and ‘Wages’ in Kazhdan 1991.
61 Ergon in Lubotsky 2012 and Ostrogorsky 1932:295–305.
62 Magoulias 1976:29.
63 Magoulias 1976:14, 23; Speidel 1992:99.
64 Alston 1994:114.
65 E.g. Reece 2003 on soldiers breaking solidi into nummi; see Museum 2013 for a late 4th C. silver ingot of
military pay from Roman Britain.
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classes.66 For most workers, however, shortfalls in cash risked not only their autonomy but po-
tentially their survival, so their savings more likely had the character of a rainy day fund. Dossey
cites, as an example, an episode of the Vita Aesopi in which a peasant sells wood at market for 12
asses, of which he spends 2 on human food, 2 on donkey food and saves the remaining 8 for a rainy
day.67 For Dossey, this episode suggests the prevalence of small savings by workers.68 Anecdotes
alone do not necessarily speak to the density of a phenomenon, but there is corroborating evidence
from other sources to suggest savings specifically in a lower class Christian context. Hippolytus,
for example, writes about a slave, Callistus, who operated a Christian banking business for his
master, Carpoporus, in the course of which “were entrusted to him not a few deposits by widows
and brethren.”69 With their talk of chests and bags of the church, bishops were targeting this small
savings.70
Figure 5.2: Data Sources and Types.
The variation in donations to churches seems to imply a wide range of donors. The question,
66 Alston 1994:164.
67 The dating of Aesop’s fables is broad: collections existed in Greek antiquity but the extant versions date to the
Roman period, during which they seem to have been continuously collected; ‘Aesop’ OCD.
68 Dossey 2010:59, opposing this to spending to improve social position, as in the euergetism of elites.
69 Hippolytus Haer. 9.7 (ANF 5.129); he was scourged for mismanaging the funds. Cf. Zeisel 1975:106 n. 20 on
churches keeping deposits for congregants; Vita 12.10 of Bishop Masona of Merida (7th C.), referring to the
endowment of a lending fund for the poor (Lee 2000:225); and Benigni 1911 on the medieval montes pietatis,
church banks serving the lower classes as early as the twelfth century.
70 See p. 103.
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then, is one of representativeness: how do the extant objects fit into the totality of donation practices
in late antiquity? Treasures and inventories privilege object and asset donations, yet textual sources
suggest the extraction of many more kinds of value from the working classes than the categories
of good that are preferentially recorded. One major category that is omitted are donations of labor
and time. Porphyry, for example, is said to have had the people of Gaza fast for one day and work
for one day, and detained soldiers to gather materials for his new church:71
And when the most holy bishop had made a prayer and bending of the knee, he bade the
people dig. And straightway all with one mind and with the same zeal began to dig, crying:
‘Christ hath conquered.’ And there was no difference to be seen between man and woman, or
old man or child, but their zeal gave unto all of them the same strength, and some digged and
others carried away, so that in a few days all the places were digged and cleared out.72
The congregation are described not only digging out the foundation, but also carrying the foundation
stones from a quarry three miles away and fetching and unloading columns donated by Eudoxia
from the harbor.73
The donation of labor is costlier than it seems: it represents an investment of a certain amount of
labor as well as foregone wages to a population particularly vulnerable to shortfalls in income. The
opportunity cost of such a donation is high for the worker, who also risks injury while working; yet
there are real cases of of labor freely given.74 The papyrus SB IV 7475 (pre-611/12 CE) refers
to the rebuilding of a xenodochium by the collective effort of a community, “without a public
cost estimate.”75There are cases in which craftsmen donated both their effort and finished products
including icons, quarrying and construction services.76 There are also instances of teams of private
71 Vita 75–76. See p. 60 on the text’s authenticity.
72 Vita 78, trans. Hill 1913.
73 Vita 79, 84, possibly modeled on 1 Kings 5:13; p. 87 above. Cf. Libanius Or. 8 on the conscription of labor by
magistrates clearing rubble at Antioch.
74 Piff 2010:3 found that while the costs of giving were higher for lower class individuals in America, they tend to
donate proportionately more of their resources.
75 Cf. Johansen 1994, noting the gift of a vineyard to a saint by a village collectively.
76 Magoulias 1976:14, 19.
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donors splitting the total cost of donation, each experiencing the benefits of pious patronage with
fewer associated costs.77
Donation would be a sacrifice for the lowest-paid workers, who likely would not have been able
to give in silver. The higher trades, however, could plausibly save enough to give small silvers.78 If
we imagine that people gave what they could, then the Price Edict can be read against donations to
suggest a correlation between the wage rates and the values of donations; that correlation represents
the horizon of affordability for different trades based on their access to disposable income. The
Edict uses denarii as the unit of comparison for prices and wages, so that the price of donated
objects divided by daily wages gives the cost of objects in days’ labor. This, by comparison with
household economics, suggests broad socioeconomic strata from which donors might be drawn.
For example, a a 10g silver votive plaque worth 183 denarii cost about 5 days’ labor for an unskilled
worker. That same object would cost a skilled worker between 1.5 and 3.5 days’ labor, depending
on how remunerative their specific trade was. For literate professionals who earned more, the same
object would cost no more than an afternoon’s work. What the object is worth on paper does not
disclose its actual cost at market, but it models a price-point according to which we can imagine
the magnitude of the sacrifice involved in purchasing different donations, for which trades different
types of donation were possible and for which they were too costly.79
77 Caillet 1993. E.g. Marcus Bibulus cum fratribus suis votum solverunt, ‘Marcus Bibulus competed [this] vow
with his brothers,” Brusin 1991:3347.
78 Above p. 156.
79 Though sometimes treasures are stamped or inscribed with a silver weight, which gives a real value; App. B.2.
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Figure 5.3: Object Types by Century
I have collected a sample of 1938 extant or attested donations to churches, of which 431 are
silver and 205 have recorded bullion weights that allow them to be valued in currency terms.80
Of these, just a quarter—46—would have cost under one month’s wages for an unskilled/manual
laborer according to the Price Edict.81 These items are significantly different both in form and
value than the large liturgical silvers that have received so much scholarly attention. They are
a miscellany of which plaques are the largest object type, and they represent the lowest level of
giving in silver and at the same time a ceiling for the types of donation available to workers. These
46 objects, which would have cost a month’s wages for an unskilled worker, are at the same time
worth less than two weeks’ labor for a literate worker and become progressively more affordable
and incidental to the higher professionals and teams of donors who sometimes identify themselves
80 The weights of silver objects are often omitted in catalogues, especially those of small objects whose primary
value was inherent, indexed to their bullion content. The result, as Wipszycka has observed, is that “particular
objects constituting such treasures happen to have extensive and critical art historical-literature, while treasures
in general are beyond the scope of research,” Wipszycka 2004:128.
81 App. B.1 and B.3.
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epigraphically.82
While we in no case have a specific donation linked to a real donor with a known local context
and socioeconomic profile, the values of the silver donations can still be said to fall along class-
linked horizons of affordability, and the small silvers exhibit different formal patterns than the large,
purpose-made liturgical silvers. Liturgical silver, which represents three quarters of the ecclesiasti-
cal silver that survives, is generally at least an order of magnitude heavier than the plaques, spoons
and the smallest chalices that represent the apex of wage-worker giving. Liturgical silver is, as
importantly, formally different than the small votive silvers and represents a resource commitment
that would require years of savings for wage workers, likely putting it beyond their means.
Differences in the form of silver donations vary systematically with differences in affordability:
the higher-valued silver is constituted primarily by objects with recognizable liturgical forms that
were purpose-made and inscribed for the occasion of donation before their peers. The cheapest
objects are objectively cheap—by and large, they are utensils and plaques which use about as much
silver as a finger ring.83 The plaques were votive, and the utensils may have been donated from
domestic context for use in liturgy.84 This is not the result of idiosyncrasies of preservation in
Christian contexts: the same formal/cost split appears in pagan temple treasures such as Vaise and
Berthouville, suggesting it is class-linked.85
Christian small silvers are mostly votive plaques that share forms with pagan votives. They
were produced in batches from stamped foil, some of which was of cheaper, poor quality silver.86
These objects represent individuals investing discrete small values in Christian piety, but, unlike
82 App. B.2.
83 All of the rings in the Snettisham jeweler’s hoard are between 2g and 10g; Johns 1997.
84 de Rossi 1868, citing Chalcedon Can. 11 (451) and Mango 1986b:254, suggesting the use of silver spoons for
licensed paupers and in agapai. See Taft 1996 and Hauser 1992:15 for attempts to relate spoon typologies to
ritual uses.
85 See App. B.4, B.6 and below p. 254.
86 E.g. Mango 1986b no. 72a is just 32% pure, while 72j is 97% pure.
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the richer liturgical objects, it is much less clear that they were participating in a catholic idiom
of donation. Some of the objects, such as smallest chalices at Sion, emulate the donations of their
betters, but most of the cheapest objects are not specifically Christian. Instead, they are a Christian-
ized version of pre-existing votive forms.87 These items tend to come from areas that were outside
the control of the powerful metropolitan bishoprics. My small sample of donations does not permit
broader generalization, but the associations it encourages are suggestive: Christian small silvers
represent the most expensive level of giving many workers could manage, and, if most of the Ro-
man population consisted of unskilled workers, then the piety that these donations represents is
formally much more similar to traditional pagan practice than to the self-conscious orthodoxy of
the richer, purpose-made silvers.88
While a fairly straightforward set of mathematical conversions can get one from plate/bullion
weights to the currency value of silver, it is a much more complex and suggestive enterprise to
pursue the affordability of donations in the context of social relations. The social significance of a
donation is not completely contained in its cash value; there was also a politics of giving that lent
significance to the form of the gift and the manner of giving. Habits of attribution interpret the gift
of a bullion value to the reader, which in turn overemphasizes euergetic giving at the expense of the
mass phenomenon, which largely occurred below the level of silver. Several broad cohort emerge:
elites capable of endowment, a cheaper but still elite group of large silver donations, and a large but
poorly attested group of non-precious donations. In between the large silvers and the perishable and
ephemeral non-precious items is a tiny group of votive silvers that represents a ‘middle’ group of
givers plausibly drawn from the upper working classes. If it is surprising that such a middle group
(PS4–5s) exists, it is equally revelatory that their giving has more in common with pre-Christian
traditions than the standards set by their bishops and social betters.
87 See p. 254 further.
88 See p. 153 above on unskilled workers.
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5.1.4 Elite and Mass
While charity is a potentially ecumenical and totalizing ideology, on a practical level the extant
donations engage with it in a very mixed way: larger, more valuable donations mix charity and
patronage, smaller gifts slip between charity and older votive forms.89 Focusing narrowly on the
monetary value of donations leaves behind the social underpinnings of donation. Assuming donors
gave what they could (their personal maximum), then donations themselves suggest, in broad terms,
their economic class. Elites are the most visible givers, and this has been taken to mean that they
also donated the majority of the value donated—up to 80–90%.90 Though Brown did not attempt to
quantify early Christian giving, he treated this ‘skewness’ an “iron law” of giving even in antiquity,
implicitly conceding that in strictly financial terms, elite givers bankrolled their churches.91 This
is absolutely in evidence in the donations I have collected even despite the probability that small
givers participated on a mass scale; their donations were simply not worth enough individually or
collectively to offset the influence of elites.
Figure 5.4: Trends in the Denarii Value of Imperial, Papal and Elite Giving
89 E.g. Gallunianu in App. B.2.
90 Iannaccone 1997, referring to the phenomenon as ‘skewness,’ for the way high-value gifts/givers skew a normal
distribution.
91 Brown 2012b:325, 87. Countryman 1980:210 notes that these same people “were apt to be marginal members [in
social terms] of the congregation because of their larger horizons.”
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Graphical representation helps visualize the phenomenon. Simply graphing the price in denarii
of all donations (fig. 5.4, left) yields an exponentially increasing curve.92 If people gave what they
could, then the skewing of the curve towards hugely valuable donations is unsurprising since it
conforms to the presupposition that most donors, especially the most influential donors, were very
rich. I include the Liber Pontificalis, a major source of skewness, because it gives a global scale
of donation, that is, it represents the donation of metropolitan elites (PS1s). The fourth and fifth
century entries in the Liber Pontificalis contain 455 elite (PS1) donations of gold, silver and bronze.
Treasures and inventories provide 437 gold and silver objects at levels affordable to a spectrum of
elites and ‘middle people’ (PS2–5s). Together, they provide a total of 297 instances of donation of
precious metals (or large bronzes) with deducible bullion values.93 Figure 5.4 compares the trends
in giving according to all these bodies of evidence.
By combining the Liber Pontificalis with the evidence of treasures and inventories, we get a
suggestive range of donation values that includes everything from a handful of huge elite donations
worth millions of denarii to a huge number of donations representing a spectrum of values, and,
perhaps, classes.94 This is an empire-wide range, and therefore an absolute scale. The predictable
and banal result of such a range is only to show that late antiquity was a highly unequal society
in which those at the apex of the class structure had hundreds of thousands of times more dispos-
able than those at its bottom, and that their donations were not in meaningful dialogue. On this
exponential scale the donation of a 10g plaque by a worker is so small as to barely signify. The
absolute range of donation values therefore tells us more about social than the economic trends in
donation. The most important lesson of taking into account the Liber Pontificalis seems to be the
unsurprising finding that a tiny minority donated a huge amount of value to churches. The scale
92 By ‘all treasures’ I mean the treasures and inventories I have collected, including the Liber Pontificalis.
93 The data points for these graphics can be found in App. B.4. Endowments of land are excluded; see p. 160.
94 The full range of recorded donations in gold and silver goes from 183 denarii to 35 million denarii.
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of the giving that the church of Rome benefitted from was the scale of largess, that is, the scale of
politics. On this scale, the giving of regional and municipal elites (PS2–3s) still registers, but its
full variety is much more apparent on a scale that excludes PS1 giving (fig. 5.4, middle right). The
giving of PS4–5s—the smallest silvers—barely registers even on this level. Unless we bracket elite
practice (PS1–3), the donations of the majority get swamped because they were on a completely
different scale; the media in which PS4–5s gave were neither valuable nor evaluated in the same
way as elite gifts. Most of these gifts have perished, and those that have survived barely register
on any scale that measures it against elite donation.
The Liber Pontificalis implies a qualitatively different use of the public sphere than the evidence
of donation drawn from provincial inventories and treasures: it shows a dialogue, via donation, be-
tween popes and emperors, both giving on a huge scale and in precious materials to consolidate
rival spheres of interest in an imperial metropole. This is not surprising, given that the text’s com-
pilation in the ninth century intends to assert that the papacy is a real thing, with temporal power,
territory and prerogatives. The patronage of the papacy is euergetic, like that of the emperors with
whom the bishop of Rome competed. As Veyne put it, “the Christian notables ruined themselves
in pious and charitable works because they were notables.”95 In these terms, the giving attested
by the objects and records preserved in treasures and inventories absolutely does not compete. It
is not claiming the same things and is not recorded for posterity as a proof-text. The donation of
non-elites registers minimally as a base-level, background noise, or static in the data which indi-
cates only that local elites were not in dialogue with the claims to power popes and emperors made
against each other through patronage.
A logarithmic scale of the same data (fig. 5.6) shows these cohort and venue divisions more
clearly. The clusters on a log graph represent four distinct decades. Assuming donations represent
95 Veyne 1990:27. Cf. Brown 1992:97, referring to the “‘Nile of Gifts’ expected of a civic notable.”
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a maximum gift, each decade in turn represents a separate cohort of donors that share a horizon of
affordability. This distribution coincides eerily with Friesen and Longenecker’s seven-part socioe-
conomic scale, which imagines five stable to wealthy socio-economic classes, one at subsistence
and one below for a total of seven.96 It is possible that the four to five divisions roughly corre-
spond to the respective maxima of imperial (PS1), regional (PS2), and municipal (PS3) elites, and
‘middling people’ (PS4–5s). The log scale amplifies the orders of magnitude of donations at the
expense of flattening the absolute values of donations. This is useful because it shows both that
there were distinct groups of donors and that the smallest donations in silver were approximately
four to five orders below the largest donations in silver and gold.
Figure 5.5: Local Donations by Value and Order of Magnitude.
The smallest items fall on the left-hand side of the graph and correspond to the smallest silver
objects in evidence. They form a discontinuous trend that corroborates the existence of ‘middle
classes’ with access to disposable income. Not represented by the log graph are the non-precious
donations that would have formed the lowest and most common level of donation—perishable and
ephemeral goods, and gifts of labor. PS6–7s, the marginal and structural poor—those exempted
96 Friesen 2004:341.
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from charity or licensed to receive it—are also not apparent.97 It is important to note that while the
crude values of silver given into church contexts attests some kind of ‘middle class giving,’ there
is a quantitative and qualitative gulf between the giving of the PS2-3s and PS4–5s: the smallest
liturgical silver is two orders of magnitude more valuable than the smallest silver objects, and
the smallest objects are conspicuously formally different—in that they follow pre-Christian votive
forms—from the liturgical silver found at all other price points.
When we bracket popes, emperors and the metropolitan elite (PS1s) as represented by the Liber
Pontificalis and consider only the data provided by the treasures and inventories of the periphery
(separated out in fig. 5.4, right), we can make several conclusions. Provincial donations are uni-
formly smaller than metropolitan donations. The provincial donations exhibit more continuous
variability of value within their set, and this bespeaks a multiplicity of voices using donation to
access a local public sphere through churches, but not using donation to participate in the elite pol-
itics of giving. Even on the local level, there is stratification, with the donations attesting a small
apex of highly valuable donations that come from elite laypeople and clergy. These objects are
purpose-made liturgical silvers and often identify their donor by inscription. Beneath them is a
wide variety of cheaper liturgical silver that bottoms out with the plaquettes and utensils. As in
the Liber Pontificalis, clergy and decurions seem to have claimed a public presence on local level
though donations to their own churches. This is giving that did not register on an imperial level, and
was not intended to. The claims made by local elites pertained to a local audience—Eutychianus
used his donations to speak to the people of Sion, not Rome or Constantinople—and were much
more similar to the donations of their cohort of regional elite peers (PS2–3s) than to the metropoli-
tan elite (PS1s). Still, even within this group the smallest votives (those affordable for the PS4–5s)
form a discontinuous trend, and non-precious donations such as might be accessible to PS6s are
97 See pp. 234 and 258.
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not represented.
Figure 5.6: Modern Milagros (Museum of International Folk Art).98
The politics of elite donation on local level emulate metropolitan elite disocurses, but the do-
nation of working people engaged neither, either in terms of cost or the form of donations. Local
elites’ use of their churches as a repositories of value and status describes a group of people that
accords well with Brown’s impressions of an involved sub-elite, but the euergetic and votive char-
acter of their donations implies that they were engaging in patronage through the institutions of
charity.99 While their giving may not accord with the acceptable motives for giving recommended
by bishops, it does elicit some of the intended consequences.
The form of the cheapest donations, on the other hand, attests completely different preoccupa-
tions by the working majority than those of local or translocal elites. There is little public signaling,
as the donations are insistently personal and consistently votive in character, in the do ut des sense
of the term. While larger donations also often bear votive inscriptions, the cheap donations make
none of the formal protests of orthodoxy that purpose-made liturgical plate does: they are simply
coins, plaques, small vessels and a mass of non-precious offerings that leave no record of their
value, which must have ben extremely small.100 By and large, these categories of good do not
98 Photo by Paul Smutko.
99 See above p. 18.
100 The forces of dispersal affecting precious metals affect the survival of non-precious donations even more. If they
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survive except in scattered records of their intake and disposal, but we can still make some fairly
provocative conclusions from this data as it represents non-elite Christian devotion. The fact that
all but the cheapest offerings are liturgical in character suggests a deep level of penetration of the
episcopal agenda on a social level, but a much shallower penetration on an economic level: PS4–5s
could not afford these sorts of offerings. It would be difficult to give a real social profile of these
donors, but it is clear that this ‘middle’ is above the world of wage work.
5.2 Symbolic Economies of Charity
Others may boast, if they will, of money spent in charity, of large sums heaped up in God’s
treasury, of votive offerings hung up with cords of gold. None of them has given more to the
poor than Paula, for Paula has kept nothing for herself. But now she enjoys the true riches and
those good things which eye hath not seen nor ear heard, neither have they entered into the
heart of man.101
Donations represent a combination of donors’ willingness and ability to alienate resources. As
important are the qualitative differences in the theorization of charity which saw giving not as a
down payment on prestige or influence, but as a pious and a social act. We know from descriptions
of the liturgy in late antiquity that the offertory was both a ritual that marked social and economic
relationships and an act of direct participation in the divine that signified a real hope of salvation.
Materialist approaches tend to sideline the pious aspect of donation, but its reality as a motivator
apart from any worldly considerations is precisely why substantive contributions by working people
can be expected, and also why they remain stubbornly personal in form.
From an economic perspective, benefaction is an index of surplus wealth of the donor.102 Giv-
were useful, ephemeral or perishable to begin with, they were consumed or simply deteriorated. E.g. the spices
donated by Constantine in the Liber Pontificalis would have been used in liturgy; Pietri 1976:86.
101 Jerome, Ep. 118.5, 31 (NPNF2 6.211).
102 Duncan-Jones 1963:166. In the tradition of Duncan-Jones, Zuiderhoek used a Ricardian model of elite wealth to
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ing implies a wealth gap within a community, and a corresponding need to justify differences in
wealth; charity is a form of elite conspicuous consumption.103 Non-elites might give through the
same venue, but they did not share in the elite idiom and give in a very personal way. The the-
ology of charity attempted to refuse both euergetic and votive dynamics in which altruistic and
egoistic behaviors are inversely related and locked in a zero-sum game. Christians were denied the
symbolic capital both of conspicuous consumption and public self-denial. Assuming late antique
Christians were no more pious than other religious persons, we must account for the extent of their
participation in charity in the absence of the traditional incentives to do so.
5.2.1 Managing the Meaning of Giving
The Aquileia basilica features a depiction of an eclectic offertory procession including gifts of
bread, wine, grapes, flowers, a bird.104 Bishops accepted a variety of offerings to their churches,
then sorted them for use. Ordinary Christians seem to have approached churches like temples,
bringing votives into the temenos as mementos of themselves to the divinity.
There is some evidence that bishops tried to shape the character of the cheap personal offer-
ings of the majority. The Synod of Hippo (393) stipulated that the only offertory that could be
processed during mass was bread and wine, and the Apostolic Canons (fourth century) mandate
severe penalties for miscellaneous offerings:
If any bishop or presbyter offer any other things at the altar, besides that which the Lord
ordained for the sacrifice, as honey, or milk, or strong-made drink instead of wine, or birds, or
any living things, or vegetables, besides that which is ordained, let him be deposed. Excepting
only new ears of corn, and grapes at the suitable season. Neither is it allowed to bring anything
show that elite giving is correlated to group wealth, so that more giving implies more wealth within a
socio-economic stratum; Zuiderhoek 2009:55–56.
103 Explored on a social level by Countryman 1980 and Salzman 2002.
104 Jungmann 1986:319–20.
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else to the altar at the time of the holy oblation, excepting oil for the lamps, and incense…Let
all other fruits be sent home as first-fruits for the bishops and presbyters, but not offered at
the altar. But the bishops and presbyters should of course give a share of these things to the
deacons, and the rest of the clergy.105
Despite a robust rhetoric of difference, Christian communities did not enjoy a clean break from their
cultural context. Painter interprets the variety of offerings brought to churches to indicate that “new
recruits to Christianity felt encouraged to bring offerings of pagan type, their oblationes, to place
within the altare, not the altar, but the sanctuary or sacred place.”106 Like their pagan predecessors,
Christians had an ethos of patronage and a personal god. Painter suggests bishops actively shaped
existing sensibilities to yield more useful offerings:
These ordinances [canons] were repeated and expanded also in the West during ensuing
centuries. Amongst the objects meriting the honor of being allowed to be brought to the altar,
there appear, in addition to the oil for the lamps, especially wax and candles. Next we hear that
in many churches ‘precious ecclesiastical furnishings’ destined for the church were laid on the
altar at the offertory procession on great feasts. Even the transfer of immovable property was
often executed by handing over a deed or voucher at the offertory.107
Popular response to episcopal preferences remained stubbornly difficult to mobilize throughout
late antiquity; post-Constantinian votives suggest persistent inertias of practice. This is true across
classes: even when the wealthy self-consciously engaged in the ‘legitimate’ practice of charity, they
inscribed memorials for themselves or loved ones. Donations seem never to have met all the criteria
of charity. Rather, the clergy and laity’s relationship with ambiguity is crucial for understanding
the role of charity in shaping late antique Christian communities. Very often, for example, we see
expensive elite donations using sanctioned forms (liturgical silver) but subverting them with votive
inscriptions, while non-elite cheap donations are votive in both form and inscription. Why was this




tolerated? What can ambiguity and doublespeak tell us about the public sphere of the church in
late antiquity?
Churches were aggregators and redistributors of social and economic resources within which
context the persistence of the epigraphic habit speaks directly to donors’ expectations of recom-
pense. The episcopal theory of charity attempted to thwart this expectation. The persistence of
votive practice seems to be a response that insists on a transaction with the divine against the in-
novations of charity.108 Though it was spottily followed, charity was nevertheless a powerful ideal
capable of generating giving from all classes, but it could not completely control the character
of that giving. If the laity resisted an episcopal closure of meaning, they still accepted on some
level the creation of a Christian public sphere under the Church by directing their wealth towards
institutions of charity instead of civic euergetism or direct alms.
Charitable donations were supposed to be material traces of virtue. Any wealth generated by
this paradigm also verified the far more important moral hegemony bishops sought to consolidate.
In fact, it seems that bishops deployed their power very actively to shape communal practice from
something quasi-pagan to something recognizably ‘orthodox,’ and only accomplished this over a
long period and with great difficulty. Until now, the material demands of charity have generated a
historiography of popular investment in the Church that has mistaken the symptom (material dona-
tions to churches) for the cause (a new verifiable and enforceable moral order; the creation of the
Church).109 Charity does not represent widespread consent, the culmination a grassroots movement
or the necessary consequence of Christian demographics, but rather, it is the consequences of bish-
ops’ closing of the ranks. Charity categorized people within the Christian community and treated
even beneficiaries as donors. Its ethos intentionally saturates all classes. Donations become proofs
of good conscience on the part of the donor and an index of orthodoxy before the religious commu-
108 Yvette and Duval 1997:380, noting the irony of votive inscriptions affecting that ‘money is no object.’
109 See above p. 23.
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nity. Donations are a byproduct, then, of a much more important shift in the collective imaginary.
Charity moved the public sphere from a morality of discretion—as in euergetism or alms, where the
reward for engagement is public recognition—to a catholic, mandatory and jurisprudential moral-
ity wherein donations serve as the material traces of desirable internal states before a surveilling
public. Only in specific combination do the material and moral appropriately coincide to signal the
Christian as true, real, correct; orthodox.
Ecclesiastical and civil law reinforced the desirability of the charitable state again and again,
shifting the social profile of Christian donors with respect to the pre-Christian norm. Charity func-
tioned as an organizing principle as well as a pious gesture: charity creates Christians as much as
Christians yield up charity by providing a reckoning of moral states through material responses.
Why try to maximize the giving of individuals who can never hope to compete in absolute terms
with the great givers? The churchmen were creating, over the long term, an enforceable ideal of
Christian conduct. The short-term project of democratizing euergetism fed the longer term project
of assimilating existing hierarchies of privilege to the authoritative gaze the clergy. By the sixth
century, it was the clerisy, not the plebs or aristocratic peers, who adjudicated the legitimacy of
the gift and the giver and therefore defined the public sphere. The accountants of the church were
not likely so naive as to expect that the giving of the lower percentiles would ever rival that of the
upper, but the demand to give itself integrated all classes and statuses under a common ideal.
Church treasure exhibits a consistent large-small object split: the larger, more expensive objects
tend to be purpose-made liturgical silver with recognizable forms commissioned by donors who are
credited in accompanying inscriptions. These objects protest their orthodoxy. Smaller silver, where
preserved, tends to have a manifestly votive character. This is not a profile unique to Christianity:
the late second or early third–century Berthouville treasure, from a temple of Mercury, includes
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votives that fall into two main categories: large vessels and small items and even fragments.110
Christian donors continued to draw heavily on pre-Christian traditions: largess for large objects,
votives for small. Episcopal rhetoric of charity reacted to rather than codified existing practice.
Objects of the size of the Christian silver plaques are most expensive cheap gifts workers could
plausibly afford; they are also the most like traditional ex-votos. Their survival attests to a peak
level of giving by the working classes that is ambivalent with respect to the idiom of charity. The
existence of cheap gifts does, however, show that the episcopal project reached large swaths of
the population, some of whom responded. Their response was also ambivalent: while bishops
were able to co-opt some new donors from among the working classes, the form of their donations
and their inscriptions do not conform to the mentality the episcopal paradigm sought to build into
the act of donation. The cheapest gifts are instead the most stubbornly votive and persistently
transact with the divinity. This must be accounted for. Should we see the plaquettes as sites of
resistance or inertia? Perhaps an idiosyncratic, class-specific or even majoritarian understanding
of the Christian god at odds with high patristic theory? Of all of the kinds of donation, small gifts
are the most perplexing. They are not straightforwardly assimilationist, and do not merely enact
the episcopal agenda. If ordinary Christians approached their god through votives in the old sense
of the term, then the material trace of charity become even more fraught; votives are potentially a
site of contestation over the nature of the Church.
The gifts of the majority—of working people—were not valuable enough to finance churches’
operating costs, but they were necessary nonetheless as a token of submission to bishops which no-
tionally affirmed the episcopate as the organizing principle of an institutional church. The clergy’s
evident acceptance of a variety of votives at churches and shrines tells much about the constraints
under which they operated when dealing with the majority. Allowing this sort of gift potentially
110 Cf. B.3 and B.6; see p. 254.
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co-opts a class of non-traditional givers, but it at the same time yields on the important point of
conscience: if donations were to be tokens of good faith, then it is precisely the quality of that faith
that is at issue between the form and inscriptions of votives.
Figure 5.7: Tamata to the Black Madonna, Crete.111
At all levels of donation, inscriptions attest a votive interest, but in liturgical silver this comes
in the context of a self-consciously orthodox vessel form, while the cheapest donations continue
pre-Christian forms. This formal difference suggests that bishops courted donors successfully on a
weak symbolic level, that is, they were able to move philanthropy and votive offering into the sphere
of the Church. On an economic level, however, they seem to have been much less successful in
broadening their base: the majority of people who identified in some way as Christian nevertheless
engaged in practices of giving that looked to pre-Christian models rather than the (maximum) gifts
prescribed by bishops. Pagan votive forms (e.g. pinakes, ex-votos) were in fact never eradicated
by Christianity and persist today within the realm of orthodoxy in the form of tamata, milagros,
and tavolette.112
Christian votives do have some distinct features. For example, their inscriptions often model the
111 Image by Wolfgang Sauber.
112 Handaka 2006:20 quotes an early twentieth century traveler’s account of Greece describing “silver-foil trinkets
which are so cheap that the poorest peasant can afford for his tribute” adorning churches. Cf. “The many painted
wooden pinakes, which, being relatively inexpensive votive offerings, were extremely popular in ancient Greece,
have almost all perished due to the nature of the material,” Van Straten 1995:57.
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virtue of humility by employing anonymizing epithets such as ‘pilgrim’ (peregrinus) and ‘servant’
(servus, ancilla, famulus/a), or formulaic phrase, such as ‘those whose names are known to God.’
Yet the purpose of votives was the same as ever: to commemorate a person or persons, to secure
the salvation of an individual or group, to seek or express gratitude for help, and to fulfill a vow.113
The persistence of votives implies that most people donated on the occasion of major life events.
For most people, then, the temporality and rationale for giving would have been indexed to per-
sonal milestones rather than the festivals stipulated by the liturgical calendar. The cult of the saints
attempted to align private concerns and public religious festivals, eventually with great success.114
In late antiquity, however, veneration of the saints was boom or bust: shrines of Thecla or Menas
were virtual cities, while outside the major pilgrimage centers, it was normal for oratories, martyr
and shrines to be poorly staffed and equipped, only opening on feast days.115
5.2.2 Pagan Parallels
In the Christian small silvers we glimpse a world of giving that does not easily fit into the closed
mode of piety bishops prescribed for their congregations, and gives their words a different reso-
nance. Clergy attempted to implement locally and broadcast globally a mode of piety that would
render Christian community uniform, but the network of seasonal shrines and the remains of a body
of small votives alludes to an intractable traditionalism outside of the areas of episcopal hegemony
where the program of charity might be actively implemented and enforced.116 The majority of ordi-
nary people rendered worship to the Christian god in a manner very much like Jupiter Dolichenus,
113 See Sévçenko 1992:41ff. Haensch 2006:55ff suggests that the abundance of hyper soterias inscriptions insist on




116 See p. 292 above.
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Juno Regina, Jupiter Sabazius and the old soteric gods.117
Figure 5.8: Palm leaf Votive Plaques in the Insignia of the Comes Sacrarum Largitionum.118
Like the Christian material, votive caches from pagan sanctuaries such as the shrine of Mercury
at Berthouville and of Minerva at Notre-Dame-d’Allençon have a mix of ‘domestic’ and sacral
elements, including assorted items of tableware, toiletries, jewelry and precious metal fragments
as well as purpose-made and inscribed votives.119 The Berthouville treasure, a collection of 93
votives to Mercury buried in the late 2nd–early 3rd centuries includes a considerable amount of
tableware, toiletries and jewelry, only some of which bear dedicatory inscriptions to the god.120 The
various types of small objects have had equally varied scholarly interpretations. Observing large-
small object splits in both the Berthouville and Notre Dame D’Allençon treasures, Leader-Newby
117 Such as Mars, the Tres Matres, Abandinus, Apollo, Mercury, Vulcan, Hercules, Minerva and Fortuna, all of
whom were the recipients of plaques in Roman Britain; Toynbee 1978:143–4.
118 Image in the public domain, Biblioteca Augustana via Wikipedia. Palm votive plaques noted in Toynbee
1978:146. NB: The plaques’ presence among the accoutrements of a fiscal office alludes to their status as
near-money.
119 For Berthouville, see Babelon 1916, and for Notre-Dame-d’Allençon, Baratte 1981. For a survey of
Gallo-Roman votive finds; Leman-Delerive 2007.
120 The original publication, Babelon 1916, includes non-precious objects not generally mentioned subsequently;
Lajoye 2008 and Deniaux 2006.
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suggested that ‘distinct [formal] subgroups’ of antique domestic objects may have been given as
votives.121 This suggests that small utensils and other domestic items as well as the purpose-made
plaques might have entered a Christian context as votives.122 John of Ephesus gives an example of
votive tableware in the form of Euphemia who, “if she had no small change available, she would
hurry home, take one of their utensils, and go out and pawn it, and so bring relief to that needy
person.”123 In this case the domestic item does not survive the almsdeed, but in other cases it may.124
The function of the purpose-made plaques is much clearer than that of the small utensils in
Christian treasures: both Water Newton (fourth century) and Ma’aret en Noman plaques (sixth–seventh
century) were given in supplication or thanksgiving, possibly for healings.125 At Water Newton this
interpretation has added plausibility from the fact that the shrine is in the vicinity of several pagan
shrines with their own deposits of votive plaques: Ashwell, Stony Stratford, Godmanchester and
Barkway. In neither Britain or Syria are Christian dedications qualitatively different in form or oc-
casion from pagan dedications, except in the name of the divine addressee. It is not clear, though,
what this similarity represents: inertia, syncretism, the transformation or appropriation of a tradi-
tion or competition with it do not exhaust the possible narratives. The case is further complicated
by the fact that pagan and Christian votives may have been produced by the same workshops (of
which Thetford might be one), and that devotees might have render devotion to one or several gods,
or have shared traditions as at Mamre and Daphne.126
121 Leader-Newby 2003:73. Cf. the Vaise-Lyon treasure, which has a religious component but occurs in the context
of a villa complex, muddying the domus-cultus distinction; Aubin 1999.
122 See p. 255.
123 John of Ephesus, Lives of the Eastern Saints 12 trans. Brock and Harvey 1998:126–7.
124 E.g. Mango 1988:170 has suggested that the Antioch Chalice, a mirror and spoons in the Kaper Koraon treasure
“were [once] probably domestic objects” donated for their inherent value.
125 This motive is suggested in Mango 1986c:252.
126 Eusebius Vit. Const. 51; Sozomen Hist. eccl. 4.54 and Chrysostom On Babylas.
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Figure 5.9: Votive Plaques, Ashwell (British Museum).
Christian votive plaques are formally much more similar to pagan ex-votos than to any single
group of Christian donations. The (18) Water Newton plaques also come in the context of the pagan
shrine topography of Roman East Anglia. There are 30 pagan plaques from Stony Stratford, 7
from Barkway, 20 from Ashwell, and one from Godmanchester. The Christian and pagan plaques
were produced by the same techniques and stamped from the same materials—gold, silver and
bronze. They are differentiated mostly by their inscriptions and findspots. Very little is known
about the sites with which these finds correspond, either in Syria or Britain, so little can be said
about the potential relationship between sites or the status of the Christian god among his peers.
Johns has suggested that the Thetford treasure was a votive production site based on its proximity
to a ‘substantial timber building’ with aisles evidenced by post holes, and it is possible to imagine
that people were depositing their valuables at one or more shrines, as devotees leave jewelry at the
Scala Sancta in Rome today, and that votive giving was commodified through the availability of
‘personal’ votives for purchase at shrines.127
127 Johns and Potter 1983:18, 44. The majority of the Thetford spoons fall within 25–30g silver which, for Johns
and Potter 1983:36, represents a ‘convenient’ amount. The Thetford treasure also has proportionately more rings
and spoons than most other ‘jewelry hoards,’ such as Beurains, Canterbury, and Tenes; Bastien and Metzger
1977; Johns 1985 and Heurgon 1958, respectively. Cf. Van Straten 1995:61; ‘From a fourth century inscription
from the Asklepieion in Epidauros [LSS 22] it follows that there was a choice: people could either bring the
necessary things from home, or buy them at a fixed price in the sanctuary.”
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Figure 5.10: Votive Plaques, Barkway (British Museum).
The small votives Christians bought or brought to deposit at their holy places were not formally
different than their pagan precedents, they merely address a different god. This may support a
narrative of syncretism in which the Christian god was popularly understood to fill existing divine
roles: he was addressed as king of heaven and a savior, and among his offerings were minimally-
adapted Dolichenus plaques.128 Nash-Williams describes the general form as: “thin plates of sil-
vered bronze, triangular in shape, decorated in relief, and occasionally equipped below with a
tubular socket for mounting on a pole for carrying.”129 This type of syncretism only occurs in the
smallest and cheapest offerings, and the formal divide fits with MacMullen’s vision of a qualita-
tively different mode of worship ‘outside’ the church.130
128 E.g. Celsus compared Christians to “worshipers of Mithras or Sabazius,” and like Dolichenus, the Christian god
was seen as the conservator totius mundi; Wilken 2003:96 and Nash-Williams 1952:72. Nash-Williams writes,
“the close association (in inscriptions) between Dolichenus and Aesculapius and the frequency of pro salute
dedications to him suggest that, as well as being lord of heaven and of the thunder, Dolichenus was the patron of
health and well-being, both to the individual and to the family,” Nash-Williams 1952:76.
129 Nash-Williams 1952:75.
130 See p. 291 further. Cf. Nash-Williams 1952:77: “Unlike Mithras and the other oriental
deities…[Dolichenus]had gained no acceptance among the upper classes of Roman society.”
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Figure 5.11: Miscellaneous Small Christian Votives by Type.131
Lay patterns of giving were brought into line with the festal calendar as saints became known
as intercessors for specific maladies. The increasing predictability of giving under these conditions
meant that many shrines were only open for the feast day, and still others were founded specifically
to profit from festival traffic.132 According to Jones, “in sixth-century Spain some landowners built
churches as a commercial speculation, going fifty-fifty with the priest on the offerings.”133 One
shrine-owner, Paulinus of Nola, refers to various kinds of ex-votos at the church of St. Felix on his
estate, from tituli affixed to the doorposts to an instance of ritual slaughter.134 He describes “dense
crowds…discharging their vows of gratitude or of sick people seeking and experiencing various
remedies.”135 It is an image of popular Christian worship in the fifth century that is not very different
from pagan worship in the second century.136 In 572, the Second Council of Bracara/Braga banned
for-profit shrines.137
131 Based on App. B.5.
132 See above p. 252.
133 Jones 1964:900-901.
134 Trout 1999:179.
135 Carm. 16.384–86; Ibid.
136 E.g. Pausanias’ description of the Asclepeion at Epidaurus; Paus. 2.17.6.
137 Placuit si quis basilica non pro devotione fidei, sed pro questu cupiditatis aedificat, ut quicquid ibi de oblatione
populi colligitur, medium vel clericis dividat, eo quod basilicam in terra sua questus causa condiderit, quod in
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P.Oxy.16.1925 is a uniquely valuable document because it gives a sense of the votive practice
at a single, perhaps seasonal, shrine.138 It was compiled by one of its custodians on the day after
the saint’s feast. The papyrus inventory explicitly states its intent to record items left by visitors
to the festival of the martyr in and around the sacred precinct. Precious metals make up a very
small proportion of the goods left by visitors, the majority of which are perishable but personally
significant tokens such as wooden pillars, small heads and various keys. Such items may constitute
an offering, or serve as a proxy for one, as “offerings of consumable goods [at temples], such as
animals and cereals, were frequently accompanied by votive offerings of a durable material (wood,
clay, metal, stone).”139 This type of accumulation was common to saint shrines; votives at Abu Mina
included human figurines, horses, birds (Horuses), monkeys (Besses), and dogs (Anubises).140
The evidence of small votives gives a very different image of popular Christianity than the
purpose-made donations of the elite. Mango, for example, gives 43 cases of pavement donation
by private donors in the diocese of Oriens. These are self-identifying and self-selecting elites.141
As Brown notes, it makes all the difference to our understanding of the power structures of the late
antique church, “whether the bishop paid for the rest [of unattributed embellishment to a church]
out of church funds; or whether he relied on a single rich patron or group of rich patrons.”142 In
Macmullen’s terms, what is at stake is the proportion of Christians who were ‘churched.’
Votive practice suggests that the episcopal project of charity attempted a sea change with respect
aliquibus locis usque modo dicitur fieri. Hoc ergo de cetero observari debet, ut nullus episcoporum, tam
abominabili voto consentiat, nec basilicam quae non pro sanctorum patrocinio sed magis sub tributaria
conditione est condita, audeat consecrare, Can. 6, Vat.lat.1341 in Grabowsky and Lorenz 2013.
138 Above p. 210.
139 “…In its most simple form, such a votive offering might be a replica or depiction of the sacrificed animal or the
sacrificial cakes,” Van Straten 1995:53.
140 Kaufmann 1910:179–80. Cf. James 1985:6: St. Gallus combatted barbarians described as drunk and gorged with
sacrificial feasting, still offering wooden models of afflicted body parts to idols for healing.
141 See 230 on the 38 donors to the Aquileia basilica. Cf. (Pavement) donations in synagogues: Lieu 2013:100;
Bonz 1993:151 and Feldman 1996:53.
142 Brown 2012b:41.
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to both elite and mass cultures of giving. Chrysostom, first as deacon of Antioch, then as bishop
of Constantinople, publicly deplored the inability or unwillingness of his congregants to give in
the new way he prescribed. He attempted to impress upon them that it is the failure to give that
“causes her [Ecclesia] to be obliged to possess and to deal in houses and lands,” that is, to become a
temporal institution with worldly concerns, further from something original and pure.143 According
to Chrysostom, the failure of offertory is implicitly causal for the church’s property ownership.
Augustine’s congregation was no better in his eyes: he chastised them for giving up giving when
he was not in town, and redoubled his efforts to make charity the premier qualification for orthodoxy
rather than merely a symptom of episcopal control. For Augustine, the norms of correct giving were
more than the sum of the rules imposed by the clergy, that is, charity was not merely an exercise of
authority but a first order problem of the soul: “there is no discerning of the children of God from
the children of the devil, but only by charity.”144 Their warnings seem to have gone unheeded; by
the sixth century, regional councils were moving away from appeals to conscience in homilies to
mandating specific kinds of giving through canon law.145
The move to law seems to respond to the incomplete compliance of the laity with their project
of charity. The form of their donations and their accompanying inscriptions suggest that donors
used inscriptions to insist on their own private agendas, and when inscriptions appear—in about
a third of the extant donations—they are astoundingly individual voices that insist on a personal
relation with the divine that has nothing to do with the episcopal program of charity. Of the 144
donations of Christian silver that are inscribed, nearly all—131—are votive in character.146 They
express thanksgiving; seek forgiveness of sin or salvation for the departed; commemorate individ-
uals with names, monograms or epithets; fulfill a vow or seek help. The persistent personalization
143 Hom. 85.3 in Matt., in Niederer 1952:285.
144 Aug. Hom. 5 on 1 Ep. John 7.
145 See p. 89.
146 See App. B.2. The remaining 13 inscriptions record the weight of silver.
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of donations represents a significant subversive current, its message placed squarely on objects that
churches were intended to keep and display.
Figure 5.12: Display of plaques on the bema of Santa Fosca, Torcello (11/12th C., Dumbarton Oaks Silver
Corpus).
Personal inscriptions asserted the donor’s unique voice and interpreted the significance of the
object for the reader/viewer on the donor’s terms rather than those of the bishop. The physical
object is a medium which bishops could not affect unless they exchanged donations to suit their
own preferences. This they sometimes did. Pelagius, for example, relates that the bishop of Nola
“had asked for permission to sell liturgical vessels of the ecclesia Suessulana, which was apparently
independent of the bishop’s church.”147
Figure 5.13: Votive Mask (3rd C., Bernouville)148
147 Pelagius refused to give permission, but advised him to turn the church into a titulus, which must mean a church
owned by the bishop, as it allowed John to send his presbyters to say mass and take control of the property,
Pelagius Ep. 17 (558) in Hillner 2006:61. Cf. pp. 269, 157 above.
148 Leman-Delerive 2007:124.
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Donations were a locus of dissent, and the giving of personalized donations manifested, at best,
apathy towards the bishops’ attempts to dictate standard meanings. In contrast, the giving of the
laity—primarily non-elites, but also, to a lesser extent, elites—shows a quiet insistence on tradi-
tional modes of interfacing with the divine. As Fishwick summarizes, “the touchstone of piety
in antiquity is the votive offering, made in recognition of supposed deliverance in some invisible
manner from sickness or other peril.”149 This has been referred to as a do ut des mentality, and is
essentially and intentionally transactional.150 It is precisely the transaction that bishops attempted
to sever by promoting charity.151 The persistence of votives clearly troubled them, and their persis-
tence among the smallest, cheapest donations would have been truly worrying: it suggests that the
numerical majority had a merely syncretic understanding of the Christian god and not the robust
orthodoxy that high theology was attempting to delineate. If Christian belief was to be something
qualitatively different from philosophy, philanthropy and pagan worship and not merely the latest
iteration of a sky-god cult, it was extremely important that the force of donors’ personal preoccu-
pations be related to the divine in an unprecedented way.
5.3 Church Property and Patrimony
Charity was a pious practice enjoined upon all, and there is reason to believe many participated
in some way. Nevertheless, the moral closure of meaning bishops sought proved elusive, and
the material response of the laity remained variable. As bishops worked to consolidate Christian
cultures of giving, they also worked through law to recast donation as a transfer of property to the
Church. The jurisprudence of church property shows some of the links between the economics of
149 Fishwick 1990:121.
150 E.g. Burkert 1985:25, referring to prayer as trading ‘power for power.’ Cf. Elsner and Rutherford 2010:353:
“Greco-Roman religion was a votive religion and driven by a reciprocal relationship dynamic.”
151 See p. 56 above.
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giving and the politics of ecclesiastical power. The state’s interests in protecting heirs and its own
prerogatives, and the Church’s need to formalize the legal status of its property and procedures for
donating led to a series of laws that trace the early form of church institutions.
5.3.1 Corporate Ownership
Even after 313, church wealth, a new legal category, was unstable. Bishops turned to civil law to
secure church property and build it into a patrimony. This was done primarily through the manage-
ment of private properties, as the largess of the state varied wildly over time. The generous state
subsidies granted the Church by Constantine were revoked by Julian, and only ever restored by
perhaps a third.152 Heraclius exacted huge sums from the church to fund his war with the Persians,
and Chosroes is said to have taken 112,000 pounds of silver from the churches of Edessa alone in
622 CE.153 By the sixth century, only the Church “possessed hoarded wealth on the requisite scale”
for large projects such as war, inviting periodic decimation by state and non-state raiders.154
Wealth was more easily transferred than created in the ancient world, and “for most people,
inheritance was the only real chance they had of becoming significantly richer.”155 Church wealth,
too, grew by transfers from individuals.156 The earliest Christian communities had benefitted from
a communistic attitude towards the possessions of believers, yet Keith Hopkins has demonstrated
the limited ability of pre-Constantinian churches to raise capital, and what they did raise was peri-
odically reduced by persecution and confiscation.157 Though Constantine’s Edict included a right
152 Jones 1960:84.
153 Theophanes Chron. 622 writes that on the eve of his Persian campaign Heraclius took a ‘loan’ of coin as well as
liturgical vessels from Hagia Sophia to be minted into coin; Mango 1986b:3 and Herrin 1987:193.
154 Shaw 1999:140–1.
155 Champlin 1991:4.
156 Not oblationes, but donationes; endowments of land. On the distinction, see above p. 160. NB: Most “most
urban households no longer owned land” in late antiquity; Mayer 2012:16.
157 Hopkins 1998:207. On early church communism, see p. 97.
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of reclaim, there is no way of knowing how much property and to whom it was returned.158 Hop-
kins suggests that most Christian groups were small, and that “it is unlikely that twenty households
in a typical community, let alone a dozen households in a house cult-group, could maintain even
one full-time, non-earning priest.”159 While this may be true of the earliest Christians, by the early
third century, “each semi-independent Christian community had multiple leaders…who were given
administrative duties, including financial duties.”160 By the fourth century, church institutions were
increasingly backed by law, and law on property discloses much about the sources and management
of church wealth.
It is a commonplace of sources that reflect the very early Christian movement that the true
prophet is one “sent neither by human commission nor from human authorities,” and therefore
does not take a fee for his services.161 In fact, it is a sure sign of a heretic or impostor to minister
for money.162 In light of this, the development of house-cult groups is already a radical break, as
they supported elders who were treated as laborers ‘worthy of their pay.’163
The form of Christian communities and their resources varied widely. There are no purpose-
built church buildings before the third century, only various adaptations of “private homes, open
places, markets and hired halls.”164 Eusebius calls the church at Heraclea a templum, while Lac-
tantius calls the Diocletianic church at Nicomedia an in alto enim constituta ecclesia.165 Ecclesia,
then, is only partly a toponym; it also refers to the ritual community.166
158 Below p. 264.
159 Ibid.
160 Sessa 2011:88.
161 Gal. 1:1, as opposed to the false prophets of Matt. 7:15 and Rev. 2:2.
162 E.g. Montanus, in Eusebius Hist. eccl. 5.18. Cf. Acts 20:33, in which Paul protests to the Ephesians, “I coveted
no one’s silver or gold or clothing,” and Luke 10:1–10, in which Jesus sends the Seventy out to preach with
instructions to accept only voluntary offerings.
163 1 Tim. 5:17–18; reinterpreting Luke 10:7.
164 Snyder 2003:128. E.g. Dura Europos.
165 Acta sanct. col. 539; Mort. 12.
166 See Sessa 2011:114 n.126.
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The Edict of Toleration recognized the Church’s corporate identity and right to hold property
as an institution as a precondition for the return of the spoils of persecution.167 It began the trans-
formation of the property of Christians into ‘church property,’ a concept that was developed into a
notion of patrimony over time. The Edict of 313 reads:168
All this property ought to be delivered at once to the community of the Christians through
your intercession, and without delay. And since these Christians are known to have possessed
not only those places [loca] in which they were accustomed to assemble, but also other prop-
erty, namely the churches, belonging to them as a corporation and not as individuals, all these
things which we have included under the above law, you will order to be restored, without any
hesitation or controversy at all, to these Christians, that is to say to the corporations and their
conventicles [christianis id est corpori et conventiculis]: providing, of course, that the above
arrangements be followed so that those who return the same without payment, as we have said,
may hope for an indemnity from our bounty.169
Constantine followed this up in 321 with a law that granted ‘the Church’ the right to inherit.170 In
important ways, then, Constantine created the concept of the Church that was subsequently devel-
oped by magistrates and ecclesiastics into an institution proper. The reification of Constantinian
writ into on-the-ground reality took centuries.171
It is thought that before 313 Christian gathering places were legally owned by individuals acting
as proxies for the community (e.g. the tituli of Rome), though descriptions of persecutions preserve
references to churches held by ‘the Christians,’ and a few community houses (e.g. at Dura Europos
167 As opposed to a rescript of Constantine mandating that the property of martyrs devolve on next of kin; Vit. const.
35. NB: This excluded martyr tombs, which became Church property; Vit. const. 40.
168 Translations of the Corpus Juris Civilis (CJC) and the Novellae (Nov.) come from Blume 1952; translations of
the Theodosian Code (C.Th.) use Pharr 1952.
169 Original Latin in Lact. DMP 48, trans. Creed 1984. Eusebius Hist. eccl. 10.5 gives a Greek translation.
170 C.Th. 16.2.4: Idem a. ad populum. Habeat unusquisque licentiam sanctissimo catholicae venerabilique concilio
decedens bonorum quod optavit relinquere. Non sint cassa iudicia. Nihil est, quod magis hominibus debetur,
quam ut supremae voluntatis, post quam aliud iam velle non possunt, liber sit stilus et licens, quod iterum non
redit, arbitrium. Proposita V non. iul. Romae Crispo II et Constantino II caess. conss. (321 iul. 3).
171 According to Hopkins 1998:76, precisely four centuries, “[and] brought about fundamental changes in political
structures and, with them, a visible redistribution of property between rich and poor.”
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and Kellis) have been found as well.172 The Edict was a watershed for the Christians financially and
socially in the sense that existing properties were confirmed or returned to ‘the Church’ rather than
their proxy owners, and over time churches became rich and landed institutions. Bishops managed
church wealth with so much discretion that by the fifth century a separate office—the oeconomi-
cus—was created as a check on their powers of disposal.173 Over the course of the fourth century
churches became major recipients of donations over which they were recognized to have corporate
ownership, possibly on the model of municipia.174 Church property was a uniquely Constantinian
innovation, as shown by the other edicts of toleration issued in the late third to early fourth century.
Gallienus (d. 268 CE) issued an early ‘Edict of Toleration’ which ordered that “all places [loca]
of worship shall be restored to their owners.”175 According to Eusebius, Diocletian’s persecution
was a response to the subsequent prominence of churches. He writes, “No longer satisfied with the
old buildings, they [the Christians] raised from the foundations in all the cities churches [ekklēsiai]
spacious in plan” in place of the “places of worship [topoi] thrown down from top to bottom.”176
Maximian’s Edict (d. 310 CE) ending the Diocletianic persecution “grant[ed] pardon to all men…so
that Christians may again exist and rebuild the houses [oikous] in which they used to meet.”177
Maximinus’ (d. 313) Edict of Toleration (which Eusebius translated from Latin to Greek) ordered:
If any houses and lands which before this were the legal property of the Christians have
through the command of our predecessors passed into the ownership of the Treasury, or been
confiscated by any city council—whether these have been publicly auctioned or bestowed as
a favor on an individual—all these shall by our command be restored to their former legal
172 On the lesser-known church at Kellis, see Bowen 2000.
173 Chalcedon, Can. 26 in Tanner 1990. Naturally, the office was soon staffed by bishops’ protégés.
174 From the beginning, however, churches had much greater discretion than municipia, which could not cash out in
legacies in kind; Johnston 1985:115.
175 “…you bishops may avail yourselves of the provisions of this decree to protect you from any interference;”
Eusebius Hist. eccl. 7.13, trans. Williamson and Louth 1989.
176 Hist. eccl. 8.1ff.
177 Hist. eccl. 8.17.
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owners, the Christians.178
There are many ambiguities in these pre-Constantinian references, but it is clear that Christian
communities often possessed some sort of structure for religious meetings as well as other assets.
The ownership of these places is only vaguely conceptualized in the laws ordering their restoration.
The vagueness with which church structures and ownership regimes are treated in the edicts may
be intentionally worded to permit broad construals of the terms’ applicability. This is especially
evident in Constantine’s Edict of 313, which refers to Christian property periphrastically, as “those
places [loca] in which they were accustomed to assemble.”179 A law issued by Constantine to clarify
the Edict of 313 specified further:
You [Anulinus] must take energetic steps to ensure that gardens, houses, and everything
else of which the said churches were the rightful owners shall in their entirety be restored to
them at the earliest possible moment.180
Constantine’s vagueness in referring to Christian property may have been intended to facilitate
a broad interpretation of claims for restitution; it was also a reflection of the real heterogeneity of
Christian assets at the point of their entry into legal consideration. Eusebius suggests Constantine’s
Edict was the turning point for both the architectural specificity of Christian monuments and the
beginning of churches’ ability to have clear title to their buildings. He writes:
…a divine joy blossomed in all hearts as we saw that every place which a little while before
had been reduced to dust by the tyrants’ wickedness was now, as if from a prolonged and
deadly stranglehold, coming back to life; and that cathedrals [neōs] were again rising from their
foundations high into the air, and far surpassing in magnificence those previously destroyed by
the enemy.181
178 Hist. eccl. 9.10.
179 Hist. eccl. 10.5; above p. 264.
180 Ibid.
181 Hist. eccl. 10.2.
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This is the first instance of this term to refer to Christian communal architecture, and marks a self-
conscious break. Even more clear is Eusebius’ use of the term basilica to describe the cathedral
church Constantine founded in his new city.182
All of these examples illustrate that over the course of the first three centuries CE, Christian
communities worshipped in a variety of settings and held a variety of types of property. Eusebius
hints at what might have been lost at Antioch, for example, when persecutors “ran in a body to the
houses of the Christians, charged in by groups on those they knew as neighbors, raided, plundered
and looted. The more valuable of their possessions they purloined; the cheaper wooden things
they threw about, or they made a bonfire of them in the streets, making the city look as if it had
been captured by enemies.”183 The laws that restored property to Christian communities in times of
peace give the impression that individuals had acted as proxies for their communities; before Con-
stantine, the property of Christians reverted to individuals rather than communities. This changed
with the 313 Edict, in which the ‘body’ of the Christians becomes the object of restoration, re-
flecting the new legitimacy of the community through the privilege of corporate ownership granted
by Constantine. Because the church lacked formal corporate ownership and suffered persecution
and the confiscation of its property before 313, for all intents and purposes there was no church
property before 313. Constantine’s legislation began the legal category of church property, while
his donations set the controlling precedent for a church patrimonium.184
182 Hist. eccl. 4.42.
183 Hist. eccl. 6.41, from a letter of Bishop Fabius of Antioch, trans. Williamson and Louth 1989.
184 The distinction between church property and patrimony being that the former refers to the possessions of a
church, while the latter refers to the “patrimoine de l’Eglise;” patrimonium in Blaise and Chirat 1954. Patrimony
can therefore make claims on property.
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5.3.2 Episcopal Wealth Management
In the two and a half centuries between Constantine and Justinian during which the concept of
charitable giving was developed as a primary mode of lay participation, systems were forged for
integrating new classes of donors, but donations could not legally be ‘exacted like a tax.’185 The
fourth to sixth centuries are therefore a unique and unstable period during which churches held
corporate ownership of donated property, could inherit, acquire and litigate claims to property, but
at the same time could not demand contributions. Time and again church councils take up the
problem of budgeting under these constraints, and, despite the pervasive rhetoric of tithing present
in homilies, they reiterate a commitment in principle to voluntary giving, while civil law provided
donors with guarantees of responsible use. The church was not entitled to contributions as the state
was to taxes, but was legally obliged to solicit them and justify their use continually.186
After 313, individual churches were notionally under the jurisdiction of a network of bishops
who, in turn, met periodically to set church policy and liaise with emperors. Outside of the councils,
bishops held their dioceses practically in fief. As Augustine wrote: “God has indeed granted to
some few men whom He has ordained to bear rule over churches.”187 This is not mere sentiment.
As Klingshirn relates, systems of charity were engines of power:
By its extent and method of operation…the ransom of captives, simultaneously a form
of charity and patronage, enabled Caesarius to defend the boundaries of his province against
threats from without…charity could also be employed to assert control over territory outside a
metropolitan’s legitimate jurisdiction.188
Because cathedral churches could tax lesser churches, bishops could move wealth between the
churches within their diocese, and lower ranking clergy of each diocese were assumed to be subject
185 See p. 85 for the text of the law.
186 Though the laity were discouraged from asking; p. 228.
187 Aug. Ep. 10.2 (NPNF1 1.228).
188 Klingshirn 1985:194.
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to their bishop.189 The diocesan organization of church territory was intended to maintain a balance
of power between bishops: the Council of Sardica (343 CE), for example, barred bishops them-
selves from leaving their Sees for more than three weeks per year.190 Metropolitan sees competed
for hinterland with which bishops consolidated their position and revenues against local landown-
ers and patrons, and jostled for rank with other bishops. Pious foundations in private hands, such
as Olympias’ monastic compound in Constantinople and Melania the Elder’s monastery in Beth-
lehem, were targeted for incorporation into dioceses.191 Echoes of these power struggles can be
found in the canons of church councils which adjudicate hostile takeovers of suburban and rural
sites by urban bishops. Chalcedon basically gave bishops squatters’ rights:
Rural or country parishes belonging to a church are to stay firmly tied to the bishops who
have possession of them, and especially if hey have continually and peacefully administered
them over a thirty-year period. If, however, within the thirty years any dispute about them has
arisen, or should arise, those who are claiming to be wronged are permitted to bring their case
before the provincial synod.192
Given their legal discretion within their own territories, bishops could split, combine, or change
the nature of a foundation to (re)distribute wealth.193 Some favored aesthetically unified liturgical
assemblages and at times traded their congregants’ donations for a custom set: the Life of Theodore
of Sykeon gives an example of “clerics being sent on shopping-trips to buy vessels for use in the
liturgy.”194 At the same time, the only legal exceptions to the inalienability of church patrimony
were situations of extraordinary need, such as the ransoming of captives and famines. Justinian’s
189 E.g. Nov. 123.44 and Jones 1960:91.
190 Can. 12.
191 See CJC 1.2.5, 1.3.45 setting the legal conditions for the incorporation of private foundations into dioceses;
Serfass 2008:98.
192 Chalcedon (451) 17, trans. Tanner 1990. See Errington 1997a and Errington 1997b on the role of the church
councils in consolidating Church jurisdiction.
193 Jones 1960:88. Cf. NJ 34.2.
194 Johansen 1994:212. Also Mango 1986b:3, citing Cyril of Scythopolis’ Life of Abraamios 6; and the Life of
Theodore of Sykeon, 42.
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Novella (Nov.) 120.10 states specifically that despite the protections placed on liturgical silver,
religious houses may alienate their utensils to ransom captives.195 This is known to have occurred
under Marathonius, deacon of Constantinople, Rabbula of Edessa, Acacius of Amida and Caesar-
ius of Arles, to name a few.196 Over time, civil law hardened against liquidating donations, and
votives would have been kept and displayed until some catastrophe or usurpation resulted in their
consumption or burial.
With the exception of some protections for donors, civil law after Constantine was incredibly
favorable to the Church. Not only did churches gain the ability to receive valid bequests, but
extraordinary provisions were made to accommodate otherwise malformed donations addressed
to ‘the Church,’ ‘to God’ or to a saint. Jurisprudence was developed to support the discretion of
bishops regarding beneficiaries: Nov. 131.9, for example, instituted a convention for the allocation
of legacies left ‘to Almighty God and Our Savior’ that lack an explicit (real) recipient, and Justinian
granted the church custody of weights and measures in his reorganized Italy (554).197 Multiple
laws protected ecclesiastical property from taxation, and perhaps because of a record of failures
of oversight, the state chose to regulate the sources of church property rather than taking on the
definition of a church patrimony directly. A succession of laws suggests a heated debate and active
lobbying: C.Th. 16.2.24 (377) treats the Church as something like a non-profit for the sake of
its charitable work and C.Th. 16.2.40 (412, 411) exempted ecclesiastical estates from ‘menial
public services.’ C.Th. 5.3.1 (434) barred curial estates, because of their liability to services, from
accruing to the Church. Ecclesiastical exemptions were periodically summarized and confirmed,
only to be re-restricted.198 Because ecclesiastical property (the patrimonium) was always more or
less privileged, legal debates focused on the forms of donation that could access the church tax
195 See p. 223.
196 See Sozomen Hist. eccl. 4.20ff on Marathonius.
197 Monks 1953:354.
198 E.g. Sirm. 11 (412/411) and CJC 1.2.5 (412).
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shelter.199
Over the course of the fourth and fifth centuries, the level of taxation for church resources varied,
but legislation shows repeated attempts to decrease the amount of property exempt from taxes
through association with the Church and to delineate the clergy’s tax status.200 The exemptions of
the Church as a corporation are discussed as a separate issue from the personal exemptions of the
clergy.201 Though bishops petitioned for church lands to be exempted from taxes in a resolution of
the Synod of Ariminum (359), the request was explicitly rejected in a law of the same year (C.Th.
16.2.15). The law specifies that the private lands of clergy were not only not included in ‘church
land,’ but were liable to tax as private lands, hinting at the issue of contention. As Rapp explains:
In theory, the bishop-elect was required to relinquish all his rights to his family’s prop-
erty…Yet, bishops often retained ownership of property. This is taken for granted in canon
12 of the Council of Sardica [343], which allowed bishops to be absent from their sees for a
maximum of three weeks in order to collect income from property that still belonged to them
and which could benefit the charity of the Church.202
Emperors dealt with the problems of Church privilege by manipulating the categories of people
who could become clergy.203 Bishops ideally gave up their own property—liturgy-bearing land to
taxpaying family or municipia directly—and were legally barred from alienating church property.
On paper, the patrimonium was strictly separate from the private property of both clergy and laity,
199 Churches paid regular land tax (canonica inlatio) but were exempt from extraordinary exactions; Jones 1964:898.
200 E.g. C.Th. 16.1.2 (319, 313) exempting clerics from all public services, reaffirmed in C.Th. 16.2.11 (354, 342),
C.Th. 16.2.14.4 (357, 356) and Sirm. 11 (412/411) but curtailed in CJC 1.2.5 (412). Amidon 2007:93n21 also
cites laws restoring clergy to municipal councils, e.g. C.Th. 12.1.50, 13.1.4. Cf. C.Th. 16.2.40 (412, 411) and
CJC 1.2.5 (412) exempting church lands from taxes (and specify the limits of the privilege). See Gaudemet
1989:311-15 in summary.
201 E.g. C.Th. 16.2.10 (353, 320, 346), exempts the clergy from tax on their personal wealth, but 12.1.121 (390)
orders the clergy’s patrimony to be surrendered after a certain consulship (higher ranks are exempted). The law
was reiterated in. 12.1.123 (391) and 12.1.130 (393). NVal 35 (452) bars the clergy from the trades altogether.
202 Rapp 2005:391.
203 E.g. C.Th. 16.1.3 (320, 329), barring decurions from the clergy. Cf. C.Th. 16.2.9 (349), which, briefly,
attempted to force sons of clergy to continue in the service, and C.Th. 12.1.104 (383), allowing decurions into
the clergy if they give up their patrimony, and NVal 3 (439) and CJC 1.2.9 (439) barring them again.
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which was subject to the state. In reality, donation moved resources between categories. The state
responded by issuing laws giving donors unprecedented security and accountability for their do-
nations.204 Church property was never cleanly circumscribed because, though the state showed an
interest in defining and regulating church property with respect to the fisc, emperors also generally
sought to secure and augment the patrimonium. These two goals are at cross-purposes, and on
balance the patrimony kept growing.
It was the jurisprudence of inalienability which had the effect, more than any single act of
donation, of creating a church patrimony to begin with. As Pietri and Mauiro have argued, the
endowments of Constantine created a senatorial-grade patrimony for certain churches, symbolically
raising the institution to an elite level of social respectability.205 The legal principle of inalienability
did not merely preserve this endowment, but formalized the Church’s role as something of an ad
hoc ministry of social welfare, entitled to government subsidies and therefore subject to a degree
of supervision. C.Th. 9.3.7 (409), for example, mandates that on Sundays, prisoners be led out
for inspection, a bath, and to receive food from Christian clergy, thus recognizing a longstanding
tradition of prison ministry. A law of 451 (CJC 1.2.12) sanctions and endows charitable ministries:
And since it is a part of our duty to provide for the needy, and take care that nourishment
is not wanting to the poor, we order that the pensions (in produce) also which have heretofore
been given to the holy churches from the public treasury, shall remain as heretofore and shall
be furnished, undiminished by any one, and we assign to this most ready bounty perpetual
endurance.
This law entitled the church to the revenues of public lands in perpetuity, creating a public wel-
fare fund specifically for the poor much like the alimenta of Trajan or the annonae of Rome and
204 E.g. CJC 1.2.14 (470) and CJC 1.2.17 (528?) barring bishops form alienating church wealth, and CJC 1.2.19
(528), which granted donors and their heirs 100 years to recover their gift to the church if its terms are not fulfilled.
205 Pietri 1978; Maiuro 2007. Cf. Augustine Ep. 124 (411 CE), describing an attempt by the people of Hippo to
forcibly ordain the younger Melania’s husband, Pinianus, in order to capture some of his wealth for their church.
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Constantinople. In fact, imperial subsidies to the Church were also known as annonae, or frumen-
tationes.206
The charitable services provided by churches were administered through a series of shrines,
ministries and diaconiae, which Krautheimer has described as ‘welfare centers.’207 S. Maria in
Cosmedin, S. Giorgio in Velabro, S. Teodoro, S. Maria Antiqua, S. Maria in Via Lata all supple-
mented the Lateran in Rome. All date prior to to 600, but are named only from 684, when the monks
serving them were set apart from those staffing the regular churches.208 Diaconiae are attested also
at Ravenna, Rimini and Naples, and in most cases they “occupy sites linked of old to the admin-
istration and storage of food supplies.”209 Bishops were self-conscious ‘good citizens,’ and when
possible, they subsidized church charities by appropriating and redistributing state subsidies.210
Imperial attention to church wealth gives a sense of the rapid growth of the church after Con-
stantine, so it is not surprising to see laws that mandate certain accounting practices. Chalcedon 26
(451) created the office of oeconomicus in part to ensure that church wealth was not drawn off into
private fortunes:
According to our information, in some churches the bishops handle church business without
administrators; so it has been decided that every church which has a bishop is also to have an
administrator, drawn from its own clergy, to administer ecclesiastical matters according to the
mind of the bishop concerned, so that the church’s administration may not go unaudited, and
that consequently the church’s property is not dispersed and the episcopate not exposed to
serious criticism.
206 Jones 1964:899. “The frumentationes continued as an imperial beneficence until they were finally abolished in
Constantinople in 618; Holman 2001:39.
207 Serfass 2008:96 notes a variety of Christian charitable institutions, including nosokomeia, xeneones, hospitia,
xenodocheia, [and] gerokomeia, none of which appear in a securely dated papyrus, incidentally, until 502 (P.Oxy.
L 3600.12–13).
208 Krautheimer 1980:75–77 and Niederer 1952:294 n.9. Chalcedon Can. 10 implies the existence of diocesan
martyries, almshouses, and hostels by the mid-fifth century.
209 Ibid. Cf. Egypt, where supposedly the oldest charitable foundation is attested by a papyrus of 502, securing the
lease of a dining room; P.Oxy.L.3600.12–13 in Serfass 2008:96.
210 E.g. Nov. 120.10 forbids the Constantinopolitan church from receiving grain dole for rural slaves; Holman
2001:39, citing Sirks 1991:12 n.13.
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The stewardship of church finances was created to separate the power of the purse from the office
of the bishop. Canon 3 of the same council is a charter of the office. The list of abuses to which it
reacts suggests that clergy were speculating with the church’s wealth:
It has come to the notice of the sacred synod that some of those enrolled in the clergy are, for
sordid gain, acting as hired managers for other people’s property, and are involving themselves
in worldly business, neglecting the service of God, frequenting the houses of worldly persons
and taking over the handling of property out of avarice.211
A contemporary pastoral text recommends, “A bishop should not undertake the legal protection
of wills. A bishop should not himself directly administer the support of widows, orphans, and
travelers, but should do so through a senior presbyter or archdeacon,” implying they were doing
all these things.212 Justinian attempted to monitor the Church’s financial health by requiring all
transactions to be logged in the public records (Nov. 120.7); multiple infractions suggest bishops
continued to act largely independently of oversight. Where civil law expresses a concern to fix
the boundaries between the claims of the state and the church, canon law delineates boundaries
between the private wealth of church officers and the patrimony.
As the prefaces of church councils disclose, canons were propagated by imperial decree which
gave them the force of law. With state support, canon law had almost the status of civil law; without
it, bishops could only threaten penances. Bishops therefore repeatedly turn to civil law to ratify,
echo and validate their own decrees, and there is in the meantime a standing and significant discon-
nect between episcopal rhetoric and power.213 Unless echoed by the imperial consistory, bishops
could not prevent diversity of practice even among their own ranks throughout late antiquity. Con-
sequently, the organization of the Church and the definition of the prerogatives of its offices were
211 Ibid.
212 Ancient Statutes of the Church 6–7 (late 5th C.), trans. Lee 2000:217.
213 E.g. Euseb. Vit. const. 3.17-19 on the imperial consistory’s promulgation of Nicaea and Tanner 1990:4, 23:
“Theodosius ratified its [1st Council of Constantinople’s] decrees by edict.”
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constantly renegotiated, we can imagine by a series of petitions presented by bishops or their agents,
the defensores ecclesiae. The inalienability of church property was itself negotiable until enshrined
in law, and then subject to variable enforcement. CJC 1.2.14 (470) gives the strong form:
We order that hereafter no archbishop presiding over a church in this imperial city, and no
steward to whose government church property has been entrusted, shall have power to transfer
to any person whatever, by whatever form of alienation, any farms or lands, urban or rural, or
in a word, immovable property, or serfs (coloni), or slaves upon these lands, or any civic bread
rations, left to the holy church by the last will and testament of any persons, or by the will of
any living person; but he may divide, cultivate, increase and extend such estates, but he shall
not dare to part with them (entirely) in favor of anyone…For it is proper that the property that
belongs to the blessed church, or which is given to it hereafter, should, just as the holy and
sacred church itself, be reverently kept intact.
Law proved a mixed bag for bishops: it was a more powerful tool of self-fashioning and insti-
tutional organization than canons but appealed to an external authority. Canons, on the other hand,
might represent a consensus of bishops but had no legal force without the law; while Church and
state concerns overlapped, they did not often coincide. The state, for example, was much more
committed to the separation of private property from the church property than were bishops, and
therefore tends to become the principal enforcer of this boundary. Property boundaries are always
problematic, so it is not surprising that we see repeated revisions of the roles of the offices con-
cerned—bishop, steward, committee—following hard and fast. CJC 1.2.17.5 (528), for example,
restricts the obvious category of liturgical implements from alienation:
If these houses [churches, monasteries, poorhouses, orphanages] have movable property,
aside from sacred vessels, sufficient to meet the expenses necessary…no alienation or pledge
of necessary immovable property and civic bread rations shall be made [to meet expenses or
debts].
This law, protecting identifiably ecclesiastical property from dispersal, is only half a protection,
and a series of laws regulating church property culminated in Justinian’s Nov. 7, which attempted
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to forbid churches from incurring debts. It applied “in perpetuity” to “the property of the holy
churches, hospitals, infirmaries, poor houses, monasteries, foundling hospitals, old men’s homes
and every holy institution” empire-wide and forbade clergy from “in any manner alienat[ing] any
immovable property” either through “sale, gift and exchange, and emphyteusis.”
The property of churches becomes the patrimony of the Church when it enters civil law, whence
its inalienability, the nature of its administration, and the discretion of its administrators is contin-
ually revisited and revised. Sometimes canon and civil law are in sync, sometimes they are acci-
dental allies, sometimes overtly at cross purposes. The legal debates surrounding church property
portray an institution that was attempting to stabilize and maximize its wealth and a state attempt-
ing to circumscribe it as both a potential war-chest and to limit its encroachment on the tax base.
Churches were increasingly used to house standard weights for taxation, and may have been tak-
ing on banking functions as well.214 The state therefore legislated to block any transaction that
would potentially diminish church patrimony, yet because the determination of the risk and day-to-
day management of church finances remained with the bishops and their oeconomici, by the sixth
century the patrimonium came to represent a pool of wealth second only to the state.
214 See p. 233 and p. 270.
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Chapter 6
Charity and the Christian Imaginary
The entire content of the law and the prophets was condensed into the simple commandment
to love God and one’s fellow man, to which was added the one far-reaching proposition that
the genuine frame of mind is to be judged by its fruits: it is testified to through conduct.1
The progress of the ecclesiastical authority gave birth to the memorable distinction of the
laity and of the clergy, which had been unknown to the Greeks and Romans.2
Discipline is a major subplot of the growth of the Church: bishops attempted to subsume dis-
parate practices of piety under a moral monopoly of their creation. In the process they sacramen-
talized the relationship of the individual with the institution. Where apostolic love failed to enjoin,
or enjoined alms that were not specifically Christian, charity recommended a precise combination
of fasting, praying and alms. In this equation, a positive feedback between actions and attitudes
makes each role—clergy and laity—necessary for the other and neither group—and no individual
virtue—sufficient in itself. The difficulty of the equation and the importance of the goal recom-
mended the mediation of professionals under controlled circumstances. With neither correct belief
nor correct practice possible on its own, the achievement of either and the synthesis of both en-




In developing their own office, bishops chipped away at classical euergetic and votive paradigms
and returned ritual to the communal life of Christians.3 They effectively lobbied the government
and developed their own communal enforcement mechanisms such as confession and penance, and
in doing so created a symbolic economy of charity that was ultimately more important than its
material returns.
6.1 Charity and Historiography
The story of charity has had several major variants in modern scholarship. Traditionally, charity
has been seen as the fulfillment or fruition of the Christian mission. It was a long-held assump-
tion that charity was unknown among the pagans, so that the somewhat redundant phraseology of
‘Christian charity’ signaled an epochal change.4 Uhlhorn, for example, disqualified the Greeks,
Romans and Jews on two grounds: in practice, their alms all lacked systematic organization; in
principle, he supposed that none were organized based on a disinterested value, but rather on va-
rieties of selfishness such as liberalitas.5 Though Harnack, responding to Uhlhorn, gave classical
civilization more credit, allowing the Greeks and Romans ‘an acquaintance with philanthropy,’
until recently the historiography of charity retained a surprisingly Hegelian tone.6 For most of the
time that it has been of interest to scholars and theologians, charity was defined according to the
need to uphold Christian difference. Charity was deployed as proof of the New Covenant and the
particular ministry of the pilgrim church on earth. In each case, charity does the work of proving
that while non-Christians may seem to have charity, they always lack something because they do
3 After having made their name, so to speak, on a critique of ritual(ism); see p. 78.
4 E.g. Canavan 1923:62.
5 Uhlhorn 1882b:5, 9, 44.
6 von Harnack 1962:131n.108.
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not have (the example of) Christ.7
The liberal theological consensus long saw Christianity as a nursemaid bringing “comfort to the
death-bed of a declining world.”8 As Chastel wrote, the reign of Diocletian initiated “not only the
decline of empire, and consequently the multiplication of evils to be remedied by charity” but “the
epoch when this virtue became the most necessary.”9 In the context of the unfolding of the Spirit,
this observation implies a necessity to Christianization that the church fathers would have approved
of. Uhlhorn derived charity from “the idea of the kingdom of God” because “Christians exercise
charity not in respect of their membership of the Church, but in respect of their membership of
the kingdom of God.”10 This Platonizing rhetoric would derive not only religious ethics, but the
institutional form of the Church from the Idea of the Kingdom in its active form—Charity. If much
hangs on charity, this dependence was not invented by nineteenth-century theologians, who merely
endorsed patristic self-understandings.
Like the church fathers, the nineteenth-century writers make the Form of the Kingdom work for
a grand historical narrative that goes something like this: before Christ, aid was perhaps rendered
within kin groups or nations or out of patronage, but never disinterestedly. Only Christian charity
was truly altruistic, on the example of Christ.11 Along with “healing and redemption, gnosis and
apologetic, myth and sacrament, the conquest of demons,” the specifically Christian “forms of
social organization and charity…played their part in the mission-preaching and helped to render it
impressive and convincing.”12 Christianity, we are told, salvaged what it could (what was good)
of the Roman empire. Harnack is rapturous about its success in this respect; Christianization is a
7 E.g: “And thus charity was implanted in the Christian communities from the very outset: they received it from
their Lord Himself,” Uhlhorn 1882b:71.
8 Bolkestein 1939:484, quoted inBrown 2000b:338.
9 Chastel 1853:xvi.
10 Uhlhorn 1882b:57.
11 Chastel 1853:82, 88.
12 von Harnack 1962:84.
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most benevolent triumph:
What would have become of the Roman Empire without Christianity! What numbers the
Church assisted, how much misery it alleviated, how many tears it dried! The ancient world
must die, Christianity could not prevent it; but it did what it could, it ministered comfort and
consolation to a dying world.13
This Hegelian turn is not merely a cliché of grand historical narration, but organizes the progress
and pageant of history in Christian eschatological time. Harnack avers, “progress did depend upon
the Christian churches…in order to gain a higher level of human evolution.”14 Uhlhorn saw Chris-
tian charity as “one of the main educational agencies for the young German nations,” which “helped
to win them for the Church.”15 Uhlhorn and Harnack play Orosius to Hegel’s Augustine, providing
the mundane history for the latter’s transcendent template. We should recognize these narratives as
attempts to fit history to the unfolding of Geist for which Hegel provided the map:
It was first the Germanic peoples, through Christianity, who came to the awareness that
every human is free by virtue of being human…it is this final goal—freedom—through which
all the world’s history has been working.16
It would hardly do to rehearse criticism of the world-historicity of Christianity if euphemised
variants of the progress narrative did not persist so tenaciously. Some advance a direct descendant
of the Hegelian narrative. Bird, for example, saw the Golden Rule as qualitatively different than
and an expansion on Jewish ‘hospitality.’17
More recently, American Protestant scholars have popularized forms of functional and rational
choice narratives of Christianity. The sociologist Rodney Stark is perhaps the most prominent
13 von Harnack 1962:273.
14 von Harnack 1962:180.
15 Uhlhorn 1882b:233.
16 Hegel, Philosophy of History 3.1, trans. Rauch 1988:21.
17 Bird 1982:156ff. Cf. Chrysost. Hom. 1 Cor. 36, which distinguishes charity to the poor from mere hospitality.
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proponent of this turn, and he bites the bullet unhesitatingly: “Paganism had failed to develop the
kind of voluntary system of good works that Christians had been constructing for more than three
centuries.”18 Christian economists take the claim further. Ekelund, Hébert and Tollison argue, for
example:
Disintegration of the Roman economy and society meant a reduction in the net benefit of
being a Roman citizen—safety, security and lifespan were all adversely affected. Thus, the net
benefits of loyalty to the Roman gods fell relative to the benefits of joining the new Christian
cult. The early and sometimes savage persecutions of Christians obviously reduced the gross
benefits of joining the new religion, but in benefit-cost calculations it is always net benefits that
matter.19
The conflation of Roman citizenship with Roman religion aside, the various arguments from quality
of life under Christianity attempt to use a New Institutional sensibility to argue that Christianization
was not a leap of faith but a rational choice.20 There have been some creative attempts to formalize
this argument, including a consumer basket and life-cycle model that treats the afterlife as subject to
market forces.21 Of course, with the definitions stipulated, one can run the model unproblematically.
Theorists of this bent tend to treat these as non-negotiable stipulations, so the parting of ways
has the character of a difference of historiographic taste. Ekelund, Hébert and Tollison observe,
“Objections to the use of economics to help explain church behavior have come mostly from non-
economists, and are not especially persuasive.”22 This is an unsatisfactory kind of plurality: the
objection is not to the use of economic models, which, I hope I have shown, can be quite useful,
but to the circularity of the argument: you find what you seek when you seek your own Christianity
18 Stark 1996:189.
19 Ekelund et al. 2006:60.
20 E.g. Ernst Kitzinger’s comment that based on ransoms, “to be a Christian was already a better insurance policy
than was Roman citizenship” in late antiquity; Mathews 1999:23.
21 “We construct and estimate an economic model of religious giving. We employ a dynamic consumer
optimization model with mortality in which intra-temporal utility stems from both consumption and religious
contributions,” Blomberg 2006.
22 Ekelund et al. 2006:6.
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in early Christianity, or the rationality of your own faith in models of antiquity that presuppose
rationality on modern terms. The foreignness of the conditions of early Christian growth cannot
be overstated, and have rarely been captured, and the polemical self-understandings of patristic
writers should not, therefore, be enshrined in the definitions of modern scholars.23
The scholars engaged in this ‘economics of religious choice’ project are an extreme case, but a
much weaker functionalism remains extremely common among students of the period and seem-
ingly still acceptable in historiography of the early church. this perspective sees the church as
something like a social welfare organization. Van Minnen describes himself as offering a “more
balanced view” in “stress[ing] that pagan euergetism was performed by the happy few, the ‘rich
and famous,’ whereas Christian charity was performed by all.”24 Duval suggests that charity was
a product of the specifically Christian ideal of cura pastoralis, an ideal ‘alien to the antique men-
tality’ in that it was an impersonal benefaction.25 Holman emphasized that Christian charity was
organized around standing systems of aid rather than episodic imperial and euergetic relief.26 Other
scholars emphasize the psychological or sociological uniqueness of Christian moral culture. Rath-
bone credits Christians with a unique ‘literature of poverty, ideology of charity and institutions of
poor relief,’ and Pagels has suggested that Augustine’s moral thought ‘met a need,’ namely that
“people often would rather feel guilty than helpless.”27 This implies the kind of moral-mental fit
implied by Brown’s characterization of the Christian holy man as “a professional in a world of
amateurs.”28 The implication is that carefree or ritualistic ‘pagan religion’ was neglecting the care
of the soul and Christianity exploited the niche.29 If Christianity succeeded in “disciplining’ the
23 Except, perhaps, in Hopkins 2000.
24 van Minnen 2000:466.
25 Yvette and Duval 1997:388.
26 Holman 2001:42.
27 Pagels 2011a:146.
28 Brown 1982:97; Rathbone 2006:100.
29 E.g. Longenecker 2010.
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population,” the argument of psychic ‘fit’ implies that a population (in an age of anxiety) demanded
or at least welcomed the new “centres of observation” that spiritual professionalism required.30
One might object that pagan antiquity had much more on offer than temple sacrifice.31 To
this, weak triumphalism also has answers. Hehir, for example, distinguishes Christian charity from
(Aristotelian/Aquinian) justice, both in intent and consequence, arguing that charity supersedes
justice by targeting Christians’ moral commitment to others.32 Pope makes a similar argument that
the Christian is subject to a ‘moral debt’ of mercy unlike the ‘legal debt’ demanded by justice.33 This
argument has important implications, the most important of which is that it sees charity as a duty on
the part of the doer, but not as a corresponding right of the recipient. The elevation of charity over
justice jettisons all pretense of the social justice program so important to functionalist arguments
of church growth. In fact, charity instrumentalizes recipients, and instantiates a hierarchy between
donor and recipient mediated by the oversight of the clergy. As Weber writes:
In Christianity, even after its expansion, the giving of alms remained so unconditionally
necessary for the achievement of salvation by the wealthy that the poor were actually regarded
as a distinctive and indispensable ‘status group’ within the church…To be sure, the first steps
toward the systematization of charity has been taken with the introduction of fixed rules for the
distribution of the bishop’s fund in the later medieval church, and with the institution of the
medieval hospital…Yet random almsgiving had still retained its qualification in Christianity
as a ‘good work.’ The innumerable charitable institutions of ethical religions have always
led in practice to the creation and direct cultivation of mendicancy, and in any case charitable
institutions tended to make of Charity a purely ritual gesture.”34
This is precisely the sort of closing of ranks the patristic theorists sought, even more than the small
donations of the majority, though Weber implies they didn’t achieve it until the later medieval pe-
riod. Scholars who argue for fit and choice are forced to espouse the position that people effectively
30 Foucault 1979:3.3.2.





consented to their own laicization.35 ‘The laity’ seems not to have done so knowingly, and the per-
sistence of votive offerings and patronage, and the cycle of homiletic reactions to these stubbornly
traditional modes of piety suggests both that many people continued to find something valuable in
the old ritual transactions with the god, and that even if gifts were directed to the right place, they
were given on personal terms.
6.2 Poverty and Power
The ideology of charity complicates assessments of poverty in Christian antiquity. Patlagean
brought poverty under consideration by arguing that population growth in conditions of inelastic
production in late antiquity produced a new, chronically poor underclass, especially in the cities.36
Rathbone faulted her for excluding Egypt in making this finding, and the work of Tchalenko on the
Syrian ‘economic boom’ of late antiquity has undermined the assumption that economic conditions
were so inelastic that ‘the poor’ were an economic as well as a social category.37
Narratives of Christian difference hinge on the development of systems of charity as responses
to poverty. As Paul Veyne writes:
Every community has its poor. Under paganism they were the citizens who lacked a patri-
mony. For Christians the poor man was anyone who needed alms…the coin given to a beggar
was thus a feature of everyday reality, but this reality did not include welfare institutions, which
the Christians invented.38
The invention of these institutions fostered an awareness, even an exaggeration of a social reality
that had previously been differently categorized in the social consciousness. This does not mean
35 Brown does just this; p. 23.
36 Patlagean 1977.
37 Rathbone 2006:101 and Tchalenko 1953.
38 Veyne 1990:31.
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that pagans or Jews were uncharitable or that there was objectively more poverty in late antiquity,
though there may have been, but that poverty was seen differently; was seen as such. According to
Rathbone, for example, families would traditionally have taken care of their own ‘poor.’ This im-
plies that poverty was traditionally privatized, its consequences dispersed among families, leaving
only those alone in the world to be ‘the poor.’ Recognizing that ancient attitudes toward poverty
were intimately linked to the family, Rathbone takes an especially dim view of “Christian leaders,
spiritual and temporal, [who] spun an exaggerated story of the poor and their charity to them as a
means of justifying their leadership.”39 Brown has referred to this as phenomenon as ‘pauperizing
the poor.’40
Poverty does not necessarily breed power, and recently there has been increasing skepticism
regarding claims that utility—moral, social or otherwise—was a primary motivator of conversion
such that the services rendered by churches can explain the growth of the Church. Religiosity and
the institutions of religion are separable, and when the institutions of Christianity in late antiquity
are focused on, scholars have have not found compelling evidence that the helping hand of the
Church invested the majority in its growth. Rather, as Ziche puts it:
Les activités économiques des évêques doivent être compatibiles avec le comportement
normal, et normatif, des autres classes possédantes…[that is] l’intérêt des autres propriétaires
ne permet aux évêques ni une stratégie économique particuliérement charitable ni une stratégie
excessivement plus efficace dans l’expropriation des surplus.41
Though Ziche acknowledges that hospices, hostels and dispensaries are visible and much remarked
39 Rathbone 2006:101, citing Brown 2002. See Finn 2006:168-9 contra. One might add, all the while thinning the
roles of recipients by precisely based on who had dutiful family available to them: “Honor widows who are
really widows. If a widow has children or grandchildren, they should first learn their religious duty to their own
family and make some repayment to their parents; for this is pleasing in God’s sight. The real widow, left alone,
has set her hope on God and continues in supplications and prayers night and day; but the widow who lives for




in antiquity, he denies that these represent the majority of the expenditure of the church, as these
usually had their own separate endowments. Ziche returns to a Gibbonian narrative of church
growth that in fact depends on a disconnect of rhetoric and reality and sees inefficiency built into
the institutions of the church, which gained “very considerable wealth, [such] that vessels of gold
and silver were used in their religious worship and that many among their proselytes had sold their
lands and houses to increase the public riches of the sect.”42 Ziche concludes that “the dispensation
of funds was not the ‘principle object’ of ecclesiastical wealth-management.”43 This is a subversive
conclusion insofar as it returns to earlier narratives that took a darker view of church growth, but it
is not uncorroborated. In the same volume, Claire Sotinel avers that it was “trop rare pour exercer
une influence sur les équilibres économiques,” so that “the economic repercussions of Christian
practices of giving are limited.”44
If the Church was not an efficient organization—if the poor were token beneficiaries of char-
ity—then the ‘middling classes’ have been similarly ill-used by modern scholarship that would see
them as the linchpin of church growth in late antiquity. To come back to Mayer’s suggestion that
the terminology of sub-elites “has no analytical use…as an assumption,” it seems fitting to ‘frame
it as a conclusion’ here.45 Friesen concluded that “The overwhelming majority of the population
under Roman imperialism lived near the subsistence level, that is, categories PS6–7 68%, with the
‘middle’, PS4–5 accounting for about 29% of the population, and a super-wealthy apex of PS1-3s
accounting for just 3% of the population.”46 This means that about two thirds of the population
lived at or below subsistence, one third enjoyed stability or a ‘moderate surplus,’ and the decuri-
onate, on which so much interpretive weight has rested, was only a sub-elite in the sense of being
42 Gibbon 1782:15.5.1.
43 Ziche 2006:76, abstract.
44 Sotinel 2006:105, noting that donations are dominated by ex-votos.
45 See p. 15.
46 Friesen 2004:344ff.
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the lowest portion of an extremely select group of wealthy people. When Longenecker attempted
to isolate the economic basis of class from its social components (status), he produced a somewhat
more optimistic scale: 55% of people at or near subsistence (ES6–7=PS6–7), 42% in the ‘middle’
(ES4–5=PS4–5), and 3% at the top (ES1–3=PS1–3).47
While Friesen and Longenecker evidently disagree about the income distribution of the Roman
population, as well as the influence of economic and social components in the construction of class,
they agree both that Rome was a highly unequal society, and that the character of that inequality
put decurions on the side of the elite and artisans on the side of the mass.48 As donations attest,
the large–small object and liturgical–votive object split aligns with this division: the donations of
‘middling persons’ do not represent giving, either in quality or quantity, capable of representing a
will to grow church institutions. This was an elite project.
New work is beginning to erode the link between poverty and power that has been the corner-
stone of functionalist church histories, making room to imagine a narrative of church growth where
service, popular consent and institutional power are not mutually reinforcing, and the Church not
the necessary consequence of the Christian movement.49
6.3 Charity and Social Control
Instead of an absolute sacrifice, a moderate proportion was accepted by the ministers of the
Gospel; and in their weekly or monthly assemblies every believer, according to the exigency
of the occasion, and the measure of his wealth and piety, presented his voluntary offering for
the use of the common fund. Nothing, however inconsiderable, was refused.50
Charity was a powerful force for social cohesion and control in the late antique church. As a
47 Longenecker 2009:264.
48 Barring exceptional cases like the Harvester of Mactar.
49 E.g. Neil 2009:209 and Rathbone 2006; see above pp. 69 and 70.
50 Gibbon 1782:15.5.1.
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virtue, it was a recognized good that licensed behavioral norms. Norms are enforceable and can
close a community, connote actions indexed to an in-group, mark and punish deviance. Given the
marked tendency of Christians to worship in non-Christian ways, the construction of such a norm
is the construction of the idea of the Church, and its instantiation moved Christians from house-
churches to an established church in which norms are codified in canons backed by civil and canon
law. Much more than the broadening of the donor base was at stake, though its consolidation was
an ongoing priority. More important even than the creation of a stable patrimony was the creation
of a Church public sphere through the introduction of practices that marked orthodoxy, and the use
of orthodoxy to apportion first status, then rights.
There is nothing biblical about an established, that is, “fiscally corporate, publicly supported,”
church.51 The Jesus movement could have resulted in any number of institutional configurations,
or none at all. Self-identifying Christians experimented with dynastic, familial and patronal mod-
els, and gravitated to anarchic, apocalyptic and egalitarian circles centering on a prophet. Matthew
16:18, “on this rock I will build my church,” has been read as a charter of the Church, but noth-
ing in the word ecclesia mandates metropolitan basilicas in control of a diocesan hinterland as an
exclusive model.52
Clergy grew with with the collective property of Christians they administered. Hopkins’ famous
phrase regarding the ‘fifty literate Christians’ is crucial because early differences in literacy were
the birth of institutional hierarchy insofar as they contributed to the separation of elders from the
collective.53 The need to manage and protect communal assets licensed a restricted class of persons
to hold power over the rest of the faithful very early. In this difference lies the roots of clergy and
laity, but the power asymmetry was by no means formalized as such before Constantine. With
51 Bowes 2008b:50.
52 In fact, papyrus evidence suggests that in the late third—early fourth centuries the “word [most] frequently used
for ‘church’” was simply topos; Nobbs 2010:163. Cf. p. 204 above.
53 Hopkins 1998:219.
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Toleration in 313, bishops were treated as the Church’s representatives, and increasingly over the
course of Constantine’s reign, as it’s legislators. The elevation of the bishops created a paper Church
where there were only churches.
Only recently persecuted, bishops inherited a tenuous position and a fractious flock. Though
Constantine called ecumenical councils and the law treated the church as a unity, there was no
real doctrinal or ritual oecumene in the early fourth century. In fact, as late as the sixth century
there is reason to believe that for many Christians, the locus of worship was the home.54 Rather,
bishops represented disparate practices and sometimes equally disparate beliefs. It was a project
of hundreds of years that unified the faithful into a community defined by institutional norms and
sanctions. The theory and practice of charity is a major component of this project: the theory
of charity justified the division of clergy from laity based on differences in spiritual and moral
expertise, and its practices organized a universalist faith into a majority religion. This is a story
told perhaps best by the ideologies and exercises of power that continually shaped the real to the
ideal. We see, after studying the rhetoric of charity and the remains of donations given under the
ideal that a definite class of people (the bishops) solicited a response from another (the laity) and
in so doing reified the difference between them. Without the enforcement of normative practice by
experts—that is, without the use of correct behavior as an index of correct belief—there can be no
inequality between clergy and laity, who otherwise share a common fallen condition.
Bishops were weak relative to old-style euergetes and ascetics, and they increasingly justified
their position by appeal to the model of the paterfamilias—the practitioner of good oeconomia.
This in turn patterned the Church on the household, casting the laity as legal minors. Previously
sufficient virtues assumed the majority of the practitioner—fasting, prayer and alms were individu-
ally sufficient only in the case of an adult agent. As this agent was laicized, each became insufficient
54 Bowes 2008b:76.
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without the other. Virtue came to require the maintenance of an uneasy tension between actions
and motives in order to demonstrate good faith. This bequeathed a Christianity to the Middle Ages
that justified its public institutional position, its access to and concentration of power and wealth,
and its influence over rather than opposition to worldly power, through charity, broadly construed.
Though the vocabulary of charity is in evidence in all periods, its meaning changes and the behav-
iors it demands increasingly contributed to the concentration of power in episcopal hands. Where
the practice of alms had been discretional and individual, between Constantine and Justinian a little-
recognized polemic subsumed it under a hierarchy of virtues the crown of which became charity.
This process is permeated with power, and we might see in it the early history of the creation of
conscience.55
To view the episcopal project as one of surveillance, one need not presume bad conscience
on the part of the bishops, merely their sense of their own indispensability.56 We see that bish-
ops were able to enlist some working people as patrons, but in doing so they consciously changed
the premises of philanthropy. Theirs was a sustained project to emphasize the significance of the
proportion of wealth given rather than the absolute amount as the criterion of merit, and to under-
cut donors’ seeking social recompense from peers. Consequently, the contributions of non-elites,
rather than mold the institution in their own image, demonstrate resistance or at least apathy to
the episcopal project rather than the positive sanction Brown imagines.57 By and large, the gifts
of the majority are traditional in form even where they are directed to the Christian god. This is
an important nuance the import of which donors would have recognized: it insists on the separa-
tion of correct faith from correct practice as defined by the bishops. Elites had more to gain by
55 See above pp. 50, 283.
56 Nietzsche saw in “the moralization of the concepts debt/guilt and duty and their relegation to bad conscience [in
Judeo-Christian religion]…an attempt to reverse the direction of the development” of human freedom and the
classical extroverted virtues; On the Genealogy of Morality 2.21 in Nietzsche 2007:62.
57 See p. 12 above.
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participation, and their gifts are correspondingly different in form. But if we recognize that local
elites provide a middle class that is not majoritarian, then to say that the church was responsive and
responsible to the middle classes is tantamount to noticing politics as usual. Rather, as Macmullen
sees it, the evidence seems to support the conclusion that “a great many people, especially in the
rural areas and the smallest towns like Nola, spent their lives in an incomplete transition, having
recourse to martyr-cult and cemetery celebrations, local shrines, traditional prayers and holy days,
all in their own faith-full confusion” until they were cajoled or coerced into acting otherwise.58
Bishops worked to broaden the expectation of donation to beyond the traditional givers while
simultaneously diminishing everyone’s expectations of return, and in doing so they use the rhetoric
of almsgiving quite tendentiously.  Public figures are praised as great almsgivers or blamed for lack
of charity, but privati are constrained to anonymity. They often resist this requirement in inscrip-
tions which, like votive plaques, insist on remembering, supplicating and thanksgiving. Bishops
must have perceived this inertia of practice as a threat, because by 600, “In many regions, the faith-
ful no longer proceeded in person to the altar bringing gifts.  Nor did donors any longer receive the
acclamation of the congregation as their names were read aloud.”59 At the same time, the mass itself
began to feature an acclamation of the bishop, shifting the climax of the mass from recognition of
lay giving to the solemn sacrifice of the clergy.60
The gifts of the elite purchased them bishops who then decided on the interest and direction of
the Church in the long term. Non-elites seem to have been dragged into a dynamic which they were
not actively supporting. In fact, it is telling that in disputes such as the Paschal controversy and
the readmission of lapsi, groups opposing the ‘orthodox’ tradition accuse the bishops of innovating
against traditions of which they are the authentic representatives. While bishops solicited donations
58 MacMullen 2009:109. Chuvin 1990 chronicles instances of forced conversion into the post-Roman period.
Contra Klingshirn 1994:1, claiming “Christianization implies consent.”
59 Brown 2012b:524.
60 See p. 83.
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in their capacity as administrators of charity, the proceeds were not directed primarily to hospitals,
orphanages and soup kitchens, but used concretely for the embellishment and maintenance of the
church—political and architectural—in the service of a larger project of forging a single Christianity
out of multiple Christianities. The call to prove faith by works through charity is crucial and has a
long and fraught afterlife and even the more restricted claim that correct action—defined as action
carried out at maximum cost—is necessary to the orthodoxy which is itself required for salvation,
never ceased to be controversial.
It nevertheless took the bishops centuries to construct ‘the Church.’ Churches existed before
Constantine, the Church existed notionally as of 313 CE, and though basilicas were built thick and
fast thereafter, the idea of the Church as the organizing principle of (Christian) public life took
several hundred years more to consolidate. Charity was a key component of this project, and the
common “understanding of charity as essentially selfless has precluded study of how these redefined
virtues found a place in the construction of, and competition for, honour and authority.”61 This
could not be more true. Charity was theorized and deployed to enforce episcopal hierarchies—to
invest Christians, literally and symbolically—in the project of the Church. Finn notes that “appeals
to fraternal charity were widespread,” and fraternity and community are not otiose qualifiers.62
Charity was rigorously theorized because of the work it needed to do in creating the Church in an
atmosphere not of popular demand, but widespread apathy towards the episcopal project. It has
been noted more than a few times that late antique Christians wore their religion on their sleeve.63
Bishops were attempting to construct territorial spheres of influence integrated under a clerical
hierarchy and governed by ecumenical laws. They were not inclined to be tolerant of the diversity
of Christianities they had inherited, and took definite steps to make “their own episcopal charity as
61 Finn 2006:39.
62 Finn 2006:187.
63 E.g. Herrin 1987:171 and Bowes 2008b:47.
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a marker of orthodoxy, and sought to blacken the reputation of their opponents by accusing them
of fraud or violence towards the poor.”64
Not only did bishops deploy charity for gain against each other, they organized virtue hier-
archically so that charity intersected with all of the other important potential goods suggested by
philosophy, philanthropy, and the other religions that existed in the late antique Mediterranean.
Consequently, the terminology of charity is both meticulously ordered and frustratingly expansive.
It appropriates other virtues, such as alms, for its own ends, but continues to coexist with conflicting
terminologies (e.g. alms as an independent virtue) precisely because in late antieuity the system
was not yet closed. “Episcopal charity was only one, distinct, form of almsgiving among others,”
but it was attempting universality and was necessarily invested in its own universality.65 It opposed
an demonized any other form of do-gooder-ism that was not indexical of allegiance to their Church.
Klingshirn has articulated a more moderate view: “In the long run, of course, bishops depended
on the generosity of their congregations for the resources with which to practise charity. For this
reason we find them transmitting the ideology of charity to their people on countless occasions.”66
Bishops created the laity; the laity returned the favor. The result, also in the long run, is a ‘churched’
worldview and a Christian public sphere, which Liebeschuetz has called “the Christianization of
the city.”67
The participation of non-elites could not have been broad enough to justify interpreting the late




67 Liebeschuetz 2001:4, noting that “the lack of a bishop considerably reduced a city’s chances of survival,” (96).
Cf. Christie 2006:74: “The Church became the main focus of patronage, large and small, state and private, to the
degree that whilst from the fifth century we lose sight of much private building and of any public display as an
investment in former traditional areas of patronage…disappears…church buildings become key structural
survivors. By the late ninth century for the vast majority of towns and for much of the countryside we have only
the evidence of churches…to demonstrate human activity.”
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class’ large enough to serve as a revolutionary class. Rather, material and economic evidence points
to local and regional elites as the primary supporters of this process. So it is interesting to see, in
the same time period, bishops consolidating the symbolic capital of charity even as they began to
give up on it as an aggregator of capital. The vocabulary of alms and charity persisted, but the
real systems of aggregation and distribution moved towards formal tithe.68 The symbolic capital of
charity—its ability to provoke performances of orthodoxy—proved more compelling than its real
fundraising power, and the shift to tithing represents the loss of a significant locus of individual
discretion (on which salvation was to some extent dependent) in favor of a normalized system of
accounting.
We see many small instances of backsliding on formerly cherished dogmas. Holman charted
the transition of Basil of Caesarea (d. 379 CE) from monk to bishop:
As a young man testing monasticism in Egypt, for example, he wrote to a correspondent say-
ing that he believed donors ought to practice charity in person and not disturb monks, who have
turned away from fiscal cares to focus on a life of prayer and contemplation. But as a bishop
later running an institution, he recommended that people channel their donations through dis-
cerning leaders such as the bishops…69
Charity is a chimera—complex and self-contradictory, deeply ideological and not the bland al-
truism of theologians and sympathetic scholars. In order to understand why charity’s establishment
of a symbol system was more important than the ethos of donation it provided for a time, I conclude
by contextualizing charity qua fasting—praying—alms in the broader patristic discourse of char-
ity. The tension between its strict and loose senses offers an answer. In general, charity correlates
correct belief and correct practice. However, the discourse of charity I have traced—the charity of
68 Which might be seen as a reversion to euergetism: “bishops were quite prepared to accept the consequences of
this system of gift giving, for it allowed them in many instances to emerge as the uncontested patrons of their
cities, and to reap numerous political benefits as a result,” Klingshirn 1985:203.
69 Holman 2009, citing Basil Ep. 42 and 150.
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deeds and donations—while an expansion of alms, is a subset of the total set of meanings ‘charity’
was made to bear. The final section below attends to the symbolic life of charity as it expanded from
its characterization of alms. The multiple figurative significances of charity developed, over time
into a mode of speech that represented the nature and boundaries of almost all aspects of Christian
community ad identity.
6.4 A Christian Public Sphere
As motivator of alms, charity was already present in pre-Constantinian Christianity. When Cyprian
(d. 258) discusses sending sums between churches, he requests a collection of “small sums…in con-
formity with the claims of faith and charity.”70 Already charity has a further meaning: in Treatise 1,
Cyprian accuses the heretic “savage with the madness of discord,” of ‘dividing the Church, destroy-
ing the faith, disturbing the peace, dissipating charity, [and] profaning the sacrament.’71 Charity
here has literal and figurative significance. It is alms and also something greater—something be-
tween civil and divine order. It is also a habit of mind: in Treatise 8, Cyprian specifies that charity is
not only the alms themselves, but the ‘saving labor’ of almsgiving.72 Cyprian seems to be thinking
in Aristotelian terms in organizing the injunction and import of charity: he pairs observable actions
with intelligible causes so that failures of charity already suggest heterodoxy. This is a permissible
inference because charity inheres in both the material of donation (the alms) and the efficiency of
the agent, which are taken to index the unseen final cause (i.e. that one acts for the sake of God).
For Alexander of Alexandria (d. 326), the figure of Jesus modeled the ideal coincidence of
character and action sought by charity: “The Lord Himself has shown His charity towards us, not
70 Cyprian Ep. 59.4 (ANF 5.356).
71 Unit. eccl. 1.15 (ANF 5.426).
72 Eleem. 8.26 (ANF 5.483).
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only in words but also in deeds.”73 The Apostolic Constitutions (fourth century) already locate
the earthly counterpart of this coincidence in the figure of the bishop ‘stretching out his hand in
charity.’74 Augustine suggests that the ability to act charitably comes from a charitable disposition,
defining charity as “love not of money, but of God,” that is, perfect orthodoxy.75 But this is not a
decision one makes of what to value, but precisely the work to be done to tone the soul for existential
contest. Only by systematically shifting one’s values and accounts from earth to heaven can the
Christian have hope of salvation. Chrysostom preached: “Only the virtues of the soul are properly
our own, as almsgiving and charity. Worldly goods, even by those without, were called external
things, because they are without us. But let us make them internal. For we cannot take our wealth
with us, when we depart hence, but we can take our charities.”76 Consequently, the Christian who
does not practice charity must have rejected or given up hope of God.
This transitivity is already evident in Cyprian, who writes, “He who has not charity has not
God.”77 He does not here refer to the miser, but he “who has violated the love of Christ by faith-
less dissension.” The dissenter is marked as spiritually cheap, possibly bankrupt. Charity more
broadly—as orthodoxy, love, unity and fraternity—organizes not just the individual soul and house-
hold, but is completely scaleable. It organizes relations between individual Christians and the
household of each church under a bishop.78 It also suggests relations between churches, and
Cyprian writes of sending orthodox priests among the Novatians in order to “associate them into
the bond of Christian charity,” that is, to missionize them.79 In another letter he refers to the No-
vatians as ‘tares in the church’ who ought to be “placed outside the Church, and divided from
73 Ep. 5.2 (ANF 6.299).
74 Apos. Con. 2.2.4 (ANF 7.397).
75 Augustine Tract. Ev. Jo. 26.6.1 (NPNF1 7.168).
76 Chrysost. Hom. in 1 Tim. 11(NPNF1 13.443).
77 Unit. eccl. 1.14 (ANF 5.426).
78 E.g. Cyprian Ep. 29.3 (ANF 5.308) to the Carthaginian church: “we have often become aware of your mutual
love and charity, in many illustrations of reciprocal affection of one another.”
79 Ep. 41.1 (ANF 5.320).
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unity and from charity.”80 In a later letter he is even more forceful: “all are adversaries of the Lord
and antichrists, who are known to have departed from charity and from the unity of the Catholic
Church.”81
It should not be surprising that the meaning of charity is drawn out in anti-heretical rhetoric.
Heresy is not a description of difference, but a judgment on it. Faced with difference, bishops use
charity to circumscribe the legitimate their community and fix a limit to the extent of difference
within the sphere of orthodoxy. When Augustine writes to Jerome as “your Charity,” he signals
their shared in-group status and the need to resolve their theological conflicts.82 Orthodoxy must
be self-similar, a property to which Augustine alludes when he writes: “I now, as speaking in the
sight of God, beseech you by the law of charity to believe me when I say with my whole heart.”83
Heretics are uncharitable, so the uncharitable must be heretics. This rule of thumb was formal-
ized at Sardica (343), which declared, “no bishop pass from his own province to another province
in which there are bishops, unless indeed he be called by his brethren, that we seem not to close
the gates of charity.84 Charity here refers to something like fellowship, on a practical level is very
close to the diocese. The collection of these make the Church. Outside of these are “Pagans,
or to Jews who do not believe in Christ, or to any heretics or schismatics whatsoever in whom
faith and charity and sober holiness are not found.”85 Charity not only circumscribes the orthodox
Christian from external Others, but internal Others as well. Chrysostom associates “charity, love
of the brotherhood, being united, being bound together, living at peace, living in gentleness.”86
Outside of these Alexander of Alexandria placed “the malignant and the unbelieving [who] hate
80 Ep. 50.3–4 (ANF 5.331), referring to Matt. 13:24.
81 Ep. 75.1 (ANF 5.397).
82 O’Brien 1930:53 notes that caritas is a frequent form of collegial address between bishops. Agapē functions
similarly, often used almost as a title among bishops and never applied to deacons; Dinneen 1929:15.
83 Ep 82 to Jerome (NPNF1 1.350ff, 405 CE).
84 Can. 3 (NPNF2 14.416).
85 Augustine Trin. 12.7.11 (NPNF1 3.159).
86 Hom. in Rom. 26 (NPNF1 11.530).
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charity and faith.”87 If charity connotes something like the episcopal domain, then it is not a leap to
associate “the weakness of humility [with] the virtue of charity” which Augustine claims are per-
fected together.88 Charity must mean something like obedience to your bishop besides the willing
contribution to the common fund.
As a presbyter, Augustine wrote a tractate, On the Profit of Believing, in which he argues, “if
you have, as I believe, a true care for yourself…with pious faith, lively hope, and simple charity,
entrust yourself to good teachers of Catholic Christianity.”89 Later, writing against the Donatists,
Augustine bemoaned that “the soundness of His charity is done away with by the fatal wound of
schism.”90 For Augustine, obedience to the bishops and willing incorporation into the Church was
not a choice to be weighed against other options, but conversion itself. He treats submission to
bishops as an imitatio Christi licensed by charity: “If charity made one soul of so many souls, and
one heart of so many hearts, how great must be the charity between the Father and the Son!”91 Those
who resist are not merely tares in good wheat, but cancerous to the body of Christ as instantiated
in the orthodox Church. The moral dimension of the alienness occasioned by heretical perversion
is to treat dissenters as enemies to the church as enemies of Christ. For Augustine, “as they hate
charity itself, so they hate also the dove,” and “to transgress against charity is thought criminal, like
transgressing against God.”92
Charity, in the broad sense, is a contract that can be broken, but would only be broken by the
perverse. Cyprian lists the causes and effects of this breach: “by this the bond of the Lord’s peace is
broken; by this is violated brotherly charity; by this truth is adulterated, unity is divided; men plunge
87 Ep. 5 (ANF 6.299).
88 Trin. 4.1.2 NPNF1 3.70).
89 36 (NPNF1 3.365).
90 Aug. Bapt. 1.8.11 (NPNF1 4.417).
91 Aug. Tract. Ev. Jo. 14.9.
92 Hom. 7 in 1 Jon. (NPNF1 7.505); On the Morals of the Catholic Church 33.73 (NPNF1 4.61).
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into heresies and schisms when priests are disparaged.”93 What is ‘this’ crime? “When bishops are
envied.” That is, when bishops and the episcopate are questioned. Increasingly, bishops treated their
office not merely as an administrative post but an honor granted by divine favor. They enforced this
self-perception: Jerome wrote to Theophilus of Alexandria, “How can I conscientiously approach
Christ’s eucharist and answer the Amen if I doubt the charity of him who ministers it?”94 One
cannot, and increasingly charity is attributed to bishops ex-officio. In the later antique references
it is normal to see bishops addressing each other as ‘Your Holiness’ and ‘Your Charity.’ This is
not just Byzantine hyperbole, but the essentialization of the virtue in the person of the bishop,
who by definition acts ‘with charity.’95 Charity can then be traded, owed and displayed—it can
be augmented and diminished but not denied. The Second Council of Nicaea (787 CE) even used
ex-officio charity to explain why the faithful could expect saints to intercede on their behalf: “the
charity of the Saints is not diminished by their death, nor does it come to an end with their exit from
life, but after their death they are still more powerful than when they were alive.”96
A philosophical understanding of virtue allowed patristic writers to adapt the traditional virtues
of pagan culture going back to Plato.97 The the church fathers developed agapē into caritas by re-
imagining the conditions of correct love. Once tithing became the way of talking about managing
offertory on a practical level charity took a life of its own. The vocabulary of charity came to
describe rule-bound practice within the Church and became almost a synonym for orthodoxy. As
Augustine put it, “The tyranny of lust being thus over-thrown, charity reigns through its supremely
just laws of love to God for His own sake, and love to one’s self and one’s neighbor for God’s sake.98
Charity was not just a moral good, but potentially a cognitive one, and Augustine subordinates
93 Cyprian Zel. liv. 10.6 (ANF 5.492).
94 Ep. 82 (NPNF2 6.171).
95 Twenty eight letters of Gregory the Great use the phrase, e.g. Ep. 1.80, 2.6.
96 Acts of Second Council of Nicaea, Session 1 (NPNF2 14.535).
97 Plat. Rep. 427e and Prot. 330b.
98 Augustine Doct. chr. 3.15.23 (NPNF1 2.563).
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knowledge itself to the criterion of charity: “knowledge and charity are two goods, whereof charity
is the better.”99 In one sermon he triangulated between knowledge, love and charity, implying that
charity did not supersede so much as subsume and mediate knowledge: “is it by charity that we
love, that so we may attain also to a fuller knowledge, and enjoy in blessedness what we know.”100
The quest for blessedness provides the final cause which fundamentally changed the standards of
both morality and knowledge for Christians. Charity is an ideal, goal and condition for moral and
mental pursuits if and only if the seeker accepts the episteme of orthodoxy. Hence, behaving as if
charity were the ultimate arbiter of truth and standard of behavior discloses the agent’s orthodoxy
as much as it conditions it. Augustine preaches elsewhere, “it is by charity that other things come
to be rightly loved.”101
This was not merely an Augustinian preoccupation, though he elaborated the connection be-
tween charity and Platonism at length. Theonas of Alexandria (d. 300), for example, wrote to the
Lucian, possibly chamberlain to Diocletian, instructing him to “see that you instruct and teach them
[Lucian’s subordinates] in true doctrine with all the patience and charity of Christ.”102 Charity is
more than a synonym for patience here. In the previous sentence, Theonas enumerated the qualities
and habits conversion should produce: “your servants should be the most thoroughly honest, and
circumspect, and modest.” Conversion, occasioning these qualities, will make them “as service-
able to you as possible.” This moment of contact adds a dimension to charity: its rules are clear, its
effects predictable. Theonas goes on to advise Lucianus “if they despise and lightly esteem your
instructions, then dismiss them, lest their wickedness by any hap recoil upon yourselves.” Failure to
act correctly after being proselytized is treated as a failure to convert. Conversely, correct conver-
sion comes with norms that signal the Christian’s orthodoxy without an explicit statement of faith.
99 Augustine Bon. conj. 8 (NPNF1 3.403).
100 Augustine Serm. 21 (NPNF1 6.324).
101 Augustine Hom. 7 in 1 Jon. (NPNF1 7.502), interpreting the Great Commandment and the Golden Rule.
102 Ep. 8 (ANF 6.161).
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Augustine therefore opposes the teachings of “mother charity” to “vain things.”103 Importantly, one
listens to those teachings not with the ears, but with the heart. The rhetoric of motherhood may
be in response to Manichaean theology, in which the Mother of Life stood between the Father of
Majesty and the First Man; for Augustine charity may take the place of the male god’s first (female)
emanation and does the work of the holy spirit.104
The strangest uses of charity are the most telling. Their obscurity attempts to remedy the es-
sential arbitrariness of this paradigm of virtue. Charity is, variously: a coat, a dove, a tree, the
olive or olive oil, and bread. Because metaphor attempts to elicit an intended meaning without
the constraints of consistency placed on discursive argument, the images chosen say much about
the bishops’ intent. Metaphors are extremely efficient devices: they are not exclusive, they can be
nested, expanded or contracted as needed, and they play well with each other. When Augustine
writes that charity is the Lord’s rent garment, for example, the garment becomes the Church and
those (heretics) who tear it become Christ’s executioners.105 Elsewhere he describes the descent of
charity on the world as a Pentecost: “For this cause was charity betokened by the Dove which de-
scended upon the Lord.”106 The metaphors reinforce each other: denial of charity is the execution
of Christ and the denial of the Holy Spirit, the only unforgivable sin. Methodius of Olympus (d.
311) referred to charity as “a tree the thickest and most fruitful of all, full and abounding copiously
abounding in graces,” the antitype of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, and the antidote to
its fruit.107 Rhetorically, the concept was equally fruitful.
Bishops stress repeatedly that charity, in all its meanings, is the only path to salvation. Augus-
103 Aug. Conf. 8.6.7 (NPNF1 1.191).
104 On Manichaean theology; Arendzen 1910.
105 “Wherefore will you be guilty of dividing the garments of the Lord, and not hold in common with the whole
world that coat of charity, woven from above throughout, which even His executioners did not rend?” Aug. Ep.
76.1 (NPNF1 1.343).
106 Aug. Hom. 7 on 1 Jon. (NPNF1 7.505).
107 Methodius Symp. 9.4 (ANF 6.346).
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tine calls charity “the invisible unction…which is the peculiar property of the good.”108 Charity
greases the wheels (and palms) of knowledge. For Augustine, “The fruit of the olive signifies
charity,” and it must because “just as oil is kept down by no liquid…so likewise charity cannot be
pressed to the bottom, but must of necessity show itself at the top.”109 The image and its function are
clear: charity must be something capable of overcoming the rationalism, egoism and self-interest
that are the primary impediments to humble submission. If it seems to take an extraordinary effort
to overcome one’s reservations to attaining this level of humility, Augustine reminds us that olive
oil lights all lamps, which “are burning with the spirit of charity and supplied with the oil of God’s
grace.”110 It was Augustine that articulated grace as the sine qua non for salvation in his writings
on Pelagius. His arguments were enshrined in the canons of the Council of Orange (529), which
anathematized “anyone says that God has mercy upon us when, apart from his grace, we believe,
will, desire, strive, labor, pray, watch, study, seek, ask, or knock….”111 In this vein, Augustine de-
scribed charity as a loaf, because “bread surpasses all other kinds of food in usefulness—contrasted
with which is a stone, because hard hearts refuse to exercise charity.”112
These are just a few examples of the many ways charity intersected with and organized the
ethics and worldview of late antique Christianity. Donation to churches was developed as the pri-
mary index of investment in this worldview, but had consequences that were much further reaching
than the mere capitalization of church institutions. Charity was a system actively constructed by
bishops against the inertia of popular religious traditions. The donations that evidence the prac-
tice of ‘real Christians’ were supposed to be indexical for orthodoxy. Recognizing that charity
impinged on other, older paradigms both of virtue and public life, bishops engaged them directly
108 Augustine Hom. 3 in 1 Jon. (NPNF1 7.477–8).
109 Augustine Tract. Ev. Jo. 6.20 (NPNF1 7.46).
110 Ibid. 23.3 (NPNF1 7.151).
111 Canon 6, trans. Leith 1982.
112 Aug. Ep. 130.8.16 (412) (NPNF1 1.464). Also, Aug. Serm. 55.6.
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and in exhausting detail. It is less clear that they could fund their churches based on it, and the
shift to tithing in the early post-Roman period suggests that failure of charity as an administrative
formula. At the same time, the symbolic life of charity took off. Charity becomes not merely a for-
mula of alms but a moral ideal and an in-group vocabulary for disclosing orthodoxy and signaling
hierarchy.
Bishops were the primary theorists and beneficiaries of charity, and they broadcasted their
polemic. As Pagels writes, it was “not enough to insist that all believers confess the same creed and
accept the moral instruction provided by priests and bishops, for wily ‘heretics’ willingly do these
things, at least in public.”113 What was necessary was a form of virtue that could correlate actions
and intentions and license inferences from one to the other. The theorization of this transitivity
offered an etiology of hierarchy within the Church and provided a means to re-classify dissidence
and apathy as actionable vices. More important than its material returns was charity’s provision of
a rubric for separating the sheep from the goats and the wheat from the chaff.114
113 Pagels 2011b:177, paraphrasing Irenaeus Adv. haer. 4.26.3.
114 Matt. 3:12 and 25:31–46.
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A.1 Weight and Currency in the Fourth Century
Denomination Minting (/lb) Weight (ea.) Value (d) Price/g (d) Price/g (n) g/n
solidus 72/lb 4.55g 1000 (72,000/lb) 219.88 8.79 .114
gold bullion 1 lb 327.45g 72,000/lb 219.88 8.79 .114
miliarensis 60/lb 5.46g 160 ea.(9600/lb) 29.3 1.17 .855
light miliarensis 72/lb 4.55g 133 ea. (9600/lb) 29.3 1.17 .855
siliqua 96/lb 3.41g 100 ea. (9600/lb) 29.3 1.17 .855
silver bullion 1 lb 327.45g 6000/lb 18.3 .732 1.37
nummus 32/lb 10.2g 25 (800/lb) 2.44 .097 10.3
Solidi: Equivalents
1 solidus: 6.25 miliarensis 10 siliquae (or 12 oz) 40 nummi
4.55g gold: 54.6g silver bullion 34.1g silver coin 409.3g nummi/bronze
A.2 Diocletian’s Price Edict, §7
Latin Title Translation Wage D/day Special Terms
operario rustico farmworker 25 +meals
lapidarius structori stonecutter 50 +meals
fabro intestinari carpenter 50
fabro tignario carpenter 50
calcis coctori lime burner 50
marmorario marble worker 60
musaeario mosaic-setter 60
tessellario mosaic-setter 50
pictori parietario muralist 75
pictori imaginario image painter 150
carpentario cartwright 50
fabro ferrario iron-worker 50
pistori miller/baker 50
naupego in navi maritime boatwright (seagoaing) 60
naupego in nabi amnica boatwright (riverboats) 50
lateris crudi ad laterculos tile layer 2 +meals, wine
lateris ex luto grouter(?) 2 +meals
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camelario, asinario vel burdonario cameldriver, assdriver, hinny-driver 25
pastori shepherd 20 +meals
mulioni muleteer 25 +meals
mulomedico, tonsurae, et aptaturae pedum mule-doctor, -barber, nailclipper 6 /head
depleturae et purgaturae capitis blood-letter, hairwasher 20 /head
tonsori barber 2 /head
tonsori pecorum groomer 2 +meal
aerario in orichalco bronzeworker 8 /pound
aerario in cupri copperworker 6 /pound
aerario in basculis dibersi generis metalworker (gen.) 6 /pound
aerario in sigillis vel statuis metalworker of statues or figurines 4 /pound
aerario in inductilis aeramenti metalworker in fittings 6 /pound
plastae imaginario plaster modelmaker 75 +meal
reliquis plastis gupsariis other plasterworkers 50 +meal
aquario omni die operanti water supply worker 25 +meal
cloacario omni die operanti sewer/drain/canalcleaner 25 +meal
samiatori in spatha ex usu sword polisher 25
samiatori in casside ex usu helmet polisher 25
samiatori in sequri ax polisher 6
samiatori in bipenni 2-headed ax polisher 8
samiatori bagina spathae sheath polisher 100
membranario vellum-manufacturer 40 /4 ft. white/yellow
scriptori writers (best script) 25 /100 lines
scriptori writers (second best) 20 /100 lines
tabellanioni writers (libelli or tablets) 10 /100 lines
bracario pro excisura et ornate, pro birro qualitatis primae tailor (1st rate cloak) 60 /piece
bracario pro excisura et ornate, pro birro qualitatis secundae tailor (2nd rate cloak) 40 /piece
bracario pro excisura et ornate, pro caracalla maiori tailer (larger overcoat) 25 /piece
bracario pro excisura et ornate, pro caracalla minori tailer (smaller overcoat) 20 /piece
bracario pro excisura et ornate, pro bracibus tailer (for breeches) 20 /piece
bracario pro excisura et ornate, pro udonibus tailer (for socks) 4 /piece
sarcinatori in beste soubtili replicaturae sew-er (of borders) 6 /piece
eidem aperturae cum subsutura holosericae sew-er (velvet) 50 /piece
eidem aperturae cum subsutura supsericae sew-er (part velvet) 30 /piece
subsuturae in beste grossiori sew-er (coarse material) 4 /piece
centunclum primum ornatum ab acu ponderis supra scripti horse-blanket 250 /piece
coloratori in tunica muliebri vulgari rudi dyer, for female tunic 16 /piece
ab usu used 10 /piece
in strictoria virili de tela for male tunic 10 /piece
ab usu used 6 /piece
in infantili rudi for infant tunic 6 /piece
ab usu used 2 /piece
sagum sive rachanam rudem for a cloak 16 /piece
ab usu used 6 /piece
in tapete rudi in raw wool 24 /piece
ab usu used 10 /piece
ceromatitae trainer 50 /student/month
paedagogo paedagogue 50 /student/month
magistro institutori litterarum teacher 50 /student/month
calculatori arithmetic teacher 75 /student/month
notario shorthand writer 75 /student/month
librario sibe antiquario copyist 50 /student/month
grammatico graeco sive Latino et geometrae grammaticus (Greek or Latin and geometry teacher) 200 /student/month
oratori sive sofistae orator, sophist 250 /student/month
advocato sive iuris petito mercedis in postulatione lawyer 250 /petition
advocato sive iuris petito mercedis in cognitione lawyer 1000 /appearance or case
architecto magistro architecture teacher 100 /student/month
capsario clothes-minder 2 /bather
balneatori privatario bath-attendant 2 /bather




B.1 Church Treasures and Inventories, 4th–8th C.
Name C. No. Descr. Type (g) (D) @37.5D/d @50D/d @100D/d
Cirta 4 7 short bronze lamps base metal 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 11 bronze lights base metal 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 36 books book 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 13 pairs of men’s shoes clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 16 men’s tunics clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 38 capes clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 47 pairs of women’s shoes clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 82 women’s tunics clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 2 chalices gold 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 19 clasps—‘psant’ misc 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 7 candles misc 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 1 bust silver 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 1 bust silver 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 1 cooking pot silver 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 1 cooking pot silver 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 1 lamp silver 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 2 wafer-holder silver 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 6 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 6 urn silver 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 7 lamp silver 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 4 jars vessel 0 0 0 0
Cirta 4 6 pots vessel 0 0 0 0
Water Newton 4 1 disk gold 4.5 989.5 26.4 19.8 9.9
Water Newton 4 1 paten/plate silver 1304.7 23876 636.7 477.5 238.8
Water Newton 4 1 bowl silver 662.9 12131.1 323.5 242.6 121.3
Water Newton 4 1 chalice/cup silver 315.7 5777.3 154.1 115.5 57.8
Water Newton 4 1 bowl silver 260.5 4767.2 127.1 95.3 47.7
Water Newton 4 1 bowl silver 258.3 4726.9 126.1 94.5 47.3
Water Newton 4 1 bowl silver 220.4 4033.3 107.6 80.7 40.3
Water Newton 4 1 pitcher silver 151 2763.3 73.7 55.3 27.6
Water Newton 4 1 strainer silver 64.4 1178.5 31.4 23.6 11.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
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Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Water Newton 4 1 foil sheet silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 paten/plate silver 4500 82350 2196 1647 823.5
Canoscio 5 1 paten/plate silver 2750 50325 1342 1006.5 503.3
Canoscio 5 1 paten/plate silver 300 5490 146.4 109.8 54.9
Canoscio 5 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 ladle silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
Canoscio 5 1 strainer silver 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 2 bronze lights base metal 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 2 bronze lily lights base metal 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 2 bronze stantarea base metal 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 6 large lights base metal 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 12 small bronze lights base metal 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 7 codices book 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 2 Syrian? Pallia clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 3 maphoria? clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 5 linen pallia clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 73 veils/textiles clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 Casa Crispini real estate 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 Casa Marturi real estate 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 Casa Nova real estate 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 Casa Prati real estate 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 Casa Pressa real estate 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 Fundus Boaricum real estate 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 Fundus Callicianum real estate 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 Fundus Casa Martis real estate 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 Fundus Mons Paternus real estate 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 Fundus Paternus Maranus real estate 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 Fundus Vegetes real estate 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 Massa Cornutanensis real estate 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 set of confessio gates silver 17872.2 327061.3 8721.6 6541.2 3270.6
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 basin silver 0 0 0 0
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Carta Cornutiana 5 1 censer silver 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 pitcher silver 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 staff silver 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 1 stantarea(?) silver 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 2 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 4 lamp (crown) silver 0 0 0 0
Carta Cornutiana 5 18 lamp silver 0 0 0 0
Mareto tes Myrtes 5 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Mareto tes Myrtes 5 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 bronze altar base metal 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 bronze basin base metal 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 bronze flagon base metal 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 bronze flask base metal 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 bronze tripod base metal 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 iron rod base metal 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 small iron rod base metal 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 2 bronze fonts base metal 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 2 iron lampstand base metal 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 4 bronze lampstand base metal 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 3 papyrus books book 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 21 parchment books book 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 hanging cover clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 Old door-curtains clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 triply woven web clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 wool hanging curtain clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 2 hangings clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 5 wool cloths clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 6 door-curtains clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 23 linen cloths clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 cupboard furniture 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 marble table furniture 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 2 Leather cushion furniture 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 2 stools furniture 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 3 wood chairs furniture 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 6 lamp—terra cotta misc 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 4 lamps—terra cotta misc 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 bier misc 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 knife misc 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 mortar misc 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 pitcher silver 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 3 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 cup vessel 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 ladle vessel 0 0 0 0
P. Grenf.IV.111 5 1 wood tray vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Amst. I.87 5 1 bowl silver 3111.25 56935.9 1518.3 1138.7 569.4
P.Amst. I.87 5 6 basin silver 1965 35959.5 958.9 719.2 359.6
P.Amst. I.87 5 1 utensil silver 1637.5 29966.3 799.1 599.3 299.7
P.Amst. I.87 5 1 basin silver 327.5 5993.3 159.8 119.9 59.9
P.Amst. I.87 5 6 Incense-holders silver 12 219.6 5.9 4.4 2.2
P.Bad.4.54 5 40 baskets/rugs? misc 0 0 0 0
P.Bad.4.54 5 1 wheat—21.5 art. misc 0 0 0 0
P.Bad.4.54 5 1 wheat?—3 art. misc 0 0 0 0
P.Bad.4.54 5 1 wheat?—4 art. misc 0 0 0 0
P.Bad.4.54 5 1 wheat?—60 art. Hatrean misc 0 0 0 0
P.Bad.4.54 5 1 oil—60 pints good qual. misc 0 0 0 0
P.Bad.4.54 5 1 seed—7.5 art. misc 0 0 0 0
P.Bad.4.54 5 1 oil—[?] pints Sicilian misc 0 0 0 0
P.Bad.4.54 5 1 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
P.Bad.4.54 5 1 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
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P.Bad.4.54 5 3 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
P.Bad.4.54 5 6 lamp silver 0 0 0 0
P.Bad.4.54 5 3 Gilded cups vessel 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 censer silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 censer silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 censer silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 dove silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 dove silver 0 0 0 0
Attarouthi 6 1 strainer silver 0 0 0 0
Beth Misona 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Beth Misona 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Beth Misona 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Beth Misona 6 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Caginkom 6 1 cross silver 0 0 0 0
Caginkom 6 1 cross silver 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 [bound?] book 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 cloak embroidered with gold clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 green cloak clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 purple and [?] cloak clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 purple cloak clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 white cloak embroidered with
gold
clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 pillow embroidered with gold clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 curtains  embroidered  with
gold
clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 purple [veils?] clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 rags clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 tables furniture 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 14 spoons misc 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 9 [?]—var. misc 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 4 spoons misc 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 bowl vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 dish vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 incense-burner vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 missorium vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 pepper pot vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 situla vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 washbasin vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 1 wine jar vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 censers vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 flasks vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 jars vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 large dishes vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 small dishes vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 star-shaped lamps vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 2 wine containers vessel 0 0 0 0
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CPR.8.65–66 6 4 star-shaped lamps vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 5 4-legged incense-burners vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 5 incense-burners vessel 0 0 0 0
CPR.8.65–66 6 8 saucers vessel 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 bowl silver 1033.9 18920.4 504.5 378.4 189.2
First Cyprus 6 1 censer silver 256.6 4695.8 125.2 93.9 47
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 135.9 2487 66.3 49.7 24.9
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 77.6 1420.1 37.9 28.4 14.2
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 75.6 1383.5 36.9 27.7 13.8
First Cyprus 6 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
First Cyprus 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
Gallunianu 6 1 chalice/cup silver 780 14274 380.6 285.5 142.7
Gallunianu 6 1 chalice/cup silver 350 6405 170.8 128.1 64.1
Gallunianu 6 1 chalice/cup silver 330 6039 161 120.8 60.4
Gallunianu 6 1 paten/plate silver 200 3660 97.6 73.2 36.6
Gallunianu 6 1 chalice/cup silver 120 2196 58.6 43.9 22
Gallunianu 6 1 spoon silver 25 457.5 12.2 9.2 4.6
Kaper Koraon 6 1 pitcher silver 2162 39564.6 1055.1 791.3 395.6
Kaper Koraon 6 1 pitcher silver 2085 38155.5 1017.5 763.1 381.6
Kaper Koraon 6 1 lampstand silver 1305.8 23896.1 637.2 477.9 239
Kaper Koraon 6 1 lampstand silver 1158.3 21196.9 565.3 423.9 212
Kaper Koraon 6 1 paten/plate silver 1090 19947 531.9 398.9 199.5
Kaper Koraon 6 1 paten/plate silver 1008.1 18448.2 492 369 184.5
Kaper Koraon 6 1 paten/plate silver 1000 18300 488 366 183
Kaper Koraon 6 1 paten/plate silver 987 18062.1 481.7 361.2 180.6
Kaper Koraon 6 1 paten/plate silver 904 16543.2 441.2 330.9 165.4
Kaper Koraon 6 1 paten/plate silver 836.3 15304.3 408.1 306.1 153
Kaper Koraon 6 1 paten/plate silver 767 14036.1 374.3 280.7 140.4
Kaper Koraon 6 1 chalice/cup silver 642.8 11763.2 313.7 235.3 117.6
Kaper Koraon 6 1 pitcher silver 623 11400.9 304 228 114
Kaper Koraon 6 1 chalice/cup silver 527.7 9656.9 257.5 193.1 96.6
Kaper Koraon 6 1 chalice/cup silver 511 9351.3 249.4 187 93.5
Kaper Koraon 6 1 mirror silver 510 9333 248.9 186.7 93.3
Kaper Koraon 6 1 fan silver 493 9021.9 240.6 180.4 90.2
Kaper Koraon 6 1 lamp silver 485.8 8890.1 237.1 177.8 88.9
Kaper Koraon 6 1 fan silver 485 8875.5 236.7 177.5 88.8
Kaper Koraon 6 1 fan silver 480.4 8791.3 234.4 175.8 87.9
Kaper Koraon 6 1 cross silver 310.1 5674.8 151.3 113.5 56.7
Kaper Koraon 6 1 chalice/cup silver 284.8 5211.8 139 104.2 52.1
Kaper Koraon 6 1 chalice/cup silver 263.1 4814.7 128.4 96.3 48.1
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Kaper Koraon 6 1 chalice/cup silver 215.3 3940 105.1 78.8 39.4
Kaper Koraon 6 1 cross silver 211.2 3865 103.1 77.3 38.6
Kaper Koraon 6 1 pitcher silver 173.4 3173.2 84.6 63.5 31.7
Kaper Koraon 6 1 box silver 171.7 3142.1 83.8 62.8 31.4
Kaper Koraon 6 1 ladle silver 102.2 1870.3 49.9 37.4 18.7
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 85.5 1564.7 41.7 31.3 15.6
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 83.3 1524.4 40.7 30.5 15.2
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 81.5 1491.5 39.8 29.8 14.9
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 79.5 1454.9 38.8 29.1 14.5
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 79.5 1454.9 38.8 29.1 14.5
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 77.7 1421.9 37.9 28.4 14.2
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 74.3 1359.7 36.3 27.2 13.6
Kaper Koraon 6 1 bowl silver 68.7 1257.2 33.5 25.1 12.6
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 54 988.2 26.4 19.8 9.9
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 48.5 887.6 23.7 17.8 8.9
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 43.5 796.1 21.2 15.9 8
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 40.1 733.8 19.6 14.7 7.3
Kaper Koraon 6 1 cross silver 38.2 699.1 18.6 14 7
Kaper Koraon 6 1 strainer silver 32 585.6 15.6 11.7 5.9
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 31.1 569.1 15.2 11.4 5.7
Kaper Koraon 6 1 cross silver 30.1 550.8 14.7 11 5.5
Kaper Koraon 6 1 strainer silver 26.1 477.6 12.7 9.6 4.8
Kaper Koraon 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Kaper Koraon 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Kaper Koraon 6 1 cross silver 0 0 0 0
Kaper Koraon 6 1 lamp silver 0 0 0 0
Kaper Koraon 6 1 plaque silver 0 0 0 0
Kaper Koraon 6 1 plaque silver 0 0 0 0
Kaper Koraon 6 1 plaque silver 0 0 0 0
Kaper Koraon 6 1 plaque silver 0 0 0 0
Kaper Koraon 6 1 revetment (cross) silver 0 0 0 0
Kaper Koraon 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
Kaper Koraon 6 1 strainer silver 0 0 0 0
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 box silver 0 0 0 0
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 cross silver 0 0 0 0
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 cross silver 0 0 0 0
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 0 0 0 0
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 plaque silver 0 0 0 0
Ma’aret en Noman 6 1 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
P.Ant.III.204 6 1 3-legged frame furniture 0 0 0 0
P.Ant.III.204 6 1 benches furniture 0 0 0 0
P.Ant.III.204 6 1 chair furniture 0 0 0 0
P.Ant.III.204 6 1 chairs (with arms) furniture 0 0 0 0
P.Ant.III.204 6 1 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ant.III.204 6 1 weight misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ant.III.204 6 1 container for vessels vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Coll.Youtie II 85 6 1 [?] clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
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P.Coll.Youtie II 85 6 1 [quintuply?-]dyed  embroi-
dered veil
clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Coll.Youtie II 85 6 1 [quintuply?-]dyed veil clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Coll.Youtie II 85 6 1 [veil?] clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Coll.Youtie II 85 6 1 [veil?] from quintuply-dyed
purple
clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Coll.Youtie II 85 6 1 [veil?] from quintuply-dyed
purple
clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Coll.Youtie II 85 6 1 embroidered veil clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Coll.Youtie II 85 6 1 embroidered veil clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Coll.Youtie II 85 6 1 purple veil clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Coll.Youtie II 85 6 1 veil clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Coll.Youtie II 85 6 1 veils with wheel design clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Princ.III.180 6 1 book book 0 0 0 0
P.Princ.III.180 6 1 book book 0 0 0 0
P.Princ.III.180 6 1 book? book 0 0 0 0
P.Princ.III.180 6 50 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
P.Princ.III.180 6 2 oxen misc 0 0 0 0
P.Princ.III.180 6 1 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
P.Princ.III.180 6 1 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
P.Princ.III.180 6 1 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
P.Princ.III.180 6 1 aroura real estate 0 0 0 0
P.Princ.III.180 6 1 estate/plot and growing [?] real estate 0 0 0 0
P.Princ.III.180 6 1 holy church and all furniture real estate 0 0 0 0
Pash 6 1 chalice veil clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Pash 6 2 torn service cloths clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Pash 6 3 linen curtains clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Pash 6 4 linen cloths clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Pash 6 5 new service cloths clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Pash 6 13 linen towels clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Paten of Paternus 6 1 paten/plate silver 6224 113899.2 3037.3 2278 1139
Phela 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Phela 6 1 cross silver 0 0 0 0
Phela 6 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Phela 6 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Phela 6 1 seal silver 0 0 0 0
Phela 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 staff gold 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 coin—copper misc 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 20 revetment pieces silver 24175.9 442419 11797.8 8848.4 4424.2
Sion 6 1 paten/plate silver 5200 95160 2537.6 1903.2 951.6
Sion 6 1 paten/plate silver 4357 79733.1 2126.2 1594.7 797.3
Sion 6 1 paten/plate silver 4234 77482.2 2066.2 1549.6 774.8
Sion 6 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 3543 64836.9 1729 1296.7 648.4
Sion 6 1 amphora silver 2954 54058.2 1441.6 1081.2 540.6
Sion 6 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 2813 51477.9 1372.7 1029.6 514.8
Sion 6 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 2647 48440.1 1291.7 968.8 484.4
Sion 6 1 lamp silver 2014.6 36867.2 983.1 737.3 368.7
Sion 6 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 1898 34733.4 926.2 694.7 347.3
Sion 6 1 censer silver 1725 31567.5 841.8 631.4 315.7
Sion 6 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 1632.5 29874.8 796.7 597.5 298.7
Sion 6 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 1599 29261.7 780.3 585.2 292.6
Sion 6 1 lamp silver 1291 23625.3 630 472.5 236.3
Sion 6 1 lamp silver 1170.5 21420.2 571.2 428.4 214.2
Sion 6 1 lamp silver 1159 21209.7 565.6 424.2 212.1
Sion 6 1 lamp silver 1112 20349.6 542.7 407 203.5
Sion 6 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 981 17952.3 478.7 359 179.5
Sion 6 1 book cover silver 917 16781.1 447.5 335.6 167.8
Sion 6 1 asterisk silver 893.5 16351.1 436 327 163.5
Sion 6 1 pitcher silver 822 15042.6 401.1 300.9 150.4
Sion 6 1 lamp silver 663 12132.9 323.5 242.7 121.3
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Sion 6 1 lamp silver 566 10357.8 276.2 207.2 103.6
Sion 6 1 lamp silver 565 10339.5 275.7 206.8 103.4
Sion 6 1 lamp silver 480 8784 234.2 175.7 87.8
Sion 6 1 lamp silver 343.3 6282.4 167.5 125.6 62.8
Sion 6 1 chalice/cup silver 341 6240.3 166.4 124.8 62.4
Sion 6 1 book cover silver 317 5801.1 154.7 116 58
Sion 6 1 vessel silver 304 5563.2 148.4 111.3 55.6
Sion 6 1 chalice/cup silver 273 4995.9 133.2 99.9 50
Sion 6 1 chalice/cup silver 257 4703.1 125.4 94.1 47
Sion 6 1 lamp silver 231.7 4240.1 113.1 84.8 42.4
Sion 6 1 chalice/cup silver 222 4062.6 108.3 81.3 40.6
Sion 6 1 chalice/cup silver 108 1976.4 52.7 39.5 19.8
Sion 6 1 chalice/cup silver 84 1537.2 41 30.7 15.4
Sion 6 1 chalice/cup silver 63 1152.9 30.7 23.1 11.5
Sion 6 1 chalice/cup silver 61 1116.3 29.8 22.3 11.2
Sion 6 1 vessel silver 27 494.1 13.2 9.9 4.9
Sion 6 1 amphora silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 book cover silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 book cover silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 book cover silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 book cover silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 book cover silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 censer silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 lamp silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 lamp silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 pincers silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 pincers (silver-plated bronze) silver 0 0 0 0
Sion 6 1 ring silver 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 1 enclosure [cancellum?] furniture 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 12 spoons misc 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 11 spoons misc 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 4 crowns misc 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 3 baskets/missoria? misc 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 1 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 1 [money] misc 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 1 [money] misc 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 1 [money] for daily affairs misc 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 1 [money] for completing [?] misc 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 1 [money] for the honor of the
wine
misc 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 2 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 1 censer vessel 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 1 washbasin vessel 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 2 platters vessel 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 2 platters vessel 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 3 crowns vessel 0 0 0 0
SPP XX 151 6 3 platters vessel 0 0 0 0
Auxerre/Ger 7 1 paten/plate silver 12443.1 227708.7 6072.2 4554.2 2277.1
Auxerre/Ger 7 1 basin silver 4256.9 77901.3 2077.4 1558 779
Auxerre/Ger 7 1 paten/plate silver 1801 32958.3 878.9 659.2 329.6
Auxerre/Ger 7 1 pitcher silver 1309.8 23969.3 639.2 479.4 239.7
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Auxerre/Ger 7 1 paten/plate silver 982.4 17977.9 479.4 359.6 179.8
Auxerre/Ger 7 1 missorium vessel 9823.5 179770.1 4793.9 3595.4 1797.7
Auxerre/Ger 7 1 base vessel 3192.6 58424.6 1558 1168.5 584.2
Auxerre/Ger 7 1 basin vessel 3110.8 56927.6 1518.1 1138.6 569.3
Auxerre/Ger 7 2 tray vessel 2675.3 48958 1305.5 979.2 489.6
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 basin gold 3978.5 874792.6 23327.8 17495.9 8747.9
Auxerre/Steph 7 12 spoons misc 1038.0165 18995.7 506.6 379.9 190
Auxerre/Steph 7 12 spoons misc 982.35 17977 479.4 359.5 179.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 12 spoons misc 900.4875 16478.9 439.4 329.6 164.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 paten/plate silver 16372.5 299616.8 7989.8 5992.3 2996.2
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 paten/plate silver 13098 239693.4 6391.8 4793.9 2396.9
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 paten/plate silver 11460.8 209732.6 5592.9 4194.7 2097.3
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 paten/plate silver 9823.5 179770.1 4793.9 3595.4 1797.7
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 paten/plate silver 5894.1 107862 2876.3 2157.2 1078.6
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 basin silver 4829.9 88387.2 2357 1767.7 883.9
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 basin silver 4256.9 77901.3 2077.4 1558 779
Auxerre/Steph 7 4 chalice/cup silver 3651.1 66815.1 1781.7 1336.3 668.2
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 basin silver 3274.5 59923.4 1598 1198.5 599.2
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 basin silver 2947.1 53931.9 1438.2 1078.6 539.3
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 horn silver 2947.1 53931.9 1438.2 1078.6 539.3
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 basin silver 2783.3 50934.4 1358.3 1018.7 509.3
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 paten/plate silver 2619.6 47938.7 1278.4 958.8 479.4
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 basin silver 2455.9 44943 1198.5 898.9 449.4
Auxerre/Steph 7 3 pitcher silver 1637.3 29962.6 799 599.3 299.6
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 pitcher silver 1473.5 26965.1 719.1 539.3 269.7
Auxerre/Steph 7 2 pitcher silver 1391.7 25468.1 679.1 509.4 254.7
Auxerre/Steph 7 10 paten/plate silver 1309.8 23969.3 639.2 479.4 239.7
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 paten/plate silver 1146.1 20973.6 559.3 419.5 209.7
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 lion’s head silver 982.35 17977 479.4 359.5 179.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 paten/plate silver 982.4 17977.9 479.4 359.6 179.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 paten/plate silver 982.4 17977.9 479.4 359.6 179.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 pitcher silver 982.4 17977.9 479.4 359.6 179.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 tray silver 982.4 17977.9 479.4 359.6 179.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 paten/plate silver 736.8 13483.4 359.6 269.7 134.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 paten/plate silver 654.9 11984.7 319.6 239.7 119.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 paten/plate silver 654.9 11984.7 319.6 239.7 119.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 tray silver 654.9 11984.7 319.6 239.7 119.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 ladle silver 573 10485.9 279.6 209.7 104.9
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 vessel base silver 491.2 8989 239.7 179.8 89.9
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 salt cellar silver 327.5 5993.3 159.8 119.9 59.9
Auxerre/Steph 7 5 plates vessel 3110.775 56927.2 1518.1 1138.5 569.3
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 salt-cellar vessel 2947.05 53931 1438.2 1078.6 539.3
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 missorium vessel 2783.325 50934.8 1358.3 1018.7 509.3
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 missorium vessel 2619.6 47938.7 1278.4 958.8 479.4
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 cups vessel 2128.425 38950.2 1038.7 779 389.5
Auxerre/Steph 7 2 flagons vessel 1637.25 29961.7 799 599.2 299.6
Auxerre/Steph 7 4 salt cellar vessel 1309.8 23969.3 639.2 479.4 239.7
Auxerre/Steph 7 6 plates vessel 1309.8 23969.3 639.2 479.4 239.7
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 basin vessel 1146.075 20973.2 559.3 419.5 209.7
Auxerre/Steph 7 3 flagons vessel 982.35 17977 479.4 359.5 179.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 basin vessel 900.4875 16478.9 439.4 329.6 164.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 tray vessel 900.4875 16478.9 439.4 329.6 164.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 washbasin vessel 818.625 14980.8 399.5 299.6 149.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 9 spoons vessel 818.625 14980.8 399.5 299.6 149.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 anapum vessel 654.9 11984.7 319.6 239.7 119.8
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 tray vessel 573.0375 10486.6 279.6 209.7 104.9
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 washbasin vessel 573.0375 10486.6 279.6 209.7 104.9
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 tray vessel 523.92 9587.7 255.7 191.8 95.9
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 cup vessel 353.646 6471.7 172.6 129.4 64.7
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 flagon vessel 353.646 6471.7 172.6 129.4 64.7
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 plate vessel 327.45 5992.3 159.8 119.8 59.9
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Auxerre/Steph 7 1 sieve vessel 327.45 5992.3 159.8 119.8 59.9
Auxerre/Steph 7 1 sieve vessel 55.6665 1018.7 27.2 20.4 10.2
P.Leid.Inst.13 7 45 parchment? Books book 0 0 0 0
P.Leid.Inst.13 7 1 silk tunic clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Leid.Inst.13 7 3 linen veils clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Leid.Inst.13 7 4 curtains clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Leid.Inst.13 7 11 coverings clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Leid.Inst.13 7 2 wood altars furniture 0 0 0 0
P.Leid.Inst.13 7 1 cross gold 0 0 0 0
P.Leid.Inst.13 7 4 box silver 0 0 0 0
P.Leid.Inst.13 7 4 pitcher silver 0 0 0 0
P.Leid.Inst.13 7 4 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
P.Leid.Inst.13 7 1 chalice vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 couch having [?] without [?] furniture 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 large pallet furniture 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 pallet of the commander furniture 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 2 bath/baptistery screens furniture 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 3 screens? furniture 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 8 folding  tablets  of  the  great
doors (?)
furniture 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 29 [?]—var. sizes misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 29 heads?—var. sizes misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 19 heads—sm. marble misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 18 [?]—wood misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 16 columns—sm. wood misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 11 [?]–sm. misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 2 icons misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 2 folding tablets—wood misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 shield—bottom  part  of  the
boss
misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 bronze ciborium base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 6 bronze ciboria base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 wood stairs furniture 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 27 [?]—delicate misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 24 keys—notched misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 13 columns—sm. delicate misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 7 [?]—var. w/same key misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 7 lion heads misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 4 statuettes misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 key—dolphin misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 cross—gilded marble misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 lion heads misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 lion head water spout misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 lion-headed water spout misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 statuettes misc 0 0 0 0
P.Oxy.16.1925 7 1 [?]—wood misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 ...of shoes of gold (?color?) clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 [?] robe of honey-color clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 apple-hued covering clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 covering of lentil hue clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 cypress-colored  Smyrna
(covering) of goat’s hair
clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 dress having shoulder-straps clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 dress of ... clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 dress of felt clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 dress of goat’s hair clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 dress  of  stibium-color  with
anah-signs
clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 dress of... clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 dress with anah-signs clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
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P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 dress with shoulder-straps clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 dress with shoulder-straps clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 dress woven with anah-signs clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 goat’s hair dress of... clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 Honey-colored [?] of goat’s
hair
clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 onion-colored covering clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 onion?-colored robe clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 onyx-colored robe clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 Palm-embroidered  garment
of goat’s hair
clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 robe of apple hue clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 Smyrna (cloak) clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 white goat’s hair covering of
Smyrna fashion
clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 white robe woven with anah-
signs
clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 white-lead-colored robe clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 1 woolen garment clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 2 coverlets clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 12 chains—w/collar misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 7 3 [?] misc 0 0 0 0
Pap.Gr.Wess.II 117 7 2 books of Acts book 0 0 0 0
Pap.Gr.Wess.II 117 7 2 gospel books book 0 0 0 0
Pap.Gr.Wess.II 117 7 2 volumes of the divine picture-
stories containing the decora-
tion of the church
book 0 0 0 0
Pap.Gr.Wess.II 117 7 2 crosses—cedar misc 0 0 0 0
Pap.Gr.Wess.II 117 7 2 paten-chalice sets silver 0 0 0 0
Princ.inv.GD.7521 7 1 iron [?] base metal 0 0 0 0
Princ.inv.GD.7521 7 1 tin table base metal 0 0 0 0
Princ.inv.GD.7521 7 1 veil/curtain clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
Princ.inv.GD.7521 7 1 Copper table furniture 0 0 0 0
Princ.inv.GD.7521 7 1 Glass table furniture 0 0 0 0
Princ.inv.GD.7521 7 1 wood bench furniture 0 0 0 0
Sarabaon 7 1 paten/plate silver 0 0 0 0
SB 4.7477 7 1 censer(s) vessel 0 0 0 0
SB 4.7477 7 1 cup(s) vessel 0 0 0 0
SB 4.7477 7 1 vessel(s) vessel 0 0 0 0
SB II 6024 7 1 boxwood-dyed tunic clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
SB II 6024 7 1 close-fitting tunic clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
SB II 6024 7 1 golden outer vestment clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
SB II 6024 7 1 green outer vestment clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
SB II 6024 7 1 old golden tunic clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
SB II 6024 7 1 old patched tunic clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
SB II 6024 7 1 old yellow tunic clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
SB II 6024 7 1 white outer vestment clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
SB II 6024 7 2 tunics? clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
V.S. Pancration 7 2 books of Acts book 0 0 0 0
V.S. Pancration 7 2 gospels book 0 0 0 0
V.S. Pancration 7 2 pictorial Old and New Testa-
ments
book 0 0 0 0
V.S. Pancration 7 2 crosses—cedar misc 0 0 0 0
V.S. Pancration 7 2 paten-chalice sets silver 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 brass boat with 6 lights base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 brass dish without handles base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 brass dove base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 iron half(-measure) cauldron base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 iron staff base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 large brass vessel base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 six-legged lead vessel base metal 0 0 0 0
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P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 small brass dish base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 small iron cauldron base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 2 bronze bowls base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 2 large brass dishes base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 3 brass? buckets base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 5 brass wheels base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 7 brass [?] base metal 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 small book book 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 [?]girdle clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 cotton cap clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 Persian embroidered garment clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 shirts clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 woman’s (karistation) clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 Isaurian covering clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 linen cloth for an awning clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 napkins clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 silk covering clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 2 small white coverings clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 4 linen coverings clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 5 curtain-like coverings clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 6 embroidered linen cloths clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 6 small altar curtains clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 8 large curtains clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 27 door hangings clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 bag—white patchwork clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 goatskin covering for bees clothing/textile 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 70 baskets—sm. misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 5 bricks misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 3 bells—w/chains misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 2 [?]—for weaving misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 2 candles misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 wine—1 measure misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 oil—.5 xestes misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 bier misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 bucket for washing misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 hoe misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 magnesium [?] misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 scissors for hair-cutting misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 weaving peg misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 magnesium [?]—sm. misc 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 2 chalice/cup silver 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 3 spoon silver 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 censer vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 cup vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 ladle vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 measure without vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 small bowl with its lid vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 small water-vessel vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 1 vessel for cup-washing with
its stand
vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 2 bronze pitchers vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 2 small ladles vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 3 small saucepans vessel 0 0 0 0
P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 8 5 candle-lighters vessel 0 0 0 0
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B.2 Inscriptions by Treasure
Treasure Inscription
Beth Misona +Having vowed, DOMNOS, son of ZACHEOS, has offered (this paten) to St. Sergios of the village of Beth
Misona
Beth Misona +The priest, KYRIAKOS, son of DOMNOS, (has presented this chalice) to St. Sergios, under Zeno the priest
Caginkom In gratitude…(X)…offers to his/her intercessor, St. George (of) Caginkom [in Armenian, possibly added later]
Canoscio (ligula) crux monogrammata, a&w
Canoscio ELIANUS ET FELICITAS
Canoscio PTAS (on one)
Canoscio NAME?
First Cyprus +Ioannes, +Petrou, + Truphon, +Thomas, (+Io)annu, Sissinis
First Cyprus AY+AL (possibly Alexios)
First Cyprus Theodorou
Gallunianu +HIMINGILDA gave this chalice to the church of Gallunianu
Gallunianu +SIVEGERNA made (this paten) for her soul
Gallunianu chi-rho
Kaper Koraon 2 solidi 2 1/3 carats
Kaper Koraon (Property) of MARIA(?), 14 carats
Kaper Koraon + In fulfillment of a vow of PELAGIOS and SOSANNA and of THEIR CHILDREN. Amen. 12 solidi 7 1/3
carats
Kaper Koraon +(Treasure) of St. Sergios of the village (of) Kaper Koraon. 6 solidi 5 2/3 carats
Kaper Koraon +(Treasure) of St. Sergios. For the memory of BARADATOS, son of HELIODORUS, 12 solidi 1 1/3 scr
Kaper Koraon +(treasure) of St. Sergios 9 2/3 carats
Kaper Koraon +For the remission of the sins of STEPHEN, 1 solidus 6 carats
Kaper Koraon +For the repose (of the soul) of SERGIA, (daughter) of JOHN, and of THEODOSIOS, and (for) the salvation
of MEGAS and of NONNOUS and of THEIR CHILDREN. 11 solidi 1 carat
Kaper Koraon +For the salvation of MEGAS, glorious ex-consul, patrician, and curator of our most pious sovereign, and (for)
the repose (of the soul) of PETER, (son) of PELAGIA, and (of that) of NONNOUS. 25 solidi 11 1/3 carats, 25
solidi 11 1/3 carats
Kaper Koraon +For the salvation of MEGAS, glorious ex-consul, patrician, and curator of our most pious sovereign, and (for)
the repose (of the soul) of PETER, (son) of PELAGIA, and (of that) of NONNOUS. 26 solidi 8 2/3 carats
Kaper Koraon +Having vowed, they fulfilled their vow to (the church) of St. Sergios and Bacchos. +SERGI(O)S and SYME-
ONI(O)S and DANIEL and THOMAS, sons of MAXIMINOS, village of Kaper Korao(n). ca. 14(?) solidi
Kaper Koraon +Having vowed, they fulfilled their vow to (the church) of St. Sergios and Bacchos. +SERGI(O)S and SYME-
ONI(O)S and DANIEL and THOMAS, sons of MAXIMINOS, village of Kaper Korao(n). ca. 14(?) solidi
Kaper Koraon +In fulfillment of a vow and (for) the salvation of JOHN and THOMAS and MANNOS, the (sons) of THEOPHI-
LOS, 3 solidi 15 1/3 carats
Kaper Koraon +In fulfillment of a vow and (for) the salvation of JOHN, son of SYMEONIOS, and of ALL THOSE WHO
BELONG TO HIM 8 2/3 carats
Kaper Koraon +In fulfillment of a vow and (for) the salvation of MEGALE; +and of HER CHILDREN and HER NEPHEWS
and for the repose (of the soul) of HELIODOROS and AKAKIOS. 2 solidi 2 2/3 carats
Kaper Koraon +In fulfillment of a vow and (for) the salvation of SERGIOS and ANNA and (for) the repose (of the souls) of
DOMETIOS and of JOHN. 9 solidi 9 carats
Kaper Koraon +In fulfillment of a vow and (for) the salvation of SERGIOS, tribune and argyroprates, and (for) the repose (of
the soul) of MARIA, his wife, and (of those) of THEIR PARENTS. 10 solidi 2 1/3 carats
Kaper Koraon +In fulfillment of a vow and (for) the salvation of SYMEONIOS magistr(ianos), and of THOSE WHO BE-
LONG TO HIM, 2 solidi 15 carats
Kaper Koraon +In fulfillment of a vow and (for) the repose (of the soul) of MARIA, his wife, and (of those) of THEIR
PARENTS. 6 solidi 1/3 carat
Kaper Koraon +In fulfillment of a vow of HELIODOROS and AKAKIOS, children of THOMAS, together with (that) of
THOSE WHO BELONG TO THEM.
Kaper Koraon +In fulfillment of a vow of HELIODOROS, 9 carats
Kaper Koraon +In fulfillment of a vow of SERGIOS and JOHN. 7 solidi 19 1/3 carats
Kaper Koraon +Vow of PELAGIOS (son of?) BASIANOS. Treasure of St. Sergios of the village of Kaper Koraon+, 3 solidi
5 carats
Kaper Koraon +Vow of the most saintly archbishop AMPHILOCHIOS, 12 solidi 5 carats
Kaper Koraon 12 2/3 carats
Kaper Koraon 13 solidi 7 1/3 carats
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Kaper Koraon 16 carats
Kaper Koraon 2 solidi 14 carats
Kaper Koraon 20 carats
Kaper Koraon 5 solidi 20 1/3 carats
Kaper Koraon 5 solidi 22 carats
Kaper Koraon 6 solidi 5 1/3 carats
Kaper Koraon 7 2/3 carats
Kaper Koraon Body: +Ewer of St. Sergios. In fulfillment of a vow of DANIEL and of SERGIOS and of SYMEONIOS and
of BACCHOS; Handle: +and in fulfillment of a vow of THOMAS, of the village of Kaper Koraon. 7 solidi 14
2/3 carats
Kaper Koraon CHAROUFAS and (for) the salvation of THEKLA and of THEIR CHILDREN.
Kaper Koraon Disc: (Gift of JOHN (and) of THOMAS; Handle: + the (sons) of THEOPHILOS. 11 2/3 carats
Kaper Koraon God is Holy, the All-Powerful is Holy, the Immortal is Holy; Have mercy on us/In fulfillment of a vow of
HERODOTOS and KOMITAS, (sons) of PANTALEON
Kaper Koraon Handle: +Blessing of St. Paul, Disc: +(Property) of DOMNOS+, 22 2/3 carats
Kaper Koraon Handle: +Blessing of St. Peter Disc: +(Property) of DOMNOS+, (Property) of MARAS(?), 1 solidus 1/3 carat
Kaper Koraon Handle: +Blessing of St.Luke, Disc: +(Property) of DOMNOS+, 1 solidus
Kaper Koraon Handle: +Blessing of St.Mark, Disc: +(Property) of DOMNOS+, 21 2/3 carats
Kaper Koraon Handle: +Blessing of St.Matthew, Disc: +(Property) of DOMNOS+, 1 solidus 1 carat
Kaper Koraon Handle: +Blessing of St.Phillip, Disc: +(Property) of DOMNOS+, 23 1/3 carat
Kaper Koraon Handle: +Blessing of St.Thomas, Disc: +(Property) of DOMNOS+, 23 1/3 carats
Kaper Koraon In fulfillment of a vow and (for) the salvation of THOMAS, son of ISAAC, and of ALL THOSE WHO BELONG
TO HIM. Amen. 11 carats
Kaper Koraon KYRIAKOS, having vowed, presented (this cross) to St. Sergios, 3 solidi 9 carats
Kaper Koraon stamped, 5 solidi
Kaper Koraon Thine own, from Thine own, we offer Thee, Lord’ 6 solidi 10 2/3 carats
Ma’aret en Noman (May they be) acceptable
Ma’aret en Noman (May they be) acceptable
Ma’aret en Noman (May they be) acceptable
Ma’aret en Noman (May they be) acceptable
Ma’aret en Noman In fulfillment of a vow
Ma’aret en Noman In fulfillment of a vow
Ma’aret en Noman In thanksgiving to God and to St. Symeon, I have offered (this plaque).
Ma’aret en Noman Lord, help +Amen+
Ma’aret en Noman Lord, help.
Ma’aret en Noman Lord, Help. (May they be) acceptable.
Ma’aret en Noman Lord, Help. (May they be) acceptable.
Ma’aret en Noman Lord, Help. (May they be) acceptable.
Ma’aret en Noman Lord, Help. (May they be) acceptable.
Ma’aret en Noman Lord, Help.
Ma’aret en Noman Save us, Son of God, who was crucified for us.
Malaia Pereschepina Restored from the antique by Paternus, our reverand bishop. Amen.
Mareto tes Myrtes +Having vowed, SARA offered (this chalice) to the First Martyr
Mareto tes Myrtes +In fulfillment of a vow and (for) the salvation of HIM WHOSE NAME GOD KNOWS
Phela Treasure +ELPIDIOS, in thanksgiving to the Theotokos, presented (this chalice) for his salvation and (that) of HIS
HOUSE(hold).
Phela Treasure +In fulfillment of a vow and (for) the salvation of AGATHANGELOS and of THEODORE excubitor.
Phela Treasure +In fulfillment of a vow and (for) the salvation of MARIA and of HER CHILD and of THEODORE.
Phela Treasure +Seal (of) JOHN, bishop of Kerania+
Phela Treasure +Under  JOHN,  the  priest  (of  the  church)  of  the  Theotokos  of  the  village  of  Phela  (this  cross  was
bought/presented).
Phela Treasure Cross: +Light, Life. Field: +For the salvation and (for) the repose (of the soul) of SABIANE and MARTHA
and MARIA (Paten) of the Theotokos of the village of Phela.
Sarabaon +Treasure of the most holy church of the village of Sarabaon
Sion (w/60) Paregoros, most humble bishop, ofers [this] to Christ the True God for the memory and repose of his
parents, and brothers, and their children (neices and nephews), and Nicholas, Severus, Apphianos, the lector.
Sion A vow (prayer) of those whose names are known to God.
Sion A vow (prayer) of those whose names are known to God.
Sion Church of Tesson [Tessai?]
Sion Eutychianos, most humble bishop, [offers this] to [our] Lady, the Mother of God.
Sion Eutychianos, most humble bishop, [offers this] to our Lady, the Mother of God.
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Sion Eutychianos, most humble bishop, [offers this] to the Lord.
Sion Eutychianos, most humble bishop, [offers this] to the Lord.
Sion Eutychianos, most humble bishop, [offers this] to the Lord.
Sion Eutychianos, most humble bishop, [offers this] to the Lord.
Sion Eutychianos, most humble bishop, [offers this] to the Lord.
Sion Eutychianos, most humble bishop, [offers this] to the Lord.
Sion Eutychianos, most humble bishop, [offers this] to the Lord.
Sion Eutychianos, most humble bishop, [presents this] to the Lord [lit. ’to the Great God’], for the forgiveness of
[his] sins.
Sion Eutychianos, most humble bishop, [presents this] to the Lord [lit. ’to the Great God’], for the forgiveness of
[his] sins.
Sion For the memory and repose of Angeleous Roufinos of illustrious memory.
Sion For the memory and repose of Eutychianos of blessed memory
Sion For the memory and repose of John, of God-loving memory, and Procle his daughter/13lbs 1 oz
Sion For the memory and repose of Prinkipios, deacon, and Stephane and Leontia/of Konon, deacon…/For the repose
of…
Sion For the memory and repose of the most blessed Himeria
Sion For the memory of Maria the Illustrious
Sion Having given thanks, I made [it]
Sion Holy God, Holy mighty one, Holy immortal one, have mercy on us/In fulfillment of a vow and for the salvation
of Eutychianos, most humble bishop
Sion Holy Sion, help bishop Eutychianos
Sion Holy Sion, help bishop Eutychianos
Sion Holy Sion, help/Bishop Eutychianos
Sion Holy Sion, help/Bishop Eutychianos
Sion Holy Sion, help/Bishop Eutychianos
Sion Holy Sion, help/Bishop Eutychianos
Sion Holy Sion, help/Bishop Eutychianos
Sion Holy Sion, help/Bishop Eutychianos
Sion In fulfillment of a vow and for the salvation of and forgiveness [of the sins] of Eutychianos, most humble bishop.
Amen.
Sion In fulfillment of a vow and for the salvation of Eutychianos, most humble bishop./monograms of Eutychianos
Sion In fulfillment of a vow and for the salvation of Eutychianos, most humble bishop./monograms of Eutychianos
Sion In fulfillment of a vow and for the salvation of Eutychianos, most humble bishop./monograms of Eutychianos
Sion In fulfillment of a vow of Eutychianos, most humble bishop
Sion Peragoros, mos thumble bishop, offered [this]
Sion This was presented (in the time of) our most holy and blessed bishop Eutychianus
Sion This was renewed under (in the time of) Theodore, most holy bishop
Sion Thrice-holy Lord help/Bishop Eutychianos
Sion Thrice-holy Lord help/Bishop Eutychianos
Sion Thrice-holy Lord help/Bishop Eutychianos
Sion TOY
Sion Zacharias, most humble priest, offered [this]
Water Newton (chi-rho, a&w) INNOCENTIAETVIVENTIA...RVNT
Water Newton (chi-rho, a&w) PVBLIANVS (ext. base), SANCTVM ALTARE TVVM (chi-rho, a&w) OMINE SVBINXVS








Water Newton chi-rho, a&w
Water Newton chi-rho, a&w
Water Newton chi-rho, a&w
Water Newton chi-rho, ANCILLAVOTVMQVO[D]PROMISITCONPLEVIT
Water Newton Pelegrina utere felix
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B.3 Christian Silver
No. Descr. Name g. D. @37.5D/d @50D/d @100D/d
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Water Newton 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
1 plaque Ma’aret en Noman 10 183 4.9 3.7 1.8
6 Incense-holders P.Amst. I.87 12 219.6 5.9 4.4 2.2
1 spoon Gallunianu 25 457.5 12.2 9.2 4.6
1 strainer Kaper Koraon 26.1 477.6 12.7 9.6 4.8
1 vessel Sion 27 494.1 13.2 9.9 4.9
1 cross Kaper Koraon 30.1 550.8 14.7 11 5.5
1 spoon Kaper Koraon 31.1 569.1 15.2 11.4 5.7
1 strainer Kaper Koraon 32 585.6 15.6 11.7 5.9
1 cross Kaper Koraon 38.2 699.1 18.6 14 7
1 spoon Kaper Koraon 40.1 733.8 19.6 14.7 7.3
1 spoon Kaper Koraon 43.5 796.1 21.2 15.9 8
1 spoon Kaper Koraon 48.5 887.6 23.7 17.8 8.9
1 spoon Kaper Koraon 54 988.2 26.4 19.8 9.9
1 chalice/cup Sion 61 1116.3 29.8 22.3 11.2
1 chalice/cup Sion 63 1152.9 30.7 23.1 11.5
1 strainer Water Newton 64.4 1178.5 31.4 23.6 11.8
1 bowl Kaper Koraon 68.7 1257.2 33.5 25.1 12.6
1 spoon Kaper Koraon 74.3 1359.7 36.3 27.2 13.6
1 spoon First Cyprus 75.6 1383.5 36.9 27.7 13.8
1 spoon First Cyprus 77.6 1420.1 37.9 28.4 14.2
1 spoon Kaper Koraon 77.7 1421.9 37.9 28.4 14.2
1 spoon Kaper Koraon 79.5 1454.9 38.8 29.1 14.5
1 spoon Kaper Koraon 79.5 1454.9 38.8 29.1 14.5
1 spoon Kaper Koraon 81.5 1491.5 39.8 29.8 14.9
1 spoon Kaper Koraon 83.3 1524.4 40.7 30.5 15.2
1 chalice/cup Sion 84 1537.2 41 30.7 15.4
1 spoon Kaper Koraon 85.5 1564.7 41.7 31.3 15.6
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1 ladle Kaper Koraon 102.2 1870.3 49.9 37.4 18.7
1 chalice/cup Sion 108 1976.4 52.7 39.5 19.8
1 chalice/cup Gallunianu 120 2196 58.6 43.9 22
1 spoon First Cyprus 135.9 2487 66.3 49.7 24.9
1 pitcher Water Newton 151 2763.3 73.7 55.3 27.6
1 box Kaper Koraon 171.7 3142.1 83.8 62.8 31.4
1 pitcher Kaper Koraon 173.4 3173.2 84.6 63.5 31.7
1 paten/plate Gallunianu 200 3660 97.6 73.2 36.6
1 cross Kaper Koraon 211.2 3865 103.1 77.3 38.6
1 chalice/cup Kaper Koraon 215.3 3940 105.1 78.8 39.4
1 bowl Water Newton 220.4 4033.3 107.6 80.7 40.3
1 chalice/cup Sion 222 4062.6 108.3 81.3 40.6
1 lamp Sion 231.7 4240.1 113.1 84.8 42.4
1 censer First Cyprus 256.6 4695.8 125.2 93.9 47
1 chalice/cup Sion 257 4703.1 125.4 94.1 47
1 bowl Water Newton 258.3 4726.9 126.1 94.5 47.3
1 bowl Water Newton 260.5 4767.2 127.1 95.3 47.7
1 chalice/cup Kaper Koraon 263.1 4814.7 128.4 96.3 48.1
1 chalice/cup Sion 273 4995.9 133.2 99.9 50
1 chalice/cup Kaper Koraon 284.8 5211.8 139 104.2 52.1
1 paten/plate Canoscio 300 5490 146.4 109.8 54.9
1 vessel Sion 304 5563.2 148.4 111.3 55.6
1 cross Kaper Koraon 310.1 5674.8 151.3 113.5 56.7
1 chalice/cup Water Newton 315.7 5777.3 154.1 115.5 57.8
1 book cover Sion 317 5801.1 154.7 116 58
1 basin P.Amst. I.87 327.5 5993.3 159.8 119.9 59.9
1 salt cellar Auxerre/Steph 327.5 5993.3 159.8 119.9 59.9
1 chalice/cup Gallunianu 330 6039 161 120.8 60.4
1 chalice/cup Sion 341 6240.3 166.4 124.8 62.4
1 lamp Sion 343.3 6282.4 167.5 125.6 62.8
1 chalice/cup Gallunianu 350 6405 170.8 128.1 64.1
1 lamp Sion 480 8784 234.2 175.7 87.8
1 fan Kaper Koraon 480.4 8791.3 234.4 175.8 87.9
1 fan Kaper Koraon 485 8875.5 236.7 177.5 88.8
1 lamp Kaper Koraon 485.8 8890.1 237.1 177.8 88.9
1 vessel base Auxerre/Steph 491.2 8989 239.7 179.8 89.9
1 fan Kaper Koraon 493 9021.9 240.6 180.4 90.2
1 mirror Kaper Koraon 510 9333 248.9 186.7 93.3
1 chalice/cup Kaper Koraon 511 9351.3 249.4 187 93.5
1 chalice/cup Kaper Koraon 527.7 9656.9 257.5 193.1 96.6
1 lamp Sion 565 10339.5 275.7 206.8 103.4
1 lamp Sion 566 10357.8 276.2 207.2 103.6
1 ladle Auxerre/Steph 573 10485.9 279.6 209.7 104.9
1 pitcher Kaper Koraon 623 11400.9 304 228 114
1 chalice/cup Kaper Koraon 642.8 11763.2 313.7 235.3 117.6
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 654.9 11984.7 319.6 239.7 119.8
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 654.9 11984.7 319.6 239.7 119.8
1 tray Auxerre/Steph 654.9 11984.7 319.6 239.7 119.8
1 bowl Water Newton 662.9 12131.1 323.5 242.6 121.3
1 lamp Sion 663 12132.9 323.5 242.7 121.3
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 736.8 13483.4 359.6 269.7 134.8
1 paten/plate Kaper Koraon 767 14036.1 374.3 280.7 140.4
1 chalice/cup Gallunianu 780 14274 380.6 285.5 142.7
1 pitcher Sion 822 15042.6 401.1 300.9 150.4
1 paten/plate Kaper Koraon 836.3 15304.3 408.1 306.1 153
1 asterisk Sion 893.5 16351.1 436 327 163.5
1 paten/plate Kaper Koraon 904 16543.2 441.2 330.9 165.4
1 book cover Sion 917 16781.1 447.5 335.6 167.8
1 lamp (polycandelon) Sion 981 17952.3 478.7 359 179.5
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Ger 982.4 17977.9 479.4 359.6 179.8
1 lion’s head Auxerre/Steph 982.35 17977 479.4 359.5 179.8
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1 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 982.4 17977.9 479.4 359.6 179.8
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 982.4 17977.9 479.4 359.6 179.8
1 pitcher Auxerre/Steph 982.4 17977.9 479.4 359.6 179.8
1 tray Auxerre/Steph 982.4 17977.9 479.4 359.6 179.8
1 paten/plate Kaper Koraon 987 18062.1 481.7 361.2 180.6
1 paten/plate Kaper Koraon 1000 18300 488 366 183
1 paten/plate Kaper Koraon 1008.1 18448.2 492 369 184.5
1 bowl First Cyprus 1033.9 18920.4 504.5 378.4 189.2
1 paten/plate Kaper Koraon 1090 19947 531.9 398.9 199.5
1 lamp Sion 1112 20349.6 542.7 407 203.5
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 1146.1 20973.6 559.3 419.5 209.7
1 lampstand Kaper Koraon 1158.3 21196.9 565.3 423.9 212
1 lamp Sion 1159 21209.7 565.6 424.2 212.1
1 lamp Sion 1170.5 21420.2 571.2 428.4 214.2
1 lamp Sion 1291 23625.3 630 472.5 236.3
1 paten/plate Water Newton 1304.7 23876 636.7 477.5 238.8
1 lampstand Kaper Koraon 1305.8 23896.1 637.2 477.9 239
1 pitcher Auxerre/Ger 1309.8 23969.3 639.2 479.4 239.7
10 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 1309.8 23969.3 639.2 479.4 239.7
2 pitcher Auxerre/Steph 1391.7 25468.1 679.1 509.4 254.7
1 pitcher Auxerre/Steph 1473.5 26965.1 719.1 539.3 269.7
1 lamp (polycandelon) Sion 1599 29261.7 780.3 585.2 292.6
1 lamp (polycandelon) Sion 1632.5 29874.8 796.7 597.5 298.7
3 pitcher Auxerre/Steph 1637.3 29962.6 799 599.3 299.6
1 utensil P.Amst. I.87 1637.5 29966.3 799.1 599.3 299.7
1 censer Sion 1725 31567.5 841.8 631.4 315.7
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Ger 1801 32958.3 878.9 659.2 329.6
1 lamp (polycandelon) Sion 1898 34733.4 926.2 694.7 347.3
6 basin P.Amst. I.87 1965 35959.5 958.9 719.2 359.6
1 lamp Sion 2014.6 36867.2 983.1 737.3 368.7
1 pitcher Kaper Koraon 2085 38155.5 1017.5 763.1 381.6
1 pitcher Kaper Koraon 2162 39564.6 1055.1 791.3 395.6
1 basin Auxerre/Steph 2455.9 44943 1198.5 898.9 449.4
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 2619.6 47938.7 1278.4 958.8 479.4
1 lamp (polycandelon) Sion 2647 48440.1 1291.7 968.8 484.4
1 paten/plate Canoscio 2750 50325 1342 1006.5 503.3
1 basin Auxerre/Steph 2783.3 50934.4 1358.3 1018.7 509.3
1 lamp (polycandelon) Sion 2813 51477.9 1372.7 1029.6 514.8
1 basin Auxerre/Steph 2947.1 53931.9 1438.2 1078.6 539.3
1 horn Auxerre/Steph 2947.1 53931.9 1438.2 1078.6 539.3
1 amphora Sion 2954 54058.2 1441.6 1081.2 540.6
1 bowl P.Amst. I.87 3111.25 56935.9 1518.3 1138.7 569.4
1 basin Auxerre/Steph 3274.5 59923.4 1598 1198.5 599.2
1 lamp (polycandelon) Sion 3543 64836.9 1729 1296.7 648.4
4 chalice/cup Auxerre/Steph 3651.1 66815.1 1781.7 1336.3 668.2
1 paten/plate Sion 4234 77482.2 2066.2 1549.6 774.8
1 basin Auxerre/Ger 4256.9 77901.3 2077.4 1558 779
1 basin Auxerre/Steph 4256.9 77901.3 2077.4 1558 779
1 paten/plate Sion 4357 79733.1 2126.2 1594.7 797.3
1 paten/plate Canoscio 4500 82350 2196 1647 823.5
1 basin Auxerre/Steph 4829.9 88387.2 2357 1767.7 883.9
1 paten/plate Sion 5200 95160 2537.6 1903.2 951.6
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 5894.1 107862 2876.3 2157.2 1078.6
1 paten/plate Paten of Paternus 6224 113899.2 3037.3 2278 1139
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 9823.5 179770.1 4793.9 3595.4 1797.7
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 11460.8 209732.6 5592.9 4194.7 2097.3
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Ger 12443.1 227708.7 6072.2 4554.2 2277.1
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 13098 239693.4 6391.8 4793.9 2396.9
1 paten/plate Auxerre/Steph 16372.5 299616.8 7989.8 5992.3 2996.2
1 confessio gates Carta Cornutiana 17872.2 327061.3 8721.6 6541.2 3270.6
1 revetment pieces Sion 24175.9 442419 11797.8 8848.4 4424.2
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B.4 Trends in Papal, Imperial and Local Giving
Date Donor No. Desc Mat. Total G
314–35 Constantia Imperial 30 chandeliers silver 78588
314–35 Constantia Imperial 1 crown chandelier gold 4911.75
314–35 Constantia Imperial 1 lantern gold 4911.75
314–35 Constantia Imperial 1 paten gold 3274.5
314–35 Constantia Imperial 1 chalice gold 3274.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 apse vault gold 163725
314–35 Constantine Imperial 7 paten gold 68764.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 cross gold 49117.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 cross gold 49117.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 7 altar silver 458430
314–35 Constantine Imperial 45 chandelier silver 442057.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 2 amae gold 32745
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 tomb decoration silver 327450
314–35 Constantine Imperial 50 candlestick chandeliers silver 327450
314–35 Constantine Imperial 2 amae gold 26196
314–35 Constantine Imperial 7 scyphi gold 22921.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 4 candelabra silver 261960
314–35 Constantine Imperial 40 lights silver 261960
314–35 Constantine Imperial 50 chandeliers silver 245587.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 2 censer gold 19647
314–35 Constantine Imperial 4 crowns gold 19647
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 basin gold 17027.4
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 lamp gold 16372.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 3 metretae silver 196470
314–35 Constantine Imperial 30 lights silver 196470
314–35 Constantine Imperial 7 stags silver 183372
314–35 Constantine Imperial 25 chandeliers silver 163725
314–35 Constantine Imperial 40 chalices gold 13098
314–35 Constantine Imperial 16 paten silver 157176
314–35 Constantine Imperial 3 chalices gold 11788.2
314–35 Constantine Imperial 3 chalices gold 11788.2
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 paten gold 11460.75
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 crown chandelier gold 11460.75
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 crown chandelier gold 11460.75
314–35 Constantine Imperial 2 metretae silver 130980
314–35 Constantine Imperial 2 metretae silver 130980
314–35 Constantine Imperial 20 chandeliers silver 130980
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 crown chandelier gold 9823.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 paten gold 9823.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 paten gold 9823.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 chandelier gold 9823.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 lamb gold 9823.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 2 paten gold 9823.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 3 chalices gold 9823.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 altar silver 114607.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 altar silver 114607.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 4 candelabra silver 104784
314–35 Constantine Imperial 32 lights silver 104784
314–35 Constantine Imperial 32 lights silver 104784
314–35 Constantine Imperial 20 scyphi silver 98235
314–35 Constantine Imperial 7 candelabra brass 687645
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 altar silver 81862.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 scyphus gold 6549
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 lantern gold 6549
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 paten gold 6549
314–35 Constantine Imperial 2 amae gold 6549
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314–35 Constantine Imperial 2 amae gold 6549
314–35 Constantine Imperial 30 lights silver 78588
314–35 Constantine Imperial 30 lights silver 78588
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 altar silver 65490
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 altar silver 65490
314–35 Constantine Imperial 20 chalices silver 65490
314–35 Constantine Imperial 20 chalices silver 65490
314–35 Constantine Imperial 20 amae silver 65490
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 scyphus gold 4911.75
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 censer gold 4911.75
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 censer gold 4911.75
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 censer gold 4911.75
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 statue silver 55666.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 4 candelabra brass 392940
314–35 Constantine Imperial 4 candelabra brass 392940
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 meretra silver 49117.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 scyphus gold 3274.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 paten gold 3274.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 scyphus gold 3274.5
314–35 Constantine Imperial 1 statue silver 32745
314–35 Constantine Imperial 5 amae silver 32745
314–35 Constantine Imperial 5 amae silver 32745
432–40 Valentinian Imperial 1 fastigium silver 527194.5
432–40 Valentinian Imperial 1 decoration silver 65490
432–40 Xystus/Valentinian Imperial 3 scyphi gold 14735.25
432–40 Xystus/Valentinian Imperial 15 service chalices gold 4911.75
432–40 Xystus/Valentinian Imperial 30 crown lights silver 58941
432–40 Xystus/Valentinian Imperial 1 scyphus gold 3274.5
432–40 Xystus/Valentinian Imperial 1 lantern gold 3274.5
496–98 Anastasius Imperial 1 confessio silver 32745
514–23 Justin I/Hormisdas Imperial 1 paten gold 6549
514–23 Justin I/Hormisdas Imperial 2 wax–chests gold 3929.4
514–23 Justin I/Hormisdas Imperial 1 scyphus gold 2619.6
514–23 Justin I/Hormisdas Imperial 1 scyphus gold 2619.6
514–23 Justin l/Hormisdas Imperial 1 gospels gold 4911.75
514–23 Theoderic/Hormisdas Imperial 2 candlesticks silver 45843
523–26 Belisarius/Vigilius Imperial 1 cross gold 32745
314–35 Silvester Papal 1 chalice gold 143999.412
314–35 Silvester Papal 2 scyphi silver 239693.4
314–35 Silvester Papal 1 paten silver 119846.7
314–35 Silvester Papal 2 amae silver 119846.7
314–35 Silvester Papal 12 candlestick chandelier bronze 287632.08
401/2–417 Innocentius/Vestina Papal 12 crowns silver 58941
401/2–417 Innocentius/Vestina Papal 4 candlestick silver 32745
422–32 Celestine Papal 24 candlestick chandelier silver 157176
422–32 Celestine Papal 24 candlestick chandelier silver 157176
422–32 Celestine Papal 10 crowns silver 32745
432–40 Xystus Papal 34 crown lights silver 111333
432–40 Xystus Papal 1 altar silver 98235
432–40 Xystus Papal 1 table railings silver 98235
432–40 Xystus Papal 5 scyphi silver 81862.5
432–40 Xystus Papal 4 amae silver 78588
432–40 Xystus Papal 3 paten silver 58941
432–40 Xystus Papal 1 scyphus gold 3929.4
461–68 Hilarus Papal 10 chandeliers silver 196470
461–68 Hilarus Papal 25 scyphi silver 81862.5
461–68 Hilarus Papal 25 amae silver 81862.5
461–68 Hilarus Papal 1 cross gold 6549
461–68 Hilarus Papal 10 lamps silver 65490
461–68 Hilarus Papal 10 chandeliers silver 65490
461–68 Hilarus Papal 24 chanceliers silver 39294
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461–68 Hilarus Papal 1 oratory silver 32745
461–68 Hilarus Papal 1 oratory silver 32745
461–68 Hilarus Papal 50 service chalices silver 32745
461–68 Hilarus Papal 1 scyphus gold 2619.6
468–83 Simplicius Papal 16 chandeliers silver 62870.4
498–514 Symmachus Papal 22 arches silver 144078
498–514 Symmachus Papal 1 oratory silver 110023.2
498–514 Symmachus Papal 20 chandeliers silver 98235
498–514 Symmachus Papal 3 arches silver 58941
498–514 Symmachus Papal 1 cross gold 3274.5
498–514 Symmachus Papal 1 canopy silver 39294
498–514 Symmachus Papal 1 confessio silver 39294
498–514 Symmachus Papal 1 image silver 39294
498–514 Symmachus Papal 12 arches silver 39294
514–23 Hormisdas Papal 1 bm silver 340548
514–23 Hormisdas Papal 1 paten gold 6549
514–23 Hormisdas Papal 16 chandeliers silver 78588
514–23 Hormisdas Papal 16 chandeliers silver 62870.4
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 1304.7
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 bowl silver 662.9
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 315.7
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 bowl silver 260.5
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 bowl silver 258.3
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 bowl silver 220.4
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 pitcher silver 151
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 strainer silver 64.4
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 disk gold 4.5
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
4 Water Newton Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
5 P.Amst. I.87 Treasure/Inventory 1 basin silver 327.5
5 P.Amst. I.87 Treasure/Inventory 6 Incense–holders silver 12
5 Canoscio Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 300
6 First Cyprus Treasure/Inventory 1 bowl silver 1033.9
6 First Cyprus Treasure/Inventory 1 censer silver 256.6
6 First Cyprus Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 135.9
6 First Cyprus Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 77.6
6 First Cyprus Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 75.6
6 Gallunianu Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 780
6 Gallunianu Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 350
6 Gallunianu Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 330
6 Gallunianu Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 200
6 Gallunianu Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 120
6 Gallunianu Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 25
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 lampstand silver 1305.8
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 lampstand silver 1158.3
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6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 1090
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 1008.1
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 1000
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 987
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 904
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 836.3
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 767
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 642.8
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 pitcher silver 623
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 527.7
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 511
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 mirror silver 510
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 fan silver 493
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp silver 485.8
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 fan silver 485
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 fan silver 480.4
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 cross silver 310.1
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 284.8
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 263.1
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 215.3
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 cross silver 211.2
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 pitcher silver 173.4
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 box silver 171.7
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 ladle silver 102.2
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 85.5
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 83.3
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 81.5
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 79.5
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 79.5
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 77.7
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 74.3
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 bowl silver 68.7
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 54
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 48.5
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 43.5
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 40.1
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 cross silver 38.2
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 strainer silver 32
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 spoon silver 31.1
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 cross silver 30.1
6 Kaper Koraon Treasure/Inventory 1 strainer silver 26.1
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Ma’aret en Noman Treasure/Inventory 1 plaque silver 10
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 1599
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp silver 1291
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp silver 1170.5
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp silver 1159
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp silver 1112
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp (polycandelon) silver 981
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 book cover silver 917
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6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 asterisk silver 893.5
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 pitcher silver 822
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp silver 663
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp silver 566
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp silver 565
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp silver 480
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp silver 343.3
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 341
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 book cover silver 317
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 vessel silver 304
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 273
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 257
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 lamp silver 231.7
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 222
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 108
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 84
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 63
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 chalice/cup silver 61
6 Sion Treasure/Inventory 1 vessel silver 27
7 Auxerre/Ger Treasure/Inventory 1 pitcher silver 1309.8
7 Auxerre/Ger Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 982.4
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 pitcher silver 1473.5
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 2 pitcher silver 1391.7
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 10 paten/plate silver 1309.8
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 4 salt cellar vessel 1309.8
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 6 plates vessel 1309.8
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 1146.1
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 basin vessel 1146.075
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 12 spoons misc 1038.0165
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 982.4
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 982.4
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 pitcher silver 982.4
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 tray silver 982.4
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 12 spoons misc 982.35
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 lion’s head silver 982.35
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 3 flagons vessel 982.35
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 12 spoons misc 900.4875
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 basin vessel 900.4875
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 tray vessel 900.4875
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 washbasin vessel 818.625
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 9 spoons vessel 818.625
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 736.8
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 654.9
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 paten/plate silver 654.9
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 tray silver 654.9
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 anapum vessel 654.9
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 tray vessel 573.0375
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 washbasin vessel 573.0375
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 ladle silver 573
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 tray vessel 523.92
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 vessel base silver 491.2
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 cup vessel 353.646
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 flagon vessel 353.646
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 salt cellar silver 327.5
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 plate vessel 327.45
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 sieve vessel 327.45
7 Auxerre/Steph Treasure/Inventory 1 sieve vessel 55.6665
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B.5 Miscellaneous Votives
No. Descr. Source No. Descr. Source
70 baskets—sm. P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 1 knife P. Grenf.IV.111
50 (?) P.Princ.III.180 1 mortar P. Grenf.IV.111
40 baskets/rugs? P.Bad.4.54 1 (?) P.Bad.4.54
29 (?)—var. sizes P.Oxy.16.1925 1 (?) P.Bad.4.54
29 heads?—var. sizes P.Oxy.16.1925 1 oil—(?) pints Sicilian P.Bad.4.54
27 (?)—delicate P.Oxy.16.1925 1 oil—60 pints good qual. P.Bad.4.54
24 keys—notched P.Oxy.16.1925 1 seed—7.5 art. P.Bad.4.54
19 clasps—‘psant’ Cirta 1 wheat—21.5 art. P.Bad.4.54
19 heads—sm. marble P.Oxy.16.1925 1 wheat?—3 art. P.Bad.4.54
18 (?)—wood P.Oxy.16.1925 1 wheat?—4 art. P.Bad.4.54
16 columns—sm. wood P.Oxy.16.1925 1 wheat?—60 art. Hatrean P.Bad.4.54
14 spoons CPR.8.65–66 1 (?) CPR.8.65–66
13 columns—sm. delicate P.Oxy.16.1925 1 (?) CPR.8.65–66
12 spoons SPP XX 151 1 (?) CPR.8.65–66
12 spoons Auxerre/Steph 1 (?) P.Ant.III.204
12 spoons Auxerre/Steph 1 weight P.Ant.III.204
12 spoons Auxerre/Steph 1 (?) P.Princ.III.180
12 chains—w/collar P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 1 (?) P.Princ.III.180
11 spoons SPP XX 151 1 (?) P.Princ.III.180
11 (?)–sm. P.Oxy.16.1925 1 coin—copper Sion
9 (?)—var. CPR.8.65–66 1 (?) SPP XX 151
7 candles Cirta 1 (money) SPP XX 151
7 lion heads P.Oxy.16.1925 1 (money) SPP XX 151
7 (?)—var. w/same key P.Oxy.16.1925 1 (money) for completing (?) SPP XX 151
6 lamp—terra cotta P. Grenf.IV.111 1 (money) for daily affairs SPP XX 151
5 bricks P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 1 (money) for the honor of the wine SPP XX 151
4 lamps—terra cotta P. Grenf.IV.111 1 shield—bottom part of the boss P.Oxy.16.1925
4 spoons CPR.8.65–66 1 (?) P.Oxy.16.1925
4 crowns SPP XX 151 1 (?)—wood P.Oxy.16.1925
4 statuettes P.Oxy.16.1925 1 cross—gilded marble P.Oxy.16.1925
3 baskets/missoria? SPP XX 151 1 lion head water spout P.Oxy.16.1925
3 (?) P.Ryl.Copt.IV.244 1 lion heads P.Oxy.16.1925
3 bells—w/chains P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 1 lion-headed water spout P.Oxy.16.1925
2 (?) CPR.8.65–66 1 statuettes P.Oxy.16.1925
2 (?) CPR.8.65–66 1 key—dolphin P.Oxy.16.1925
2 oxen P.Princ.III.180 1 weaving peg P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238
2 icons P.Oxy.16.1925 1 bier P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238
2 folding tablets—wood P.Oxy.16.1925 1 magnesium (?) P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238
2 crosses—cedar Pap.Gr.Wess.II 117 1 magnesium (?)—sm. P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238
2 crosses—cedar V.S. Pancration 1 oil—.5 xestes P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238
2 (?)—for weaving P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 1 wine—1 measure P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238
2 candles P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238 1 bucket for washing P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238
1 bier P. Grenf.IV.111 1 hoe P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238
1 scissors for hair-cutting P.Ryl.Copt.IV.238
B.6 Pagan Votives: Vaise and Berthouville
No. Type Material Name g. D. @37.5D/d @50D/d @75D/d Inscriptions
1 statuette silver Berthouville 2794 51130.2 1363.5 1022.6 681.7
1 statuette silver Berthouville 1700 31110 829.6 622.2 414.8
1 scyphus silver Berthouville 1658 30341.4 809.1 606.8 404.6 MERCVRIO AVGUSTO Q.DOMITIVS
TVTVS.EX VOTO
1 scyphus silver Berthouville 1637 29957.1 798.9 599.1 399.4
1 oenochoe silver Berthouville 1159 21209.7 565.6 424.2 282.8
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1 oenochoe silver Berthouville 1047 19160.1 510.9 383.2 255.5 MERCVRIO AVGUSTO Q.DOMITIVS
TVTVS.EX VOTO
1 tabletop silver Berthouville 1027 18794.1 501.2 375.9 250.6 Deo Mercurio Kanetonnessi, G(aius) Propert(ius)
Secundus vslm
1 bracelet gold Vaise 75 16491 439.8 329.8 219.9
1 patera silver Berthouville 899 16451.7 438.7 329 219.4 Mercur(io) Aug(usto) sacrum. Germanissa, Viscarii
(filia), vslm
1 phaile silver Berthouville 895 16378.5 436.8 327.6 218.4 MERCVRIO AVGVSTO Q DOMITIVS TVTVS
EX VOTO
1 torque silver Berthouville 888 16250.4 433.3 325 216.7
1 bracelet gold Vaise 73 16051.2 428 321 214
1 cantharus silver Berthouville 852 15591.6 415.8 311.8 207.9
1 cantharus silver Berthouville 837 15317.1 408.5 306.3 204.2 DOMIT TVTVS VSO (votum
solvit)/MER.AVGVSTO.Q.DOMIT.TV-
1 plate silver Berthouville 747 13670.1 364.5 273.4 182.3 Mercur(io) Aug(usto) sacrum. Germanissa, Viscarii
(filia), vslm
1 statuette silver Vaise 737 13487.1 359.7 269.7 179.8
1 phiale silver Berthouville 697 12755.1 340.1 255.1 170.1 Mercurio  Aug(usto)  P(ublius)  Aelius  P(ublii)
Aeli(i) Numitoris libertus, Eutychus vslm
1 patera silver Berthouville 687 12572.1 335.3 251.4 167.6
1 cantharus silver Berthouville 582 10650.6 284 213 142
1 cantharus silver Berthouville 578 10577.4 282.1 211.5 141
1 phiale silver Berthouville 573 10485.9 279.6 209.7 139.8 Deo Merc(urio)  Jul(ia)  Sibylla  d(e)  s(uo)  d(ono)
d(at)
1 phiale silver Berthouville 547 10010.1 266.9 200.2 133.5 Merc(urio) M(arcus) Latinius Astius vslm/P (ondo,
librum) unam, dextantem, scriptula decem (611lb
62g)
1 phiale silver Berthouville 527 9644.1 257.2 192.9 128.6
1 ewer silver Berthouville 472 8637.6 230.3 172.8 115.2 Mercurio  [Aug(usto)]  Camulognata, Coici  filia,
vslm/Mercurio  sacr(um)  Maxuminus  Carantini
fi(lius) dsd
1 goblet silver Berthouville 463 8472.9 225.9 169.5 113 MERCVRIO Q DOMITIVS TVTVS V S LM
(libens merito)
1 collar gold Vaise 36.6 8047.6 214.6 161 107.3
1 phiale silver Berthouville 358 6551.4 174.7 131 87.4 Q. Lucanius Blaesus, ex stipe
1 phiale silver Berthouville 354 6478.2 172.8 129.6 86.4 L(ucilia?) Lupula M(ercurio) C(anetonnesi) do
1 phiale silver Berthouville 326 5965.8 159.1 119.3 79.5 Sollemnis vo(tum) s(olvit)
1 ring gold Vaise 27 5936.8 158.3 118.7 79.2
2 patera silver Berthouville 312 5709.6 152.3 114.2 76.1 Mercur(io) Aug(usto) Creticus Runatis (filius) d(e)
s(uo) o(btulit) vslm
1 cup silver Berthouville 237 4337.1 115.7 86.7 57.8
1 bowl silver Berthouville 226 4135.8 110.3 82.7 55.1
1 cup silver Berthouville 210 3843 102.5 76.9 51.2 Deo Merc(urio) Q. Statilius Carus vslm
1 bowl silver Vaise 203.3 3720.4 99.2 74.4 49.6
1 patera silver Berthouville 186 3403.8 90.8 68.1 45.4
1 simpulum silver Berthouville 174 3184.2 84.9 63.7 42.5
1 phiale silver Berthouville 173 3165.9 84.4 63.3 42.2
1 vase silver Berthouville 171 3129.3 83.4 62.6 41.7 VII S
1 patera silver Berthouville 168 3074.4 82 61.5 41
1 plate silver Vaise 167.2 3059.8 81.6 61.2 40.8 P(ondo) semis uncia scripula (quinque), TAVRAV,
SECI, COCNCO
1 handle silver Berthouville 161.9 2963 79 59.3 39.5
1 ring gold Vaise 13.4 2946.4 78.6 58.9 39.3
1 plate silver Vaise 144.3 2640.7 70.4 52.8 35.2
1 medallion gold Vaise 10 2198.8 58.6 44 29.3
1 patera silver Berthouville 113 2067.9 55.1 41.4 27.6 M(ercurio) (et) Vener(i) Lupercus
1 phiale silver Berthouville 112 2049.6 54.7 41 27.3
1 phiale silver Berthouville 87 1592.1 42.5 31.8 21.2
1 bust silver Berthouville 80 1464 39 29.3 19.5
1 patera silver Berthouville 79.1 1447.5 38.6 29 19.3 Ave, fili. P(ondo): quadrantum, (scriptula) septem
1 cup silver Berthouville 79 1445.7 38.6 28.9 19.3
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1 fragments silver Berthouville 77 1409.1 37.6 28.2 18.8
1 plaque silver Berthouville 75 1372.5 36.6 27.5 18.3 QBSVSLM (Quintus B…S…vslm)
1 bracelet silver Vaise 73.7 1348.7 36 27 18
1 paten silver Berthouville 69 1262.7 33.7 25.3 16.8 Mer(cur)io Caneto(nnessi) Epaticcus dsd
1 phiale silver Berthouville 68 1244.4 33.2 24.9 16.6 Merc(urio) Aug(usto) Creticus Runatis (filius) dso,
vslm
1 vase silver Berthouville 61 1116.3 29.8 22.3 14.9
1 handle silver Berthouville 59 1079.7 28.8 21.6 14.4
1 handle silver Berthouville 56.4 1032.1 27.5 20.6 13.8
1 simpulum silver Berthouville 55 1006.5 26.8 20.1 13.4 Sacconis-Sacco
1 handle silver Berthouville 50.2 918.7 24.5 18.4 12.2
1 bracelet silver Vaise 46.6 852.8 22.7 17.1 11.4
1 pendant gold Vaise 3.8 835.5 22.3 16.7 11.1
1 pendant gold Vaise 3.4 747.6 19.9 15 10
1 handle silver Berthouville 40 732 19.5 14.6 9.8
1 spoon silver Vaise 38.7 708.2 18.9 14.2 9.4 GRECI
1 pendant gold Vaise 3.2 703.6 18.8 14.1 9.4
1 pendant gold Vaise 3.2 703.6 18.8 14.1 9.4
1 plate silver Berthouville 38.3 700.9 18.7 14 9.3
1 cup silver Berthouville 37 677.1 18.1 13.5 9
1 spoon silver Vaise 34.7 635 16.9 12.7 8.5 CO, CO, PXPI
1 simpulum silver Berthouville 33 603.9 16.1 12.1 8.1 Mercurio  Aug(usto), Combaromarus, Buolani
fil(ius) vslm
1 spoon silver Vaise 32.1 587.4 15.7 11.7 7.8
1 spoon silver Vaise 32 585.6 15.6 11.7 7.8 CO
1 disc silver Berthouville 31.5 576.5 15.4 11.5 7.7
1 spoon silver Vaise 29.5 539.9 14.4 10.8 7.2 MES, cross, GRECI
1 disc silver Berthouville 25.5 466.7 12.4 9.3 6.2
1 spoon silver Vaise 21.8 398.9 10.6 8 5.3 GRECI
1 spoon silver Vaise 21.8 398.9 10.6 8 5.3
1 spoon silver Vaise 18.1 331.2 8.8 6.6 4.4
1 spoon silver Vaise 17.9 327.6 8.7 6.6 4.4
1 spoon silver Vaise 17.8 325.7 8.7 6.5 4.3 MES
1 spoon silver Vaise 17.5 320.3 8.5 6.4 4.3 SEX
1 spoon silver Vaise 17 311.1 8.3 6.2 4.1 CO
1 spoon silver Vaise 11 201.3 5.4 4 2.7
1 spoon silver Vaise 10.1 183.9 4.9 3.7 2.5 COR
1 handle silver Berthouville 9.6 175.7 4.7 3.5 2.3
1 palmette silver Berthouville 7.2 130.8 3.5 2.6 1.7
1 hanger silver Berthouville 6.5 119 3.2 2.4 1.6
1 emblema silver Berthouville 4 73.2 2 1.5 1
1 leg silver Berthouville 2.3 42.1 1.1 0.8 0.6
1 statuette silver Berthouville 1.3 23.8 0.6 0.5 0.3
1 statuette silver Berthouville 0.8 14.6 0.4 0.3 0.2
1 hand silver Berthouville 0.2 3.7 0.1 0.1 0
1 spoon bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 bell bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
12 coin bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 crown bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 eagle bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
2 feet bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 fibula bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
36 fibula bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 fragment bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 hammer bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
2 ring bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
2 ring bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
2 roll bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 sistrum bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 spatula bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 torque bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
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1 trident bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 tweezer bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 vase bronze Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 torque gold Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
2 arrow
tip
iron Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 fibula iron Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
2 instrument iron Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
2 key iron Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 knife iron Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
3 ring iron Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 sickle iron Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 trident iron Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 bust silver Vaise 0 0 0 0 0
29 coin silver Vaise 0 0 0 0 0
52 coin silver Vaise 0 0 0 0 0
1 flagon silver Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0 165 lbs 50g
1 handle silver Vaise 0 0 0 0 0
1 hoop silver Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
2 phiale silver Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0 Deo Mer(curio)  Can(etonnesi), Decir(ius)  Luper-
cus ex test(amento) Plac(idii) Docirigis; p(ondo):
(librae)  duo, quincunx, binae, sextulae/21: Deo
Merc(urio)  Can(etonessi)  Decir(ius)  Lurercus  ex
test(amento)  Plac(idii)  Docirigis; p(ondo)  librae
duo, quincunx. Babelon calc. stated total as: 409
lbs, 30 gr.
1 spoon silver Berthouville 0 0 0 0 0
1 statuette silver Vaise 0 0 0 0 0
1 statuette silver Vaise 0 0 0 0 0
1 statuette silver Vaise 0 0 0 0 0
1 utensil silver Vaise 0 0 0 0 0
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